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STATEMENTS
1.

Water control in the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal command area is contested. For
comprehensive analysis of this contestation it is necessary to understand the linkages
between water control's technical/physical, organisational and socio-economic/
political dimensions.
(this thesis)

2.

There is no anarchy on the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal.
(thisthesis;cf. Hart, 1978; Wade,1990)

3.

While social constructivist analyses of design processes in farmer managed irrigation
systems have generally focused on the role that farmers/water users play in these
processes, social constructivist analyses of designprocesses inIndiancanal irrigation
need to take the mechanisms that exclude farmers/water users from design as a
central theme.
(thisthesis, chapter4)

4.

The class-related spatial distribution of land and water intheTungabhadra Left Bank
Canal command area shows that in canal irrigated contexts spatial relations as
structured by the lay-out of the canals, are an integral part of the relations of
production.
(thisthesis, chapters5 and 6)

5.

a) The issue of water rights is underemphasised in policy and academic discussions
on canal irrigation in India.
(Saleth,1996)
b) Analyses of rights and entitlements to canal irrigation water should focus on the
interlinked nature of the relations that determine resource access.
(thisthesis, chapter6)

6.

Thetechnical and managerial creativity of field-level Irrigation Department engineers
islarger thangenerally acknowledged. Because thatcreativity isseenbytheengineers
themselves and by outsiders as a coping or making-out strategy, and because it is
located in a hierarchical bureaucracy with a prescriptive management style, its
potential to function as a resource in management reform remains untapped.
(this thesis)

7.

The stateand characteristics of outlet structures and the features of rotation schedules
express thebalance of power between thedifferent actors involved inwater control.
(thisthesis, chapters 7, 8 and 9)

8.

In the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal irrigation system rent-seeking is not the main
mechanism in water distribution practices. Analyses of the relationship between
Irrigation Department officials and farmers/water users in other South Indian canal
irrigation systems that describe this relationship as one of constant and antagonistic
confrontation, mediated by bribe payments and political pressure, can therefore not
be generalised. What needs to be developed is theory that explains the conditions of
possibility of different configurations of state-water users relationships in canal
irrigation systems.
(thisthesis, chapter 7;cf. Wade, 1982a, 1990and Ramamurthy,1995)

9.

Populism supports the persistence of the protective irrigation model at policy level
and unequal distribution at irrigation system level, but the recent initiatives of the
Andhra Pradesh government suggest that it can also provide an ideological basis for
an irrigation management reform agenda.
(thisthesis, chapters3 and 10; Peter, 1998)

10.

The paradigmatic difference in the study of natural resources management between
the Irrigation and Water Engineering group and the Erosion and Soil and Water
Conservation group is one of the factors that hinders the emergence in Wageningen
Agricultural University of an interdisciplinary approach to integrated water resources
management in tropical regions.

11.

Those who make a point of criticising neo-marxist analyses of capitalism for its
structuralist, functionalist, determinist, linear or otherwise epistemologically
undesirable characteristics, tend to undervalue the empirical evidence produced by
neo-marxist authors regarding the ontological force of capitalist development.
(cf.Long and vander Ploeg,1994)

12.

Those who want to stay in touch with the realities of Indian everyday life are well
advised to regularly travel by bus.

Peter P. Mollinga
On the waterfront. Waterdistribution, technologyand agrarian change in a South Indian
canal irrigationsystem
Wageningen, 16 October 1998
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PREFACE
The completion of a Ph.D. thesis is an appropriate moment for the acknowledgement of intellectual
debts. Ph.D. research work often is a phase in which ideas and approaches get consolidated by
prolonged focus onasingletheme. Mythemewasthecombination ofthesocial andtechnical analysis
of irrigation, on the basis of a study of water distribution in acanal irrigation system in South India.
Through this intensive study a position from which further work will be done has been defined.
Before that standpoint and perspective become a black box it is useful to recognise the imprint of
different people, ideas and events on it.
The intellectual trajectory of this book probably started in the early years of my study at
Wageningen Agricultural University. In 1979 the richtingsgroepbestuur (the board of the student
organisation for thestudyprogramme) ofwhichIwasamember organised aday for public discussion
entitled TropischeCultuurtechniek: meerdantechniekalleen(Irrigation and water engineering: more
thantechnologyalone).Theposter showed abulldozer threatening torunover farmers, whoranaway
with their hands in the air. This awareness of the social dimensions of my technical profession has
remained my leading motive.
In terms of research the next major step was the fieldwork on water management in small lift
irrigation systems in the Senegal river valley in 1983,done together with Ton Meijers. The research
showed that theagency assumption that the valley farmers, whohad an irrigation experience of only
a few years, wasted irrigation water, was unfounded. We found quite sophisticated farmer-made
systems of water distribution rules, which had gone unobserved by intervention agencies. This field
experience for once and for all convinced me of the knowledgeability and capability of farmers,
before I even knew that phrase.
Then followed a period in which irrigation had disappeared somewhat behind the horizon. My
membership of the Imperialisme Kollektief,followed by a 2'A year period at the Studium Generate
department was a most inspiring period. We organised an international congress on Technologyand
agrarian underdevelopment (1985) and the first Political economyof agriculture in the ThirdWorld
course (1987). The politics of the former activity was to argue and lobby for a chair at Wageningen
Agricultural University onTechnology and Development, anaimthatwasachieved many years later.
Of the latter it was to reform the Wageningen development-oriented curriculum into a more
interdisciplinary and problem-oriented direction. The course was institutionalised, but the success of
the overall reform effort has been at best partial. The intense interaction with the comrades and
colleagues from the IK and SG has profoundly shaped my academic and political preoccupations.
Wehadalsocome intocontactthrough theseactivities withtheDevelopment Policy and Practice
research group at the Open University in Milton Keynes, U.K. In 1988 and 1989 Jos Mooij and I
spent a wonderful 1Viyears of study and writing on the themes of agrarian change, technology and
the state. The work with the DPP group put the sometimes somewhat idiosyncratic debates in
Wageningen in perspective, and added critical realism and labour process theory to my intellectual
repertoire. I thank the DPP group and specifically David Wield, Ben Crow, Henry Bernstein and
Terence J. Byres for their support and supervision. The latter's references to Ishikawa's and Boyce's
work on irrigation in Asia triggered my interest in the water control concept.
At the end of the period in Britain the return to irrigation took place. I took up the challenge
to combine my social science interests with my irrigation background. A research proposal was
written and submitted to WOTRO, through the department where Ihad graduated. Lucas Horst and
the late Jacques Slabbers provided all the necessary support. A group of like-minded colleagues
greatly stimulated each other's work in this formative period. The closest exchange was with Geert
Diemer, Paul Hoogendam, Wim Kloezen and Joost Oorthuizen.
That intellectual advance is a collective process also expressed itself in the support group that
was formed with a set of fellow Ph.D. researchers: Roland Brouwer, Kees Jansen, Jos Mooij and
Marina Endeveld. We helped each other through the difficult process of proposal writing and
fieldwork, and later the thesis writing. We also organised, together with Henry Bernstein, the
Agrarian Questions. Thepolitics offarming anno 1995 conference in Wageningen.

With regard to the research itself, I thank the Institute for Command Studies and Irrigation
Management, Bangalore, and particularly its director, the late Dr B.K. Narayan, for providing the
institutional affiliation that allowed me to do the research, and for the practical assistance extended.
The permission of the governments of Karnataka and India to do the research is gratefully
acknowledged, as well as the financial support at different stages of the project by the Open
University at Milton Keynes, Wageningen Agricultural University and WOTRO (the Netherlands
Foundation for the Advancement of Tropical Research).
I owe a lot to my research assistants, R. Doraiswamy and M. Sudharshan. They took up their
work on the condition that they would camp in the research area for a full agricultural year on an
almost permanent basis. The work and living conditions in Raichur district were not easy. All three
ofus had lost weight and gone through several attacks on our physical health by theend of that year.
Butthey had also secured acontinuous data setonwater distribution, agricultural practices and other
issues that was crucial for the research. Through the social relations and networks they built in the
communities and offices we worked in, trust was created that made the research more enjoyable and
increased the quality of the data collected. I was very fortunate that R. Doraiswamy could alsojoin
the new research project that started in 1996.
Four Dutch students did M.A. or M.Sc. thesisresearch during thefieldworkperiod. They were
Alex Bolding, Annet Smits, Kees van Straaten and Rick Verhoeven. The value of their work will be
clear from the reference made to it in different chapters. The students alsoprovided avery welcome
sounding board and opportunity for discussion, which stimulated my own fieldwork.
A lot of information given by farmers and officials was collected with thepromise of privacy,
and therefore I must thank them anonymously. This academic research project, like many others,
depended on their willingness to devote time to and share personal experience with an outsider,
without a return of the favour through practical contributions by the researcher to the solution of the
problems discussed. The hospitality and openness experienced in the field underlines the feeling of
privilege associated with doing research in India.
In terms of practical assistance in the data collection a special mention has to go to the
documentation service of the Deccan Herald and the Department of Economics and Statistics, both
inBangalore. Many government offices inRaichurdistrictandBangaloreprovided valuable statistical
material. Without the help of the librarians and Xerox machine operators of the Institute for Social
and Economic Change and the University of Agricultural Sciences (Bangalore), the Andhra Pradesh
StateArchivesandOsmania University (Hyderabad), theIndiaOffice Library andRecords(London),
Karnataka University and the University of Agricultural Sciences (Dharwad), the Raichur Research
Station, Mysore University, and Jawaharlal Nehru University (New Delhi) my reference list would
have beenalot shorter, and myunderstanding alotmore limited. K.K.S. Murthy of Select Bookshop
(Bangalore) contributed to my sense of history and collection of old irrigation books.
I thank my supervisors Lucas Horst and Ben Crow for their support, guidance, confidence and
patienceduring the fieldwork and writing phase. Colleagues and students of the Irrigation and Water
Engineering group I thank forproviding a context for discussion and development of the ideas in the
thesis. I apologise that its finalisation has taken so long.
Frans van Ernst and P.J. Kostense made most of the drawings. Indira Simbolon took a burden
of my shoulders by typing and editing the list of references.
Dr Ramachandraswamy and Sharda taught me the basics of the Kannada language. Though I
must have disappointed them by not taking sufficient time to fully master the language, my limited
command of ithasbeenveryuseful intheresearch andfor living inKarnataka ingeneral. The classes
intheirhouseare remembered withgreatpleasure. Subash Menonwasa friend from almost day one.
On the first day we met he helped me to steer my unaccompanied luggage through customs, and he
and Radhika have continued to extend their help and hospitality since then.
I thank my parents for stimulating my inclination to study, and for not questioning how I spent
my study time. Last and foremost I acknowledge the invaluable support of Jos Mooij, my partner in
many endeavours. Without our companionship this research would probably never have taken place.
Wageningen, 24 July 1998

Glossary and abbreviations

ayacut
bhatta
CAD
CADA
cusec
DES
DOA
DRLAD
duty (in acres/cusec)
GOAP
GOHYD
gowda
GOI
GOKAR
GOMAD
GOMYS
GONOH
hatti
ICC
IIC
IIMI
ID
jowar
kabbu
kharif
KWDT
Mandal Panchayat
Mandal Pradhan
MLA
MP
MOAI
MOI
MOIP
MOWR
PC
PD
PWD
rabi
sowcar
taluk
TBP
TMCft.
UI
VCP
Zilla Parishad

irrigated or irrigable area
rice (paddy)
Command Area Development
Command Area Development Authority
cubic foot per second
Directorate of Economics and Statistics
Department of Agriculture
Development and Rural Local Administration Department
design parameter that indicates how many acres of a crop can be cultivated
with a constant discharge of irrigation water of 1cusec
Government of Andhra Pradesh
Government of Hyderabad
member of the village elite/big man
Government of India
Government of Karnataka
Government of Madras
Government of Mysore
Government of the Nizam of Hyderabad
cotton
Irrigation Consultative Committee
Indian Irrigation Commission (of 1901-03)
International Irrigation Management Institute
Irrigation Department
sorghum
sugarcane
first season of the agricultural year; starts May/June when the monsoon
rains begin (mungaaru in Kannada)
Krishna Water Disputes Tribunal
elected council of a group of villages
president of the Mandal Panchayat
Member of the Legislative Assembly (State parliament)
Member of Parliament (Union parliament)
Ministry of Agriculture and Irrigation
Ministry of Irrigation
Ministry of Irrigation and Power
Ministry of Water Resources
Planning Commission
Planning Department
Public Works Department
second season of the agricultural year; starts August/September towards the
end of the rainy season (hingaaru in Kannada)
rich and influential farmer who is also a moneylender
administrative subdivision of a district
Tungabhadra Project
Thousand Million Cubic feet
Unauthorised Irrigation
Violation of Cropping Pattern
elected district council

INTRODUCTION

Raichur is not Hollywood, but it surely is a theatre of dramatic events. Eventfulness is a
major attraction of research on water distribution in large scale canal irrigation systems.
South India's protective irrigation systems arecases of scarcity bydesign, and the encounters
of water, technology and people that take place inthem, are often spectacular. A difference
between a Hollywood waterfront and the one in Raichur District - the stage of this script is the absence of a happy end. There are no Marlon Brandos, or Raj Kumars, who come to
the rescue of deprived tailenders. A simple dividing line between the 'good guys' and the
'bad guys' also does not exist. We do find complex patterns of social interaction and
struggle, by actors with multiple interests and divided loyalties, around the distribution of a
resource crucial for agricultural production. The outcomes of this struggle have strong
implications for the livelihoods of water users, their relations with each other and the
governing institutions of the state, and thepolitical, economic and agro-ecological dynamics
of the region. If water distribution is a play, it is a deadly serious one.

1.1

SUBJECT OF THE BOOK

This book discusses irrigation water distribution in the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal. This
reservoir-fed canal system is located in Raichur District1*, Karnataka State, India (see map
1.1). Part of interior South India, it isadrought pronearea with lowand erratic rainfall, that
suffered from recurrent famines in the past.2) To protect rainfed crops against drought and
the population against famine, a large scale irrigation system was constructed in Raichur
District. The system is operational since 1953. By means of a 227 kilometers long main
11

From November 1997 Raichur district has been divided into two districts: Koppal district and
Raichur district. When I refer to Raichur district in this book I mean the undivided district.
21
Average rainfall inthe district is approximately 600 mm, varying between almost zero and 1300
mm in different years. Rain mainly falls in the period May/June to September/October. The mean
daily maximum temperature is40°C in May andthe mean daily minimum is29°C in December. Peak
temperatures inthe summer months can go upto 45-46°C. Soils are mainly the moisture retentive
'black cotton' soils (vertisols). Food crops grown in rainfed agriculture were predominantly coarse
grains (sorghum and millet) and pulses. Cotton was the main commercial crop. See Mysore State
Gazetteer (1970) for more background information on Raichur District and the Tungabhadra Left
Bank Canal, including a list of famines.
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canal, 87 secondary canals called distributaries, and thousands of pipe outlet structures the
system aims to spread water thinly over a command area of 240,000 hectares.
The intended supply of small amounts of water to as many villages and farmers as
possible has not materialised. Instead of single-season supplementary irrigation of crops like
sorghum, millet and groundnut, there is a high incidence of double cropping and intensive
irrigation ofrice andsugarcane. Thecultivation of theseeconomically remunerative butvery
thirsty crops implies a highly unequal distribution of irrigation water and of the economic
benefits of irrigated agriculture. The Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal is an extreme but not
exceptional case of uneven agrarian development under irrigated conditions.
Access to water, or more precisely, control over water allocation and distribution, is a,
ifnotthe, keyvariable inthepattern ofagrarian change intheTungabhadra Left BankCanal
command area. The description and analysis of the contestation of water control by the
different people involved in irrigation forms the core of this book. This contestation takes
place at different levels of the irrigation system (outlet, distributary, and main canal), and
has technical/physical, organisational/managerial, as well as social, economic and political
dimensions. An attempt is made to integrate these different levels and dimensions of water
control into a single analysis.

1.2

MAIN CONCERNS

Two concerns are - thus -central to this book. The first, practical and specific concern isto
understand what is happening in canal irrigation in South India in order to address the
question how these systems can develop into more efficient and equitable operations. The
second, academic and general concern is to contribute to the further development of
interdisciplinary analysis of irrigation. The legitimation of this academic concern is again a
practical one. I believe that an interdisciplinary approach is a necessary (but certainly not
sufficient) condition for successful transformation of existing irrigation practices.
Choosing this formulation, I explicitly locate this book in the science of irrigation as an
applied field. In the final analysis, the purpose of the book is toseek solutions toreal world
problems, and not the erection of theories as an aim in itself. At the same time the book is
highly critical of the 'normal professionalism' in irrigation, in which every discipline
perpetuates its ownproblem definitions and its own standard solutions, without taking much
notice of other perspectives (Chambers, 1988).
Chambers' critique of irrigation professionalism still has great relevance, but some of the
gaps in irrigation analysis have started to be filled since the publication of his book. A
number of approaches and conceptual frameworks have been forwarded that take a more
systemiclookatirrigation. Examplesare Uphoffs notionofsocio-technicalsystems (Uphoff,
1991), recent efforts to systematise performance assessment analysis (Small and Svendsen,
1992), the*neo-institutional economics framework for understanding collective action in
irrigation (Ostrom, 1990), and the inclusion, in many parts of the world, of institutional
components in previously exclusively technical interventions (for India see for example
Maloney and Raju, 1994; Sivamohan and Scott, 1994). These developments in theory and
practice imply increased recognition of the multi-dimensionality of irrigation.
It is the contention of this book that despite this movement towards more integrated
approaches inthe mainstream of irrigation studies, most frameworks fail toconceptually link
the technical, organisational and socio-economic/political dimensions of irrigation
satisfactorily. In chapter 2 this statement is substantiated through a discussion of three
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Map 1.1: Location of the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal irrigation system in Raichur district,
Karnataka State, India
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Source: Jurriens, Ramaiah and van Alphen (1988:23) (slightly adapted)

conceptual problems in current approaches. These are:
1)
the treatment of irrigation technology as a black box in both social and technical
science approaches to irrigation,
2)
the simplified concept of human agency commonly used in irrigation analyses, and
3)
the absence of a concept of social power in most analytical frameworks.
An approach to remedy these defects is developed in the same chapter and elaborated in
the rest of the book. The approach's conceptual focus is 'water control in sociotechnical
systems'. Water control isdefined as politically contested resource use. Thecritique and the
alternative approach also reflect on models for irrigation intervention. The concept of
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government-controlled planned intervention is questioned and a 'policy as process'
perspective advocated instead.

1.3

METHOD

The method chosen to address the concerns outlined above is the intensive study of one
particular case,theTungabhadra Left BankCanal irrigation system (onthecasestudy method
see Yin, 1984).
One reason to opt for the case study method were the characteristics of available studies
on canal irrigation management inSouth Asia. There isample documentation on how South
Asian canal irrigation systems shouldbe managed, and nodearth of reports listing the many
problems that occur in canal irrigation systems. There are surprisingly few detailed and
comprehensive studies on the way the systems are actually managed, operated and
maintained, how these phenomena should be explained, and what the wider effects of these
irrigation practices are.3) Policy initiatives for management reform in canal irrigation may
as a result bear little relation to the practicalities of irrigation on the ground (or rather, on
the canals). A larger number of 'grounded' studies could provide a more realistic basis for
policy debates on the desired transformation of these systems. Within the given time frame
of the research one intensive case study was the maximum achievable.
Another reason to opt for the case study method was that this research ventured into
relatively new and unknown terrain, both substantively and methodologically. The research
was complex in different ways. Irrigation systems, particularly large ones, are by nature
complex in the sense that they are composed of heterogenous elements, which are part of a
whole structured through levels and in other ways. The research was complex in the sense
of difficult because it wanted to study water control's different dimensions, implying a call
on conceptual frameworks and methodologies from different disciplines. The causal
connections that needed to be brought to the surface were, at least to this researcher, far
from obvious.
The research started at thelocal level with the investigation of water distribution in three
tertiary units. These were units comparable in complexity and size with the small scale
systems investigated earlier by the author and his colleagues.4' For reasons of intellectual
stimulation, tertiary units were chosen ina headend andatailend distributary of thesystem:
distributaries 24 and 93, at a distance of about 100 kms apart.5> Units were chosen with
somedegree of water scarcity. The assumption was that social interaction would particularly
31

This study would not have been impossible without the existence of anumber of studies that do
approach the ideals of empirical 'thickness' and comprehensiveness. References are given in
chapter 2.
41
The research for this book was based in the Irrigation and Water Engineering research group at
Wageningen Agricultural University, the Netherlands. With regard to the investigation of water
distribution practices, the group gained experience in smaller scale, farmer-managed irrigation
duringthe 1980s (reported in Diemer and Slabbers, 1992 and Diemer and Huibers, 1996). My own
experience was with smallscale (20 ha)lift irrigation inthe Senegal rivervalley, donetogether with
Ton Meijers (Meijers and Mollinga, 1991). Colleagues who started to work in larger systems from
a similar perspective in the late 1980s and early 1990s were van der Zaag (1992), van Bentum
(1995) and Pradhan (1996).
51
These numbers are the numbers of non-existing distributaries, but they indicate the approximate
location of the distributaries in the system (see map 1.1).
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bevisible insituations of medium scarcity, and much less in situations of abundance or very
severescarcity (seeWade, 1988a;Uphoff, WickramasingheandWijayaratna, 1990).Tertiary
units were so selected that the group of water users consisted of 40 to50households ineach
of the two locations. Forty to fifty was a number considered large enough to be able to
identify different categories of farmers/water users, and not too big to be researchable
through intensive research (see Sayer, 1984 on the concept of intensive research). Tertiary
units with a mixed population of local and settler farmers were selected.
After basic insight in the situation in the tertiary units had been gained, the research
moved up the canals. It followed the water and the water users from these units to division
points along the canals, to the offices of Irrigation Department officials, to the houses of
politicans, to the markets where farmers sell their produce, to the villages, to the shops of
seed and fertiliser traders, andeven tothehallsof theKarnataka High Courtand Parliament.
The intention was to map as comprehensively as possible the set of practices, relations and
institutions that the farmers from the tertiary units were engaged and embedded in, as far as
these were relevant to understand water control.6' The inspiration by social-anthropological
research techniques should be evident (see for example Long, 1989).
Amajor methodological problem of this approach is located in thephrase 'as far as these
were relevant to understand water control'. Without a fully developed conceptual model or
substantive theory, and without much empirical data on comparable situations, the
identification of relevant relations and phenomena was very time-consuming and stressful.
Infact, far too much data wascollected onsomeaspects, and perhaps notenoughonothers.
More generally speaking, professionally oriented interdisciplinary research on irrigation
has at least twogaps tobridge. The first is theconceptual gapbetween the technical and the
social sciences, and the second is the gap between theory and practice, or knowledge and
action.
The first gap ismosteasily bridged. Theresearch wasdesigned likemostacademic work.
It took a societal issue as its research object, but was not directly linked to intervention or
change processes, and did not have the ambition to conclude with a set of prescriptions for
action. It could fully focus on making conceptual contributions to further the cause of
interdisciplinary irrigation science.
Research designs thatallow impartial andreflexive analysis havetheir merits, particularly
in conflictuous contexts like water distribution, and in cases where the approach to
intervention ispart of theproblem. However, thisdistance totheresearch object also makes
it more difficult, if not impossible, to bridge the second gap, that between knowledge and
action. This gap exists for all academic research that is designed as indicated above, but it
is particularly acute in the case of interdisciplinary research. This risks to speak to none of
the disciplines it seeks to integrate, in both the academic and the action oriented world.7)
61

Because of time and scale reasons the evidence collected at the lower levels of the system is
'thicker' and on higher levels it is 'thinner'. Going upwards, some of the institutions and practices
were black-boxed to keep the fieldwork manageable. The order of presentation of the research
material on water distribution runs parallel to the order of investigation. What has become invisible
in the organisation of the book is that the conceptual framework was developed to a large extent
while struggling with the empirical material, and not before it, as the chapter sequence now
suggests.
71
A typical mechanism in universities isthat research groups with an interdisciplinary mandate are
institutionally marginalised by giving them the same position asthe disciplinary groups. They thus
become, as it were, a new discipline. The pressures for this come from the other groups (an
(continued...)
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It also makes relatively large demands on the readers of the texts that it produces, because
interdisciplinarity assumes familiarity with a number of professional and academic fields.
Byits sizealone, ascholarly workof morethan 300pages canhardly beexpected tohave
much of an impact on thereality that itdescribes and analyses. The gap between theory and
practice can onlybe bridged by setting knowledge towork inconcrete action. However, the
desire tobridge theknowledge-action gaphasaffected themodeof presentation of this book.
Except in chapter 2, I have tried to avoid the use of conceptual jargon in the main text.
I have attempted topresent the empirical material in a theoretically structured and coherent
manner without labouring the theoretical underpinnings. I try to let the facts speak, while
being aware that the facts never speak for themselves.
In addition, the theoretical focus single-mindedly is the development and application of
a conceptual framework for the interdisciplinary analysis of water distribution in canal
irrigation. One of the problems in interdisciplinary research is the temptation to engage in
and try to contribute to the disciplinary debates from which insights and concepts are
eclectically drawn. I have tried to stay object-focused in theorisation and not todiverge into
disciplinary preoccupations. I clarify my position in the different disciplinary fields where
necessary, through references and short discussions in footnotes and boxes, and more
generally inchapter 2. Theoretical conclusions canbe found intheconcluding sections of the
empirical chapters and in the concluding chapter of the book.
Ihope that thisway of dealing withtheory and conceptualjargon hasmade thebook more
accessible to its main target group, irrigation professionals and students, than it would
otherwise have been.

1.4

STRUCTURE OF THE BOOK

After this introduction, the book in chapter 2 opens with a discussion of the conceptual
framework that it employs for its analysis. This discussion leads to the formulation of the
central research question of the book.
Chapter 2 not only provides thebasis for theanalyses presented subsequently, but isalso
aneffort tosummarise moregenerally theapproach of theWageningen-based research group
to the study of the management and useprocesses in actually existing irrigation systems. In
many respects, the ideas in it are the result of a collective learning process, rather than my
own individual ideas. Obviously, this is not aneffort to dodge responsibility for the content
of the chapter.
Then follow three contextual and historical chapters. In chapter 3 the phenomena of
protection and localisation are discussed. Protection refers tothedesigncharacterictics of the
large scale canal irrigation systems constructed in the dry areas of South Asia since colonial
times. Thechapter discusses theregionally specific forms thatprotection against droughtand

''(...continued)
integration role is quickly perceived as an overseeing and evaluation role) and from the
interdisciplinary groups themselves (the need to consolidate work space that was often acquired
with great difficulty). Examples aredepartments of gender studies andtechnology and development
groups. Mechanisms in the action oriented world can be derived from Chambers' discussion of
normal professionalism (Chambers, 1988). One of the conclusions that I have drawn from this is
that transformation towards interdisciplinarity has to start from within the disciplines rather than
be advocated from the outside.
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famine has taken. It situates the case study and suggests its wider relevance. Localisation is
the form of government land useplanning that was tried in South India to control water use
(and secure its spread) by means of legal-administrative control of the cropping pattern in
irrigation systems. Insight in the features and failure of localisation are essential to
understand present water distribution problems.
Chapter 4discusses the different steps and phases intheevolution of the ideato construct
a large scale irrigation system in the Tungabhadra valley. This story starts in the mid-19th
century. The chapter discusses the long-drawn negotiation of the main design characteristics
of thesystem, which include its location, totalavailable water, thesizeofthecommand area,
the cropping pattern to be adopted and the alignment of the main canal.
In chapter 5 the socio-economic context of water distribution is discussed. The chapter
shows the quite dramatic impact of irrigation onagricultural development inRaichur district
(expansion, intensification and commoditisation). The settlement of farmers from the coastal
areas of neighbouring Andhra Pradesh is discussed in some detail because of its importance
for the process of growth and social differentiation. After the presentation of a typology of
farming households-enterprises, the chapter concludes with a discussion of the geographical
dimensions of access to water and social differentiation at pipe outlet command area and
distributary level.
These three contextual andhistorical chapters serve asbackground and introduction tothe
core of the book, the analysis of water distribution practices at different levels in chapters
6 to 9. In chapter 6 the reproduction of unequal water distribution at pipe outlet command
area (tertiary unit) level is discussed for each of the three outlet command areas that were
investigated. The chapter identifies some of the mechanisms through which rich and middle
peasants manage to reproduce their dominance over small and poor peasants. Water
distributionrelationsare interlinked withcreditandemploymentrelations, inwhichsmalland
poor peasants havedependentpositions. But, thisrelationis two-sided and leaves someroom
to manoeuvre for the deprived.
Water distribution practices at distributary level are discussed in twochapters. In chapter
7 the institutional dimensions of water distribution are the focus. The chapter discusses the
different organisational forms, particularly rotation schedules at distributary and
subdistributary level, for the mediation water of scarcity. It also looks at the strategies of
different actors involved -farmers, Irrigation Department staff and politicians - tocope with
the struggle over scarce water.
Inchapter 8the focus isthe irrigation distribution technology, particularly thedesign and
constructionof thepipeoutletstructures thatconnectthedistributary canals withthe farmers'
fields inthe tertiary unit. This pointof contact isanalysed as thecontested material interface
of water users and the state. It is argued that the interactions of these groups shape as well
as are shaped by the technical characteristics of the distribution device.
The last chapter onwater distribution practices ischapter 9. Itis located atthe maincanal
level. The chapter describes the changing arrangements for distribution of water in the main
canal over the four main canal management divisions. It discusses institutional responses
within the irrigation bureaucracy to scarcity at main canal. It shows that irrigation
bureaucracies may be more flexible and prone to change than images of rigid hierarchical
empires tend to suggest. But at the same time it shows that the problem to achieve
institutional change at this level remains quite enormous.
Inthe concluding chapter, chapter 10, the main focus ismanagement reform inprotective
irrigation. The chapter first discusses the constraints and opportunities for management
reform that can be derived from the analysis in preceding chapters. This discussion is also
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a summary answer to the central research question. After that the different perspectives that
exist on the need for management reform and the problems that need to be solved are
discussed. The third entry into the management reform issue is a discussion of the process
of irrigation reform policy formulation and implementation in Karnataka. The chapter and
the book conclude with a research agenda for management reform.

ON THE WATERFRONT
Conceptual groundwork for interdisciplinary irrigation studies

The objective of this chapter is to provide the conceptual basis for the analysis of water
distribution practices in the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal in subsequent chapters. The
chapter isalso an attempt to present a theoretical starting point for interdisciplinary analysis
of irrigation more generally. Interdisciplinarity in this book particularly refers to the
integration of technical and social science perspectives on irrigation.
Theoretical endeavours to develop conceptual frameworks usually start with detailed
reviews of the literature inthe field. Iwill not present such areview here because a number
of reviews that identify the gaps and limitations of the irrigation literature already exist (see
for example Chambers, 1988; Jurriens and de Jong, 1989). Recently, Ramamurthy wrote a
review of the irrigation literature from a perspective very close to the one adopted in this
book (Ramamurthy, 1995). Moreover, her review underpins a study of irrigation practices
in a South Indian canal irrigation system. There is no need to repeat her excellent
contribution.
Ageneral conclusion thatcanbedrawn from thesereviews andcritiques isthat there seem
to be very few bridges across the gap between the technical and social irrigation sciences.
A more appropriate metaphor for the connection between the two disciplinary shores would
bethatof a ferry, across ariver with hazardous currents, allowingonly intermittent presence
oneither side, but nocontinuous traffic and intermingling of ideas. More plainlyput, Iwant
to suggest that an interdisciplinary approach to irrigation requires a critique of some of the
main theoretical premises of the professional irrigation literature, and, to a lesser extent, of
someof theacademic irrigation literature'spremises (thedistinction isexplainedbelow).The
premises I have in mind are the following.
1. The conceptualisation of technology.
2. The understanding of human agency and practice.
3. The (absence of a) concept of social power.
Aconsequence of this evaluation of the irrigation literature is that in order to develop an
interdisciplinary framework for irrigation studies it is necessary to draw on a number of
literatures that have very little to do with irrigation. In this chapter I will liberally perform
such acts of appropriation.
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Section 2.1 gives a summary evaluation of the professional irrigation literature as an
introduction totherest of thechapter. Intheremaining sections Ioutlinetheconceptual basis
of the approach used in this book. Section 2.2 argues that irrigation systems are inherently
sociotechnical systems and therefore require asociotechnical approach for their analysis. On
the basis of that discussion Idesign a descriptive model of irrigation systems as structurally
embedded irrigationactivities atdifferent system levels (section 2.3). Theconcept of practice
discussed in section 2.4 theoretically elaborates the notion of irrigation activities. The
discussion provides a set of operational concepts, based on a particular concept of human
agency, for the concrete investigation of the day-to-day happenings in sociotechnical
irrigation systems. In section 2.5 the main concept of thebook is introduced: water control.
Threedimensions of itare identified: technical, organisational, and socio-economic/political.
Through a discussion of the concept of social power water control is defined as a case of
politically contested resource use. In section2.61formulate and discuss the central research
question of the book. It is the first step away from the general conceptual discussion in the
preceding sections towards substantive theory on theTungabhadra Left Bank Canal case. In
section 2.7 1 conclude the chapter with a description of the structure of the book in terms of
the central research question.

2.1

THE PROFESSIONAL IRRIGATION LITERATURE: A SUMMARY
EVALUATION

With professional irrigation literature I refer to three bodies of intellectual work: the
irrigation engineering, irrigation economics and irrigation management literatures. The
adjective professional derives from thecloselinkageof thesethree literatures with donor and
government funded irrigation practice and intervention." An alternative description would
therefore be the intervention or action-oriented literature.
The irrigation engineering literature is mostly disciplinary work on the hydraulics of
canals and structures, construction engineering, crop water requirements, irrigation
efficiencies, and other topics.2*
Economics, particularly neo-classical economics, has always been very important in
government-sponsored and government-managed irrigation. Incolonial times it was used to
calculate the financial returns to government investment in irrigation (see chapter 3). It is
now similarly used for calculating benefit/cost ratios and internal rates of return to evaluate
the feasibility of irrigation projects, and the role of irrigation in economic development.31
More recently the discipline of economics has become more important in the field of
11

Examples are the Water Management Synthesis Project in Pakistan, the Command Area
Development (CAD) programme in India, andthe National Irrigation Agency (NIA) experience in the
Philippines. The location of the International Irrigation Management Institute (IIMI) in the CGIAR
(Consultative Groupon International Agricultural Research) network, andthe location of IPTRID (the
International Programme on Technology Research in Irrigation and Drainage) - till recently - in the
World Bank also illustrate the intervention orientation anddonor association. For critical discussion
of some of the implications of the strong intervention and donor orientation, see Bloemen and de
Moor (1983) and Heybroek and Witter (1981).
21
Indian irrigationtextbooks that cover these issues andwhich areusedinthis book are Ellis (1950)
and Mahbub and Gulhati (1951).
31
The size of the irrigation economics literature is substantial. For India see Dhawan (1988) and
Bharadwaj (1990) for an overview and references.
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irrigation studies through the use of approaches like rent seeking analysis and game theory
for understanding institutional processes (Repetto, 1986; Ostrom, 1990).
The irrigation management literature has emerged since the 1970s as a response to the
disappointing performance of theirrigation systems thatwere newly constructed inthe 1950s
and 1960s in a massive wave of irrigation investment (for areview focusing on South Asia,
see Chambers, 1988). In the 1970s and early 1980s most attention went to the organisation
of water distribution and maintenance and the organisation of water users in water users
associations at the local, tertiary unit or outlet command area level. More recently main
system management and the irrigation bureaucracies have also become a focus in research.
Performance assessment is now a main theme, linked to irrigation management transfer and
decentralisation, andtheintroductionof marketprinciples (volumetricpricing, tradablewater
rights) in management. Here there is a strong link with irrigation economics.4'
In addition to the professional irrigation literature there is what could be called a more
academic literature on irrigation. It is much less linked to irrigation intervention practices.
Irefer tohistorical,geographical, social-anthropological,political-economicandotherstudies
on irrigation, aiming to understand ongoing processes more than directly desiring to change
them.5'Analternative, but notvery elegant description would be the understanding-oriented
irrigation literature. These studies are usually independently conducted by universities and
research institute staff. Though there are definitely linkages between the 'professional' and
the 'academic' literatures on irrigation (both in persons and in ideas), they have to a large
extent remained two separate worlds.
Summarised at the most general level, my criticism of the premises of the professional
irrigation literature consists of three points.6'
1) Thetreatmentof technologyas a black-box. This means that engineers as well as social
scientists tend toconsider technology as something thatmaybeused orabused, but which
is inherently neutral. Irrigation engineers tend tobeunaware ofand/or uninterested in the
way technologies are shaped by and in their turn shape institutional and other social
relations. The little space the 'social perspective' has found in the irrigation engineering
debate is in the discussion of technology-management interactions (for discussion see
Horst, 1996; Levine, 1980; Pradhan, 1996). But opening the black box of irrigation
technology is a much broader exercise, as will become clear below. An appreciation of

41

See for example Murray-Rust and Snellen, 1993; Nijman, 1993; Rosegrant and Binswanger,
1994; Small and Svendsen, 1992; Vermillion, 1996.
51
For India, such academic studies include - focusing on canal irrigation - Gorter (n.d), Jairath
(1984), Pandian (1990), Ramamurthy (1995), van Schendel (1991), Sengupta (1991), Stone
(1984), Wade (1988a) and Whitcombe (1972).
61
I limit myself to ontological points, that is premisses regarding the nature of irrigation reality. I
leave aside the epistemological and methodological premiss of the dominantly positivist approach
to investigation and explanation in the professional irrigation literature. For acritique of positivism
see Sayer (1984). There is an emerging debate in India between different methodological
paradigms, as dominant in economics and social anthropology (see Bardhan, 1989). For irrigation
in India, the first occasion that I know of where these contrasting paradigms were (largely
implicitly) discussed, was the 1995 conference in Madras on 'The political economy of water in
South Asia. Policy problems and proposals'. Explicit formulations of the listed points of criticism
are found mostly in the work of people working at the interface of the professional and academic
spheres. Some references are given below.
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the social dimensions of technology is generally also absent in the economics and
managementprofessional literature on irrigation.7*
2) A limited conceptof human agency. With concept of human agency I refer to the basic
ideaaboutwhatmotivatespeople's behaviour, andhowthatbehaviour shouldbeanalysed.
In the irrigation economics and management literature the concept of human agency is
usually that of the utility maximiser or optimiser and the rational decision maker,
weighing the costs and benefits of alternative choices. In contrast to this I suggest that*
human behaviour is a much more complex affair, which requires less idealised and*
simplifiedmodels".*1
3) The absence of the social relationsofpower. Institutional and other social relations are
seldomly perceived as relations of power in the professional irrigation discourse. Human
relations and institutions are thought of in assumedly more neutral terms like
(ineffectiveness, (inefficiency and (ir)rationality.9) Social interaction is often modelled
as decision-making (Nijman, 1993) or communication (Scheer, 1996), without
incorporation of notions like interests, conflict and struggle. Incontrast Iarguethatsocial
power is acrucial element in understanding relations among people (and between people
and things for that matter)..Thisbook tries toshow that thetechnological and institutional
forms of water distribution must be understood as the embodiment of particular
configurations of powerrelations.10*
In part of the academic irrigation literature the second and third points are quite
commonplace, and this literature can therefore be usefully employed to enrich the
professional irrigation debate. The first point, on technology, is the more problematic one.
In most academic studies of irrigation, technology isequally treated as a black box.u> Iwill
devote considerable space to the argument that this cripples attempts at a comprehensive
understanding of irrigation.
In the following sections the validity of this critique will be argued for in reverse so to
speak. Ioutline a framework which incorporates the three criticisms given above. I suggest
that the presented framework allows more comprehensive analysis of irrigation situations.
The proof of that pudding lies in the reading of the full book.

71

See for example Diemer and Huibers (1996) for a summary critique of the the professional
irrigation literature on this point. Also see Diemer and Slabbers (1992).
81
See for example Anderson (1980) and Giddens (1984) for general discussion of the concept of
human agency. For a discussion of concepts of human agency used in performance assessment
models, see Mollinga (1994). For critiques of neo-classical and neo-institutional economics
regarding their concepts of human agency, methodological individualism and the failure to analyse
social relations of power see Bardhan (1991), Callinicos (1987), Hodgson (1988) and Sen (1977).
Also see Zey (1992). For critiques of the neo-classical economy approach to irrigation/water
resources see Green (1996) and Morris (1996).
91
For areview of Indian irrigation economics making this point, see Bharadwaj (1990). She argues
for the development of a 'social relations perspective' in Indian irrigation economics. Dhawan
(1993) is a very critical discussion of Bharadwaj's review.
101
For general critiques of the irrigation literature which incorporate one or more of the three points
discussed, also see Manzungu and van der Zaag (1996), Sengupta (1985) and Vincent (1997).
111
An example of this is Attwood (1985), to which Bolding, Mollinga andvan Straaten (1995) was
written as aresponse. In the South Asian context Wade is one of the few social science irrigation
analysts who addressesthetechnology issue (seeWade, 1990). Also seePfaffenberger (1988) and
Sengupta (1993).
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lOTECHNICAL PHENOMENON
iprehensiveunderstanding of irrigation requires a framework
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technologies not only mediate people's relationships with bio-physical processes, but also
shape the people-people relationships that are part of irrigation.14' The social dimensions
can be specified in three points: social requirements for use, social construction and social
effects.
Social requirements for use
Irrigation technologies put demands on the management structure of the irrigation system in
which they are used. To illustrate this point for large canal systems, the device by means of
which water is 'handed over' from the irrigation agency managing the main system to
farmers managing the local irrigation units, can be taken as an example.
The outlet or division structures that connect the mainsystem and the local irrigation unit
canbe designed in different ways. These different designs allow different types of operation
and regulation of supply. Fixed, non-adjustable structures are easy to handle, require no
water level measurements, cannot easily be mismanaged, require few management staff, but
have low operational flexibility and, at least on paper, lead to low water-use efficiencies.
Gradually adjustable structures on the other hand are complex to handle, require regular
water level measurements, caneasilybetampered with, require highstaffing levels, buthave
high operational flexibility, and, at least in theory, lead to high water-use efficiencies (see
Horst, 1987). The design of the outlet structure thus shapes the management structure.
This point can be theoretically formulated and generalised by stating that irrigation
technologies have social requirements for use.15) This means that particular social conditions
have to be fulfilled for the technologies to work effectively, and that different technologies
require different enabling conditions.
Social construction
Irrigation technologies are developed and designed with particular forms of cooperation and
management in mind. The purposes that technologies have to serve, and the institutional
forms through which thesepurposes should beachieved, are reflected inthe technical design
characteristics of irrigation artefacts. Two historical examples regarding canal irrigation are
the genesis of the Romijn outlet structure in the colonial period in the Dutch East Indies to
protect the interests of the sugar planters (ter Hofstede and van Santbrink, 1979), and the
search for tamper-proof modular outlets in British India in order to introduce market
principles and volumetric supply in water distribution incanal irrigation (Bolding, Mollinga
and van Straaten, 1995).16)
This point can be theoretically formulated and generalised by stating that irrigation
technologies are sociallyconstructed. This means that (i) technology development and design
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People-people relations areaninherent part of irrigation because irrigation systems inmost cases
involve more than one user. Cooperation among users, andoften of users andgovernment or other
agencies' personnel, is necessary to make use of the infrastructure. Even in single-user cases like
individual well irrigation, there is interdependence of different individual users at the regional or
watershed level. This becomes clear when over-extraction of groundwater takes place.
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Forthis andthefollowing two concepts see Mollinga and Mooij (1989) and Kloezenand Mollinga
(1992). Lacroix (1981:162) and van der Ploeg (1991:108) use the French term mode d'emploi,
which expresses the same meaning as social requirements for use.
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Other examples of social construction of irrigation technology can be found in van Bentum
(1992, 1995), de Bont (1992), Dia et al. (1996), Froentjes and de Ruiter (1991), Gerbrandy and
Hoogendam (1996), Horst (1996), Maat and Mollinga (1994) and Meijers (1992). Also see
Pfaffenberger (1988).
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are social processes in which different stakeholders interact (communicate, negotiate, take
decisions, struggle, etcetera), and (ii) that the nature of that process and the different
perceptions and interests of the stakeholders shape the technical characteristics of the
technologies (together with the properties of the materials used and the nature of the
(bio)physical mechanisms involved).
Social effects
Thethird wayinwhich irrigationtechnologies aresocial objects ismostsimplyputby stating
that irrigation technologies have social effects. Through its effects on crop production,
people's health and other things, irrigation affects people's livelihoods.17'These effects are
technology-dependent. For example, irrigation allows more intensive cropping systems, and
may thus generate economic growth and employment. Individually controlled sprinkler
irrigation systems enabling intensive cultivation of horticultural crops will have different
growth and employment effects than continuous flow gravity canal systems spreading water
thinly for supplementary irrigation of foodgrains like sorghum and millet. Another example
isthat some typesof irrigation allow the spread of an important resource over large numbers
of people and may therefore be important tools for politicians toreproduce political support
intheir constituencies. The latter isoneofthecrucial features ofprotective irrigationsystems
(see chapters 3and 7).
Thesethreeconcepts, thesocialrequirements for use,socialconstructionandsocial effects
of irrigation technology, provide the basis for a definition of irrigation systems as
sociotechnical systems.18' A comprehensive understanding of irrigation requires addressing
both dimensions simultaneously, and not consecutively and separately, as is usually done.
The absence of a hyphen between socio and technical is deliberate.
2.3

A DESCRIPTIVE MODEL OF IRRIGATION SYSTEMS

After establishing the sociotechnical nature of irrigation systems, Inow turn my attention to
thequestionhowthesesystems canbe modelled. Itcanbededuced from thediscussion above
that irrigation systems consists of a heterogeneous set of elements, and that they need to be
studied in context. The questions that need to be addressed are the following.
1) What are theconstituent elements of irrigation systems and whatare therelations between
them?
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For discussion of a 'livelihood perspective' on irrigation, see Chambers (1994). Also see Guijt
andThompson (1994), who make the additional point that water is supplied not only to crops and
people, but alsoto landscapes. This bringsthe issueof the ecological sustainability of irrigation into
focus. The best known debates on the social effects of irrigation are that on the so called green
revolution (Anderson et a/,, 1982; Byres, 1981; Harriss, 1985) and, more recently that on the
effects of large dam projects (Dhawan, 1990; Singh, 1997).
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Theterm sociotechnical ismost appropriateat the irrigationsystem level.At the watershed level
it would perhaps be more appropriate to speak of a socio-natural system (Bennett, 1990) or a
socio-ecological system (Gallopin, 1994, quoted in Singh and Titi, 1995:18, footnote 1). At the
level of the farm the term socio-agronomical system might be used. On social agronomy, see
Chayanov (1925) and van der Ploeg (1993), and for an application in irrigated agriculture, van
Bentum (1995: chapters 8 and 9).This book discusses irrigation at the irrigation system level, and
not at the watershed or catchment and farming system level.
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2) How does the 'context' in which these systems function affect the irrigation activities
going on within the systems (and viceversa)l
A labourprocessperspective
My starting point for answering these questions lies outside the domain of irrigation. More
than a century ago Marx undertook to analyse how the 'forces of production' and the
'relations of production' were connected to each other in capitalist manufacturing and
industry, and how this interrelation structured societal change. He developed a general
concept of the labour process in which both the technical and the social elements of
production found a place. He proposed that every labour process, that is every human
activity aiming to produce a useful product, consisted of three elements: (i) the personal
activity of man, i.e. work itself, (ii) the subject of that work, and (Hi) its instruments (Marx,
1977/1867:chapter 7).
Whenwe regard an irrigation systemas alabour process with theobjective tobring water
from A to B in order to grow agricultural crops, Marx's elements can be translated and
represented as in figure 2.1 (additional elements of labour process theory are referred to in
section 2.6).

Figure 2.1 Elements of irrigation as a labour process

/ people/ \
[ formsof }
\ organisation /

water

irrigation \
technology I

Irrigationactivities
The triangle of people, technologies and water summarises in a single formula all activities
thattakeplace inirrigation systems. Further operationalisation ispossibleby looking inmore
detail at exactly which activities are part of irrigation. Uphoff has provided a useful and
comprehensive description of irrigation activities. He distinguishes three types, each
subdivided into four activities: control structure activities (design, construction, operation,
maintenance), water use activities (acquisition, allocation, distribution, drainage); and
organisational activities (decision making, resource mobilisation, communication, conflict
management) (Uphoff, 1986:38-40, 42). Other classifications of activities and processes in
irrigation are also available (see Chambers, 1988; Huppert, 1989). The exact classification
one favours depends on the purpose of the analysis in which it is used, and the overall
approach to irrigation. Thegeneral point isthat irrigationconsistsof manydifferent activities
that need to be executed in combination.
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System levels
Afurther elementofthedescriptive conceptualisation of irrigation systems isthatthey consist
of a number of levels. Hydraulically, irrigation systems are made up of different levels of
canals, which are connected by theoutletanddivision structures discussed above. Figure 2.2
shows differences among irrigation systems in terms of their number of levels.
The levels-model can be extended upward by seeing irrigation systems as parts of a
watershed, and watersheds as parts of regional, continental and world wide agro-ecological
systems. Downward the model can be extended by including the different levels of the
drainage system, from field drain to ocean. In short, the whole hydrological cycle can be
seen as a system with many levels.19'

Figure 2.2: Levels in irrigation systems
EXAMPLE I
(On* I t v t l )

EXAMPLE I I
(Two Itvcls)

EXAMPLE 111
IThtM I t v l l s l

EXAMPLE I V
(Fourlevols )

TO ' Turnout
SS = Sub-system
LB : Left Bank
RB = Right Sonli

I SourCt
O'SlnDulory
Channels
(Watercourses)

Field Channels

Source: Uphoff (1991:33)

The sociotechnical point is that these levels are not only hydraulic or ecological levels,
but also social levels. Ateach of the levels there are different institutions inrelation to water
flow atthat level. These range from national and international policy makingand legislation,
to collective action at canal system level, to intra-household cooperation in field irrigation.
The social levels are organisationally linkedjust like hydraulic levels are technically and
physically linked. For example, theconnection of asecondary and atertiary canal isnotonly
a division structure with gates and locks, but also the person of the water distributor, who
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The hydrological cycle is actually acirculation system with different 'compartments'. The levels
metaphor applies when only part of the cycle is considered.
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may have different institutional attributes in relation to his or her appointment and payment
by and accountability to farmers, the government, or other irrigation agencies.
The notion of levels as relatively autonomous domains of irrigation activity invites the
application of systems theoretical approaches to irrigation. There have however been very
few applications of systems theory to irrigation that attempt to capture its sociotechnical
complexity. Oneof theconceptual (andpractical) issues isthatthere isnosimple coincidence
of hydraulic and social levels. How these precisely interconnect, and how their intersection
is the subject of renegotiation in irrigation activities, is an empirical question, and not one
of theoretical assumptions.20'
The context
As noted above, irrigation activities are not self-contained, isolated activities, but they are
part of wider processes. Irrigation activities as weencounter them inpractice have a number
of conditions of possibility. With conditions of possibility I refer to the circumstances that
enable the conduct of irrigation activities.
There are material and social conditions of possibility. The rainfall pattern and soil
fertility are examples of material conditions of possibility. We noticethiswhen rain does not
fall and rivers and groundwater aquifers dry up, or when soils become saline or suffer from
erosion. Other examples are theexistence of passable roads inthe irrigation system in order
to make gate adjustment and other management activities possible, and working telephones
to make frequent communication between different administrative divisions in the system
feasible. Whentherightmaterial conditionsare notfulfilled, irrigation as usualcan nolonger
take place.
There are also many social conditions of possibility. Some examples are the following.
* A farmer who uses a pumpset to lift groundwater to his fields can only do this when he
has a right toput a pumpset in his field, and extract water from the groundwater aquifer
below it. This right ispart of the legal system of property rights ina society (for a legalanthropological perspective on lawand property rights, see Benda-Beckmann and van der
Velde, 1992).
* When water isvery expensive farmers may use itjudiciously, while they may notbevery
particular about water use efficiency when it comes free of cost. The price of water
depends onseveral factors, amongthemgovernment water pricing policy (seefor example
Shah, 1993 and Moench, 1994).
* When farmers who happen to have land in the same irrigation system need to cooperate
to distribute water among themselves, this may be easier or more difficult depending on
differences in class, caste, gender, ethnic and other social relations (for references see
chapter 5).
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One recent attempt to develop a comprehensive model of irrigation systems is Small and
Svendsen's model of irrigation asawhole consisting of nested subsystems (the irrigation, irrigated
agriculture, agricultural economic, rural economic and politico-economic subsystems), relating to
each other through inputs and outputs (Small and Svendsen, 1992). The model seems to be
influential. Itappears onthe cover of the guidelinesfor preparation of operational plansfor irrigation
systems in India (INCID, 1994). Elsewhere Ihave discussed the limitations of this type of modelling
(Mollinga, 1994). Two problems arethe ontological separation of the different subsystems and the
fixity of their boundaries.
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Thedifferent conditions of possibility for irrigation activitiescanbegenerically classified
in three categories.21'
1) The agro-ecologicalsystem and technical infrastructure(climate, weather, vegetation,
soil, topography, technologies other than the irrigation system itself).
2) The agrarianstructure (markets for labour, land, technology, credit, inputs and outputs,
and social relations like class, gender, ethnicity, religion, caste and kinship at household,
village/community and other levels).
3) Thestate andthe institutionsofcivilsociety(government lineagencies like the Irrigation
Department, the legal system, policy making institutions, development NGOs, social
movements, education and training institutes, international donor and lending agencies,
local government institutions, and others).
The discussion above is summarised in figure 2.3 which gives a graphical representation
of structurally embedded irrigation activities.
Figure 2.3: Irrigation activities in context

FOO = forms of organisation
T = technology

The descriptive model, summarised in figure 2.3, gives a partial answer to the two
questions posed at the beginning of this section. It identifies the constituent elements of
irrigation systems, theactivities that takeplace inthem, thelevels at which theseoccur, and
itgives a generic classification of theelements of thecontext inwhich the systems function.

No theoretical claims are attached to this classification. See section 2.6 for more discussion.

J
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The descriptive model is a static model because it does not elucidate the nature of the
relationships between the elements, activities and levels, and how these shape each other.
How to understand the dynamics of irrigation systems is outlined below in two steps. The
first is to look at irrigation systems as embedded practices, and to explicate the concept of
practice. The second step is to introduce the concept of water control.
2.4

IRRIGATION AS A PRACTICE

Anexplication of theconcept of practice provides thefirst part of a framework for analysing
the sociotechnical structure and dynamics of irrigation activities in irrigation systems. Istart
with a definition of the concept, after which it isoperationalised.22>
"The production or constitution of society is a skilled accomplishment of its members
(...)" says Giddens (1976:102). This skillful product emerges through "regularised types of
acts", that is, human practices (ibid.:15). Practices are thus what people do, in a structured,
and structuring, fashion. Social interaction is the type of practice in which people encounter
each other.
The concept of practice provides a practical programme for investigation of actually
existing irrigation, and itwillbeused as such inthisbook. Italsocontains a number of basic
propositions onthenatureofhumanagency andsocial interaction. Thesepropositions arenot
themselves the subject of theorisation inthis book. They are presented in some detail below
because the adopted perspective is not commonly used in irrigation studies. In four
subsections I discuss the characteristics of the human behaviour that drive practices, the
means mobilised to conduct them, where practices take place, and how they are structured
and what is at stake in them.
Humanagency
Implicit in the definition of practice given above is a concept of human agency which says
that people are knowledgeable and capable actors. People are active players increating new
social and material environments, even when they have to operate within a context that is
only partially of their own making, and with motivations that are only partly conscious
(Giddens, 1984:chapter 2; Bourdieu, 1977:chapter 2; also see Long, 1989).
It is not unimportant to stress the knowledgeability and capability of the actors involved
in large scale canal irrigation management. Water users are not infrequently described as
illiterate, uneducated and wasteful. Irrigation officials are often talked about in pejorative
terms as well, as being unmotivated, poorly trained and corrupt. Such a perspective on the
mainplayers inwater management hardly allowsserious consideration oftheiractions,skills,
concerns and perspectives. It hinders both analysis of water management as it actually
occurs, and the grounding of interventions on such analysis.
The knowledgeability and capability of people does not mean they can do what they like
(or like what they like, as Bourdieu, 1977 stresses). Actors are always positioned (and
positioning themselves) in a particular context. The relationships in which an actor finds
him/herself both constrain and enable his/her possibilities for action. Social position also
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Inthe technical irrigation discourse practice is sometimes used as 'water application practices',
with surface irrigation, sub-irrigation and overhead irrigation as the basic categories (Withers and
Vipond, 1974:35). This is not the meaning adopted here. The term is sometimes also used to
describe the theory of irrigation or water distribution practices, rather than actually existing
practices, or the two are not clearly separated (see for example contributions in IWRS, 1 982).
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refers to the set of dispositions of actors. Bourdieu describes these as "a subjective but not
individual system of internalised structures, schemes of perception, conception and action"
(Bourdieu, 1977:86).Thedispositionconcept tries tolinktheexternalconditions and internal
motivations of action.23'
Again this isnot an unimportant pointto make in irrigation studies. Strongly dominant in
social science approaches to irrigation is the perspective from economics of people as
individual utility maximisers (see section 2.1 above). Farmers are often portrayed as profit
maximisers, irrigation officials increasingly as rent maximisers. These are images of rather
one-dimensional men in a world of individuals where positioning is regulated through the
(imperfect) market. Studies like those of Merrey on the role of izzat (honour) in Pakistan
Punjab's local irrigation organisation, and van der Zaag's study on the behaviour and
strategies of the canalero (water guard) in a Mexican canal system, show that people's
position in water management is a much more complicated affair (Merrey, 1983; van der
Zaag, 1992). The rationality of actors' behaviour cannot be reduced to a single variable.
Strategies and resources
What practices are and what human agents do can be illuminated by several additional
concepts. The first is that of strategy. People devise plans to achieve their objectives. As
Giddens points out, the analysis of social interaction is the "analysis of strategic conduct",
focusing on "strategies of control withindefined contextual boundaries" (Giddens, 1984:288293). A large part of this book is devoted to the analysis of strategic action of the different
actors involved inwater management intheTungabhadra Left BankCanal. This includes the
activities of farmers 'above the outlet' (Chambers, 1988), the management styles of the
Irrigation Department canal level officials, and the role of politicians as resource brokers.
Actors employresources intheir strategicconduct. Peopleuseparticular meanstoachieve
their ends. Callon aptly calls the resources that people mobilise and deploy intermediaries
(Callon, 1992). Intermediaries are the things that a person puts between him/herself and the
objects and other persons s/he wants to relate to. Callon classifies the different types of
intermediaries infour categories: 1)texts(language,policydocuments, administrative forms,
manuals and textbooks, laws, ordinances, etcetera), 2) artefacts (material objects, including
technologies), 3) people, and 4) money.
For physical relationships the concept of intermediaries is easy to understand. When an
irrigator wants to regulate a water flow in a stream or canal or on his/her field, s/he puts
artefacts like weirs, drops, division structures, pipes, siphons, pumps and/or sprinkler
installations between him/herself and the water. The relationship between people and water
is mediated by technologies.
Such mediation also exists in thecase of social relationships. For example when a farmer
wants to communicate with a government irrigation official to improve water supply, s/he
may talk to the official personally, speak with him/her on the telephone, offer to pay the
official a bribe, write the official a letter or petition, file a case against the
official/department at the local court, or ask a local politician to exert pressure on the
official.
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For further discussion see Giddens (1984:chapter 2) and Bourdieu (1977:chapter 2). Also see
Haraway (1991) on 'situated actors'.Theconcept of lifeworld iscloseto that of dispositions (Long,
1989). For application of these ideas to irrigation see Diemer (1990), Ubels (1989), van der Zaag
(1992) and Scheer (1996).
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In these different instances of communication and interaction the intermediaries are
different. When the farmers talks to theofficial personally the intermediary is language: the
spoken word. When they talk on the telephone the technology of the telephone system is the
additional intermediary. In the case of bribe payment the intermediaries are language and
money. Whenwriting a letter, written textand thepostal service are the intermediaries. The
court case brings in several people as intermediaries like police officers, advocates and
judges. The politician who can influence the behaviour of government officials is another
example of aperson acting as an intermediary. The intermediary in therelationship between
thefarmer and thepolitician maybe thevote atelection time, and thatbetween thepolitician
and the official, the former's power over the latter's transfer (Wade, 1982a). The
intermediaries in the transfer relation are texts (administrative rules for example) and money
(payments by officials to politicians to influence their transfer for example).
Arenas and domains of interaction
Practices takeplace inarenas. Arena isametaphor more than ananalytical concept. Itwants
to convey the image of the spectacle of daily life going on in delimited social, spatial and
time 'areas'. These areas may conceptually more precisely be described as domains of
interaction (Villarreal, 1994). These are "(...) areas of social life wherein practices are
routinely organised withinspecific localesandwhere certainauthorities, valuesand identities
are recognised, reproduced and transformed." (ibid.:59) Further description of the concept
can be found in box 2.2.

Box 2.2: Domains of interaction
"Activities within domains involve a heterogeneity of relationships -that could be labeled
political, economic, religious oremotional-andthey intertwine power relationsthat draw upon
diverse normative frames." (Villarreal, 1994:59)
"Interaction within adomain is usually focused around certain activities (...), or it can centre
around the functioning of an institution (...)." (ibid.59)
"The notion of domain, as I see it, is more concrete [than Bourdieu's concept of field]. It
implies a quite precise location in time and space, it entails linkages to institutions, and it
involves specific actors who engage in particular struggles. (...) Interaction within a domain
(...) entails specific linksto institutions, resources, relevant outsiders, andto diverse projects.
It is within these areas of social life that power networks are created and strategies are
repressed, channelled or isolated. Within domains of interaction practices of control and
authority aregivenform andlegitimated andnormative frames aretransformed in accordance
with shared understandings. But because we are speaking of interaction, of the negotiation
and struggle between different 'forces', domains are not isolated from other domains. They
must not be seen as autonomous fields of social action. Actors pull with them codes and
interpretations pertaining to other domains relative to their lifeworlds and revalorise them
within a specific domain." (ibid..201)

Theboundaries withinwhichpractices takeplacearetechnological, social, andare defined
by time and space. Technological and social boundaries were referred to above in the
discussion of irrigation systems levels: hydraulic units also constitute social domains of
interaction. In this subsection I concentrate on the time-space dimensions of irrigation and
their relevance for social interaction, which were not yet discussed.
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The time-space coordinates of irrigation plus the nature of water, "this infuriating
substance which moves about and changes form" (Chambers, 1988:41), often makes the
technical and institutional organisation of water management highly differentiated and
complex, particularly in systems with many users.24> Irrigation water is not a resource that
can be collected by water users at central distribution points, like people can buy stamps in
post offices, rice and sugar in fair price shops, or fertiliser at.fertiliser outlets. Irrigation
water has to be delivered at the doorstep, or rather the field bund. In creating a service
network for this, agencies thatassumeresponsibility for water distribution havetoadapttheir
technical and institutional infrastructure to the undulations of both space and time.
The spatial dimensions of irrigation include the following elements. Because crop
production is generally soil-based, the useof irrigation water implies that irrigation systems
have to spread water widely geographically, particularly of course in large-scale systems. A
further aspect of this is that soil quality generally varies over the command area of an
irrigation system. This creates different demands for water in different parts of the system.
Ifadditionally farmers grow different crops indifferent parts of the system, and the weather
is locally variable, many complications for tuning supply to demand exist.
The timedimension of irrigation istwofold. Itrelates to (i) therhythms of theclimate and
the weather, and (ii)the growth cycle of crops. Therhythms of the climate and the weather
influence the timing of both the supply of and the demand for irrigation water. The rainfall
pattern influences the discharge of the river from which an irrigation system may take its
water. It also influences the demand for irrigation water when it falls in the command area
of the irrigation system (see Pandian, 1987 for an excellent analysis of rainfall as a means
of production; also see Berkoff, 1990, Burns, 1993 and Wade, 1995 for discussion of the
importance of agro-ecological characteristics for irrigation organisation). Temperature may
influence river discharge through its effects on snowmelt, and crop water requirements
through itseffects on evapotranspiration. Thegrowth cycleof crops also influences demand
for irrigation water because crops have different water requirements in different parts of the
growth cycle (Doorenbos and Pruitt, 1977). Ideally, water supply should be adapted to all
these variations.
The characterising feature of irrigation therefore is the need to achieve an often highly
locally specific (up to the level of plots and parts thereof) temporal allocation of water in
space (Carlstein, 1982:269-286; also see Moore, 1989:1738-1741). Irrigation requires
specific technologies and institutions to deal with these time and space characteristics.
Concretely, a large number of control points is needed, spread over a large area, implying
a surveillance system with personel that is spread out, and moving around a lot to check all
thecontrol points. Thesystem alsohas tobeabletorespond effectively, both technically and
institutionally, to local and general changes in the supply of and demand for water.
The space-time characteristics of irrigation and the qualities of water are not just the
setting, or the 'given' set of constraints within which irrigation has to take place. Time,
space, and the properties of water are strategically used, contested and adapted by people
when they conduct the activity of irrigation. Someexamples that appear in this book are the
flexibility of thegeographical boundaries of the irrigation system (through re-use of drainage
water for irrigation and the installation of lift irrigation in tail-end areas), the adoption of
crop varieties with different maturation times in response to expected water availability, the
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Differentiation and complexity refers to actually existing management practices. Management
models are often wonders of uniformity and simplicity.
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creation of in-field and on-farm storage of water to irrigate rice nurseries during canal
closureperiods, the shift of domains of authority of farmers and government officials during
the day and the night, the shifts in what are head end and what are tail end areas over a
period of several decades, and the complex and diverse systems of turn-taking in outlet
commands.
It can be concluded that the boundaries of domains of interaction are not fixed but
flexible, technologically, institutionally as well as in time and space. The boundaries
themselves may be negotiated in the practices going on within them.
Rules and routines; interfacesand issues
Afurther feature of practices isthatthey haveregular patterns. They consistof routines, and
arestructured byrules (Giddens, 1984).These implycooperation andcoordinationof action.
Someof theroutinesdescribed inthisbookare: forms of rotational water distribution among
farmers at outlet level, forms of conflict management at distributary level, and management
routines within the Irrigation Department at main system level. Institutionalisation thus is a
central aspect of practices.
At thesametimepractices are characterised by discontinuities or interfaces. Long defines
social interface as "acriticalpointof intersection or linkagebetweendifferent social systems,
fields or levels of social order where structural discontinuities, based upon differences of
normative value and social interest, are most likely to be found (Long, 1989:1-2). At these
interfaces "the goals, perceptions, interests, and relationships of the various parties may be
reshaped as a result of their interaction, (ibid.:2). This interaction may be constructive and
consensual, but it may also beantagonistic and divisive. Rules may be disregarded, routines
may break down, and as a result the institutionalisation of practices may be undermined.
Rules and routines can not be taken for granted, but have to be reproduced continuously.
An example of an important interface in canal irrigation is the already mentioned outlet
structure, where the transfer of water from the government managers to the farmer users is
physically designed to take place. It is a discontinuity because it is the meeting point of the
different interests of different (groups of) water users and thegovernment management, and
thevarying perceptions of equity, efficiency and other normative categories thatregulate the
different actors' behaviour.
Thediscontinuitiesand interfaces inwater managementdefine quiteconcrete issuesaround
which interaction takes place. The basic issue in large-scale canal irrigation is that of
resource distribution: who gets how much water and when.25) Derived from this are issues
like the opening and closure dates of the canal system, the setting of gates at control points,
water levels tobe maintained incanal sections, crops tobe grown and not to be grown, and
the repair and maintenance of canals and structures.
Thesevery practical issuesare not 'just' practical issues, but theyarepartof more general
issues, like the reproduction of the social relations that define the agrarian structure, the
incidence of poverty, the intensification of agriculture, the maintenance of ecological
sustainability, andtheform ofpoliticalrepresentation anddemocracy. Theoutcomesofwater
managementpractices therefore havetobemeasured notonly interms of thephysical pattern
of water distribution or other indicators internal to the system, but also in terms of their
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How quantity andtiming areexpressed andmeasured varies. Sometimes there isvery little exact
knowledge on this. This lack of exact knowledge doesn't necessarily mean however that
distribution is less of an issue. The contrary may very well be true.
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effects on the wider process of rural transformation of which irrigation is part (see
Chambers, 1994).

2.5

WATER CONTROL

Inthissection Idiscuss howtheconceptof water control canbeusefully employed toanalyse
theprocesses within irrigation systems and theirconnections with thewider context inwhich
they are embedded. The concept ofpractice provided the methodological means for that; the
concept of water control is the basis for substantive theorisation.
In the irrigation literature water control is a very commonly used term. It is used in the
engineering literature, the literature on organisation and management, as well as in the
academic social science literature analysing irrigation from a rural development perspective.
In neither of these literatures large conceptual claims are attached tothe term. However, the
complementarity of meanings in these different discursive domains makes water control an
excellent candidate to play the leading conceptual part in an interdisciplinary approach to
irrigation. The first role water control can play as a concept is to bring the different
dimensions of irrigation as treated inthe different literatures under one heading. The second
role istotheorise therelationships between thesedifferent dimensions. The discussion below
follows this order.
Three dimensions of watercontrol
In the engineering literature water control refers to the physical control of water flow by
means of irrigation technology. A recent publication by the Worldbank is called Modem
watercontrol in irrigation(Plusquellec, Burt and Wolter, 1994). Itprovides a classification
of different methods of technical water control in irrigation systems (see box 2.3). It also
describes the different irrigation technologies available for equiping an irrigation system.
Plusquellec, Burt and Wolter's contribution is one in an international debate on different
design principles for canal irrigation systems. Apart from the high-tech oriented 'modern

Box 2.3: Water control (technical)
"Several control strategies are being used in irrigation schemes throughout the world:
* Proportional control
* Adjustable flow-rate control
* Upstream control
* Downstream control
* Remote monitoring
* Remote control
This list is not complete because each method inclused several subclassifications. For
example, proportional control may be nonadjustable or adjustable. Downstream control may
be centralized or local, and local downstream control may be on sloping or level-top canals
or pipelines. The term 'upstream control' describes a control method that maintains a
constant water level upstream of a check structure or, less frequently, a method that
maintains a constant flow through the check structure." (Plusquellec, Burt and Wolter,
1994:35)
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water control' view, there are concepts of 'structured design' (Shanan et al., 1986) and
'proportional division' from source to field (Horst, 1996). The use of water control in the
sense of water control technology is also common in the social science literature (see for
example Burns, 1993; Mitchell and Guillet, 1993).
In the irrigation management literature water control is used in a broader sense than its
technical meaning alone. In that literature water control also refers to managerial control of
the water distribution process, and other organisational processes in the irrigation system.
Some quotations are given as examples in box 2.4.26)
To control and tomanage are almost synonyms. Webster's New Dictionary of Synonyms
gives the following description of the two verbs. "Conduct, manage, control, direct are
comparable when they mean to use one's skill, authority, or other powers in order to lead,
guide, command, or dominate persons or things. (...) Manage usually implies the handling,
manipulating, or manoeuvering of a person or persons or a thing or things so as to bring
abouta response or submission toone's wishes or attempts touse, guide, lead, or command.
(...) Controlstresses the ideaof authoritative guidance and suggests a keeping within set or
desired bounds (as of accuracy, efficiency, propriety, or discipline); it implies a regulating
or restraining often by getting or keeping the upper hand." (Webster's, 1984:174)

Box 2.4: Water control (organisational)
"(...) by organizational control I mean that the group of farmers are in control of distribution
and conflict resolution within their group, and that the group has the right and the ability to
negotiate with other entities over the delivery of water to their group." (Hunt, 1990:144)
Huppert defines four basic management functions: planning, organising, leading and
controlling. Controlling is defined as the "the continuous monitoring and adjustment of all
activities of an organisation in line with pre-determined plans and standards." (Huppert,
1989:35)
"On the 22nd August 1973, the learned Advocate General of Andhra Pradesh conceded
that this Tribunal has no power to direct the vesting of the control and administration of the
Rajolibunda headworks andthe common canals within Mysore State limits inthe Tungabhadra
Board. However, heprayedthat it should make suitable recommendations for vesting control
and administration of the aforesaid works in ajoint control body." (GOI/KWDT, 1973-1:54)
"Water control as used inthis paper is defined asthe ability of farmers to plan adequately
and in time for cropping decisions by having the required volumes of water available at the
appropriate time and places for crop needs plus increments sufficient for leaching
requirements andevaporation losses.As defined, proper water control ensures that end users
will have a relatively high degree of predictability of water supplies for making cropping
decisions and meeting crop needs. (...) Effective water control is a function of several
complex sets of variables. Along with the physical,technical andeconomic factors, complex
social and institutional factors are also worthy of serious study." (Lowdermilk, 1990:155)

Irrigation management, or water control in the organisational sense, thus is about the
regulation and control of human behaviour, particularly with regard to the forms of
cooperation necessary to make irrigation systems function.
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Also see Vaidyanathan (1983) and Freeman (1989) for use of 'water control' in discussions of
irrigation organisation.
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Box 2.5: Water control (socio-economic and political)
North India
"The relevant power structures engaged in controlling and directing the supplies of water
were typically those of the cultivating body within the village itself, and the picture which
emerges from the enquiry into water-course management conducted in the early 1870s (...)
is one of petty elites often able to reinforce their multi-faceted advantages within the village
through their control over the allocation of scarce water. These village elites were not unduly
affected as government control extended down the hierarchy of distribution channels and
progressively confined local control to within the village boundaries." (Stone, 1984: 202)
West Bengal (India) and Bangladesh
"[Irrigation, or, more broadly, water control, constitutes the key technological constraint to
agricultural growth (...). This hypothesis is confirmed by strong relationships between water
control variables and various aspects of agricultural performance. (...) The irrigation-yield
correlations tend to rise through time, implying that irrigation's leading role has been
strengthened with the increase in fertiliser use andthe introduction of HYVs. (...) Inthe light
of this, it is remarkable that water control in West Bengal and Bangladesh remains so little
developed. [T]heagrarianstructure inBangladesh andWest Bengalhasimpeded water control
development, by adversely affecting the possibilities for resolution of the associated public
goods problems (...). The alternative to costly and often ineffective attempts at bureaucratic
control of water allocation would be control by organisations of the irrigators themselves,
who are in a much better position to monitor and enforce agreements and have strong
incentive to do so. One possible reason for the general failure of such institutions to emerge
at the local level isthat inequalities among water users make it more difficult to achieve social
control. It may beeasy to enforce compliance from relatively small andpowerless cultivators,
but effective limitation of water use by richer and more powerful individuals is another
matter." (Boyce, 1987:198-199, 229, 233)
Mexico
"The irrigation law of 1926 was pushed through by President Plutarco Eli'as Calles. This law
nationalised private irrigation systems, and established the National Irrigation Commission
(CNI). (...) Starting in 1930, it created aseries of irrigation districts. (...) From its foundation
the CNIwas highly political. The creation of new irrigation projects was politically motivated,
as the central government, located in Mexico City, manoeuvered to tighten its control over
regions that had resisted national control. (...) Projects along the border with the United
States were initiatedto strengthen Mexico's position inbilateral conflicts over water andeven
territorial sovereignty. (...) The trend towards increased state control was slowed by a law
passed in 1947 that allowed for private holdings of irrigated land. The new law sanctioned
the expansion of private agriculture in irrigation districts, as well as the transfer of water
rights when land was confiscated by the state for redistribution. (...) This law allowed the
private sector greater opportunity to control irrigated land and water resources. (...) Today
in Mexico, irrigation districts are one of the most important units of administration of
agriculture and water resources. The districts are run by a committee of the CNI that is
responsible for decisions about crops to be planted, distribution, types of fertilisers and
insecticides to be used by farmers, and maintenance of the system. Yet the [Ministry of
Water Resources] and the Ministry of Agriculture generally set the policies and have veto
power over committee decisions. (...) President Jos6 Lbpez Portillo, in a major bureaucratic
restructuring, combined the two [ministries] in 1977 (...). The reorganisation (...) [was]
plagued by problems of compartmentalisation, centralisation, and competitive planning and
budgeting (...). [D]espite the rhetoric, little power was transfered to the local level. The
control of irrigation districts continues to bedictated from Mexico City. (Enge and Whiteford,
1989:5-7)
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Afurther extension of thescope of irrigation studies lies intheattention for water control
in the socio-economic and political sense. This usage of water control addresses the
conditions of possibility of technical and managerial water control.
Box 2.5 gives examples from historical work on irrigation in India and Bangladesh, in
which it isargued that thesocio-economicdifferentiation of farmers prevented the emergence
of effective forms of cooperation among water users.
An example of water control in the political sense is also given in box 2.5. The case is
pre-turnover Mexico, where, as in many other parts of the world, irrigation served as a
means for the state goverment to politically and economically control peasant farmers.
From the examples given in box 2.5 it can be concluded that the relation between
technical and managerial control on one hand, and socio-economic and political control on
theother, istwo-sided.Socio-economicandpoliticalconditions influence whathappens inside
irrigation systems, and irrigationpractices within irrigation systems have implications for the
evolution of these conditions (also see section 2.6).
The three dimensions of water control are summarised in table2.1.
Table 2 . 1 :Three dimensions of water control
Dimension

Association/meaning

Disciplines

Technical control

Guiding-manipulatingmastering of physical
processes

(Civil) engineering, soil mechanics,
hydraulics, hydrology, agronomy,
meteorology, agro-ecology

Organisational control

Commanding-managing of
people's behaviour

Management science, extension
science, public administration,
organisation sociology

Socio-economic and
political control

Domination of peopleCs
labour)
Regulation of social
processes

Political economy, economics, rural
sociology, political science, social
anthropology, gender studies, agrarian
history

Water control:politically contestedresource use
The three different dimensions of water control described above represent three different
abstractions from a single phenomenon: irrigation as it confronts us in everyday life. This
means that they describe different features of a single object.27' In more practical terms:
you can't have changes in one dimension without changes in the other two.281
To theorise these intimate dimensional relations further, it is necessary to take a closer
look at the concept of control. Its associations as averb have already been discussed above.
As a noun, its synonyms are authority, jurisdiction, command, sway, dominion, and,
analytically most important I want to suggest, power (Webster's, 1984:188, 624).
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In fact, the three dimensions are each aggregations of a series of different abstractions.
Abstraction is here used as in Sayer (1981). He notes that different abstractions cannot "simply
[be] 'added up', but need to be synthesised; that is, their combination qualitatively modifies each
constituent element." Ubid.-J) The social and the technical dimensions of irrigation need to be
defined in each other's terms.
281
See Bolding, Mollinga and van Straaten (1995) for detailed empirical illustration.
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Inthemostgeneral sensepower refers tothetransformative capacity of humanaction: the
application of meanstoachieveoutcomes (Giddens, 1976:110).Or inadictionary definition:
the ability to exert effort for a purpose, the ability to act or be acted upon, to effect
something, or toaffect or be affected by something.(Webster's, 1984:623).29) In this general
sense power refers to both bio-physical and social processes.
But power has a more specific meaning as well.
'Power' in the narrower, relational sense is a property of interaction, and may be
defined asthe capability to secureoutcomes wherethe realization ofthese outcomes
dependsontheagencyofothers. Itisinthissensethatmenhavepower 'over'others:
this ispower asdomination. (Giddens, 1976:111)
Social power is - thus - not only found in the context of irrigation practices, where perhaps
it ismosteasily recognised (as wider relations of economicandpolitical power for example).
It is also internal to irrigation practices, and necessarily so.
Theoretical and empirical evidence of the importance of this meaning of social power in
irrigation can be found in different places. Wittfogel's grand effort to develop a theory of
hydraulic societies has been convincingly criticised, but has left us with the insight that
irrigation can be very important for state power and its legitimation (Wittfogel, 1957;
Worster, 1985;Ramamurthy, 1995).The experience of the green revolution, with irrigation
as a leading input, even when that experience is varied, has sensitised us to questions of
social differentiation and, inIndia, the increasing politicalpower oftheclass of large farmers
(Byres, 1981;Brass, 1995).
At a lower level of aggregation there are some dramatic examples of power struggles
around irrigation systems.These include land issues intheBakoloriproject, Nigeria (Adams,
1988), gender relations in the Jahaly Pacharr project in Gambia (Carney and Watts, 1991),
thedisplacement of tribalpeople intheNarmada valley project, India(Dhawan, 1990;Singh,
1997), and struggles around planned intervention, commoditisation and livelihoods in the
Mahaweli Ganga project in Sri Lanka (Schrijvers, 1985; Siriwardena, 1989).
At the micro-level there are several examples of the importance of relations of class (and
caste) power in Indian canal irrigation (Thorner and Thorner, 1962; Jairath, 1984, Gorter,
n.d., 1989; Ramamurthy, 1995). Similar case studies exist for other parts of the world (see
for example Konings, 1981;Wallace, 1981;Barnett, 1981).
The events described in this literature are not exceptional cases where things got out of
hand, but only the more spectacular examples of the general importance of social relations
of power in irrigation. The different interests of the different people involved in irrigation
may translate intoconflict and spectular or tragic events, or they may not. Inboth cases they
structure the unrolling of irrigation as a social process.
I thus arjue that it is the concept of power that binds the three dimensions of water
control together.' Put differently, management institutions and technical artefacts can be
understood as the embodiments of particular social relations of power, and, the other way
around, socio-economic and political power in irrigation takes concrete shape in particular ,.
forms of organisation and technologies.30'
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Synonyms of power in this general meaning are force, energy, strength, might, and puissance
[Webster's, 1984:623). In the context of irrigation power is most often used to refer to hydroelectric power generated at dams or canal drops. This -obviously- is not the meaning used here.
301
1do not arguethat irrigation can beunderstood by solely looking at the social relations of power.
That would beaform of reductionism. Giddens arguesthat the study of social interaction involves
(continued...)
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Indynamic, process terms the implication of the argument is that irrigation practices are
inherently political practices. Political is used in this expression in the sense of Kerkvliet's
'everyday politics' (as contrasted to formal, party and state politics). Kerkvliet defines
politics as
the debates, conflicts, decisions, and cooperation among individuals, groups and
organisations regardingthecontrol, allocation, anduseofresourcesandthevaluesand
ideasunderlying these activities. (Kerkvliet, 1990:11)
On the basis of this definition of politics water control can be defined as an example of
politically contested31' resource use.32>
2.6

THE CENTRAL RESEARCH QUESTION

The concepts and the descriptive model that were presented above are what the subtitle of
this chapter says:conceptual groundwork for more detailed theorisation of specific irrigation
situations. Any move beyond this general conceptual ensemble requires more precise
specification of the research object, and the dimensions of it that will be the focus of
analysis.
As indicated inchapter 1 already, thisbook isa case study of the Tungabhadra Left Bank
Canal irrigation system, which is a protective irrigation system located in the semi-arid and
drought prone part of South India. The focus of analysis are the water distribution practices
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(..-continued)
looking at the interplay of meanings, norms and power (Giddens, 1976:104, 161). Of these three,
the concept of power is conspicuously absent in irrigation studies, which is the reason to
emphasise it so strongly here. The integration of the first two elements, meanings and norms, in
irrigation studies is ongoing, be it from rather different perspectives than Giddens'. 'Meanings' are
increasingly part of the irrigation discourse, for example in the emphasis in many policy initiatives
onthe importance of perspectives of usersfordesigning efficient andsustainable irrigation systems
(see for example Maloney and Raju, 1994; Sivamohan and Scott, 1994). 'Norms' are present in
the growing discussion on rules and rule-making in irrigation (see for example Ostrom, 1 990,
1992). For an interesting analysis of the cognitive and ideological dimensions of agrarian change
in western Maharashra triggered by the introduction of modern agricultural technology, including
irrigation, see Appadurai (1990).
311
The term contested is preferred over negotiation on one hand and struggle on the other.
Negotiation mainly has consensual associations, struggle those of open conflict. Contestation is
the more encompassing term. Political contestation is perhaps atautology. The felt needto include
political in the formulation reflects the lack of analyses of 'politics' in irirgation studies.
321
The description of water control as acase of contested resource use places the study of water
control in a current of interdisciplinary studies on natural resources that tries to transcend the
dichotomy between human culture and behaviour and the physical environment which sustains
them (Bennett, 1990:435; for these approaches see for example Dahlberg and Bennett, 1986;
Moran, 1990; Smith and Reeves, 1989; Maass and Anderson, 1978; for acall for the integration
of a human ecology and political economy perspective on irrigation, see Meinzen-Dick, 1989:7).
This literature speaks of socio-natural systems, where I speak of socio-technical systems. Apart
from applicability to different levels (seefootnote 18), this difference interminology illustrates the
greater emphasis on the technological mediation of (wo)man's interaction with the natural world
inthe socio-technical approach than inthe broader socio-natural approach. Inpolitical ecology/ecosocialist approaches to the relation between society andthe environment technology plays a more
important role, but these have -to my knowledge- not been applied to irrigation (see Pepper, 1993;
Johnston, 1996).
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in this system at outlet command area, distributary canal, and main canal level.
Notwithstanding the fact that protective irrigation is found across the subcontinent from
Pakistan to South India, and that water distribution maybeconsidered tobe thecore process
in these systems, this focus implies that the domain of generalisation for the findings and
explanations in this book is highly circumscribed.
The focus of analysis within this circumscribed domain is summarised in the central
research question of the investigation. It goes as follows.33'
How do thepattern of commoditisation,theform of state regulationand the
characteristics of thetechnicalinfrastructureshape, andhoware theyinturn
shapedby, theforms oforganisation ofwaterdistribution inthe Tungabhadra
Left Bank Canalirrigation system?
In terms of the descriptive model outlined above, the focus is on water distribution
practices, with special emphasis on forms of organisation and technology, and two of the
threecontextual elements: theagrarian structure and thestateand institutions of civil society.
Water, the third element of water distribution practices (see the descriptive model above) is
treated automatically, because it is the subject of both technology's and people's behaviour.
The third type of structure, the agro-ecological environment, is treated as a given, and its
relation with irrigation not the subject of theorisation.34) In other words, my analysis of
water distribution as politically contested resource usedoes not include a 'political ecology'
perspective, but limits itself to the longer standing concerns of agrarian political economy,
commoditisation and regulation (the latter two concepts are explained below).35'
The 'shaping and being shaped by' formulation is a reference to the complex debate on
therelationbetweenpractices andhumanagencyononehand and social (andother) structure
on the other. Water distribution practices on one hand, and commoditisation and regulation
on the other, have a complex relationship of mutual shaping. In Marx's words, water
distribution practices, as the concrete research object, are a "concentration of many
determinations, hence unity of the diverse" (Marx, 1973:101), and the relation between
practices and the structures in which they are embedded is seen as one of reproduction and
transformation.36'
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The shortest researchquestion that could beformulated is:what arethe characteristics of water
control in the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal? The question asformulated in the main text is a first
step away from the general concept of water control towards its operationalisation in substantive
theory for a particular time, place and research object.
341
This among other things would have required a broader focus on water. That focus is now
limited to irrigation water, or water as far as it is used for irrigation.
351
For references on the 'political ecology' perspective see footnote 32. The reason to leave it out
of the scope of the research has to do with my own interest, expertise and the manageability of
thefield research. Forsome discussion of the ecological dimensions of irrigation inthe Tungabhadra
Left Bank Canal command area, see chapter 5, section 5.1.
361
As Bourdieu notes "the truth (...) of interaction is never entirely contained in the interaction"
(Bourdieu, 1977:81), but also lies in the structures that condition that interaction, and that are
reproduced and transformed through it. This is what Giddens calls 'the duality of structure', and
what informs Bhaskar's 'transformative model of social activity' (Giddens, 1976, 1984; Bhaskar,
1979a, 1979b). I follow Bourdieu's and Bhaskar's usage of the structure concept rather than
Giddens'. Giddens' main point is that practices have a structure (Giddens, 1976:121). The more
difficult issue is how different structured practices relate to each other. The position Itake on this
issue isthat there are different hierarchically ordered social levels with emergent properties at each
of the levels (for relevant discussion see Levins and Lewontin, 1985; Rose, 1987; Giddens, 1984;
(continued...)
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The 'mutual shaping' point also applies to the relations of the elements within water
distribution. Water, technology and people are internally related. This means that the
properties of each of the elements as evident inexisting water distribution practices, can not
be defined or understood without reference to theother elements.37' In the research question
the shaping role of technology is emphasised.
To conclude this section Idiscuss the concepts of commoditisationand regulation, which
unlike the other elements of the research question have not yet been elaborated.
Thecommoditisationconcept istakenfrom theneo-marxistdebateontheagrarian political
economy. It analyses agrarian change as a process of capitalist development (or the
development of capitalism in agriculture), emphasising class relations, accumulation and
social differentiation. I do not engage with the debate on capitalist agrarian development in
India at a general level, or try to defend a particular position in that debate. I use this
literature38' heuristically to describe the general features of the development of the agrarian
economy intheTungabhadra Left BankCanal command area and todevelop a categorisation
of farming households-enterprises (see chapter 5). The latter is important to understand the
relations between head enders and tail enders and large and small farmers in water
distribution (see particularly chapter 6). My emphasis is what Icall the geography of social
differentiation. I want to show that in this canal irrigation system the pattern of social
differentiation is shaped, in a rather complex manner, by the way the irrigation technology
has structured the social and physical landscape.39'
My usage of the concept form of regulation is equally heuristic. Its reference is the
regulation school of thought in political economy, which emphasises that accumulation and
other economic processes require or presuppose particular forms of social regulation, that is

36l

(...continued)
Bhaskar, 1989). Giddens (1984) arguesthat the 'organic' model cannot beappliedto social reality;
Bhaskar wants to argue for a "qualified anti-positivist naturalism" (Bhaskar, 1979a:108; also see
1979b:124-137) It can be noted that this view does not imply any form of structural determinism
(which is the target for example in the discussion of structure in Long and van der Ploeg, 1994).
For concrete research the important point is not so much this general ontological standpoint, but
the question, in a particular context, which institutions are (not) transformed and transformable
through local practices, and how.
371
For the concept of internal relations see Sayer (1984). Examples of internal relations for each
of the three elements are the following. The concept of water scarcity can not be defined in biophysical or locational terms only, but has to include social factors like demand and history. The
hydraulic characteristics of outlet structures acquire their meaning under specific conditions of
scarcity and state-water user relationships. And lastly, the characteristics of forms of organisation
cannot be understood from a socio-organisational logic only, but analysis has to include the
structuring factor of infrastructural design.
381
For India contributions that I have found inspiring, apart from those referred elsewehere in the
book, were Banaji (1 977), Bhaduri (1983) and Breman (1993). General literature from the 'peasant
debate' that has shaped my thinking includes, apart from the classic marxist authors, Bernstein
(1979), Bolhuis and van der Ploeg (1985), Brass (1986), Friedland, Barton and Thomas (1981),
Goodman, Sorj and Wilkinson (1987), Guyer (1984), Long et al. (1986), Meillassoux (1981),
Neocosmos (1982), Mann and Dickinson (1978), Richards (1985), and Whatmore ef al. (1987).
391
In the original formulation of the research project 'pattern' had a much more ambitious content
(see Mollinga, 1989). The starting intention was to identify different patterns of commoditisation
associated with different modes of water distribution. 'Pattern' referred to different patterns of
capitalist agrarian development. To develop this line of enquiry a comparative approach across
systems and regions is required.
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particular sets of institutions.40' More concretely, I use the concept to simultaneously refer
to Benevenuti's TATE (Technological and Adminstrative Task Environment) concept, and
Burawoy's concept of the political and ideological apparatuses of production (Benvenuti,
1975, 1991; Burawoy, 1985). Both authors, like the regulationists, seek to understand the
technological and institutional processes and mechanisms in which productive activities are
embedded, and which govern their internal dynamics.41) Both concepts invite the researcher
tovery specifically identify the modes of technological and institutional regulation that exist
in a particular situation, and urge the researcher not to make apriori assumptions about
determinant institutions. The concepts also stimulate the researcher to look for a diverse set
of forms of regulation. As will be shown, the forms of regulation relevant for water
distribution practices are many.

2.7

CONCLUSION

To conclude this theoretical chapter Idescribe the structure of the remainder of the book in
terms of the central research question.
Chapters 3, 4and 5 introduce themain theoretical themesof thebook. Chapter 3analyses
localisation and protection as forms of state governance, that is a particular form of
regulation. Chapter 4 introduces the theme of the social dimensions of irrigation technology
by a historical sketch of the design process of the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal system and
its outcome in terms of design characteristics. Chapter 5 discusses the pattern of
commoditisation inthe command area of theTungabhadra Left Bank Canal. After sketching
401

See Koning (1994) for the application of regulation theory in the context of agriculture. On the
concept of regulation in agriculture also see Frouws (1995).
411
Benvenuti's framework is valuable because it was specifically developed to analyse agricultural
production, and because it emphasises the regulating role of technologies. Technologies are
conceptualised as an ordering principle or language, constituting a system of prescriptions, that
express or embody particular social relations of power. Burawoy's framework is particularly
interesting because of its discussion of the connections between processes internal to production
(the micro-apparatuses of domination) and external to production (the regulating or dominating
institutions), and because of its emphasis on the politics of production. With the latter expression
he refers to the political and ideological effects of the organisation of work outside the direct
sphere of productive activity. In production men and women transform raw material into products,
reproduce particular social relations, and also an experience of those relations (Burawoy, 1985:78). Both Benvenuti's and Burawoy's analysis are (primarily) set inthe context of relatively strongly
regulated production processes: Europeanfarm enterprises inBenvenuti's case,andfactory regimes
under colonialism, capitalism andsocialism in Burawoy's case.Though myapproach to the analysis
of water distribution practices is modelled on this work, the context is a different one. The
regulating capacity of the state managers of India's canal irrigation systems is not very large, and
the state administration iscertainly notthe hegemonic actor. Water users do not "participate inand
strategise [their] own subordination" or are "accomplices in [their] own exploitation" in the same
manner as Burawoy analyses for factory workers (Burawoy, 1985:10). It should alsobe noted that
irrigation and water distribution are only part of farming households-enterprises' livelihood and
accumulation strategies, and the analysis of water distribution therefore does not capture the full
social experience of the actors involved. However, the general point made by Benvenuti and
Burawoy (in slightly different ways) that the organisation of production has political meaning, and
that those directly involved in it are knowledgeable and capable actors pursuing particular projects
in their participation in the reproduction and transformation of the structure of regulation, can be
applied to water distribution very well.
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the main features of the economic boom related to irrigation it discusses the geography of
social differentiation in the command area.
These three themes reappear and are concretised in the chapters on water distribution
practices, chapters 6 to 9. Elements of all three themes are found at all system levels at
which water distribution is discussed, but the emphasis is different at each of the levels.
The theme of commoditisation isprominent inchapter 6on unequal water distribution at
the outlet command area level. It shows how elements of the agrarian structure, particularly
creditandemploymentrelations structureaccesstoirrigationwater. Thesocial differentiation
of water users plays a role in all chapters implicity because the farmers who are
'economically and politically sound' at the outlet level are the ones who play the dominant
role, as far as water users are concerned, at higher levels of the system.
The theme of regulation and governance particularly appears in chapters 7 and 9. In
chapter 7 the topic is state-water users relations at the distributary canal level, and the role
of politicians in the mediation of this relationship. The forms of organisation that emerged
in the interactions between these actors are discussed. The chapter gives a different
interpretation of the state-water users-politicians relation than the increasingly popular
management-by-bribe-and-political-pressureperspective. Inchapter 9 institutional processes
within the Irrigation Department are discussed which emerged in response to the escalation
of water distribution conflicts. This chapter amends, to some extent, the picture of the
Irrigation Departmentasa inflexible hierarchical organisation. Itshows thatopportunities for
reform are sometimes utilised, but alsothatthere are fundamental constraints for a paradigm
shift in the approach to management.
Lastly, thesocialdimensions of irrigation technology themeparticularly figures inchapter
8. There the material linkage between water users and the state, thepipe outlet structure, is
the focus of attention. It is shown that the outlet structure isboth the site and the subject of
the struggle between the different actors involved in water distribution, and that its design
and construction features both constrain and enable the emergence of particular forms of
organisation.

PROTECTION AND LOCALISATION
State governance and South Indian canal irrigation

This chapter has two objectives. The first is to explain the concepts of protection and
localisation and describe the contours of protective irrigation as a specific type of irrigation.
The second is to discuss, in general terms, protective irrigation policy and practice as an
instance of state governance.
Protective irrigation is a specific form of large scale canal irrigation found in the semiarid, drought prone areas of the Indian subcontinent. In protective irrigation systems water
is scarce by design. These systems were and are built for supplementary irrigation of crops
that require little water to mature, or for partial irrigation of cultivators' landholdings. The
protective design necessitates rationing of irrigation water. The rationing method conceived
in South India, and first applied in the Tungabhadra valley, is called localisation. It is a
strategy for controlling water distribution through the legal prescription of the cropping
pattern. By mainly prescribing so called 'irrigated dry' crops and allowing irrigation in one
agricultural season only, available water canbe spread over a large area and a large number
of people.
The term protective irrigation emerged as an element of British colonial irrigation policy
in the 19th century. Protective irrigation undertook to supply limited quantities of water to
subsistence-oriented peasants growing traditional food crops. In the occasion of drought,
crops and livelihoods would be safeguarded, famine and social instability prevented, and
colonial rule secured. After Independence protective irrigation became part of the new
government's policy for agricultural development, emphasising both growth and equity
objectives: production and productivity increase, and the spread of the benefits of
development over different sections of the population and different regions. In the colonial
as well as in the post-Independence period protective irrigation systems are an attempt by
their government owner to regulate the pattern of agrarian change and to legitimate state
power by means of a particular form of resource distribution.
Theories of the Indian state and politics have hardly been applied to irrigation, and
existing approaches tend to focus on a single dimension of a complex and contradictory
reality. There is adearth of detailed studies of actual state governance practices in irrigation
as elsewhere (Sathyamurthy, 1998).
This chapter isorganised as follows. Istart, in section 3.1,with a discussion of the three
different meanings carried by theconcept protective irrigation: (i) as ageneral term denoting
insurance against drought and famine by irrigation, (ii)as a financial-administrative class of
35
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works incolonial irrigation policy, and (Hi) as a specific type of irrigation. Of the latter, the
technical,organisational andsocio-economiccharacteristics aregiven. Insection3.21discuss
the localisation concept. First, the origins of the concept are traced in Madras Presidency.
This is followed by a brief discussion of the diversity inways of implementing localisation.
The section is concluded with a discussion of the monitoring of localisation.
The first two sections show that a big difference between designed and actual use of
protective irrigation systems exists inmany cases, and hasdone sofor aconsiderable period
of time. This divergence between theory and practice of protective canal irrigation systems
raises the question why the model has remained acentral element of Indian irrigation policy
till today - because that it has. The explanation is largely a political one. The political logic
of populism preserves the model of protective irrigation in policy and in design. This
interpretation is discussed in section 3.3. The chapter concludes, in section 3.4, with a
summary of the main points of the previous sections, and a discussion of some theoretical
problems in the interpretation of protective irrigation as a form of state governance. An
interpretation of protective irrigation policy and practice in state-theoretical terms is not
straightforward.

3.1

PROTECTIVE IRRIGATION

Protection in general
The British colonial rulers of India began to construct irrigation systems in the first half of
the 19th century (Whitcombe, 1972; Stone, 1984). The first canals in the alluvial plains of
the North Indian rivers and in the deltas of South India were improvements and extensions
of existing canals. The first large wholly new canal system was the Ganges Canal, opened
in 1854. AtIndependence in 1947, 13.6millionhectares of canal irrigation hadbeen created.
Canal irrigation was an important instrument of colonial rule. As Stone states,
Itwasintendedtoservetheperceived interestsofitsmasters(...). Initsdesign,modes
ofoperation,andintendedeffects, canalirrigationwasultimately aculturalexpression,
representingtheprioritiesandaspirationsofitswesternarchitects,andwasinextricably
boundupwith someofthemostvital aspectsofcolonial rule. (Stone, 1984:8)
The contribution of irrigation to the sustenance of colonial rule had many dimensions.
(...) on apolicy level it was simultaneously linked with famine prevention, revenue
stability, thesettling ofunrulytribes,expansionofcultivation, extended cultivationof
cash crops, enhanced taxable capacity, improved cultivation practices, and political
stability. (ibid.:9)
These different dimensions were mutually reinforcing, but also contradictory. The
stabilisation ofcrop production and theexpansion of cultivationcontributed tothe prevention
of famine, but maximising revenue and extending cash crop cultivation worked against it
(Ramamurthy, 1995:151-152).'>
Protection against famine was an important objective of colonial irrigation policy. Some
have argued that this objective was little more than window dressing for the real, surplus
extraction, objectives of colonial irrigation (Whitcombe, 1972 has this flavour). However,
the social costs of political instability could be very high (as in the 1857-58 Mutiny or First
War of Independence), and thefinancial costs of famines and famine relief measures as well
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For an analysis of colonial revenue and other policies as acause of famine, see Dutt (1 900) and
B.M. Bhatia (1991). For critical discussion, see for example McAlpin (1983).
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(see for example FamineCommission, 1880and Indian Irrigation Commission (IIC), 1903).
Famine prevention was a real objective, that is an objective with real effects, important for
the legitimation of colonial state power.2)
Thepresence of irrigation wasthoughttoprotect aregionagainstdrought and famine. The
Famine Commission wrote that
[i]t has hitherto been held inthe Irrigation Department that an area is protected, of
which athirdpartisorcanbeirrigated inaseasonofdrought byacanaldrawn from
a permanent river, or by wells not liable to dry up. (Famine Commission, 1881Appendix V:l)
The emphasis on protection not only implied a minimum percentage of area irrigated, but
also a maximum. The Indian Irrigation Commission (1901-03) considered that irrigation
"completely protectfs] from famine an area which (...) may be said to vary from twice to
four times the area annually irrigated." (IIC, 1903-1:22) In order to maximise protection at
a regional level irrigation had to be extended over an area as large as possible. In North
India a standard of 42.5% of the cultivable area was set in the 1870s as the maximum
claimable proportion of irrigated area for a village (Stone, 1984:204).
In this first, oldest and most general usage of the term protective irrigation no particular
type (canal, tank, well)or scale of irrigation is implied, nor any other financial or agronomic
characteristic.3)
Protectiveirrigation as an administrative-financial classof works
In the last quarter of the 19thcentury protective irrigation acquired a second, more specific
meaning. It became the counterpoint of productive irrigation, a concept developed in the
same period.
After a disastrous attempt at canal irrigation development through private companies
around 1860 (Atchi Reddy, 1990), the Government of India decided (i)that canal irrigation
should be a state activity, and (ii) that it was to be financed from loans (see Banerji,
1995:73-79 for a detailed account). The latter was decided because the earlier system of
government financing of irrigation from the general revenues did not allow quick expansion
of canal irrigation. The loans policy was effected from 1868-9 (Famine Commission, 188011:146). Canal irrigation became a commercial investment on which profit was expected to
be made. This was formalised in 1879when a Select Committee of the House of Commons
introduced a 'productivity test'. Acriterion was designed to decide whether investment ina
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It is not fully correct in my view to characterise colonial irrigation policy as the combination of
charity and commerce as Ramamurthy does at one point (Ramamurthy, 1988:5). The imperial
desire to provide famine protection is not primarily informed by charitable feelings (though this is
definitely part of the discourse), but by cost and political considerations. Ramamurthy herself
quotes Buckley (1904:321) who says that canal irrigation is not only a "profitable property, a
sound financial investment (...) far better, [it is] an active force ever potent to tie the populations
to their rulers, to render them happy in their homesteads and contented with their surroundings;
a condition which cannot but tend to political advantages and security" (Ramamurthy, 1988:16).
In Ramamurthy (1995) the same quote concludes an argument similar to the one presented here
(pp.150-158). In Buckley (1905), which I referred, the quote appears on the same page.
31
The IIC (1901-03) designed aformula by which the degree of protection of aparticular area could
be calculated. In Madras Presidency efforts were made to base irrigation investment decisions for
protective irrigation on a classification of districts by means of their different degrees of
protectedness and the returns to be expected, involving detailed debate on the formula to be used
for this (see Madras Board of Revenue, Proceedings 24.8.1931).
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particular irrigation system was warranted or not. The criterion calculated the net financial
results of theproject as a percentage of the total capital outlay. This rate was set at different
levels between 3.75% and 6.5% in different periods (Public Works Committee, 1879; see
GOI/MOIP, 1972-1:249-251for discussion and figures). Thesystems thatpassed the testand
were sanctioned were called productive irrigation systems.4'
The investment criterion reinforced the already existing focus in canal irrigation
development on the alluvial plains of the North and the deltas of the South. In these areas
systemconstruction wasrelatively cheap,because noreservoirs were needed orpossible,and
construction was easy in that terrain because it was regular and flat. However, some of the
most drought and famine prone areas were located inthe interior areas of India, particularly
in the Deccan region5', where many streams rivers are not perennial or have very low
baseflows, and the terrain is irregular and undulating. Irrigation systems in this region were
more expensive to build and therefore less remunerative. Some of the most drought and
famine prone areas thus remained unprotected.
The FamineCommission of 1878-80, appointed after the severe famine of 1876-78,drew
attention to the indirect benefits of irrigation.
It has been too much the custom, in discussioas as to the policy of constructing
[irrigation] works, to measure their value by their financial success (...). The true
value of irrigation works istobejudged very differently. First mustbe reckoned the
direct protection afforded bythem inyears ofdrought, by the saving of human life,
by the avoidance of loss of revenue remitted, and of the outlay incurred in costly
measures of relief. But it is not only in years of drought that they are of value. In
seasons of average rain-fall they are of great service and a great source of wealth,
giving certainty to all agricultural operations, increasing the out-turn per acreofthe
crops,andenablingmorevaluabledescriptions ofcropstobegrown. FromthePunjab
in the north to Tinnevelly at the southern extremity of the peninsula, wherever
irrigation ispractised, suchresults aremanifested; andwemayseerice,sugar-cane,
orwheattakingtheplaceofmilletsorbarley, andbroadstretchesofindigo,stretching
at a season when unwatered lands must lie absolutely unproductive. (Famine
Commission, 1880-11:150).
Although this statement was incomplete6', the Famine Commission's plea for consideration
of the indirect benefits of irrigation had some impact. A Famine Relief and Insurance Fund
(Famine Fund for short) was created in 1882. Half of the yearly contribution of 15 million
Rupees (supplied from the general revenues) could be used for 'protective works'. First
railways and irrigation had to share the 7.5 million Rupees, but later it was fully used for
irrigation (Famine Commission, 1898:325-331;also see IIC, 1903-1:61, 80). The irrigation
systems constructed under this administrative heading were called protective irrigation
systems. These were systems that could not pass the productivity test, but were still
constructed for reasons of famine prevention.7'
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The term 'productive public works' was used for the first time in 1876; in the period between
1869 and 1 876 these were called 'extraordinary public works' (Famine Commission, 1880-11:147).
51
The Deccan or Deccan Plateau is the dry peninsular upland area of India. The most important
rivers crossing it are the Godavari, Krishna (with Tungabhadra as atributary) and the Cauvery.
61
The problem of 'unwanted water' inblack cotton soil areas was already apparent at this time (see
section 3.2).
71
The qualification 'productive' or 'protective' was given at the time of sanctioning the project, and
did not necessarily coincide with actual performance (see IIC, 1903-1:81 for an example). The IIC
(1901-03) arguedfor adifferent classification system onthe ground of the confusionthus caused,
but without success.
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During the last two decades of the 19th century few protective irrigation systems were
constructed.8' It was only after a series of further famines that protective irrigation policy
was put on a firmer footing. The Indian Irrigation Commission (1901-03) was explicitly
appointed to "report onthe irrigation of Indiaasaprotectionagainst famine" (IIC, 1903-1:1).
In the resolution through which the commission was appointed it was stated that
[a]s regards new works (...) the main question is not whether they will be likely to
prove directly remunerative, but whether the net financial burden which they may
impose onthe State inthe form of charges for interest and maintenance will betoo
high aprice topay for the protection against famine which they mayberelied onto
afford. (IIC,1903-1:2)
TheIndianIrrigation Commission (1901-03)wentmuch further thantheFamine Commission
of 1878-80 in relaxing the sanctioning criterion for protective irrigation (IIC, 1903:36-38).
As can be seen from table 3.1, the construction of protective irrigation systems accelerated
in the first decades of the 20th century.9'
Table 3 . 1 : Area of productive and protective canal irrigation in undivided India in the
colonial period (excluding Princely States)
Productive
irrigation
(million hectares)

Protective
irrigation
(million hectares)

Protective irrigation
as a % of the total

1878-79"'

1.88

0

0

1900-01"

4.40

0.14

3

1947"'

11.4

2.17

16

a) Source: IIC (1903-1:25)
b) Source: GOI/MOIP (1972:261)

Protective irrigation in this second, administrative-financial meaning remained in use till
wellafter Independence (GOI/MOIP, 1972:251).In 1964adifferent investmentcriterionwas
introduced, thebenefit/cost (B/C)ratio. Since then thetermprotective irrigation is nolonger
formally part of the irrigation planning discourse, but remains in use in the first meaning
already discussed and the third meaning, to be discussed directly below.10'

81

Banerji (1995:73-126) discusses in detail the stagnation of irrigation development generally in
the last quarter of the 19th century (after the 1869-1876 period of growth). This stagnation was,
according to his analysis, the combined result of the introduction of famine insurance taxes in the
late 1870s and of making the States responsible for raising loans (and sufficient revenue to meet
the interest charges).
91
This increase should probably not only be explained from an increasing concern with famine
prevention, but also with the gradual exhaustion of opportunities for construction of systems as
remunerative as those of the 19th century. The increase in protective irrigation construction may
also be the result of a general push for increasing irrigation investment by the Public Works
Department from aconcernfor departmental reproduction andexpansion. However, substantiation
of this hypothesis requires research outside the scope of this book.
' o l The replacement of a financial results criterion by a benefit/cost ratio reflects the broader
concerns of irrigation policy (interms of agricultural growth anddevelopment generally) inthe postIndependence compared to the colonial period. For detailed discussion of Indian irrigation policy
(continued...)
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Protective irrigationas aparticular type ofirrigation
The two meanings of protective irrigation discussed above, already suggest a number of
elements of thethird meaning:protective irrigation as aspecific typeof irrigation. Protective
irrigation systems are large scale canal systems, found in the semi-arid, drought prone
regions of theIndiansubcontinent, particularly theNorthwestand theDeccan. These systems
aim to spread available water thinly over a large area and number of farmers.
This aim is not only a thing of the past, but also of the present. Irrigation policy
documents provide evidence for this. In the report of the Irrigation Commission (1972) the
principles of irrigation policy in water scarce/land abundant areas are described as follows.
In areas other than those with ample water resources (...) our policy should aim at
securingthemaximumcropproduction perunitofwater.(...) thepolicy should be to
benefit as large a section of the community aspossible and atthe same timeenable
farmers toobtain reasonable yields. Surface irrigation systems should bedesigned to
irrigate compact blocks, theblocks beingdispersed over alargeareatobenefit large
numbersoffarmers. Thenumberofirrigationscanbefewer thanarerequiredforhigh
yields. (GOI/MOIP, 1972:112-113).
The National Commission on Agriculture (1976) expressed an identical view (GOI/MOAI,
1976-VI:24-25).Morerecently, theGovernment of India'sNationalWaterPolicydocument,
published in 1987, states that "[t]he irrigation intensity should be such as to extend the
benefits of irrigation to as large a number of farm families as possible, keeping in view the
need to maximise production." (GOI/MOWR, 1987:9) The concept of protection remains a
prominent feature of Indian irrigation policy.
The general aim of protective irrigation translates into specific, and related, technical,
organisational and socio-economic characteristics, which make it a type. The model of
protective irrigation described below is based on scattered evidence and interpretative
reading. Itisan invitationtofurther research because systematicdocumentation onprotective
irrigation systems is lacking (see Jurriens and Mollinga, 1996 and Jurriens, Mollinga and
Wester, 1996for moredetailed discussion). Itistherefore also impossible togivean accurate
quantitative estimate of the area covered by protective irrigation systems in this third
meaning. My guesstimate is that protective irrigation comprises about 40% (11 million
hectares) of India's 27.8 million hectares of canal irrigation.11'
Technicaldesign characteristics
Canal irrigation systems are commonly designed for supplying the full water requirements
of the crops tobe grown in the system, and as a contiguous, one-piece command area. The
first design principle maximises the yield of the crop per unit area. The second minimises
theconstruction costs per hectare, because thetotal canal length and the number of structures

""(...continued)
after Independence, see Ramamurthy (1995). In 1983 the internal rate of return criterion was
introduced (Report of the Committee on Pricing of Irrigation Water, 1992/1994:2.11).
111
The figures used for this calculation were taken from the Eighth Five Year Plan document
(GOI/PC, 1992-11:86), and refer to the potential of major and medium irrigation utilised at the end
of the Seventh Plan (1990). I assumed that all major and medium canal irrigation in Punjab,
Haryana, Rajasthan, Gujarat, Maharashtra and Karnataka and half of Andhra Pradesh's, is of the
protective kind, and that the resulting overestimation for these States is compensated by not
considering Tamil Nadu, Madhya Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh and other States. In addition to Indian
protective irrigation, most of Pakistan's large scale irrigation (14 million hectares; Sufi, Ahmad and
Zuberi, 1993) is also of the protective kind.
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required are minimised. Neither of these principles apply to protective irrigation. Typical
design characteristics of protective irrigation systems are low irrigation intensities and high
duties.12) By planning irrigation of part of the irrigable area under the canals only, and by
limiting irrigation onaparticular pieceof land toonecropper year, thewater isspread over
a large area, and only part of the area commanded by the canal is irrigated. Bydesigning a
large area to be irrigated per unit discharge, supplementary irrigation is implied. The
intention is to avoid crop failure on as large an area as possible, rather than to irrigate for
maximum yield per unit area.
A further design characteristic is that protective systems are completely supply oriented.
This means that water supply into the system is not determined by actual, and fluctuating
demands in the field. Fine-tuning supply to demand, which is needed to maximise yield, is
not the aim. For safeguarding the crop, the exact timing of irrigation turns is not too
important, as long as these turns are regular and reliable.13' The supply orientation
combined with the desire to keep the systems as cheap as possible (because they were
'unproductive' systems yielding little revenue) has led to a minimum of regulating devices
for controlling water levels between the intake of the system (weir or dam) and the outlet
command areas at the farmers level.14'The systems are designed for continuous flow and/or
'automatic' distribution (that is distribution with no or very little necessity for adjusting
outletsover theseason). Inthisway, themanagement intensity (number ofpersonnelper acre
or unit length of canal), and costs, can be kept low.15'
Organisational characteristics
The low management intensity just mentioned is a first organisational characteristic. A
second characteristic is that of hierarchy. The supply orientation of protective systems fits
well with the top-down organisational structure of the Irrigation Department (see figure 3.1
for the organisational tree plan of the Irrigation Department in the Tungabhadra Left Bank
Canal command area). The organisational structure isbased on the principle of upward flow
of information (data on crops, water levels, etcetera) and a downward flow of instructions

121
Irrigation intensity expresses the intensity of use of the command area of an irrigation system.
When irrigation intensity is 60%, 60% of the land iscultivated with an irrigated crop once per year
(or 30% is double cropped, etcetera). When it is 200%, all land is cultivated twice with irrigated
crops per year. Duty isthe South Asian concept that expresses the area that can be irrigated with
a unit discharge of water. It is usually given in acres per cusec (cubic foot per second). It is the
inverse of 'irrigation allowance', which is usually expressed inl/s.ha (liters per second per hectare).
131
Perry calculated, using the FAO CROPWATsoftware, yield losses of crops like wheat and cotton
in Northwest India,when fixed water delivery schedules are used instead of flexible water delivery
schedules responding to varying crop water requirements. He concluded that "any losses in
production per unit area are likely to be very small for traditional field crops, and outweighed by
offsetting gains interms of easier system management andhigher returnsto water" (Perry, n.d.:1).
141
There areno cross-regulators inprotective irrigation systems. Forthe main canalsthere may also
have been the consideration of navigation. In the colonial era many of the large canals were
designed as water transport routes. The Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal was also designed in this
manner (see chapter 4). Weirs would have implied locks, which are expensive and slow down
travel.
151
I have not come across a systematic comparison of staffing levels in canal irrigation systems
across the world. Wade (1988b:493) found that the density of irrigation staff in Korean irrigation
systems isfive to eighttimes higherthan inthe Indianprotective systems. Merrey (1998) compares
Egypt's and Pakistan's staffing levels.The levels in Pakistan (mostly protective irrigation) are much
lower.
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Figure 3.1: Organisational treeplanofthe Irrigation Department intheTungabhadraLeftBank
Canal command area
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(see Wade, 1982a on the theory and practice of bureaucratic organisation in the Irrigation
Department). Theorganisational structure has littlemanagerial flexibility, but this isalsonot
necessary ina system of continuous, and inreservoir systems constant, flows, where supply
is not influenced by actual demand.
The third important organisational characteristic is the institutional form of the rationing
of irrigation water, which, as explained above, is a defining feature of protective systems.
Different strategies of protective water control have been designed indifferent regions. The
literature suggests the following threefold regional division of government water control
strategies in protective irrigation (see GOI/MOIP, 1972-1:113-115; Wade, 1976; Basu and
Shirahatti, 1991;Jurriens and Mollinga, 1996; Jurriens, Mollinga and Wester, 1996).
/: Punjab,Haryana,Rajasthan(India) andPakistan:Inthis region the warabandi system of
rotational water distribution is in operation (Reidinger, 1974; Malhotra, 1982). In this
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system, farmers receive-inturns-atimeshareof theavailable supplyproportional tothesize
of their landholding. A share is insufficient to irrigate all a farmer's land to full crop water
requirements. Proportional division structures and semi-modular outlets distribute shortages
and surpluses over the command equitably.16' The turns have acquired legal status, and
juridical sanctions for disregarding them exist (see Jacob and Singh, 1972). In this region
rationing is effected through directly controlling water distribution. Crop choice is the
privilege of the farmer.
//: Maharashtra and Gujarat:Common to Maharashtra and Gujarat is rationing through a
crops-plus-water contract system. In the first decade of the 20th century the so called block
system was introduced inpresent Maharashtra. The system was intended tobe the first step
in the introduction of volumetric delivery and pricing of water (distribution through the
invisible hand of the market). It evolved into a permit/lease system for allowing the
cultivation of particular combinations of crops in blocks of land for a number of years,
mostly six. Farmers were allowed to plant one-third of the block with sugarcane, and twothirds with 'dry' food crops, while thegovernment assured water delivery for aperiod ofsix
years. The reservation of two-thirds of theblock for 'irrigated dry' foodgrains expresses the
protective dimension of the block system. The block system is thus a crops-plus-water
contract system.17'
The water distribution system that belongs to the block system is the sjeh pali system
(Gandhi, 1979;alsoseeGandhiand Dhamdhere, 1982).This isatime-based rotation system,
like the warabandi system, with the difference that the time share of a particular block is
calculated on the basis of the surface area of that block and the 'duty normally obtained' for
the mix of the cropping pattern (Gandhi, 1979:400, 401).
In Gujarat the system used isthat of yearly or season-wise applications of farmers for the
cultivation of particular crops, to be sanctioned by the Irrigation Department (see Gorter,
n.d.:88-92 on the Ukai-Kakrapar project; also see Patel and Gulati, 1994).,8)
///; Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh and Tamil Nadu: In interior South India the system of
'localisation' was introduced around Independence to achieve protective water control.
Localisation isa form of agricultural land use planning inwhich the government allows and
disallows the cultivation of particular crops on particular pieces of land. Because the
localisation pattern is fixed, the pattern of water distribution can also be the same over the
years. Localisation thus is an effort to regulate water distribution indirectly through
controlling the cropping pattern. Localisation is discussed in detail in section 3.2.
Socio-economic characteristics
Economically, protective irrigation strives for high output per unit of water. A protective
cropping pattern of lightcrops increases thetotalagricultural outputof the irrigation system,
as compared toconcentrated irrigation. Itcanalsobeshown thatthe labour requirements per
unit water of a protective cropping pattern are higher than that of a 'wet' cropping pattern
161

Originally the systems were mostly run-of-the-river systems with fluctuating discharges in
relation to changes in river discharges due to the rainfall and snow melting pattern in the
Himalayas.
171
For further discussion and references, see Bolding, Mollinga and van Straaten (1995).
,8
' Gorter also mentions the existence of rotational forms of water distribution at different levels
of the system in the rabi season (Gorter. n.d.:89).
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(see Dhawan, 1989 and Rath and Mitra, 1989 for calculations and discussion). It can be
argued that from a national economic perspective protective irrigation makes sense because
(i)it increases agricultural output given theavailability of a limited quantity of water, (ii)it
can generate more employment than 'wet' irrigation, and (Hi)it spreads the benefits of
irrigation over a large number of producers (also see chapter 10).
Thetype of agrarian structure implicit inthe model ofprotective irrigation originally was
family farming primarily oriented towards subsistence production. Protective irrigation
emphasises supplementary irrigation of 'irrigated dry' crops, particularly traditional food
crops. Itaims tostabilise existing production systems, secure subsistence and, on top of that
support a limited commercial element. As Perry (n.d.:2) notes, the systems were intended
to "stabiliz[e] incomes and provid[e] a secure, if limited base for further economic
development".
It should be noted however that while the objective to spread water and benefits has
remained central to protective irrigation, the contemporary context is no longer famine
protection and subsistence farming. Also inprotective irrigation the economic objective has
shifted towards the increase ofproduction andproductivity, notonly of subsistence crops but
alsoof commercial crops. The Irrigation Commission of 1972writes that "The emphasis has
now shifted from theprotective useof irrigation, to irrigation as a means of attaining greater
production of food, fibers and oilseeds. Irrigation development must necessarily play a very
important role in India's quest for self-sufficiency." (GOI/MOIP, 1972:4; also quoted in
Ramamurthy, 1995:173) However, because in protective irrigation systems maximisation
should be doneper unit of water rather than land, and because 'irrigated dry' crops tend not
to be the most remunerative, the form of production implicit in the concept of protective
irrigation remains one characterised by relatively extensive farming, a low degree of
commoditisation and a substantial subsistence component. The water control strategies
described above thus are not only a matter of controlling water flows, but also of regulating
the dynamics of agrarian change.19'
Table 3.2 gives a summary of the technical, organisational and socio-economic
characteristics of protective irrigation, and those of non-protective/productive irrigation as
a counterpoint. It should be noted that this division in two types is a simplification, but one
that is useful for a first understanding of protective irrigation.
A basic contradiction
Protective irrigation's stated objective to maximise the overall production in the command
area of the irrigation system (and spread that over all farmers) contradicts the individual
production and income maximisation strategies of farmers. The reason is that the
maximisation of (cash crop) outputper unitof land isa more obvious strategy for individual
farmers than the maximisation of the (subsistence) crop output per unit of water. Rice and
sugarcane are two important cash crops that happen to consume a lot of water. There are
strong economic incentives for farmers to grow these crops, including low water prices,
stable markets and produce price protection. Farmers therefore do not adhere to protective
191

The 'peasant mode of production' that Iposit to beimplicit inthe concept of protective irrigation
fits into the populist framework of which protective irrigation has become part (see section 3.3).
However, I hesitate to emphasise this point because there is hardly any explicit discussion on the
form of production that is implicit in the concept of protective irrigation. This is perhaps because
the realities of the agrarian structure profoundly contradict the implicit model.
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Table 3 . 2 : Technical, organisational and socio-economic characteristics of protective and
productive irrigation31
PROTECTIVE IRRIGATION

PRODUCTIVE IRRIGATION

Irrigation intensity
Duty (acres/cusec)

Low (around 100%)
High (low water supply)

Crops

Low water demanding
(sorghum, millet, oilseeds,
etcetera)
Supply oriented

High (200% and more)
Low (meeting crop water
requirements)
High water demanding (rice,
sugarcane)

Technical characteristics

Operational design

Demand oriented

Organisational characteristics
Water availability
Cropping pattern

Water flows

Planned scarcity, requiring
rationing
Prescribed/controlled by
government (except under
warabandi system)
Constant

Planned sufficiency, no
rationing needed
Farmer's choice

Varying with demand

Socio-economic characteristics
Yield optimisation per
Benefits
Major objective
Farm labour
Orientation

Unit of water
Spread
Food security/poverty
alleviation
Emphasis on family labour
Towards subsistence

Unit of land
Concentrated
Agricultural growth
Emphasis on wage labour
Towards the market

a) Different versions of this table can be found in Mollinga (1992) and Jurriens and Mollinga
(1996).

cropping patterns. There is a strong tendency towards concentration of irrigation water on
rice and sugarcane lands, resulting in unequal water distribution and unequal spread of the
economic benefits of irrigation.20'
In the next section I discuss the origins of localisation, how it was implemented and the
way in which it is monitored. This discussion will make clear why localisation was unable
to prevent excess appropriation of water and unequal spread of its benefits.

3.2

LOCALISATION

The government water control strategy in the protective irrigation systems in Karnataka,
Andhra Pradesh and Tamil Nadu is called localisation. It was already explained above that
localisation is a form of agricultural land useplanning that aims tocontrol water distribution
201

The difference between 'wet' and 'irrigated dry' crops is not always the same asthat between
cash andfood/subsistence crops. Rice is both afood crop andacash crop. The same istrue of the
'irrigated dry' crop wheat. The lower water consumption of wheat ascomparedto ricemay explain
part of the relative success of the warabandi system in Northwest India.
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in an irrigation system through the legal prescription of the cropping pattern. Juridical
procedures exist to prosecute those farmers that violate the localisation pattern.21'
The main elements of localisation in Karnataka are the following.
1) Irrigation is allowed in part of the irrigable command of an irrigation system, and
excluded in another part.
2) Limitation of the irrigation of a localised piece of land to one season (with some limited
allowance of two-seasonal and perennial crops).
3) The prohibition or strong limitation of water-consumptive crops, particularly rice and
sugarcane, in favour of light crops like sorghum, millet, cotton and oilseeds.
In this section I first discuss the origins of localisation, and after that the procedures for its
implementation and monitoring in the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal.
Theorigins oflocalisation2®
Localisation was first implemented in the Tungabhadra valley (GOI/MOIP, 1972:115). The
earliest discussion of the term localisation that I have been able to trace is connected to the
Tungabhadra Right Bank Low Level Canal (Raghavan, 1947b).23> In that document an
exercise in 'experimental localisation' is reported for Yemmiganur village of Bellary
taluk.24) It was the basis for the later real localisation when the canal was under
construction. For theTungabhadra Left BankCanal thepossibility of localisation was created
by the 1948 Hyderabad Irrigation Act.2i) In 1956 the Hyderabad rules for localisation were
formally issued (see Appendix 3.1), but localisation in the Left Bank Canal command area
had already started in 1952 (GOMYS, 1958-9:139).
Perhaps however, the premiere of localisation did not take place in the Tungabhadra
project, but in the neighbouring Kurnool-Cuddapah (KC) Canal as early as 1949.26>
Whichever canal may have been first, the Tungabhadra valley is the cradle of localisation.
How and why it was conceived is much less clear.
Satnarayan Singh has suggested (in NWMP/PMU, 1992-G-05(E)) that localisation has
emerged from the necessity in irrigation system design todemarcate thearea to be irrigated
(the so called ayacut). He quotes Ellis' Irrigation Manual to illustrate this point.
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For Karnataka, see sections 27 to 32 of the Karnataka Irrigation Act, 1965. The word
localisation does not actually appear in the Act. The formulation is that the government can
prescribe the crops to be grown by publishing a notification in the Official Gazette. However, the
terms localisation and localised cropping pattern are commonly used.
221
Ithank Mr. Satnarayan Singh (S.E. Ret.) for very generously giving me access to the material
on localisation that he has collected, and for sharing his views and questions on the subject with
me. I also thank Robert Wade for allowing me to read a draft chapter on this topic.
231
This is one of aseries of three reports (Raghavan, 1947a, band c) on the cropping pattern and
other aspects of the planning of the right bank low level canal of the Tungabhadra project. The
reports were commissioned in 1945 bythe Government of Madras Presidency aspart of the design
process of the canal on the right bank.
241
A taluk is an administrative subdivision of a district.
251
Under article 67/31, see GOHYD/Law Department (1956:1097-1160).
261
Ina 1956 government order issuing rulesfor localisation inthe KCCanal (G.O.Ms.No.334 dated
6.2.1956 of the Government of Andhra, Public Works and Transport Department, Kurnool;
reprinted in GOAP, 1982-11:87, and in NWMP/PMU, 1992:G-05(E), p.114) it is mentioned that in
1949 aSpecial Collector was appointed to beincharge of the localisation work inthat canal. This
early localisation in the KC Canal is confirmed in the draft text by Robert Wade referred to in
footnote 22.
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Delimitation ofayacut.-Wheneveranewcanalisexcavatedfor irrigation, itisessential
toprevent haphazard development of areaofcultivation, which mightultimately lead
towaste ofwater. Thiscanbestbedonebycircumscribing the actual irrigableextent
byhavingitregularlydefined. ThiswasdoneinaverysystematicmannerintheGrand
Anicut Canalarea ofthe Cauvery Delta. Block mapsshowing thecontour levels for
thewholeayacutwerefirstprepared. Thisfacilitated thelocalizing oftheayacutinthe
mostsuitable areasandsecuring thebestalignments for channels andfieldbodhiesin
the interests of economy and efficiency. Village sites, roads, cart tracks, drainage
courses, grazing grounds, cremation places, freshing floors and lands for other
communal purposes, that might reasonably be required in years to come were all
examinedandspecifically andpermanently excludedfromprojectayacut.Theareas so
reservedcametoabout3percentto5percentofthewholeareaofthevillage.(Ellis,
1950:263; emphasisadded)
This paragraph is not found in the 1931 editionof the manual (Ellis, 1931:249), suggesting
that between 1931and 1950 the 'delimitation of ayacut' became a more formalised practice.
In Barber's Historyofthe Cauvery-Mettur Projecttheprocess isdescribed indetail (Barber,
1940:429-438). It consisted of four steps: a) the cadastral survey of the proprietary areas,
b) the preparation of a Record of Rights, c) thereservation of land for communal purposes,
and d) the determination of theayacut.21)
Localisation is thisprocedure with twoadditional elements: (i) theexclusion of partof the
command area from irrigation and (ii) the prescription of the crop to be grown. The two
additions transform localising into localisation, and make it an instrument for implementing
protective irrigation.28'The answer to the question how, why and by whom these additions
were made, lies hidden in the records of the Public Works and Revenue Departments of
Madras Presidency and Hyderabad State. At present, I can only offer hypotheses.
First, it can be observed that localisation originated in the colonial period, and that the
Revenue Department played an important role in its elaboration (the rules in Appendix 3.1
were issued by the Revenue Department). One retired irrigation engineer that I interviewed
on this, characterised localisation as a "regimental, magisterial" form of governance,
conceived by a government that could not imagine that itssubjects would notdo as told. On
the Hyderabad State side this may have been particularly strong because of the feudal
politico-administrative system prevailing before Independence (for descriptions see Leonard,
1971, 1978; Ramakrishna Reddy, 1987; Ray, 1988).29) It can be hypothesised that
localisation is as it were an inversion of the land revenue settlement and assessment
procedure. Settlement and assessment involved registering how land was actually used
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The delimitation exercise for the Cauvery-Mettur scheme was necessary because the 1924
agreement between the Mysore and Madras governments, on the sharing of the Cauvery waters,
limited the command area of the Cauvery-Mettur project to 301.000 acres. This was planned as
a contiguous area for cultivating rice. Localizing did not (yet) refer to limiting water use by
controlling the cropping pattern.
281
Inseveral of my interviews with retired Irrigation Department engineers, adistinction was made
by them between localisation proper (the delimitation of the ayacut, the area to be irrigated) and
what they called crop localisation, that isfixing the cropping pattern. This may support Satnarayan
Singh's suggestion.
291
It could be argued that this top-down attitude was reproduced in a different form in the postIndependence approach of planned development. Ramamurthy (1995:175) notes the attraction of
the 'scientific' approach of localisation to technocratically minded planners. This is Ithink acorrect
observation, relevant till the present day, but it does not explain why South Indian
engineers/planners opted for localisation while in other regions different avenues were chosen.
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(irrigated or not, crop, soil quality), tofix therate of land revenue. Whenthis isdone before
irrigation arrives, the procedure becomes an instrument of prescription and control.
Asecond factor that may explainthegenesis of localisation istheunfamiliarity of Madras
Presidency engineers withlocal level irrigation. Incontrast totheircolleagues inNorth India,
they had little involvement with water distribution at the local level. This was mostly
arranged by farmers themselves in village units (see Famine Commission, 1881-Appendix
V).
Furthermore, the irrigation of 'irrigated dry' crops, which puts new demands on water
management, was a new thing. There was little practical experience with it in South India.
Ellis mentions that in 1916-17 over 93% of the irrigated area under government canals in
Madras Presidency was rice land (Ellis, 1931:3). In Hyderabad State large-scale canal
irrigation as such was a new thing for the government. The Nizamsagar project, built in the
1920s and 1930s, was the only experience with large canal systems at the time the
Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal was conceived, and this was a rice scheme.
Athird factor that may have been important, and on which there is some more evidence,
is the debate that was going on in the 1930s, particularly on the Madras side, on the
feasibility of 'irrigated dry' cultivation in black cotton soil areas. This debate had two
elements. The first was the lack of interest of farmers in irrigation of 'irrigated dry' crops
in black cotton soil areas, except in years when the rains failed totally. The KurnoolCuddapah Canal in Madras Presidency and the Nira Left Bank Canal inBombay Presidency
were examples of this (Wallach, 1985; Attwood, 1987). The second element of the debate
was the suitability for irrigation of black cotton soils. This class of vertisols (Krishnappa et
al., 1985, 1986) was feared by soil scientists and other experts to be prone to waterlogging
and salinisation when irrigated. Many farmers were also reluctant to irrigate these soils for
fear of destruction of the top-soil structure, and for thepossibility of excessive weed growth
as a result of irrigation. An agricultural research station was established on the Madras side
in 1937 todo experiments and settle the matter. Itwas concluded that the irrigation of black
cotton soilshadbothaconsiderable yieldeffect and thatthere was nodanger of waterlogging
and salinity provided irrigation was done judiciously: no over-irrigation and good
drainage.30'
The conclusion that the irrigation planners of the time seem to have drawn from this is
that irrigation of black cotton soils required strong water control. The two elements of the
debate provided two different reasons for this. The lack of interest implied that farmers
would have to be convinced to take up irrigation. This was translated in making irrigation
compulsory once the land was localised. Or more precisely, it was considered to make the
payment of the high, irrigated rate of land revenue compulsory on land that was localised,
whether it was actually irrigated or not (seeGopalan, 1934:64; Raghavan, 1947c).31) In this
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Debate on this issue has been going onfor alongtime (seefor example IIC, 1 903; Mann, 1931;
Mehta, 1933; Venkata Ramiah, 1937; Raghavan, 1947a; Krishna,Desaiand Krishnamurthy, 1959;
Patil and Venkata Rao, 1965; UAS, 1973; Kenchana Gowda, 1978). In 1972 the Irrigation
Commission recommended "further studies (...) on the suitability of black soils for irrigation in
different regions and climates" (GOI/MOIP, 1972:115-116).
311
In the Karnataka Irrigation (Levy of Water Rates) Rules, 1965 it says in rule 3A that "where
water is supplied, made available or used for growing any crop or the irrigation of any land but no
crop isactually grown water rate shall belevied atthe rates prescribed (..) asifthe concerned crop
was grown."
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way the government hoped to induce the development of irrigated agriculture. From this
perspective localisation was a means to enforce irrigation, rather than to limit it.
The second element, the need for judicious irrigation of 'irrigated dry' crops on black
cotton soil, translated into extensive soil surveys of the area to be irrigated (Mehta, 1933;
Venkata Ramiah, 1937).Thecore criterion for theselection ofanarea for irrigation wassoil
quality, combined with topographical position. The latter was particularly important for
proneness to waterlogging and salinisation. For each soil-topographical category (called
grades), particular crops were thought to be suitable and unsuitable.32' This view of the
irrigability of black cotton soil provided arationale for tightcontrol of the cropping pattern.
The origins of localisation are likely to lie in top-down, directive concepts of state
governance, combined with a set of specific regional factors. However, the enigma that the
choice of localisation presents can only be fully solved through further historical research.
Theimplementationoflocalisation
Thepreparation ofthelocalisationpattern intheTungabhadra Left BankCanal seems tohave
raised few problems.33' Interviews with persons involved in localisation in the 1950s
suggest thattheprocedure as described intherules (seeAppendix 3.1)was closely followed.
Itseems to have been a genuine top-down process with very little local participation. There
are only a few indications that the localisation pattern in the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal
was subject to local pressures and considerations. One example is the discussion on the
length of the main canal and whether to irrigate on its left side (in the Krishna basin) after
reaching the ridge between the Tungabhadra and Krishna rivers at Mile 103(seechapter 4).
Another example of local influence is the agitation of Sindhanur farmers in the early 1960s
for additional localisation of rice.34)
One of the most intriguing questions with regard to the local shaping of the localisation
pattern, is how it was decided at village level to exclude and include particular areas in the
localisation scheme. Thediscretion of the Revenue Officer as defined inthelocalisation rules
(see Appendix 3.1) was enormous. Criteria like 'economic condition', 'adequacy of existing
resources' and 'capacity to develop lands without outside assistance' left a lot of room for
interpretation. Considering that Raichur district was a very poor area (see chapter 5), these
criteria must have implied a bias for localisation of the land of the more well to do
farmers.35' On the other hand, it is unlikely that many farmers were very keen on getting
their lands localised in the early years, as they were hesitant about the blessings that
irrigation would bring.36'
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These soil surveys were land evaluation avant la lettre. Later it was concluded that almost all
crops could be grown on almost all soils (see for example Sreeramakrishnaiah, 1979). Farmers'
cultivation practices provided the empirical evidence for this.
331
I have also found no references inthe literature to problems in the localisation process in other
systems.
341
This information comes from interviews with a retired engineer and agricultural department
officer. Also see GOMYS/DRLAD (1962:36; 1963:46).
351
This bias existed in other domains. The first loans for tractors that were supplied went to 'big
(wo)men' from the district (see GOMYS, 1960-1:129 and 1961-2:50).
361
Evidence of this reluctance isthe report of afield visit to acanal in Gangavathi taluk in the head
end of the system around 1960 (Nair, 1961:46-51). In a village where water had been available
for two years only three out of 100 farmers had taken up irrigation, and had made seven out of
(continued...)
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Localisation, smoothly prepared or not, creates certain problems. A problem that exists
in all variations of localisation is its permanence. The Irrigation Utilisation Commission of
Andhra Pradesh characterised localisation as highly inequitable because it excludes part of
the irrigable command area from irrigation, and thereby condemns part of the farm(er)s to
rainfed agriculture only (GOAP, 1982). The report recommends to introduce the North
Indian 'water rights for all' system.
Also within the localised command area permanence is aproblem. Someone whose land
is localised for 'irrigated dry' crops will never be allowed to cultivate sugarcane, rice or
garden crops, while a direct neighbour may be allowed to do so for perpetuity. One can
easily imagine that farmers consider such differences arbitrary and unacceptable, and see no
reason to follow the localisation pattern in their crop choice.
Becausethere isnohomogeneity intheway localisation hasbeen implemented in different
canal irrigation systems, the seriousness and implications of some other problems inherent
to localisation vary from system to system. A few examples can illustrate this.37'
IntheTungabhadra Left BankCanal thelocalised area undereachdistributary canal forms
acontiguous area. Inprinciple all landthat iscommanded byadistributary canal is localised,
except high patches, a zone around villages as protection againt malaria, and land reserved
for other purposes. When the area to be localised had tobe limited, the distributaries were
shortened.38'
On the other side of the river in the Tungabhadra Right Bank Low Level Canal, a very
different pattern is found. There distributary canals run for long distances through areas of
non-localised land to reach localised patches near villages. These villages and the block(s)
of localised landbelongingtothemsometimeslieat kilometres distance from the distributary
canal. Compared to the Left Bank Canal the possibilities to extend irrigation beyond the
localised area are large (see Boss, 1998).
Another example of diversity in the implementation of localisation is that in the
Tungabhadra system rice is among the localised crops. In Karnataka this is not the case in
systems that were built later, and rice is not or hardly grown in these systems.39' Absence
of rice will obviously make ahuge difference for the inequality of water distribution and the
occurrence of waterlogging and salinisation.
A third example of diversity concerns the separation in time of the irrigation of different
areas. Localisation involves irrigation of part of the command area in the kharif season and
part in the rabi season. The rationale of this separation is that it reduces the canal capacity
needed, and thereby theconstruction costs, compared tothe situation that all this land would
be irrigated in one season. It also spreads agricultural labour requirements over the year.
In the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal this separation of kharifand rabi irrigation is often
found in the same outlet command area. Outlet command areas which have 'irrigated dry'
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(...continued)
535 acres irrigable. The agitation referred to above of the Sindhanur farmers a few years later
shows that the attitude of at least some farmers quickly changed.
371
However, afuller treatment of this would require comparative research across systems.
381
This was necessary intail end distributaries to stay within the limit of the total sanctioned area.
391
It has been suggested to me that this exclusion of rice in newer systems is a lesson learnt from
the Tungabhadra system. Its absence in practice hasto do with the shorter opening period of the
main canal (not exceeding 8months), the absence of migrant farmers (seechapter 5), andit is also
attributed to the type of (black cotton) soil found in these other project areas. Ihave not been able
to verify the latter explanation.
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crops localised usually have 50% inkharifand 50% in rabi. It is noteasy tosee how inone
outlet command area some people will abstain from irrigation and wait till the next season,
while others do irrigate.40'
In the Tungabhadra Right Bank Low Level Canal the kharif/rabi separation has been
designed ina more implementableway. Blocks thesizeofanumber ofoutletcommandareas
have been localised for the same season(s). In the 'off season the outlet gates are not only
closed but cemented. It is very clear to farmers which part of the command area of a
distributary is irrigable in kharifand which in rabi.
Monitoring localisation
The problems discussed above suggest that monitoring the implementation of localisation is
not an easy matter. In older systems like the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal, chances of
successful monitoring were further reduced by effectively leaving farmers free to cultivate
the crops they preferred well into the 1960s, and probably the early 1970s. No sanctions
seem to have existed in the early years for non-adherence to the localisation pattern.41' This
was a period when the construction of the canal system was unfinished, not all land was
made suitable for irrigation, and therefore water was abundant. It was also a period when
India needed to boost its food production. That the government did not pursue the
implementation of localisation with great vigour in this period and allowed farmers to
maximise production per unit land, is therefore quite understandable.
Legal procedures to control the cropping pattern were first introduced under the Mysore
(later Karnataka) Irrigation Act of 1965. The Act made divergence from the localisation
pattern an offence. Two types of offences are distinguished: (i) violation of cropping pattern
(VCP), that is, the cultivation of a different irrigated crop than localised, and (ii)
unauthorised irrigation (UI), that is, thecultivation ofan irrigated crop innon-localised area.
Implementation started from approximately 1970. A newspaper report from 1971 on a
New Typeof "Offences"in RaichurDt. states that in 1970 there were only 85 VCP and UI
cases, but that in 1971 there were over 2000, mostly in Gangavati and Sindhanur taluks.^
The report claims that this impelled the creation of a new police station in Gangavati.43)
Penalties can be imposed for each of the two offences. For UI these can range between ten
and thirty times the water rate of the crop grown and for VCP between five and ten times
(see sections 28(5) and 32(4) of the Karnataka Irrigation Act, 1965).
The determination of the VCP and UI penalties is a joint responsibility of the Revenue
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In GOMYS (1962-63:46) it is mentioned that in the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal the area
localised for 'irrigated dry' crops is not yet designated for the kharif andrabi seasons, andthat this
needs to be done. This means that in the early years of the project there were no directions given
to farmers for the season in which to grow 'irrigated dry' crops. In GOMYS (1962-3:43) it is
mentioned that the demarcation will be made in the ayacut register. One wonders how it was
thought to be made in the field.
411
As far as I know no rules or regulations as described below were created under the Hyderabad
Irrigation Act, 1948.
421
The four most important taluks for the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal command area are, from
head to tail, Gangavati, Sindhanur, Manvi and Raichur (see map 1.1 for the location of the taluk
headquarters).
431
The source of this information is an undated newspaper report from the files of a former
secretary of the distributary 24 Distributary Committee.
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Department and the Irrigation Department. The Village Accountant and the Irrigation
Inspector have to prepare a so called 'demand list' for each village after joint inspection of
all the irrigated survey numbers. On the basis of the crop grown and the localisation pattern
the water rate and eventual penalties are determined. The rates and penalties are collected
by the Revenue Department as part of the collection of land revenue. (Appendix 3.2 gives
a table with the water rates for different crops.)
Field observations and discussion with informants show that the 'joint inspection' is often
notdonejointly. TheIrrigation Inspector doesthisworkmostly onhisown. Heoften collects
information not through observation, but by talking to farmers in their houses.44' This may
lead to systematic under-reporting of the irrigated area with rice and sugarcane, because the
water rates for these crops are higher than for 'irrigated dry' crops.45>
There are enormous arrears in collection; farmers rarely pay the VCP and UI
penalties.46' There are two reasons for non-payment by farmers. The first, general reason
is the phenomenon of waivers of arrears in land revenue, agricultural loans, and the like.
Waivers are part of the populist framework of relationships between the state and farmers
(see below). The individual farmer has little incentive to respond to requests by the
government and other institutions tofulfil his financial obligations, and government officials
have little incentive to pursue this fulfilment.
The second reason for the non-payment of penalties is the working of the legal system.
Under the Karnataka Land Revenue Act, 1964 the Village Accountant can issue a notice to
a defaulter for the payment of penal water rates. In case the defaulter does not pay within
seven days, the Deputy Commissioner (thechief RevenueDepartment official inthe district)
can instruct the Village Accountant tobring to sale the defaulter's moveable property (Rule
112of Land Revenue Rules). In one of the first court cases on the payment of penal water
441

One of my research assistants witnessed an inspection of the pipe outlet ayacut in which we
were doing research, which, considering the absence of clear marking stones of survey numbers
in the field and the lack of a detailed ayacut map, was much too casual to qualify as precise
observation. The event may have been due to our presence. Considering the area an Irrigation
Inspector is supposed to cover, it is also very difficult practically to do the inspection work fully
through direct observation as intended, and complete the enormous amount of paperwork
connected to it.
451
There is obviously room for corruption here. Several informants (local journalists, advocates,
(former) goverment officials) reported to me that in the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal rice farmers
regularly bribe Irrigation Department officials in order to reduce the area noted down as rice land.
However, the water rate is very low compared to the value of the crop. The value of an acre of
paddy may be over Rs.8000 (1992 figures), while the land revenue is Rs.40 (for sugarcane the
figures are Rs.15,000 and Rs.150). The penalties that can be avoided by underreporting rice and
sugarcane are substantial however. Still, I have difficulty to imagine that the Irrigation Inspectors
that Imet are capable to extort money or other favours from the self-conscious head end rice and
sugarcane farmers on a large scale. Farmers do not depend on the Irrigation Inspector for other
services (such as they do on the Village Accountant: for birth and death certificates, no due
certificates for loans, etcetera). Iwitnessed well-to-do farmers crumple notices to pay penalties in
front of the Irrigation Inspector, and throw them in the canal. See chapter 7 for further discussion
of the issue of corruption.
461
The payment of water rates isbetter, but alsonotfull. GOKAR/PD (1976:28) givesthe collection
rates for 1976: 36.3% of the water rate was collected, and 0.3% of the penalties. A recently
appointed Expert Committee on the reform of irrigation policy in Karnataka gives atotal figure for
1995-96 of Rs.370 million for water rates, maintenance cess and penalties together. Of this,
approximately Rs.200 million were water rates. Lessthan Rs.100 million of the total amount was
actually collected (Interim Report, 1996).
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rates in 1974, it was decided that "it is implicit inSection 32(4) [of the Karnataka Irrigation
Act] that the holder of the land against whom a demand for water rate at an enhanced rate
is to be made is entitled to an opportunity to show cause against the proposed levy of penal
water rate".47) This means that farmers can contest the penalties imposed in a civil court.
For theTungabhadra Left Bank Canal alonehundreds, andprobably thousands ofcases have
been filed against the imposition of penal water rates since the 1970s.48'There seems to be
no example of the government having won such a case.
The strict procedures as they are laid down in Laws and Rules, give many opportunities
to argue that these were not strictly followed. An example is the condition that notices for
payment should be signed for receipt by the individual farmer or by an adult male member
of his family, or otherwise be sent by registered post. Another weakness on the government
side isthat itdoes not issue notices toallviolators, and consequently farmers whohavebeen
served notices can argue that they are not treated fairly. Yet another possibility is that the
government withdraws cases after intervention by members of parliament representing the
concerned farmers.
In 1989-90, the Irrigation Department intheTungabhadra Left Bank Canal stepped up its
legal offensive by pursuing non-payment of penalties as a criminal case.49' The procedure
is that the Executive Engineer of the Irrigation Department lodges a complaint with the
Police Department, which investigates the complaint, and files it at the court. The Irrigation
Department prepared the cases by issuing notices that prohibited the cultivation of rice in
rabi, by registering the survey numbers inwhich rice nurseries were raised, byblocking the
field channel to these plots, by observing that this block was removed and the farmer
continued to grow the nursery, and then lodging a complaint.
One of the weak points of this legal mechanism is that criminal cases require evidence of
independent witnesses (other than Irrigation and Police Department officers). It is very
difficult tofind witnesses, andeven moredifficult tomakethemtestify. This,combined with
the standard tactic of advocates to delay cases as much as possible, makes proving the
violation very difficult.
Criminal cases are relatively immune topolitical interference. Inprinciple, once they are
under way, they cannot be stopped. The only possibility is that the State Cabinet sends a
request for withdrawal of the case to the Director of Prosecution indicating that in the
Cabinet's view there are convincing reasons to conclude that thegrounds on which the case
was originally urged no longer exist.i0) This happened to a number of criminal cases in the
head end region of the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal in autumn 1991. MLAs had been
successful in convincing the State Cabinet that the cases should be withdrawn.
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Writ Petition 3139 of 1973 at the Bangalore High Court, decided on 19.2.74 (reported in
Kamatak Law Journal 1974(2)). Ithank Mr. B.S. Raikote for discussing this matter with me and
pointing me to the relevant cases.
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The cases seem to come in batches: around 1977, around 1981-82, and around 1988-89.
These must have been years that the Irrigation Department and Revenue Department made special
efforts to collect penalties. For 1988-89 this may have been aresponse to the serious water crisis
in that year (see chapter 9).
491
The following is based on interviews with advocates, government officials andfarmers involved
in (criminal) cases on penal water rates, andthe study of anumber of these cases. The effort was
a response to the severe water crisis in 1988-89 and 1989-90. It was intended to curb rice
cultivation in the rabi season (see also chapter 9).
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Ithank Mr. K. Pavan Kumar for the explanation of this procedure.
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To conclude this discussion of the monitoring of localisation itcan be stated that the legal
and institutional mechanisms to control thecropping pattern, and thereby water distribution,
areparalysed. This paralysis does notmean that localisation has fully lost its importance. Its
efficacy as a water control mechanism is very limited, but it remains important for two
reasons.
The first reason follows from the discussion of the implementation of localisation. There
itwas shown that even iffarmers donotkeepto thelocalisation pattern, theexact way itwas
designed has implications for water distribution practices.
Thesecondreason isthatlocalisationhascreated legalentitlements towater. Farmers with
localised land who receive no water or less than they are entitled to, have a formal claim to
receiving irrigation water. Formal water rights are a precondition for the pursuit of a more
equitable distribution of water. The abolishment of localisation, which is sometimes
proposed, could takeaway theentitlement towater of tailenders and make their predicament
evenworse, except whenlocalisation would bereplaced by astronger system of water rights
(see chapter 10for more discussion of this issue). 51)

3.3

THE PERSISTENCE OF AN UNREALISTIC MODEL

Notwithstanding the wide gap between the theory and the practice of protective irrigation,
andthefull acknowledgementofthisgap(seeforexampleGOI/PC/PEO, 1965;CADA/TBP,
1979; Interim Report, 1996), the model of protective irrigation has remained a central
element of Karnataka's and India's irrigation policy (see section 3.1). The logic of this
continued existence of the model of protective irrigation lies in the populism of postIndependence Indian politics.
To explain the meaning of populism in this context, I quote from Ramamurthy's work,
on which I draw heavily in this section.52'
Populism,inIndia,aselsewhere,usuallyrefersto'disingenuous slogan-mongering'by
political parties to manipulate the electorate for votes. Gupta (1987:53), however,
suggeststhatitissomething more: 'ahegemonicdiscourse thatinterpellates members
ofdominatedclassesintothedominantclass'. Inotherwords,populismoffers avision,
apolicy logic, thatneutralizes anypotential antagonism betweendifferent classesin
thesamesector,orbetweendifferent membersofthedominantcoalition. Forexample,
inthe recentpasttherehavebeenvarious agitations for "farmer's rights", thesehave
mainlyrepresentedtheinterestsofrichpeasantsforsubsidized electricity for irrigation
pumpsets,higher agricultural supportprices, andthelike;demandsthatwould leadto
alargersurplusforthem.Yet,thefightispresentedasafightbetweenruralandurban
areasandthusmasksbothclassantagonismswithintheagricultural sector andbetween
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The definition of the present 'right' is problematic because it is indirect. No water right as such
has been defined, but permission to grow an irrigated crop has been granted. To my knowledge
there have been no large-scale efforts of (tail end) farmers to claim supply of water as alegal right
in court. The only reference to such an attempt I came across was in the history of water
distribution of subdistributary D24/11 (seechapters 6 and 7for other aspects of water distribution
in this canal).
521
1 do not discuss the historical emergence of populist politics inindependent India. Forasummary
discussionseeRamamurthy (1995:182-187), andfor detailedpolitical-economic debatesee Frankel
(1978), Gupta (1987), Rudolph and Rudolph (1987, 1988), Byres (1988, 1994), Toye (1988),
Kohli (1988), Frankel and Rao (1989, 1990), and Vanaik (1990).
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the rural rich and the other groups in the dominant coalition, industrialist and
bureaucrats. (Ramamurthy, 1995:183)
How populism provides a logic for thepersistence of protective irrigation policy, can be
clarified by looking at the role that State parliamentarians (Members of the Legislative
Assemblies, MLAs for short) play for and intheconstituencies from which they are elected.
MLAs are not only active in their legislative function, but also, and perhaps more so, in
theimplementationofgovernmentpoliciesandprogrammes intheirconstituencies. Their role
can be understood as one of 'resource brokers'. Potter, describing how MLAs were
perceived in the 1950s in Orissa, states that in the eyes of many people "a successful MLA
is a 'fixer' (...), someone who can get a man a job, divert development monies into the
constituency, help secure a contract, find a place in a school or a hospital" (Potter,
1986:152). The logic of this behaviour lies in the need to secure votes, that is secure reelection. Manor describes MLA activities to "channel goods and services" to slum dwellers
in India's cities and "work hard as their advocates in dealings with state institutions" as
informed by this consideration (Manor, 1993:143-144). Elsewhere Manor speaks of 'spoils
distribution' politics andthe 'gameofpatronagepolities', inwhich "inexchange for electoral
support [groups] gained access to resources" (Manor, 1989:337, 352, 348). Frankel
characterises the phenomenon as "competitive populism, with its attendant corruption in the
disbursement of social development funds" (Frankel and Rao, 1989:511).53)
Because all MLAs have to secure resources for their constituencies there is a pressure to
spread public resources thinly. In canal irrigation the translation of this pressure is the
construction of vast technical systems that serve large areas.54' As Ramamurthy notes, "to
get votes, one of the best things a politician can do is to get a government canal for his
constituency." (Ramamurthy, 1995:184)55> Protective irrigation thus fits well into a populist
discourse that professes "equal benefits for all".
Paradoxically, thepopulist political configuration that sustains protective irrigation at the
policy level also "effectively thwarts its implementation" (Ramamurthy, 1995:176).The role
of rich peasants in (rural) constituencies explains this.
Rich peasants are the main political support base for MLAs in most rural constituencies.
Rich peasants act as 'resource brokers' in local situations themselves, and thereby wield
considerable local political influence.56' Rich peasants with land in protective irrigation
systems tend to appropriate more than their protective share of irrigation water. In fact this
appropriation is part of the explanation of their richess (see later chapters for detailed
discussion). They are unlikely tobeopposed very strongly inthisactivity by the MLAs. The
latter are likely to condone, in practice, the non-implementation of localisation and non-
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On MLAs, also see Chopra (1996) and Vijayatilakam (1998)
It is also one of the factors that explains the preference for starting new projects rather than
finishing and maintaining older ones.
551
The Hemavathy project in the Cauvery basin (South Karnataka) provides an example of the
pressure that is usually exerted at the conception stage of irrigation systems to spread the
commanded area over many taluks, districts and constituencies, while keeping available water
constant. It was originally designed as an intensively irrigated rice scheme, but has been extended
to become a genuine protectively designed system. After the completion of a system further
extension may take place. In the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal we found acase where the length
of a distributary canal was doubled as the implementation of an electoral promise.
561
For more detailed discussion of the importance of rich peasants in local and State politics, see
for example P.R. Brass (1980, 1990:particularly pp.305-310), Carter (1974), Kohli (1988), Mitra
(1992) and Varshney (1993).
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achievement of protective objectives, for the same reasons that they defend these principles
at the policy level: the reproduction of their political support base, or more simply put, reelection.
Theunequal distribution of irrigation water thatresults isusually represented innon-class,
or moregenerally, non-social terms. It iscommonly referred to ingeographical terms as the
difference between head-enders and tail-enders. Furthermore, theblame of this difference is
putonthe irrigationbureaucracy. Theroleof social differentiation as cause and consequence
of unequal distribution of water is thus obscured, a common enemy is defined57', and the
homogenisation of 'farmers' that is characteristic of the populist discourse, is not
fundamentally challenged.58'

3.4

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In this chapter I have given a description of protection and localisation as defining
characteristics of South Indian canal irrigation. Protection in the most general sense refers
to the ability of irrigation toprotect crops against failure and people against famine intimes
of drought. In this oldest usage of the term noparticular type of irrigation was implied. The
term protective canal irrigation was coined in the 1870s in combination with the term
productive canal irrigation. Protective canal irrigation systems were the systems that the
colonial government expected to yield insufficient financial returns to be considered for
construction but that were nevertheless built because they safeguarded crops against drought
and people against famine, but also protected the colonial government against high famine
relief costs and social unrest.
Protective irrigation developed as the particular type of canal irrigation found in the
drought-prone regions of the South Asian subcontinent. It has specific technical,
organisational and socio-economic characteristics. Technically the systems have vast
command areas, designed to spread water thinly over large numbers of farmers for
supplementary irrigation of 'dry' subsistence foodgrains. The systems are supply-oriented
with, in the South Indian reservoir-fed systems, continuous and constant canal flows. There
is a minimum of regulation structures. Organisationally they have a low management
intensity and a hierarchical command structure, which fits the supply-orientation of the
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In later chapters, particularly chapter 7, it will become clear that the roleand room to manoeuvre
of the irrigation bureaucracy in the implementation of localisation is strongly shaped by the same
populist 'resource broking' configuration. With regard to the role of the state bureaucracy
Ramamurthy argues that "protective irrigation diffuses the conflict between two sectors of the
dominant coalition: the rural rich and state bureaucrats" (Ramamurthy, 1995:185). Against the
growing power of the class of rich peasants "protective irrigation and localization vest control in
the bureaucracy over a scarce resource" (/ib/V.:185). I do not think this is a fully correct
representation. The control was vested inthe irrigation bureaucracy before rich peasants organised
strongly politically, andthe bureaucracy's control haseroded since.The emergence of rich peasant
political power is unlikely to have played arole inthe choice of localisation as arationing strategy.
In my view protective irrigation and localisation provide a basis for conflicts between the state
bureaucracy and rich peasants, rather than diffusing them, exactly because the resource is scarce.
581
As a last contribution of populism to the problematic situation in large scale irrigation
Ramamurthy notes that populism has helped "to produce under-priced water" (Ramamurthy,
1995:185). The discussion of localisation monitoring and water rates inthis chapter supports that
analysis. See chapter 10 for more discussion on water pricing.
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technical design. The main organisational problem that requires resolution is the need to
ration water. Different rationing systems were conceived in different parts of India.
Economically, protective canal irrigation systems aim to maximise crop production per unit
water. The model implicit in the concept of protective irrigation originally was subsistenceoriented family farming, by a relatively homogeneous peasant sector, exhibiting modest
economic growth. After Independence more emphasis has been given to production and
productivity increase inprotective irrigationsystems as well,butrelatively extensive farming
with a low degree of commoditisation and a substantial subsistence component, remains
implicit in the model. However, in the existing economic conditions farmers generally aim
to maximise production per unit of land instead of water. These conflicting perspectives
create a basic contradiction in the implementation of protective policy objectives.
Localisation is the institutional mechanism designed in South India to control water
distribution, ration water and spread the benefits of irrigation. It is a form of agricultural
land use planning prescribing which crops farmers can and cannot grow on their land. By
mainly prescribing 'irrigated dry' crops, localisation, when adhered to, would spread water
equitably over all land/farmers in the command area. Localisation was first implemented in
theTungabhadra valley shortly after Independence. However, instead of thinlyspread water,
unequal distribution can be observed in many South Indian protective irrigation systems.
Head-enders appropriate excess quantities of water, depriving tail-enders. The government
has not been able to turn localisation into an effective mode of water control.
To explain the paradox of the persistence of the protective irrigation model at the policy
level in the face of wide acknowledgement that irrigation practices on the ground are far
from protective, the populist nature of Indian politics was called upon. The role of MLAs
as resource brokers for their constituencies implies a policy logic of spreading resources,
includingirrigationcanals,widely.Thisideological representation ofprotective irrigationand
localisation as inthe interest ofallfarmers ispopulistbecause it isaccompanied bya practice
in which the rich peasants corner most of the benefits by appropriating more than their
protective share of water. It are these same rich peasants who are the key political support
base of the legislators.
Protectiveirrigation and stategovernance
This chapter has shown that protection and localisation were conceived as instruments for
governance by an assumedly 'strong state' ruling an assumedly 'weak society'. The 'strong
state/weak society' model was part of the imperial approach to irrigation as well as the
technocratic model of planned development that was dominant in the first decades after
Independence. But inboth periods the model was a projection that did not match reality. In
the colonial period as well as in the first period after Independence the state was less strong
and society lessweak thanthemodelassumed. Insituationswherewater waswanted rationed
distribution was difficult to implement, and in situations where water was unwanted, it was
difficult to enforce irrigation. The rise of rich peasants political influence from the 1970s,
related with - among other things - the expansion of irrigation, further articulated the
strength of 'society' in canal irrigation. At the same time the authority of the irrigation
bureaucracy weakened through increased 'political interference', as Irrigation Department
engineers generally put it.
However, to characterise the situation in canal irrigation as a 'strong society/weak state'
condition is also not correct. Neither the strong/weak opposition nor the state/society
dichotomy effectively captures the relationship between state and farmers incanal irrigation.
Society is differentiated along several lines, the state is a complex set of political,
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administrative and enforcing institutions (Lipton, 1991:93), and the two interact in such a
way that demarcation of state and society is not always easy, or even possible.
The question that presents itself is how to interpret protective irrigation, both the policy
and the practice, as an instance of state governance and state-farmers relations.59' It is
difficult to give a straightforward answer to this question, because different meanings of
protective irrigation exist, and are contested both within the state and between state and
farmers.
At the policy level protective irrigation is clearly the product of a concept of a
'developmental state'. Protective irrigation posits astrong regulating role of state institutions
in economic development, and its objectives are defined in terms of spreading resources for
the overall benefit of society.
Thepopulistlogicthatsustainsprotective irrigationatthepolicylevelsignifies a different,
political meaning. Protective irrigation policy (or ideology somewould perhaps say) secures
a degree of state legitimacy and helps to reproduce politicians' political support base.
At the level of practice there is a crisis of governance, constituted by (i) the 'political
interference' of members of the political state institutions in the day-to-day business of the
administrative state institutions (and of the enforcing state institutions, as will be shown in
chapter 7), (ii)rent seeking practices of politicians and officials, and (Hi) the social power
of therich peasants. Oneof the major consequences isunequal access to irrigation water for
farmers, while the dominant populist discourse obscures a full understanding of this
inequality.
Notwithstanding these circumstances, protective irrigation and localisation are not dead
letters, but do influence irrigation practice. Unequal distribution of irrigation water is a felt
problem. It isarticulated through thepressure that tail enders exert on system managers, but
it is also part of the professional disposition of the Irrigation Department staff. The
perception of many of them isthat the systems are operated 'unscientifically' atpresent, and
that tailenders unjustifiedly 'suffer' while others enrich themselves. They feel highly
frustrated in the execution of their 'duty'.60'
The same conclusion that Mooij draws for food policy can also be drawn for protective
irrigation policy: the Indianstate ischaracterised by normative pluralism (Mooij, 1996:243).
The behaviour of politicians and state officials, that is state governance in practice, with
regard to protective irrigation and localisation is both informed by official law and policy,
and by unofficial rules of conduct in relation to rent-seeking, the relationships between state
officials and politicians, and their interaction with (rich) peasants.
Itis not obvious how this empirical conclusion can be integrated into substantive theories
of the Indian state and politics. These tend to favour one particular aspect of governance
practices. Following Mooij's classification of schools of thought (Mooij; 1996:48-63), neo591

The strong/weak state/society formulations already were a reference to state theory, that is to
Migdal's book on Strong societies and weak states (Migdal, 1988). For a critical review of this
book see Jessop (1990).
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Chapters 7to 9 provide evidence for this interpretation. Mooij, while discussing the role of state
officials in another public distribution system, that of food, observes the following about the role
of state officials in that process. "Many officials do feel some sort of commitment to the job they
have to perform. Their first response to a question posed by a researcher about food policy is
always interms of the official objectives and procedures. This is not just an effort to misguide the
researcher. It also shows their own perception of what the state is, does, should be or should do.
They partly identify with these official objectives." (Mooij, 1996:242) In my experience the same
holds true for canal irrigation officials.
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classical political economists analyse the Indian state as a rent-seeking state (Bhagwati,
1993), while others, mostly political scientists emphasise the erosion of the political system
(Kothari, 1988;Manor, 1988). Athird group sees state officials and politicians as a separate
proprietary or political class (Bardhan, 1984a; Rudolph and Rudolph, 1987). Lastly, a fourth
perspective has a more positive evaluation or view of development planning and the
developmental state (Byres, 1994;Chakravarty, 1987;Drezeand Sen, 1995;Mundle, 1994).
A theoretical synthesis is not available, and the debates have hardly been conducted with
irrigation as part of the subject matter. Theoretical development is also hampered by the
scarcity of detailed studies of actual governance practices, particularly in irrigation.61' This
is therefore where my argument stops: with a call for more studies of governance practices.
The policy and practice of protective irrigation with all its contradictions certainly provides
an interesting case.
To conclude this chapter I observe than one factor that makes the protective irrigation
discourse more than populist rhetoric, and protection and localisation concepts with real
effects at field level, has not yet been mentioned. This factor is that the concept has
materialised in the earth, concrete and hydraulic characteristics of canal systems. The
physical existence of canal infrastructure that allows thin spread of water makes it difficult
to fully ignore the stated objectives of protective irrigation and localisation. This
materialisation process is the focus of the next chapter.
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The major exception is Wade's work on the system of administrative and political corruption,
an analysis which includes the irrigation bureaucracy (Wade, 1982a). Though focussing on rentseeking, hedoes not adopt the methodological individualism of neo-classical political economy, but
analyses rent-seeking/corruption asaninstititutionalised set of social relationships. Wade does not
explicitly engage with state-theoretical debates. Ramamurthy's analysis referredto above confirms
many of Wade's findings and tends to interpret these in the perspective of the state asa separate
proprietary or political class. As indicated above, in my view that perspective on its own is unable
to fully capture the nature of governance practices (for more discussion of the interpretations of
these two authors see chapter 7).
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Appendix 3 . 1 :Rules for localisation (1956, Hyderabad State)
PART l-C-Rules

REVENUE DEPARTMENT
NOTIFICATION

NO.48/A2/350/55

Dated 6-9-1956

In exercise of the powers conferred by section 67(l) and 3d) of the Hyderabad Irrigation Act,
1357 Fasli, (24 of 1357F.) the Rajpramukh hereby makes the following rules:1. These rules may be called the "Rules Regulating cultivation under Irrigation Projects, 1 956",
and shall come into force from the date of their publication in the Official Gazette (20-9-1956).
2. "Localisation" means allocation of the lands proposed to be served by an irrigation project
to different types of irrigation, viz., perennial, wet, garden and light.
3. For the purpose of localisation work(i) "Revenue Officer" means any Officer appointed by the Board of Revenue.
(ii) "Irrigation Officer" means any Officer appointed by Government as such.
(Hi)"Agricultural Officer" meands any Officer appointed by the Government as such.
4. In case, localisation work isto bedone on an extensive scale, Government shall appoint one
or more than one Officer for expediting such work.
5. (a)Sufficiently before irrigation under aproject isscheduled to commence. Government may
constitute a Localisation party consisting of a Revenue Officer with an adequate field and clerical
staff.
5. (b)The benefits of irrigation under aproject may beextended to as large an area as possible
consistent with the economic utility of water and other local considerations.
6. The Irrigation Officer shall inspect each village in the commanded ares, conduct contour
surveys and take out levels on the basis of which heshall prepare a map for each village showing
the area that can be easily served by the proposed irrigation system and pass it on to the
Agricultural Officer.
7. The Agricultural Officer shall go into the village and inspect every field in the commanded
area of the project as shown in the map furnished by the Irrigation Officer, take soil samples,
analyse them, technically, both inthe field and inthe laboratory, andthen classify the soils in each
village into different categories on the basis of their suitability for different types of irrigation.
8. The Agricultural Officer shall examine carefully the following factors before allocating the
soils in different types of irrigation:(i) Physico-analysis of the soil;
(ii) Peculiarities of the lower strata of the soil;
(Hi) Drainage capacity;
(iv) Configuration of the ayacut;
(v) Such other technical details which may beprescribed by the Director of Agriculture for soil
classification work.
9. The Agricultural Offiver shall, on the basis of the intensive survey and analytical work, mark
on the map of each village the different soils available in the proposed ayacut give them different
colours, viz., red, green, black, etc. He shall also indicate in the foot note of the map the crops
suited for different soils and types of irrigation.
10. After giving full details of the soils and crops, the Agricultural Officer shall send the map
to the Revenue Officer.
11. The Revnue Officer shall, with the aid of the map, inspect the village and then prepare a
tentaive scheme for fixing the extent of irrigation and allocation of different crops in the village.
12. In fixing the extent, he shall give due consideration to:(i) the allowance to be made for village sites, communal needs, grazing and pastures, etc;
(ii) the lands unsuited for crop production be reasonably made over for other appropriate uses,
like pasturage, irrigated forest, efc.;
(Hi) the extent in respect of which there is likely to be steady demand for water in ordinary
years;
(iv) selection of only such land having good soil or soil capable of restoring its fertility quickly
and at small cost; the governing condition being to obtain the optimum result for the
expenditure on artificial supply;
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M leaving of a dry belt of at least half afurlong around avillage to avoid malaria;
(vi) extension of the benefoit of assured water supply to as many villages as possible,
consistent with economic utilisation of water;
(vii) the economic condition of the people and their willingness to take to irrigation;
(viii)tbe adequacy of the existing resources in the village in agricultural cattle, population,
transport facilities, etc;
lix) the prospect of developing the localised lands, within a reasonable time;
M the nature andextent of land holdings,andthe capacity of the landowners to develop their
lands without much outside assistance.
13. The lands to be allotted to different types of irrigation shall be in large compact blocks and
as practicable there shall be a separate distributary for each type of irrigation. Irrigation of small
patches shall be avoided and inthe lands coming inthe dry belt of the village, only heavy irrigation
shall be prohibited.
14. The Revenue Officer shall send the localisation scheme for each village together with the
map to the Collector of the District or any other Officer as may be appointed by the Government
in this behalf.
15. The Collector shall arrane to give due publicity to the scheme in the village and on an
appointed date, call a meeting of the villagers and ascertain their views and objections, if any.
16. The Collector shall then, in consultation with the Revenue, Agricultural and Irrigation
Officers, finalise the localisation scheme and affix one copy thereof in the village chavidi and the
other copy to the Revenue Officer.
17. After the sheme is thus finalised, the Revenue officer shall prepare an ayacut register
showing:(a) name of village, taluk etc.
lb) the survey number of the land;
(c) the nature of the soil;
(d) the name of the land owner and others interested;
(e)the block in which the land is to be included;
If) the crop or crops to be grown every year;
(g) the crop rotation;
Ih) the existing assessment; and
(i) remarks
18. The ayacut register shall be in triplicate one for the Tahsil Office, one for Division and the
third to be retained in the Office of the District Collector.
19. Immediately after the receipt of the ayacut Register the Tahsildar shall issue individual
notices to the persons whose lands are included in the localisation scheme and direct them to
prepare their lands for receiving water before the prescribed date.
20. Supply of water for irrigation from a project shall be regulated, as determined in the
localisation scheme.
2 1 . It shall be incumbent on the land owners, whose lands have been proposed for irrigation,
to take water for the crop and for the period as shown in the localisation scheme.
22. When a land is included in alocalisation scheme, it shall be compulsory for the land owner
to pay the consolidated wet assessment of water rate for the land as may be determined by the
Collector, irrespective of the fact whether he takes the canal water or not.
23. Any person contravening or violating the provisions of these rules shall bepunishable by the
Collector with afine not exceeding Rs.500.
24. An appeal against the orders of the Collector shall lie with the Board of Revenue whose
decision shall be final.
25. Any fine imposed under the rules shall be recoverable as arrears of Land Revenue.
MOHD. ABDULLA,
Secretary.
(Source; Government of Andhra Pradesh (1982) Report of the Commission for Irrigation Utilisation.
Volume II. Hyderabad, pp.128-130)
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Appendix 3.2: Water rates in Karnataka State
The table below gives the water rates and maintenance cess as levied in canal irrigation systems
in Karnataka State from 1985, and the increases proposed in 1989.
Table 3.2.1: Water rates and maintenance cess for canal irrigation in Karnataka
Crop

Water rates from
1985
(Rs./acre)

Rice

First crop
Second crop

Sugarcane
Wheat
Sorghum
Groundnut and
sunflower
Tobacco
Cotton
Maize, rag/',millets.
greengram, sweet
potato, gingelly, onion,
coriander, eucalyptus
Pulses
Manurial crops
Garden crops

Water rates as ordered
from 1.1.1989
(Rs./acre)

Maintenance
cess
(Rs./acre)

35
40
150
22
20
24

100

4

400
60
35
60

4
4
4
4

24
40
20

35
60
35

4
4
4

*
15
8
40

Source: Government Order No. PWD 89 NPF 86 (RID, dated 31.10.1988,
Irrigation Department Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal 1990-91 and 1991-92

4
4
4

35
15
60

and demand lists

The rates levied in 1991-92 (when we did our research) were set in 1985. From 1989 the
government of Karnataka ordered asubstantial increase, which it started to levy from 1990. The
background for this increase was the desire of the government to recover the operation and
maintenance costs and stimulate irrigation development by giving it asounder financial base. More
specifically, the World Bank was insisting that the Karnataka government comply to an agreement
made under one of the Convenants in relation to the bank's financial support of the Upper Krishna
Project. This said that the government of Karnataka would undertake to collect full operation and
maintenance costs. As soon as the government tried to levy the new rates, farmers from the
Tungabhadra Left Bank area filed a writ petition at the Bangalore High Court, arguing that the
increase was arbitrary. On 2.2.90 astay order was issued by the Court, stopping the government
from applying the new rates to the petitioners.62' As a result the Irrigation Department was using
the old rates for drawing up the demand lists for water rates in 1991-92.

621
These were Writ Petitions 2367/90 to 2375/90. I only checked for cases originating from the
Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal and I did not try to find out whether other petitions than those
mentioned were filed with the same objective.

TUNGABHADRA LEFT BANK CANAL
The social shaping of an irrigation system: 1859-1976

Inthischapter Iintroduce theTungabhadra Left BankCanal, theprotective irrigation system
that is the focus of this book. The Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal has come into existence
through a process of political negotiation, planning, design exercises, and data collection
activities stretching over more than a century. Aproposal for a large scale irrigation system
inthe Tungabhadra valley was first put forward by Sir Arthur Cotton"as early as 1859,but
it was the Indian Irrigation Commission (1901-03) that put the Tungabhadra project firmly
on the political agenda. In 1944 an agreement was reached over the division of the
Tungabhadra river waters between Madras Presidency, the Nizam's Dominions2' and
Mysore Princely State. Construction of the dam started in 1948, and utilisation of the canal
system in 1953. The last distributary was operational in 1968. The final decision on the
extent of the canal system was taken by the Krishna Water Disputes Tribunal in 1973 and
1976.
The theoretical question that this chapter investigates is whether and in what way the
planning and design of theTungabhadra Left Bank Canal are examples of the social shaping
of a technological system (MacKenzie andWajcman, 1985;Hughes, 1987).This means (see
chapter 2) that I try to determine to what extent the design characteristics of the system
emerged inaprocessof negotiationamongdifferent actors, whobrought withthemtheirown
interests, strategies and resources.
Theplanning phase of theproject clearly exhibits social shaping characteristics. The two
main issues were:
(i)
the desirability and feasibility of a protective irrigation system in the Tungabhadra
valley, and
(ii) the division of the river waters among the riparian States.

11
Sir Arthur Cotton, Chief Engineer in Madras Presidency at the end of his career, is sometimes
referred to as the 'irrigation wizard of the South' (Tungabhadra Board, 1959:1). He conceived,
designed and executed the first large scale British irrigation works in South India in the deltas of
the rivers Cauvery, Krishna and Godavari.The improvement andexpansion of the existing systems
inthese deltas were extremely profitable to the colonial government in financial terms, and laid the
foundation for South Indian large scale irrigation engineering. In addition Cotton isfamous for his
public advocacy of investment inirrigation asagainst that inrailways, andhisdebate with Sir Proby
Cautley on the design of the Ganges Canal. On Sir Arthur Cotton, see Hope (1900).
21
I will also refer to the Nizam's Dominions as Hyderabad, as is common practice.
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It took a long time before the position of the Nizam's Dominions government that canals
should be constructed onboth banks of the river and their claim of a50% share of available
water, were accepted by the Madras Presidency government. The socio-historical context in
which these issues were negotiated were (i)a lack of emphasis on protective irrigation in
irrigation policy implementation, notwithstanding formal policy statements to the contrary
(see chapter 3), and (ii)the unequal relation between Madras Presidency and the Nizam's
Dominions, determined by the system of indirect rule of this Princely State called
'paramountcy' (see Ray, 1988). An additional factor was the lack of experience with large
scale irrigation construction, particularly in the Nizam's Dominions.
The design phase of the left bank canal system is much less evidently an example of a
social shaping process. Some design elements, like the total quantity of water available, the
size of thecommand area and thepart of ittobe irrigated, thecropping (localisation) pattern
and the duties to be adopted, and the length and alignment of the main canals, were part of
the negotiations of the inter-State issues mentioned above. The claims of the negotiating
parties were grounded and supported by concretising these design elements. Agreement on
these design elements reached by the engineers needed political approval.
Once a sufficient level of agreement on thesharing of the river water was reached in the
1940s, the phase of detailed design of the irrigation system started. This process was fully
controlled by the design engineers, and neither political actors nor the future users of the
canal system seem to have played a significant role in it. From a users perspective it was a
conventional top-down process that emphasised physical and cost of construction criteria in
design choices, and which largely ignored the socio-economic context in which the design
would have to function. This is particularly clear in distributary design.
There isthus littleprocess tobeanalysed inthedesign phase. The question that the social
shaping perspective raises with regard to thedesign phase is under which (social) conditions
designing takes place in a top-down, engineer-dominated fashion.
The chapter is structured as follows. The first section (4.1) deals with the events that led
up to the actual design and construction of the system. The reasons that nothing came of the
system in the 19th century are discussed, as well as the long-drawn negotiations over the
division of water in the 20th century. In the following section (4.2), the general features of
the design of the Left Bank Canal are discussed: the total quantity of water available for the
canal, the cropping pattern and duties, the alignment of the main canal, and the design
process at distributary level. Iconclude with some observations on the social shaping of the
Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal and the social significance of its design characteristics (4.3).

4.1

PLANNING

The planning phase of the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal can be divided into two periods.
The first runs from the formulation of the first plan for the Tungabhadra system in 1859, to
thereport of theIndian Irrigation Commission (1901-03).Thesecond period starts where the
first terminates, but has twoend points: 1944, when the first agreement over the division of
the Tungabhadra waters was reached, and 1976 when the final decision on this issue was
taken by the Krishna Water Disputes Tribunal.
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1859-1902:aplan remainingaplan
The first description that I have been able to find of Sir Arthur Cotton's plan for a large
scale irrigation system at the spot of thepresent Tungabhadra project dates from 1859. The
Report of the Directors to the First Ordinary Meeting of the Madras Irrigation and Canal
Company3' in October 1859, describes the project as follows.
1. An Irrigating and Navigable Canal proceeding from the southern side of the
Toombuddra [=Tungabhadra] River, andpassingthroughtheextensive andnaturally
fertile districts ofBellary,Kurnool, Cuddapah andNellore,whereitwilljointheEast
Coast Canal, and thus form a continuous water communication between the central
Provinces,andMadras;takingitssupplyfromtheRiversToombuddraandPennar,and
other streams within its range, and also from large tanks or reservoirs in their
neighbourhood and:2. Alike canal leading off from the opposite [=left] bankofthe Toombuddra atthe
samepointasthefirst,passingthroughtheRaichoorDoab,thesouthernportionofthe
country lying between the Kistnah [=Krishna] and Toombuddra Rivers. (MICC,
1859:3)
As this quotation suggests, the canal taking off from the right bank of the Tungabhadra
river was part of Cotton's masterplan for canal construction in the Indian subcontinent (see
item 1. in the quotation). The plan, conceived after the financial success of the irrigation
system improvements and extensions in the deltas of the Province of Madras, focused as
much on navigation as on the creation of irrigation potential. The canal on the right bank of
theTungabhadra was part of a design for connecting India's east and west, north and south,
by meansof waterways. Thesecond objective of therightbankcanal was toprotect this tract
from drought and famine.
It is remarkable that in this first proposal for the Tungabhadra project a left bank canal
through Raichur district is also included (see item 2. in the quotation above). From 1853 to
1860, the period inwhich Cotton conceived hisproposal, Raichur district came under direct
British rule (see Ray, 1988:7-22 for this episode). The suggestion to construct a left bank
canal seems tohavegone unnoticed inthe Nizam's Dominions, because it isonly at thevery
end of the 19thcentury that irrigation construction isconsidered by the Nizam's government
on the left bank, buton a much smaller scale (seebelow). In Cotton's proposal the objective
of the canal on the left, Hyderabad bank must have been irrigation mainly, because a canal
running parallel toboth theTungabhadra and Krishnarivers canhardly havebeen considered
important in terms of navigation across India. Navigation for local transport may have been
considered (see below).
The execution of the plan came to lie with the Madras Irrigation and Canal Company
(MICC). This company only managed to construct the Kurnool-Cuddapah Canal, and that
barely.4' The construction of the canal was more expensive and technically more
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The MICC was ashortlived effort at irrigation development by private enterprise. See chapter 3,
section 3.1 and below.
41
Unfortunately I have not been able to trace the map that accompanied the 1859 MICC report.
It is therefore uncertain whether a separate Kurnool-Cuddapah Canal and acanal running through
Bellary were conceived from the beginning, or whether there initially was aplanfor one canal only.
Tungabhadra Board (1959:8) states that Cotton drew up a plan in 1860 for the Tungabhadra
project including a storage reservoir, the Bellary canal, the Kurnool-Cuddapah canal, and works in
Nellore district in the Pennar basin, to where the KC Canal would transport water from the
Tungabhadra basin. No source is given for this information. Sandes (1935-11:25) dates the
formulation of the first plan earlier in the 1850s, but gives no source.
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complicated than anticipated, and the company ran aground financially in the mid-1860s
(Atchi Reddy, 1990).
However, there was considerable pressure from theTungabhadra right bank area tobuild
a canal. In July 1866 the Collector of Bellary district wrote to the Acting Secretary to the
Board of Revenue "on the subject of the extreme importance of carrying out an irrigation
project for the benefit of this District". He argued that such a canal would be a financially
attractive proposition (Proceedings of the Madras Government, Public Works Department
No.399, 20.8.1866). In a subsequent letter, the Collector further motivated his request by
writing that
[n]othing butirrigationcansavethisDistrictfromperiodical famines; lossofvaluable
stock, dyingforwantoffodder, anddistresswhichhighpricesentailonthegreatmass
ofthepeople.Theagriculturalists arenowbarteringtheirgoldornaments,theircapital
made bycotton, for grain to exist upon; their cattle aredying inthousands for want
of straw, which irrigation would furnish; grasshasdisappeared, {ibid.)
The need for aprotective irrigation system was thus strongly advocated by the administration
of the concerned district.
The Madras Presidency government was supportive of the plan, but the financial returns
criterion (see chapter 3) was decisive. The Madras government stated that when the MICC
wouldbeunabletoconstruct thesystem, thePresidency couldconsider toundertakethecanal
itself (Proceedings of the Madras Government, Public Works Department No.400,
20.8.1866). This seems tohave led to serious consideration of the construction of the canal.
Thirumalai Iyengar (1945:5) refers to a government order from 1869 on a proposal for a
canal through Bellary (G.O. No.1756, dated 22.3.1869). The canal was found to be too
expensive (yielding a return of 2.6% only), and it was decided not to execute it. A
subsequent proposal (yielding 3.4%) was also unfavourably decided.
Altogether itwasconsideredthatboth(...) schemesfor acanalfrom theTungabhadra
in the Bellary District were very unpromising whether cost, result of outlay, or
probability ofsuccessful irrigation wereconsidered. (Thirumalai Iyengar, 1945:5)5)
Other considerations also complicated decision making on the project. There was the
experience of 'unwanted water' gained intheKurnool-Cuddapah Canal inthe mean time(see
chapter 3, section 3.2). The Famine Commission of 1878-80 reports that until the reasons
for thefailure oftheK-C Canalare wellunderstood, "theGovernment haveexcellent reasons
for declining to undertake the Tungabhadra Canal" in the neighbouring district of Bellary
(Famine Commission, 1880-11:161).
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It is unclear to which detail Cotton's plans and other early plans for the right and left bank canals
were designed, but it is unlikely that they were designed in great detail. There was discussion on
the extent and the type of irrigation andthe cropping pattern to be adopted inthe right bank canal
in the years after the proposal was made. In the Proceedings of the Madras Government, Public
Works Department No.398 (20.8.1866) it is stated that anarea of 750,000 acres can be irrigated
from the right bank canal running through Bellary district, which must - considering the extent have beenfor the irrigation of'irrigated dry' crops. InMICC (1867) afigure of 200,000 to 225,000
acres is mentioned for the Bellary section of the right bank canal, and a duty of 100 acres/cusec
(at main canal level) can be calculated from the data given. This suggests a mix of rice and
'irrigated dry' crops. The Famine Commission of 1878-80 speaks of a canal irrigating 1 50,000
acres for rice irrigation (Famine Commission, 1880-11:161; 1881:115). This acreage is also
mentioned by Thirumalai Iyengar (1945:5), who also gives the discharge at the head of the main
canal (2250 cusecs), implying a duty of 66.7 acres/cusec, which is a rice duty. I do not know
which of these or other proposals were the basis for the calculations of financial returns.
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With regard to thedam required for the system there were questions as well. Inthe years
1863-1866 an investigation was done for the MICC on possible sites for reservoirs in the
Tungabhadra valley.6' Suitable sites were difficult to find. Either the dams were too long
(upto 4500 meters) and therefore very expensive, or the number of villages and value of
property to be submerged by the reservoir was considered too large. The dams considered
were earthen dams, with depths of water at the dam up to 100 feet (30 meters). The largest
reservoir considered had a capacity of 92.3 TMCft. (Thousand Million Cubic feet), which
is almost 70% of the capacity of the present reservoir. In the 1860s however, this size of
reservoir was unprecedented in India. Experience with building large (masonry) dams was
only gained - in India - at the end of the 19th century and in the first decades of the 20th
century (Sandes, 1935:32; Kulkarni, 1990). Even if ithad been decided tobuild the project,
it is doubtful that it could have been constructed.
Perhaps because of continued calls for the project from the district, the right bank canal
did not fully disappear into political oblivion. In the separate Report of the Irrigation
Committee of the Famine Commission of 1878-80, investigation of the possibilities for
irrigation in Bellary district is recommended (Famine Commission, 1881:115). Thirumalai
Iyengar mentions that the subject of canal construction was revived in 1885, 1889 and in
1897-98, thoughwithoutsuccess. In 1899theMadras government issued anorder stating that
"thesubject must notbe dropped and investigation mustbe resumed to find ways and means
to utilise the large quantities of water going to waste" (G.O. No.2229, dated 8.3.1899;
Thirumalai Iyengar, 1945:5). A substantive change at the policy level was needed to push
the project forward. This came in 1902.
1902-1944:negotiating the division of the Tungabhadrawaters
In the period from 1902 to 1944 the governments of Madras Presidency and the Nizam's
Dominions had difficult negotiations about the proportional use of the available water in the
Tungabhadra river. Because neither of the two parties could execute their plans without
agreement of the other party, the final settlement was a 50% share of the waters for each
government, despite the greater political clout of Madras Presidency.
In 1902 the Madras Public Works Department (PWD) presented a proposal for a right
bank Tungabhadra canal to the Indian Irrigation Commission (1901-03). The Commission
attributed great importance to the project and requested further investigations directly after
it had visited Madras (IIC, 1903-11:101). The proposal that the IIC recommended for
investigation and construction in its final report is shown in map 4.1. 7)
Itmay be noted that the IICproposal isfor acanal on theright bank only. The possibility
of new irrigation on the left bank, in Raichur district in the Nizam's Dominions, had taken
concrete form only a few years earlier. Gopalan reports that in 1895 a Minister of the
Nizam's Dominions government was on tour in Raichur District, and that the "wide spread
and acute distress of the people" made him realise that the district should be protected by
means of irrigation (Gopalan, 1934:2-3). A proposal was prepared, and sanctioned by the
Nizam government, for rehabilitation of the Bennur irrigation system. This was one of the
river diversion systems constructed during the Vijayanagar Empire, in the 13th to 16th

6!

The report of this survey can befound in Proceedings of the Madras Government, Public Works
Department No.523, July 1866.
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Inthis plan the Bellary canal takes water into the Pennar basin as well, an idea that was dropped
later and is not part of the present right bank design.
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century.8' The Madras Government was of the opinion however, that this 10,000 acres
project might affect their interests lower down the river, and that a decision could only be
taken with the knowledge and consent of the Madras government. The project was stopped
in 1898.This was the first occasion inthe negotiations on theTungabhadra project at which
Madras showed its paramount power over the Nizam's Dominions.
Perhaps because of this incident, the Indian Irrigation Commission (1901-03) wrote in its
report that
[t]he fact (...) must not be lost sight of that it will notbe possible to carry outany
largestorageschemeontheTungabhadra withoutoccupying landsbelonging eitherto
HisHighnesstheNizamorHisHighnesstheMaharaja ofMysore,orperhapstoboth.
Wearehopeful thatnoseriousdifficulties mayariseiftheyareallowedtoparticipate,
asfar asmaybepracticable, inthebenefits ofanyschemesthatmaybedevised(.••)•
(IIC,1903-11:101)
The hopes of the Irrigation Commission were in vain. In August 1905 a conference took
place inHyderabad betweenthe Madras and the Hyderabad governmentonthe compensation
to be given by Madras for the submergence of territory in the Nizam's Dominions by the
construction of a reservoir at Malapur, the present site. The Hyderabad government
demanded a 50% share in theriver waters. The Madras government submitted theplans and
estimates that it had inthe mean timeprepared for the right bank project to the Government
of India, with the suggestion that the Tungabhadra project should be deferred for 15-20
years, as it was not a productive scheme. Preference was given to the more remunerative
delta schemes (Gopalan, 1934:3-4)."
This course of events shows two things.
1) Madras Presidency was morepowerful than the Nizam's Dominions, but not so powerful
that the issue of submergence could be forced. Mutual consent was necessary. The
Government of India also consistently took a position regarding this issue that aimed at
not too unreasonable relations between the two States.10'
2) Productive irrigation usually got preference over protective irrigation. Madras' interests
intheTungabhadra project were ambiguous. Ontheonehand it favoured water use inthe
Tungabhadra valley for protecting that areaagainstdrought and famine, ontheother hand
it had to guard the water supply to the downstream and very productive delta areas.
The political deadlock over the shares of the different States in the Tungabhadra water
would last till 1944. During thisperiod Madras considered tochange the site of the dam 24
milesupstream toavoid submergence of Nizam territory, butthiswas found tobe technically
unpractical, as well as tocause similar problems withthe Mysore and Bombay governments.
The Madras goverment wasunder increasing pressure from theregion toconstruct thecanal.
Gopalan mentions the "incessant agitation carried on by the educated ryots of Bellary"
(Gopalan, 1934:57).'" Because of the political trump card held by Hyderabad - the need
to give permission for submergence of part of its territory - and the increasing public
81

For discussion of the irrigation canals constructed in this period, see Davison-Jenkins (1997).
Proposals for a dam plus a right bank canal were prepared in the reports of Mackenzie. For an
account of the history of the right bank canal, see Thirumalai Iyengar (1945).
101
Oneexample of this is the position of the Government of India inthe conflict around the Bennur
project referred to above (see GONOH/PWD, 1937).
111
1havefound no references to public agitation or committees of investigation onthe Raichur side.
The feudal nature of the Nizam State may not have allowed such forms of political representation.
Whether and inwhat way the localjagirdars (feudal landlords) andother influential people engaged
in the discussions and decision making on the project is unknown to me.
91
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pressure for a canal, the Madras government finally had to accept the principle of equal
drawals from the dam on theleft and theright side. Atgovernment level political agreement
on this issue was reached in June 1944.12>
The political impasse gave Hyderabad time todesign a scheme that could make use of its
claimed share of the water. After the Indian Irrigation Commission investigation and
recommendations, the Bennur project was revived. But in 1915 it was finally dropped as it
was much toosmall for utilising Hyderabad's claimed 50% share of thewater. Investigations
by the Hyderabad government showed that the Malapur site selected by Madras for thedam
was indeed the best site, and that a left bank canal taking off from this reservoir should be
contemplated to irrigate as much area in Raichur district as possible.13' In 1921
investigations were started for this. In 1930 discussions between Madras and Hyderabad
engineers were initiated on ajoint project, and detailed investigations were done and plans
drawn up (Gopalan, 1934:4, Appendix G). An extensive soil survey was undertaken in
Raichur district, and the first project report on the Left Bank Canal was written (Mehta,
1933; Gopalan, 1934).14)
The June 1944 agreement of Madras and the Nizam's Dominions made start of
construction of the dam and canal system possible. The agreement allowed partial utilisation
of the river water for the Tungabhadra Project, to the extent of 65 TMCft. per year each.
The States were free todesign canals for larger amounts at their own risk, inanticipation of
a final settlement that would allow greater use. On 28 February 1945 the Tungabhadra
project was inaugurated and building work started.
With the agreement for partial use of the Tungabhadra waters, the negotiations over the
divisionof theriver water wereby no meansover. Thematter wasconsiderably complicated
by the reorganisation of the States after Independence. This meant that both the originally
designed left bank and right bank canal systems were divided over new States, that is
Karnataka and Andhra Pradesh.15' Conferences were held on the sharing of the water in the

' 2 I The sharing of the Tungabhadra waters also involved Mysore State (andto avery limited extent
the Province of Bombay). Mysore claimed a share of the waters for the Bhadra project, upstream
of the Tungabhadra project. An agreement on this was concluded between Madras and Mysore in
July 1944. Supplemental agreements were made in December 1945 and April 1946 (the texts of
all these agreements can be found in GOI/KWDT, 1973).
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One of the complications of a dam at the Malapur site was that the reservoir submerged a
considerable part of Salar Jung's jagir (a feudal estate). He was Dewan (prime minister) of the
Nizam's Dominions in the 19th century.
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At the beginning of the century the Nizam State was hardly in a position to do such
investigations and make such plans. A Public Works Department was established in Hyderabad in
1868; aseparate Irrigation Department in 1896 (Ramamurthy, 1995:190-191). The first batch of
engineers graduated in Hyderabad (at the Osmania University Engineering College) in 1933 (1342
Fasli) (The Osmania Engineering Graduates Association, 1948:11). Experience was gained with the
first large project in the Dominions, the Nizamsagar dam and canal system, completed in 1931.
These developments were part of the general 'modernisation drive' that was taking place in the
Nizam's Dominions (Leonard, 1978).
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At Independence in 1947 the new Madras and Hyderabad States became the parties in the
Tungabhadra project (after a failed attempt of the Nizam government to stay outside the Indian
Union). In 1953 Andhra State was created, and the Kannada speaking taluks of Bellary district
went to Mysore State. This located the right side of the head works in Mysore State, and a large
part of the right bank canal system inAndhra State. The Tungabhadra Boardwas created to bethe
construction and managing agency for the right bank section of the dam and the part of the main
(continued...)
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Krishna basin, of which the Tungabhadra is part, in 1951 and 1960, but the matter was
settled by the Krishna Water Disputes Tribunal in 1973 only (with the last details arranged
in 1976).16) Positions and decisions taken in these negotiations affected the design of the
Left Bank Canal, and the cropping pattern under it. How the final shape of the Left Bank
Canal came into existence is discussed in the following section.

4.2

DESIGN

When the project slowly moved from the planning phase into the design phase, political
actors gradually became less dominant and the control of the process shifted to the design
engineers. The planning decisions regarding theTungabhadra system were negotiated at the
highest political level, with engineers in an advisory role. The negotiations on the design
characteristics that affected the inter-State issues were directly between engineers from both
States, butagreements thatwere reached neededpolitical sanction. Thedetailed designof the
canal systems was fully dominated by the design engineers.
Itwas noted above that oneof the factors that kept the Tungabhadra project on thepolicy
agenda was the pressure exerted by local government and farmers, but these local actors
seem to have played no role in the planning and design process. With regard to the design
process I have found no references to local involvement in the overall design of the main
system (the dam, the primary or main canal, and the rough design of the secondary or
distributary canals). For thedetailed designof distributaries and sub-distributaries during the
construction phase there are some, but only some indications of local influence on design
decisions.17'
From the perspective of the users design thus was a top-down process. Furthermore, in
their design choices engineers only considered physical and cost of construction criteria.
They did not consider the socio-economic conditions within which the infrastructure would
have to function.
In this section I discuss debates and design choices regarding the following four design
elements: the total quantity of water available, thecropping pattern and duties, the alignment
of the left bank main canal, and distributary design. They provide the background for the

15l

(...continued)
canal system relevant for distributing water between the two States (see Lakshminarayana, 1990
on the Tungabhadra Board). In 1956 Hyderabad State and Andhra State were merged to form
Andhra Pradesh. The larger part of Raichur district, except the eastern taluks of Alampur and
Gadwal, went to Mysore State (later renamed Karnataka). As the original plan for the Left Bank
Canal extended into these two taluks, there was atwo-State situation on the left bank as well.
' 6 I The report of this Tribunal (GOI/KWDT, 1973, 1976a&b) contains avery detailed discussion of
the conflicts over the Tungabhadra waters, andthe appended volumes with the evidence contain
reprints of most of the reports and of the important correspondence on the issue. This so called
Bachawat Award (after the Tribunal's chairman) runs till 2000. Other sources are GOAP/PWD
(1960), which was prepared for the 1960 conference on the Krishna waters, andthe report of the
Krishna-Godavari Commission (Krishna-Godavari Commission, n.d.).
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It is at the level of pipe outlet command areas that local influence is more noticeable, but here
it is mainly social reshaping by users after the government had put the system in place. In this
section I discuss the design of the system as originally constructed by the government between
1948 and 1 968. The remodelling of the system that took place, particularly at the lower levels of
the system is left to chapter 8.
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analysis of water distribution practices in later chapters, and substantiate the evaluation of
the design process as a top-down, design engineer dominated process.18'
Totalquantity of water available
The first important physical variable for designing a canal is the amount of water available
for irrigation over the year. This depends on the flow of the river and the storage capacity
created. In a reservoir scheme like the Tungabhadra project, the daily, weekly or monthly
flow in the irrigation canals is not directly dependent on the river flow (as it is in river
diversion schemes). This is because of the buffer effect of a reservoir: it allows constant
outflows with variable inflows. The discussion on availability of water was thus mostly on
total availability for a year.
River flows vary from year toyear inrelation tovariation inthe rainfall inthe catchment
area. Water availability is normally expressed interms of 'dependable flow' or 'dependable
supply'. Ifacanal isdesigned onthebasis of 75% dependability for instance, this meansthat
in three out of four years, the canal can take water as designed, and in one year there will
be insufficient water available for full supply. Which figure should be chosen as dependable
flow was intensely disputed by the engineers representing both sides. How much of this
dependable flow would be available for irrigation of the Tungabhadra command area was
another point of debate. For details I refer to Box4.1.
The agreement of June 1944 allowed both Madras and Hyderabad to utilise 65 TMCft.
Both sides however designed their canals for higher use, as the agreement allowed them to
do at their own risk. The 1947 project report for the Left Bank Canal is based on a total
yearly utilisation of 92.3 TMCft. (including reservoir evaporation losses of 9 TMCft.)
(GOI/KWDT, 1973-1:112). The division and available supply issue was further discussed
after Independence in an inter-State conference in 1951 convened by the Planning
Commission. This meeting led to a written agreement, ratified by the Bombay, Madras and
Hyderabad governments. The agreement allowed Hyderabad to use an extra 35 TMCft. for
the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal (ibid.:3S). However, Mysore refused to ratify the
agreement, as it felt its interests were insufficiently accommodated. Though the other three
States held the agreement to be valid for a long time, the Krishna Water Disputes Tribunal
decided in 1973 that it was notvalid (ibid.:28-43).The Tribunal in 1973 settled the amount
of water available for the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal at 92 TMCft. (including reservoir
evaporation losses) (ibid.:220). The further report of the Tribunal allowed Karnataka to use
an additional 10TMCft. from itstotal allowance in the Tungabhadra basin, making the total
allowance for the Left Bank Canal 102 TMCft. (GOI/KWDT, 1976a:162-170, 230).19>
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1do not discuss the designof the dam.There was extended debate onthe dam profile,the mode
of construction, including the type of mortar to be used for this masonry dam, the location of the
spillway, and several other design elements. These discussions are an interesting episode in the
history of dam building, but I will leave them aside here because the debates do not relate directly
to water distribution within the Left Bank Canal system. The same is true for two other design
features of the main canal than the alignment: its navigability between mile 24 and mile 100
(though there was never any navigation on the canal) and the planning of intermediate reservoirs
and drops for electric power generation (see GOKAR/ID, 1981 for details).
191
The total allowance for the Tungabhadra right bank canals is also 102 TMCft, proportionally
divided over the States of Karnataka andAndhra Pradesh.Thetotal allowance to Karnataka for the
Tungabhadra basin is 295 TMCft. plus iy*°/o of the difference between the use of Karnataka's
projects drawing more than 3 TMCft. in the Krishna basin in 1968-69 and stipulated three year
(continued...)
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Box 4 . 1 : Dependable flow in the Tungabhadra river
A dependable flow figure had been decided in aconference in Bangalore by the Madras and
Mysore governments in the early 1930s. Dependable flow at the dam site was determined
by calculating the discharges at this point from discharges known at the Sunkesala weir of
the KC Canal further downstream. The figures of river discharge for 32 years were taken
(1900-1 to 1931-32). The dependable flow was taken as the flow in the 8th worst year,
being 260 TMCft. (GOMAD/PWD, 1947:2) Dependability of the river flow was thus taken at
75%. This figure sparked considerable debate in later years, as it did not include water use
of existing irrigation, which, according to Hyderabad but not according to Madras, should be
included in the figure to be shared on a 50/50 basis. Hyderabad thus termed it 'available
supply'. The total dependable supply of the Tungabhadra basin had been calculated by
Mackenzie in the first decade of the century to be approximately 350 TMCft (used and
unused). The 75% dependable flow at the dam site (used and unused) agreed upon in the
July 1944 Madras/Mysore agreement was 340 TMCft. That calculation was based on joint
gauging of the river inthe late 1930s anddiscussion on the interpretation of earlier discharge
measurements. This is the quantity Hyderabad wanted shared among the Bombay, Mysore,
Madras and Hyderabad States, with specific allotments to Mysore and Bombay, and a 50/50
sharing between Madras and Hyderabad including existing irrigation and acontribution to the
lower Krishna basin/project (seeGOMAD/PWD, 1947 andGOMAD, 1954for correspondence
on the matter). The determination of the part of the dependable river flow to be used for
irrigation is an iterative process in which the height of the dam (determining reservoir
capacity), the regime of inflows into the reservoir, and the assumed cropping pattern
(determining the release schedule for the canal) are the variables. An additional factor is
reservation of water for use in upstream and downstream schemes. Gopalan uses afigure of
204.01 TMCft available for irrigation in a bad year (with the reservoir level at 1630 feet
above sea level) inthe 1934 Left Bank Canal project report (Gopalan, 1934). How exactly he
made this calculation is unclear. The Tungabhadra project in this manner would use 77% of
the river flow in a bad year, and 51% in an ordinary year. The bad year design left only 60
TMCft. for other upstream and downstream claims on this water. Considering that Mysore
claimed 84.6 TMCft. for its Bhadra project (Gopalan, 1934:8), the 1934 design was at the
limit of possible water use. Gopalan designed the Left Bank Canal for 50% of the available
flow (Gopalan, 1934:22, Appendix C, J).The Gopalan report was amaximum-possible claim
of Hyderabad. However, in the second half of the 1 930s Hyderabad argued for alower dam
for some time, with the objective to reserve water for future downstream projects. This
position was shortlived.

This outline shows that the dependable flow at the Tungabhadra dam site and the part of
it to be used in the Left Bank Canal were politically negotiated figures. Not only the final
figures were debated, but also the methods for producing the relevant data for calculating
them. Examples are the formula for translating rainfall into river discharge for a particular
sub-catchment, and thedischarge formulas for theweirs intheriver (for someof these issues
see GOI/KWDT, 1973-1). Because the formulas all contain locally specific empirical
coefficients, and measurement dataseries longandaccurate enough tocheckthem thoroughly

19l
(...continued)
periods later (1982-3 to 1984-5 for use between 1990-91 and 1997-98 for instance), with a
maximum of 320 TMCft. (GOI/KWDT, 1976a:226-228) The complexity of such arrangements is
indicative of the difficulties in reaching compromises on the sharing of river waters.
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were not available, there was wide scope for debate and negotation. At different moments,
different conclusions and compromises were reached.20'
All States seem to have accepted theTribunal's decisions. At the moment of the decision
making, a large part of the Krishna waters was still notused for irrigation and hydro-electric
power generation. Twenty-five years later thefull-utilisation situation isinmuchcloser sight.
A new round of debate is due around 2000 A.D., when the Tribunal's Award will be
reviewed.
Croppingpattern andduties
The second basic variable for the design of a canal system is the cropping pattern to be
adopted in the command area. Together with the total quantity of water available, this
determines the area that can be irrigated. The connecting variable is the duty assumed for
each crop (acres to be irrigated with one cusec of discharge; for general discussion, see
Jurriens, Mollinga andWester, 1996).Ifirst discuss thecropping patterns and thentheduties
that were adopted in the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal.
Croppingpatterns
The first cropping patterns for the Left Bank Canal were drawn up intheearly 1930s during
theexecution of the soil survey of thepossiblecommand area and thepreparation of the first
project report. From the start the cropping pattern has been of a protective nature, with
'irrigated dry' or light crops as the dominant category.21' Of the total of 690,000 acres
proposed tobe irrigated inthe 1934project report, 480,000were reserved for 'irrigated dry'
crops, which is almost 70%. Rice was included in the cropping pattern because it was felt
that "acertain proportion of this crop is necessary to make theproject financially a success"
(Gopalan, 1934:59).22>
Another typical feature ofprotective irrigation wasalsopresent inthefirst plans: onlypart
of thecommand area of thecanal would be irrigated. The irrigation intensity proposed inthe
1934 project report was 58.9%, varying from 68.0% in the head reach of the main canal to
50.2% in the tail reach (ibid.:A2). Finally, there was hardly any double cropping (for
additional details see ibid.:Appendix J).
After theagreement of 1944thecroppingpattern wasreconsidered several times (seetable
4.1). Characteristic for the (considered) changes inthe localised cropping pattern after 1944
is that it became more protective. The area with rice was reduced and that with 'irrigated
dry' crops increased. The Hyderabad government sanctioned acropping pattern in 1955that
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The dependable flow for the Krishna basin for example was set at 1716 TMCft. in the 1951
agreement (GOI/KWDT, 1973-1:30). It was set at 2060 TMCft. by the Krishna Water Disputes
Tribunal in 1973 (ibid.:73-81). An example with regard to duties is given below.
2
" Mehta (1933) andGopalan (1934) givethethe different croppings patterns considered.The total
planned irrigated area ranged from 466,550 to 645,000 acres, with different distribution of area
over different crops in the various proposals. The ease with which one cropping pattern was
replaced inthe discussions by another shows the top-down nature of the design process. Nobody
seems to have been worried about the question what the farmers who were supposed to grow
these crops might think of the matter.
221
The agricultural soil survey reportfor the Tungabhadra left bank command area hadcome to the
conclusion that "the facts about the suitability of black-cotton soil for irrigation areover whelming"
(Mehta, 1933:20). There were therefore considered to be no obstacles for the irrigation of either
'wet' or 'irrigated dry' crops.
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was more protective than the pattern included in the 1934 project report (see table 4.1).23)
This sanctioned pattern has been the basis for actual localisation; the final result is visible
in the most right-hand column of table4.1.
In 1976theTechnical Committeefor theRe-examinationoftheCropping Patternproposed
the most protective localisation pattern ever. This shows the force of the concept of
protective irrigation at policy level, but it is also the last time that localisation is proposed
as an instrument of state governance without fundamental questions attached. After this
Committee's report nofurther changes wereproposed inthelocalisation pattern. Inthe 1970s
the discussion on localisation shifted from the issue of the best cropping pattern and how to
convince farmers totakeup irrigation, tothe issuesof theviolationof thecropping cropping
pattern, unauthorised irrigation and how to curb these (see chapter 3). In 1979 a report
appeared with thetelling titleReportofthe Tungabhadra Projectryotsgrievances committee
(CADA/TBP, 1979). In the 1970s the realities of day-to-day irrigation management caught
up with the technocratic dreams of the planners.
Duties
Underlying the calculations of the areas of different crops to be irrigated, once the total
available water supply was agreed upon, were the duties accepted for the different crops.24)
Gopalan gives an interesting look into the way duties were determined. During a conference
of Hyderabad and Madras engineers, the duties proposed on Monday 6th February 1933
were: rice 66.7, sugarcane 80(8months)and 60(4months), garden 120,kharifmd rabi180
(all inacres/cusec atdistributary head). OnTuesday 7th February 1933,thefollowing duties
were considered to be more suitable: rice 60, sugarcane 75 (8 months) and 50 (4 months),
garden 100, and kharif and rabi 150 (acres/cusec at distributary head) (Gopalan,
1934:Appendix G). Because thechangewas madeovernight itcanbesafely assumed thatthe
basis of the change was not new experimental data on field irrigation conditions and canal
losses. I must be concluded that duties were not a given, empirically determined, but a
negotiable entity. This ishardly surprising considering thelackofexperimental dataon water
use in field conditions at the time. The positive side to the adaptations was that they were
made inthe realistic direction. The -yet different -duties adopted in the Gopalan report are
given in table 4.2.
The changes in the (proposals for) duties tobe adopted are more haphazard than those in
the (proposed) cropping patterns (see table 4.2). The duties adopted in 1956(by the Mysore
government) are still in force. These differ from the duties proposed in the 1934 project
report, but not in a systematic manner. Because Mysore State changed the duties, the peak
discharge for the Tungabhadra Left Bank main canal increased. The main canal was
redesigned for a discharge at the head of 4100 cusecs instead of 3200 cusecs. The work to
bring the main canal to this capacity is still going on (also see chapter 9).

231
The reasons given for this change were that (i) the protective capacity of the project was
enlarged, Hi)it would conform to the local agricultural practices and the inclination of the farmers,
(Hi)the development problems which usually arise in the wake of heavy ('wet') irrigation are
proportionately reduced, and liv) inview of the poverty and low purchasing capacity of the people,
the enlargement of the acreage under commercial and cash crops should prove a boon
(GOAP/PWD, 1960:84; also quoted in Rao and Sundar, 1984:3).
241
Duty figures incorporate expected water use (in)efficiencies by using different duties for the
same crop at different levels of the canal system (main canal head, distributary head, field level).
See table 4.2 below.
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The Technical Committee of 1976 proposed systematically lower duties than in force,
because itconsidered thelatterunrealistically high. Manyengineers havealsoexpressed their
opinion to me that they find thepresent duties unrealistically high. To my knowledge there
has been done no extensive on-field research on actual crop water requirements and duties
achieved in practice (for some actual water use data see Jurriens and Landstra, 1990).
Table 4 . 2 : Duties used and proposed for Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal (acres/cusec)
Crop

Rice

Projectreport
la)

1934

Khanf
Distributary

62.5

Summer

Adopted December
1956 (cl

Technical Committee
1973-1976 Id)

Kharif

Kharif
Field
Distributary
Main Canal

Kharif

Kharif

80
65
55

Main Canal

38

Distributary
Main Canal

65
55

Summer
Field
Distributary
Main Canal

55
45
40

Field
Distributary
Main Canal

110
90
75

Main Canal

60

Distributary
Main Canal

90
75

Field
Distributary
Main Canal

150
115
100

Main Canal

90

Distributary
Main Canal

115
100

Main Canal

96

Field
Distributary
Main Canal

220
175
150

Main Canal

135

Distributary
Main Canal

175
150

Field
Distributary
Main Canal

175
140
120

Main Canal

84

Distributary
Main Canal

140
120

Distributary 66.6

Summer
40

Distributary

60

July-Dec
Jan-Feb
Mar-June

100
50
75

Distributary

62

Distributary

120

Distributary

Distributary

Sugarcane

Recommended in
1945 |b)

Garden
115

Statement irrigation
Department 1991 (ej

Cotton
Distributary

180

Khanf (light)
Distributary

160

Distributary

180

Rabi (light)
Distributary

160

Distributary

180

(a) Gopalan (1934:38-40)
(b) Rao and Sundar (1984:3), probably taken from GOKAR/ID (1981:35)
(c| GOKAR/ID (1981:35) referring to letter of Chief Engineer No.W/948/48/TS dated 22.12.1956;
also in Rao and Sundar (1984:3)
(d) GOKAR/PD (1976:Annexure VI)
(e) Data from Chief Engineer's office, Munirabad (March 1991)

Thealignmentof the maincanal
The alignment of the main canal is the third design element that was subject to debate. The
main canal is a lined earthen canal, which for most of its length is a contour canal. The
debated issue was its alignment. There were two main determinants for the alignment of the
Left Bank Canal.
1)
The cost and facility of construction.25'

251

This was the main factor inthe first 1 5 miles of the Left Bank Canal, where it goes through very
rocky and hilly country. Many alternatives were considered there, mainly evaluated on the cost of
their construction, and the possibility to use drops for electric power generation. The latter is a
financial factor as well, because it raises the benefits derived from the project.
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2)

How much area was to be irrigated, and how that area was to be distributed over
Raichur district.26'
According to Kosnam four different alignments for the main canal were considered between
1929and 1949 (Kosnam, 1952-3:315-316) .
The first alignment was made in 1929by C.C. Dalai (see map4.2). This isthe alignment
used in the 1934 project report. This alignment gives the largest extent of the Left Bank
Canal that has been considered. Itwas the result of the Hyderabad's government instruction
"to align the most economical canal to command and irrigate as large an area as possible in
the Doab" (Gopalan, 1934:4). In this way Hyderabad couldjustify its claim of a 50% share
in the Tungabhadra waters. Dalal's line consists of a main canal 13914 miles long upto
Rampur, two miles west of Raichur town.27) The main canal bifurcates at this point into
twobranch canals, theNorth and SouthGadwalbranches, which rejoin after circling agroup
of rocky hills, to become the Alampur branch. This branch takes the water to the very east
corner of thedistrict, where theTungabhadra and Krishna riversjoin. The total length of the
branches is 115Vi miles (Gopalan, 1934:13).
The water for irrigation of this vast command was not all planned to come from the
Tungabhadra reservoir. At Mile 110 the Right Bank Canal of the future Upper Krishna
Project was planned tojoin the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal, and supply extra water for
the tail end section of the command area. Therefore, only part of the commandable area
beyond Mile 110was attributed tothe Tungabhadra Project, and the remainder tothe Upper
Krishna Project. The 1934 Tungabhadra Project encompassed the main canal upto Rampur
plus the part of the North Gadwal branch upto the frontier of Gadwal taluk (26 miles)
(Gopalan, 1934:17).
Thesecond alignmentwassurveyed byKhaja Azeemuddin in 1946(Kosnam, 1952-3:316317). This alignment is located at a much lower level, commanding a smaller area between
the main canal and the river, thus reducing the command area with 335,000 acres (see map
4.2).This alignmentwasprobably theresultof theview that irrigation from the Tungabhadra
reservoir should be limited in favour of projects downstream on the Krishna river (see
above). Italso concentrates moreof the irrigation inthe Gadwal and Alampur taluks, where
the soils were considered to be excellently suited for rice cultivation.28'
The third alignment was prepared by Jaffer Ali in 1947 and the fourth alignment was
surveyed in 1949 (Kosnam, 1952-3:317-320). These were adaptations of the C.C. Dalai
alignment. They reduced the length and the costs of that canal. These alignments were a
return to a large command area for protective irrigation. In 1950 the proposal was made to
construct the main canal upto Mile 127and inaddition, the South Gadwal branch upto Mile
261
One factor that normally affects the alignment of a main canal strongly is the bed level at the
offtake point at the dam. This determines the area that the canal will be able to command. In the
case of the Tungabhadra dam, there has been extended debate on the offtake levels of the
different canals. This did however not affect the alignment of the left bank canal very much
because inthe first 20 miles of this canal there are drops exceeding the depth of the reservoir. The
alignment for the major part of the 141 miles long canal is not affected by the offtake level at the
dam. Itherefore do not discuss the details of the debate on offtake levels.
271
Apart from the last 20 miles this canal is a contour canal, which implies that irrigation is only
possible on its right side,towards the Tungabhadra river. The last section lying onthe ridge, allows
irrigation on both sides.
281
One engineer who worked in the design of the main canal in the 1950s suggested to me that
Azeemuddin wanted to have more balancing reservoirs in the main canal, and therefore chose a
lower alignment. I have been unable to find evidence for this statement.
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14, and estimates were prepared for this. This variant of the Tungabhadra Project was
sanctioned in 1951 by the Hyderabad government (see GOKAR/ID, 1981:166-186;
GOAP/PWD, 1960).
Discussion on the alignment of the main canal continued during the construction period.
In 1956 Gadwal and Alampur talukswent to the new state of Andhra Pradesh. The Andhra
Pradesh government argued that Mysore/Karnatakahadanobligationtoextend theLeft Bank
Canal into these taluks as this was part of the original project plan. The Krishna Water
Disputes Tribunal finally rejected this in 1973, on the ground that Mysore/Karnataka was
only held to construct the part of the canal that was sanctioned at the time of the
reorganisation of the States (GOI/KWDT, 1973-1:58-60).
The design of the last section of the maincanal was reconsidered during construction. In
1956, right after Raichur district cameto Mysore State, there were different opinions on the
length and alignment beyond Mile 103, where the contour canal reaches the ridge between
the Tungabhadra and Krishna rivers. According to an engineer who worked on the design
of the main canal in this period, there was fear that there wouldn't be sufficient water to
supply a canal beyond Mile 127, and that it was better to wait and see. Others argued that
postponement of the construction of the last section would risk that it would never be
constructed, and that this might also endanger Mysore's claim to the water. For some time
the Mysore government held the opinion that the canal should stop at Mile 127, and that in
theridgecanal sectionbetween Mile 103and 127theLeft BankCanal should irrigate 50,000
acres on its left side (GOMYS, 1957-58:74-75).29) There was however, also the view that
water from the Tungabhadra basin should not be used to irrigate lands in the Krishna basin.
Some therefore argued for acontour canal. This would avoid theproblem of irrigating lands
inthe Krishna basin. Butthecontour canal wasan 'unhappy' canal technically. Itwas finally
decided to construct the canal as sanctioned, upto Mile 141,with the Mile 103-124 section
as a ridge canal, and Mile 124-127 as a contour canal, irrigating land on its right side
only.30>
The alignment of the left bank main canal thus was subject todebate and negotiation, but
the process and its meaning are difficult to reconstruct for want of detailed information.
Distributary design
On the design of the distributaries much less debate took place. These were only roughly
designed in the planning phase. The main purpose was to estimate the approximate cost of
their construction. Detailed design took place 'ongoing' in the construction phase.31'
Distributaries run on the ridges, except when this involves heavy cutting. They branch out
into subdistributaries, that run on ridges as well.
Distributary design seems tohave been fully done by the Irrigation Department with very
little involvement, or even consultation of the local population. The clearest illustration of
this I got from an engineer who had worked on the design of the Left Bank Canal
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It may be assumed that there has been public discussion and public action on this issue, but I
have not found any documentation on this.
301
This is according to an engineer Iinterviewed who worked inthe design of this section. Official
documents mention a ridge canal from Mile 103-127. According to the same engineer Hyderabad
State had already started the excavation of the lower contour canal inafew places by mechanised
cutting.
311
This procedure explains why the distributaries are numbered to 106, but only 87 actually exist.
Some were unnecessary or joined when designs were made.
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distributaries. He informed me that the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal was the first canal
system in India where aerial photographs were used to make the topographic maps. This
according to him had theadvantage that no or very few field visits were necessary, and that
the design could be done fully at the drawing table. Distributary design thus was quite
literally a top-down process.
It is difficult to get a good impression of the design process of the distributary even as a
technical exercise. The design (calculations and drawings) of each distributary were
documented in a series of 'covers'. These are volumes on different elements of the design.
Most of these documents are lost or untraceable in the Irrigation Department (sub)division
offices where they should be kept. In Sirvar division office some engineers with a sense of
history has searched for the covers still present, and restored to usable condition those they
had found. They did not find many. For distributary 93, which I had selected for research,
only one remained (on the design of the standing wave flume at the head of the
distributary).32> Because ithas been sopoorly documented inthe literature, Isummarise and
discuss part of the technical procedure in Appendix 4.1. The design procedure contains
elements relevant for actually existing water distribution practices, to which Iwill return in
later chapters.

4.3

CONCLUSION: SOCIAL SHAPING AND DESIGN
CHARACTERISTICS

This chapter has given a descriptive account of the negotiated birth of theTungabhadra Left
Bank Canal. At the same time it has presented some of its major design features, focusing
on those relevant for water distribution as it takes place presently. In this section I discuss
whether and in what way the planning and design of the canal system as it is now found in
Raichur district has been a process of social shaping. After that I summarise the technical
design characteristics of the system that have particular relevance for water distribution
practices.
Social shaping
The structuring influence of social factors on the technical features of the Tungabhadra
system areparticularly clear intheplanning phase. Thedecision tobuildan irrigation system
in the Tungabhadra valley, whether there should be a canal system on one side or on two
sides of the river, and how much water was to be allocated to the canals were highly
contentious political issues. The long-drawn negotiations on this are an interesting case for
studying the relationships between Princely States and the regions directly governed by the
British incolonial India, and between different States in independent India. In-depth analysis
of the process of these political negotiations I have not undertaken. It is a research project
by itself.33'
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1also tried to find the design covers for the other distributary selected for research, distributary
24, which came under a different division office, but the covers were untraceable.
331
For the period 1898-1950, there are over 900 pages printed correspondence between the
governments of Madras and Hyderabad on the sharing of the waters of Tungabhadra river and the
design of the dam (GOMAD/PWD, 1947; GOMAD, 1954; GONOH/PWD, 1935, 1936, 1937,
1945). The Krishna Water Disputes Tribunal reports and appendices are a rich source as well
(continued...)
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When the general parameters for the technical design had been agreed upon in the 1930s
and 1940s, the specific technical design of the Left Bank Canal system seems to have
undergone little social shaping. Some design choices like the overall cropping pattern, the
duties and the main canal alignment were debated not only among engineers, but were also
subject to decision-making at policy level because they affected the way in which claims on
a a share of the river waters could be made. But the detailed design, which gave the system
its concrete shape, seems to have been the exclusive domain of the design engineers. They
used physical design criteria, and the economic factor of cost of construction to make their
design choices. There are only a few isolated examples of (local) political and other social
influence on main canal and distributary design and construction.34'
This course of events could be interpreted as counter evidence for the central notion of
the social shaping perspective that design and construction processes are social processes in
which different stakeholders, with different interest, strategies and resources negotiate about
the simultaneous creation of new technical and social orders. Itcould be read toconfirm the
very common view, at least among engineers, that politics and all things social are and
should be reserved for thepre-design phase, and that designing does and should not involve
political and other social choices once the terms of reference are clear, and should be left to
technical experts alone.
Butadifferent interpretation, which makesuseof thesocial shapingperspective, does not
undermine it but perhaps even extends it, is possible also. This alternative interpretation
argues that theabsence of social shaping inthedesignand construction of theleft bank canal
system could occur under a specific set of social conditions only. There were two, mutually
reinforcing, forces at work.
The first factor thatexplains theabsenceofsocial shapingactivitiesaround maincanaland
distributary design is the mode of operation of the Irrigation Department. The period
immediately after Independence was one of great belief inplanned intervention and planned
development (see chapter 3). It was also a period in which irrigation and other engineers
were highly respected nationbuilders. The livingexampleof thiswas irrigation engineer and
statesman M.V. Visvesvaraya. He started his career as a district engineer in Bombay
Presidency in the late 19th century, became Chief Engineer in Mysore State,Dewan (prime
minister) of thesame state, and from this went on todevelop aconcept of Indiaas aplanned
economy (Visvesvaraya, 1934, 1951).35) The role of engineers in nation building was also

33l

(...continued)
(GOI/KWDT, 1973). Material on some periods and episodes is less easily available. The relevant
partsof Hyderabad/Andhra Pradesh State Archivesforthe period 1948-1956 whensome important
decisions were made and localisation saw the light of day, are unfortunately not (yet) accessible.
The collection of additional information on the canal design and cropping pattern debates would
require painstaking archival work in the records of the Madras and Hyderabad Public Works and
Revenue Departments.
341
Also see the example given in footnote 55 chapter 3 of the doubling of a distributary's length
as a result of an electoral promise.
351
Visvesvaraya's main achievements asirrigation engineer were the designand introduction of the
block system of water allocation and distribution in Bombay Presidency (see Bolding, Mollinga and
van Straaten, 1995) andthe designandconstruction ofthe Krishnarajasagar (KRS) irrigation project
in Mysore State. He played asmall role in the Tungabhadra project as the mediator of the conflict
between Hyderabad and Madras engineers on the type of mortar to be used in dam construction
(Visvesvaraya, 1951:99). On Visvesvaraya and planned development also see Vyasulu (1997).
(continued...)
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strong immediately after Independence. Nehru's description of dams as the new temples of
India has become famous (Varma and Saxena, 1989) and gives engineers the aura of
priesthood.
The second factor thatexplains absence of social shaping activities around main canal and
distributaries design is the corollary of this social position and self-image of the irrigation
engineer and the Irrigation Department. There was no developed system of representative
politics or citizen participation indevelopment planning. This was certainly true for thepreIndependence period, but also for the first period after Independence when the Left Bank
Canal was built. The common idea was that this elite of experts was going to explain to
farmers how they should use thesystem constructed for them. Severaljoint officials-farmers
committees were set up to help the smooth putting into operation of the Tungabhadra
system.36> To question the design choices of the engineers would probably have been been
considered heresy. The Irrigation Department tilltoday has no institutional provisions for the
involvement of (future) water users indesign and construction of irrigation systems (also see
chapter 8).
Thetheoretical conclusion thatcanbedrawn from this isthat it isnotsufficient to critique
existing irrigation design practices by telling the engineers concerned that they may believe
that they work within aplanning cycle inwhich the technical design activity is isolated, and
political decisions precede it, but that in reality their design activity is a social shaping
process of interacting stakeholders. The problem37' with many irrigation design processes
is that they actually are quite 'unconnected'. In some irrigation contexts it may be more to
the point to analyse why and how other stakeholders than engineers are excluded from the
design process, then to search for how these other stakeholders are engaged in the design
process in formal and informal ways.
Design characteristics relevantfor waterdistributionpractices
To conclude this chapter I list the technical design characteristics of the Tungabhadra Left
Bank Canal that have particular relevance for water distribution practices.
The first socially significant designcharacteristic isthe fully supply-oriented nature of the
canal system. Once canal water has been released from the dam very little can be done to
regulate its availability intime. There is no intermediate storage which could act as a buffer
for lower-level releases of water.38' There are no possibilities for regulation in the main
canal and distributaries other than thedistributary and sub-distributary offtakes. This means
that canal water level control, which can be important for reliable water supply, is very
difficult.39' The supply-orientation and the size of the system also imply that adaptation to
35l

(...continued)
Gopalan, the engineer who wrote the first project report for the Left Bank Canal, also published on
the agricultural development of Hyderabad State (see Gopalan, 1948).
361
Inthe 1960s for example Distributary Irrigation Committees were established, inwhich the Block
Development Officers played a role. The still existing committee at the system level is called the
Irrigation Consultative Committee (ICC). It is now a platform for political negotiation (rather than
consultation) on irrigation management by the technocratic elite (the engineers) and the political
elite (the MLAs). Also see chapter 9.
371
The desirability to involve other stakeholders in the design process is discussed in chapter 8.
381
But for recent developments in this see chapter 9.
391
The 'regulators' that have been built in the Tungabhadra left bank main canal are not devices
for water level control, but safety devices in case of canal breaches, to avoid that the full canal
upstream of the breach empties itself through the breach.
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changing water demands, resulting from rainfall in the command area for example, is very
slow. Changed releases take days to travel through the system, and it is difficult to regulate
them ina location-specific manner. Such flexibility isnot intended inthedesignof protective
irrigation systems. Their design is geared to low intensity management of stable supplies to
which farmers adapt.
The second design characteristic relevant for water distribution practices is the
predominance of 'irrigated dry' crops in the localised cropping pattern (and therefore high
duties) and the low design irrigation intensity of 100%. The latter means that each piece of
land is supposed to be irrigated for one season only, except for the limited part of the
command area reserved for perennial and two-seasonal crops. These design characteristics
imply that water is scarce by design.
The third design characteristic, which is briefly discussed in the appendix to this chapter
and treated in more detail in chapter 8, is the choice to install pipe outlets as the structures
connecting the (sub)distributary canals and the outlet command areas. Regulation of the
discharge through thisstructure isvery difficult, particularly when water level control in the
supplycanal isimpossible. More importantperhaps even isthesystematic over-dimensioning
of pipe outlet structures in the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal, which makes overappropriation of water technically very easy.
These design characteristics constitute some of the conditions of possibility of the
geography of social differentiation that is the subject of the next chapter.
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Appendix 4 . 1 : Design procedure distributary canals Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal
To write this appendix I used the most complete set of 'design covers' preserved by the Sirvar
Division engineers, that of Distributary 85 (real number). They were able to recover 13 of the
original 16 covers. The set of 'design covers' is the series of bound volumes that gives all
information on the design characteristics of adistributary and their calculation.
After determining the location of the distributary and subdistributaries, the capacity of the
distributaries was designed from the tail up, on the basis of the localisation pattern in the pipe
outlet command areas. On the basis of the localisation pattern a demand table for a pipe outlet
command area was drawn up as in table 4.1.1.
Table 4 . 1 . 1 : Pipe outlet demand table for distributary design (PO at chain 7 2 Right Side
of Distributary 85) (duty in acres/cusec; Q= discharge in cusecs)
Rice

duty Q

Kharif light

Rabi light

Cotton

102.65
acres

49.73 acres

23.00
acres

duty

duty

Q

Garden
crops

Q

duty

Q

duty

Q

Total Q

May

220

0.47

0.47

June

220

0.47

0.47

July

220

0.47

0.47

August

220

0.47

175

0.13

0.60

September

175

0.28

175

0.13

0.41

October

175

0.28

175

0.13

0.41

November

175

0.28

175

0.13

0.41

December

175

0.28

175

0.13

0.41

January

175

0.28

175

0.13

0.41

February
March
April
Tothe peak discharge of 0.60 cusecs, 25% was addedfor 'fluctuation' (engineers in interviews
talked about 'rush irrigation'). The more likely interpretation is however that this 25% is the
difference between field level and distributary level duties, but this is not what is written in the
document. Ifthis would not beso,the distributaries would have been designed on the basis of field
level duties.
More confusing is a later, undated, correction of this calculation. The corrected calculation
crosses out the demand table, takes the whole area localised together and calculates discharge on
the basis of the rabi duty of 175, and adds 25%, giving 1.25 cusecs. For other pipe outlet
commands where rice is grown, the discharge for rice is added to that of the 'irrigated dry' crops.
The status andmeaning of the correction cannot bederived fromthe document. With the corrected
figures, the total distributary discharge would far exceed the design discharge as now found in
Irrigation Department statements. Perhaps the correction is an anticipation of actual cultivation
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practices, and the canal capacity needed to irrigate the thus cropped distributary command area
simultaneously or in rotation.
A further surprise is that that astandard pipe size is adopted for the pipe outlet structures that
connect the distributaries with the local irrigation units (the pipe outlet command areas or tertiary
units) The standard pipes have a 12 inches (1 foot) diameter with 11/ix1 Vifeet steel gates in front
of them). At the same time different discharges are calculated for the different pipe outlet
command areas. In some of the forms for calculation of the construction costs of the pipe outlet
structures, the pipe size is pre-printed, which shows that there was indeed a standard procedure
(as was also stated by several engineers interviewed on the matter). This standardisation
undermines the idea of water distribution in accordance with the localisation pattern, unless
regulation of discharge with the gate was envisaged. However, there is no indication that this was
so, and indications to the contrary do exist (see chapter 8 for further discussion). A standard 12
inch pipe implies general over-dimensioning of the pipe outlet structure orifices.
The design of the distributaries remains somewhat of a mystery. The procedure for one
distributary is insufficient groundfor general conclusions. Tofind more evidence alot of dust would
have to bemoved inthe Irrigation Department offices. One can only hopethat some of the original
design material will be preserved.
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Agrarian change in the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal command area

"I have seen agrarian capitalism in full swing", is what I wrote home after one of my first
field visits to the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal command area. What I had observed and
heard about was intensive and highly productive rice, sugarcane and cotton farming, more
than one hundred ricemills, a sugarcane factory, one of the largest cotton markets in India,
scores of tractors, gangs of migrant labourers, and satellite TV dishes on the roofs of farm
houses. This picture of bustle and boom is obviously only part of the story of agrarian
change following the introduction of canal irrigation in Raichur district. However,
notwithstanding the problems and inequalities that are part of this pattern of agrarian
development, one cannot but be impressed by the impact of irrigation on the economic
dynamism of the region.
Inthis chapter Idiscuss theprocess of agrarian changethat occurred inthecommand area
oftheTungabhadra Left BankCanal. Thecentral themeissocialdifferentiation inthecontext
of a booming canal irrigation-based economy.
The concept of social differentiation includes the following two meanings. The first
meaning is that of categorisation or classification, the identification of types, of in this case
farming households-enterprises. The second meaning is that of theprocess of the emergence
and development of social difference, that is, of the categories or types identified.
In the sense of categorisation, social differentiation in the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal
command area contains few surprises. The classification of farming households-enterprises
inrich, middle, small and poor peasants that iscommon to thedebate onagrarian change in
India, fits the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal situation well. The specific features of the
Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal case are the role of migrant farmers in the process of social
differentiation and its spatial characteristics.1' Social differentiation took place on the grid

11

I do not take position in the debate between different schools of thought on agrarian change
(such asarticulated inthe 'mode of production' debate andthe debate on the green revolution for
example; see Patnaik, 1990; Byres, 1981). That is, I don't use the research material to interpret
the overall nature of the agrarian change process asaparticular variety of agrarian capitalism, from
the perspective of the agrarian question, or any other angle. There are several reasons for this.
Firstly, the group of households-enterprises inthe three selected pipe outlet command areas is not
representative for the agrarian economy of the region (landless labourers and rainfed farmers are
excluded for example, and the selection was on the basis of hydraulic units chosen with other
objectives). Secondly, Ifocussed on the characteristics of the households-enterprises inthe study
(continued...)
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ofacanal system thatwas planted inasocio-agricultural landscape based on rainfed farming,
and intowhich migrated large numbersof resourceful farmers torealise thepotential benefits
of irrigation. What has emerged in the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal command area is a
class-related spatial pattern of land distribution and access to water. Underlying the
geography of social differentiation are the imperatives of location in water distribution, the
settlement of migrant farmers in locations with favourable access to water, and mechanisms
that allowed the concentration of the land of rich farmers, both migrants and locals, inhead
end reaches. Iargue that the relation of location, space, access towater and socio-economic
status are not just correlations, or the unintended outcome of the sum of all individuals'
behaviour, but connections that are strategically pursued by farmers. The spatial relations
constitutedbythecanal infrastructure need tobeunderstood asadefining partof the agrarian
structure, and their evolution a central element of the analysis of agrarian change in canal
irrigated areas.
The structure of the chapter is as follows. Section 5.1 gives some of the quantitative
dimensions of the economic boom that was induced by the introduction of canal irrigation
in Raichur district. Intensification and commoditisation were the main features of the
agricultural development process that occurred in the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal
command area.
Section 5.2 discusses the pivotal role that migrant farmers played in this process. The
settlers came from the agriculturally intensified and commoditised coastal areas of Andhra
Pradesh. They brought the capital and the new agricultural practices that were the basis of
the irrigation boom. The section describes why they migrated, why local farmers were
willing to sell their land, and attempts to indicate the magnitude of the land transfers.
In section 5.3 the main topic of the chapter is discussed: the spatial dimensions of social
differentiation in the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal command area. For this purpose a
typology of farming households-enterprises is first developed. The characteristics of rich,
middle, small and poor peasants are discussed. At the pipe outlet command area level a
correlation is found between category of farming household-enterprise and location in the
pipe outlet command area. At the distributary level the relation between settlement and the
emergence of head-end and tail-end areas is investigated. It isshown that there isan overall
correlation between geographical location, access to water and intensity of farming, but that
there is also considerable diversity among distributaries.
In section 5.4 I summarise the main points of the chapter.

5.1

THE IRRIGATION BOOM IN FACTS AND FIGURES

In the early 1950s less than 1% of the cultivated area in Raichur district was irrigated. In
1991-92 this was 30%. The Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal made the largest contribution to

1I
(...continued)
year, 1991-92. My data on their evolution is not complete. Given also the fact that there is no
abundance of usable secondary socio-economic data on agrarian change in Raichur district, a
sketch of the main features of the agrarian structure inthe Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal command
area is possible with the available data, but not adetailed evaluation of its historical evolution. My
concern with regard to agrarian change was adifferent one: what are the features of the agrarian
structure andthe process of agrarian change that are specifically relevant for the analysis of water
distribution practices? This is the question that Iaddress in this chapter.
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the irrigated area. It accounted for 77% of it, and the system thus irrigated 23% of the
cultivated area in the district.2'
The economic changes associated with this increase of irrigated area can be appreciated
by looking at the differences between the rainfed farming system and the irrigated farming
system. Kallur has documented this difference in his impact study of irrigation in Raichur
district (Kallur, 1988).Heselected 10villages with irrigation (intheTungabhadra Left Bank
Canal command area) and 10villages without irrigation, and ineach village equal numbers
of marginal, small, medium and large farmers (in total 240 households).3'
The general conclusion thatcanbe drawn from Kallur's study is that irrigated farming is
moreproductive, morecommoditised and moreprofitable thanrainfed farming. Kallur found
thatall farmers usedhigh-yielding orhybridvarieties for allcrops under irrigated conditions.
Under rainfed conditions mostly localvarieties wereusedexceptfor groundnutand sunflower
{ibid.:163-164).4)Kallur also found that irrigation lead to a shift in the cropping pattern to
highinput, high-outputandhigh-valuecrops.Rice,sugarcaneandhybridcottonoccupied 31,
12.5 and 15.1%of the irrigated cultivated area inKallur's sample while the traditional food
crops (sorghum and millet) occupied only 10.5%. In contrast, under rainfed conditions
sorghum and millet occupied 58.1%of the cropped area. Similarly, 0.3% of pulses were
grown under irrigated conditions, while these occupied 5.8% under rainfed conditions
{ibid.:131-137). Notwithstanding the relative decline of the area under food crops under
irrigation with roughly 50%, more food is produced under irrigated conditions. This is
because the yield of rice and irrigated sorghum is several times that of rainfed coarse
grains.5'
21

Data on area irrigated can be derived from different sources. I used GOI/PC/PEO (1965),
GOKAR/ID (1981), statistics available at the Principal Agricultural Officer's office in Raichur, and
the GOKAR/DES/4/v?ua/Seasonand CropReports. There are many inconsistencies and unclarities
inthese data. Figures oncrops grown andarea irrigatedgiven inthis chapter shouldthus be treated
with some care. Forgeneraldiscussionofthe reliability of socio-economic statistics see Hill (1984).
31
Kallur collected the data for his impact study in 1982-83. He selected villages (and households)
with irrigation inthe 'heavy irrigation' zone of the command area (in Koppal,Gangavati, Sindhanur
and Manvi taluks). By leaving out Deodurg and Raichur taluk andthe lesswell provided parts of the
other taluks he leaves out the parts of the command area where many farmers have less than
optimal accessto water. Inother words, Kallurabstractsfrom the unequaldistribution of water and
focusses on the areas that do receive sufficient water for the cultivation of 'wet' crops (Kallur,
1988:17-19). The comparison of extreme cases is useful for the purpose of illustration in this
section, but doesnot givearepresentative view of irrigatedagriculture inthe command area. Other
economic impact data onthe Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal can befound inVenkata Reddy (1979),
Bisalaiah andTaylor (1973) and Meti (1972). The latter Ihave been unableto consult. Forthe right
bank there are also several studies (Devarajulu Naidu, 1987; Sen and Das, 1986). To my
knowledge no specifically executed 'bench-mark survey' exists of the agro-economic situation in
the left bank command area just before the start of the project. Iyengar (1951) could be used as
such. For the right bank there is such a study (GOAP, 1959). For farm economics data of
householdsin distributary 36 of the Left Bank Canal, see Noij (1992).
41
It is not clear what Kallur exactly means by local varieties. Government support for the
improvement of varieties used in rainfed agriculture started before Independence (GONOH/DOA,
1944). There is also the - unknown - factor of selection by farmers themselves. The point is that
under irrigated conditions varieties with a higher yield potential can be used.
51
For example, inthe agricultural years 1979-80 to 1981-82 the average sorghum yield in Raichur
district was 667 kg/ha (mostly rainfed cultivation), while that of rice (all irrigated) was 2444 kg/ha
(GOKAR/DES,ASCR 1979-80 to 1981-82). The average yield of (irrigated hybrid) sorghum in the
(continued...)
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The importance of external inputs in the irrigated farming system and the high degree of
commoditisation of irrigated farming can be seen in table5.1.
Table 5 . 1 : Commoditisation of irrigated farming compared to rainfed farming in 1 9 8 2 - 8 3 ,
Raichur district

Value of seed per acre
Percentage seed purchased
Fertiliser expenditure per acre
Pesticides expenditure per acre
Value human labour per acre
Percentage labour hired
Machinery expenditure per acre
Transport costs per acre
Percentage transport hired
Total variable cost per acre
Total variable and fixed costs

Irrigated farming

Rainfed farming

Rs.156
90%
Rs.643
Rs.333
Rs.180
53%
Rs.122
Rs.188
57%
Rs.2003
Rs.2983

Rs.47
15%
Rs.11
Rs.O
Rs.97
26%
Rs.O
Rs.11
1%
Rs.312
Rs.490

Source: Kallur (1988:179-187, 194) (for all crops and sample households)

Among theexternal inputsused inirrigated farming chemical fertiliser isavery important
one, covering almost one-third of thevariable costs. The difference infertiliser usebetween
irrigated and rainfed farming can also be illustrated by means of taluk level fertiliser
consumption data. The four taluksof Raichur district with very little irrigation (Devadurga,
Lingsugur, Yelburga, Kusthagi) had an average useof 12.1kg/ha inthe 1980-81to 1987-88
period. The average use in the three main taluks of the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal
(Gangavati, Sindhanur, Manvi) was 90.1 kg/ha in this period. In Gangavati taluk, which is
the most intensively irrigated, it was 119.0 kg/ha (data from the Principal Agricultural
Officer's office Raichur; Taluka Plan Statistics file).
Under irrigation the use of some 'traditional' resources was also higher, despite their
smaller proportional relevance. Inrainfed farming theaverage useof farm yard manurewas
7.12 quintalsper acre. Inirrigated agriculture it was 10.46quintals (Kallur, 1988:173).This
isbecause irrigated agriculture cansustainmorecattlethroughhigher fodder production. The
use of bullock power was higher in irrigated than in dryland farming for farmers with
holdings smaller than5acres (8.2 versus6.6 days/acre). For bigger farmers the reverse was
the case (4.0 versus 7.0 days/acre) (ibid.All, 178). Larger farmers met the increased land
preparation intensity under irrigation by using tractors.
Irrigated farming was more labour intensive than rainfed farming, and relied more on
hired labour. In irrigated farming total labour inputper acre ranged between 78 mandays for
marginal farmers and 47 mandays for large farmers. In rainfed farming these figures were
50 and 37 mandays. The proportion of family labour in this was 63% to 35% for irrigated
farming and 100% to 68% for rainfed farming. Rainfed farming is mainly based on family
labour; irrigated farming has about 50% of hired labour (ibid.:\16).

5I
(...continued)
summer seasonsof 1980-81 and 1981-82 was 2418 kg/ha.Theaverage yieldinthekharif seasons
(mostly rainfed sorghum) was 761 kg/ha (GOKAR/DES, ASCR 1980-81 and 1981-82).
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Irrigated agriculture was also more profitable than rainfed farming. Kallur calculated the
average incomeper acre for different crops and for different sizeclasses of farms. He found
that the income per acre per crop in irrigated farming was between 5 and 16times as high
as that in rainfed farming (calculated from ibid.:tab\e 7.4).6) As an indicator of the
profitability of farming Kallur calculated thebenefit/cost ratio (taking total costs). Table 5.2
shows that irrigated farms are generally more profitable than rainfed farms. With all inputs
priced most rainfed farms worked at a loss, while most irrigated farms worked at a profit.
Table 5.2: Distribution of the benefit-cost ratio over total costs in irrigated and rainfed
farming, Raichur district, 1 9 8 2 - 8 3
Size class of
farms (acres)

Rainfed farming
Benefit-cost
ratio = 0-1
(% of farms)

Irrigated farming

Benefit-cost
ratio = 1-2
(% of farms)

Benefit-cost
ratio = 0-1
(% of farms)

Benefit-cost
ratio = 1-2
(% of farms)

0-2.5

71.8

23.1

7.7

63.5

2.6-5

72.7

23.6

0.0

81.4

5-10

54.1

27.9

3.5

71.9

10-

50.3

30.3

3.7

66.6

Source: Kallur (1988:218, 220)

The Raichur district economy is often described as rice-based, but this image is not fully
correct. The image of a rice-dominated economy is related to the strong growth of the rice
sector in the district since the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal came into operation, and the
economic and political power of rice growers, rice processors and rice traders. Since the
early 1990s Raichur is the district of Karnataka's 19districts with the largest percentage of
its area cultivated with rice. The area planted with rice amounted to one-sixth of the State
total (GOKAR/DES, 1995). Bytheend of 1989there were 113rice mills in Raichur district,
while in the 1960s there were less than 20, and probably smaller ones.7> However, in198182 Raichur district contributed 25% to the State's cotton production and 15%to the State's
oilseeds production, while the comparable figure for rice in that year was only 8%.8) It
61

A major difference between rainfed farming and irrigated farming is that in irrigated farming
double cropping is possible. Therefore the income per acre per crop in irrigated farming is not only
higher, but the income gap for equally sized farms is further increased by the cultivation of two
crops on the same land under irrigated conditions.
71
Data from District Industries Centre, Raichur and the Mysore State Gazetteer 1970.
81
Rice production in Raichur district increasedfrom 7416 tons in 1956-57 (0.7% of the State total)
to 189439 tons in 1981-82 (8% of the State total). The cotton and oilseeds sectors exhibited
substantial production growth inthe same period that rice cultivation expanded, but their share in
the total State production remainedstable. Cotton production increasedfrom 19,632 tons in 195657 to 31,052 tons in 1981-82 (24.4 and25.4 %of the State total). Oilseeds production (excluding
coconut) increased from 86,164 tons to 123,496 tons (13.1 and 14.8% of the state total). In the
same periodcoarsegrains production increasedfrom 6.3to 7.5% ofthe State production (119,961
and 324,760 tons) and pulses form 4.6 to 7.9% of State production (5461 and 47,649 tons).
1956-57 and 1981-82 were chosen as reference years because they were the earliest and the
(continued...)
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would therefore be more correct to say that Raichur district is an important producer of
agricultural raw materials for the Karnataka economy.9'
The material presented above suggests apositive picture of irrigation, but this isapartial
picture. Irrigation is associated with productive and profitable high external input farming.
This has been thebasis of economic growth and thedevelopment of input, output and labour
markets in the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal region. However, a full economic analysis of
the changes in the farming system and regional economy as a result of irrigation would also
have to value the environmental costs of irrigation.10' Some environmental problems that
threaten thesustainability of irrigated agriculture are themuchquicker thanexpected siltation
of the Tungabhadra reservoir and the extent of waterlogged and salinised/alkalinised soils.
On both recent and reliable figures are lacking.11' Other environmental impacts on which
data are not available are the effects of irrigation and high external input farming on soil
fertility12', the occurrence of diseases like malaria13', the drinking water situation and the
health impact of pesticide use.14' A sensible discussion of all these effects requires further
research.

5.2

SETTLEMENT

Thesettlement of migrant farmers inthecommand area isan importantfeature of theprocess
of agrarian change in the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal. The investment capital and
agricultural and entrepreneurial skills that this group brought with them were the basis of an
expansive and intensive rice and sugarcane-based farming system that triggered the process
8I

(...continued)
latest year for which Ihadanofficially published set of data (GOKAR/DES,Annual SeasonandCrop
Reports).
91
Raichur district has a low level of industrialisation, with an emphasis on agro-processing. Of the
(only) 20 large and medium industries in operation in 1989-90, 15 were directly related to
agricultural production. The five exceptions were the Hutti Gold Mines, the Raichur Thermal Power
Station, and three chemical industries. (Data from the District Statistical Office, Raichur).
101
It can also be noted that in terms of social development the situation in Raichur district as a
whole isfar from positive. Vyasulu and Vani (1997) calculated the Human Development Index for
all districts in Karnataka (with 1981 Census data), in which literacy rate, infant mortality rate, life
expectancy and income were included. They calculated the index in 12 different ways, and in 10
of these Raichur district scored the lowest of all 19 districts. In the other two calculations it was
the one but lowest district.
111
For some discussion of waterlogging and salinisation in the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal, see
Jurriens and Landstra (1990-1:20-22). See CADA (1997) for waterlogging and salinisation figures.
121
The NGO AME has found a worrying decline in soil fertility under intensive rice irrigation (see
also footnote 19 in chapter 10).
131
Malaria was much discussed in the planning phase of the project, and the localisation rules
specified that no irrigation should take place close to villages. The spacing rule is disregarded by
the local population, for example in the construction of private lift irrigation schemes.
141
In both research locations a young male labourer died during our fieldwork period through overexposure to pesticides while spraying. Labourers hardly wear protective clothing while doing this
work. On one handthe drinking water situation inthe region hasenormously improved through the
construction of the canal system, but on the other hand there is acute shortage in canal closure
periods andthere aresevere problems with the quality of canal water for drinking purposes (TIPP-II,
1996).
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of agricultural growth. Idiscuss the motivation for the settlers to migrate and the reasons of
local farmers to sell land to them. I conclude with a brief sketch of the magnitude of land
transfers.
Reasonsfor migration
The settler farmers inthe Left Bank Canal mainly came from the coastal districts of Andhra
Pradesh (see Anjaneya Swamy, 1988:65; Nagaraju, 1989:31 for district-wise information).
Thisregionwitnessed expansionandintensification ofirrigated agriculture sincethemid-19th
century, as aresult of theenlargement and rehabilitation of canal irrigation, tenurial reforms
in Madras Presidency and other factors (for historical accounts see Rao, 1985;
Satyanarayana, 1990;Upadhya, 1988;Wallach, 1985).Intensivecommercial rice cultivation
was the dominant agricultural activity and the base of an expanding rural economy.
The farmers who migrated were mostly small and medium sized farmers in their home
areas. In Anjaneya Swamy's sample 80% of the Tungabhadra migrants held between 0 and
5 acres (0-2 ha) (N=150). Only 3% held more than 10 acres (4 ha) (Anjaneya Swamy,
1988:86, table 3.9).15)
Most migrants were in their twenties and thirties. 37% of the migrants were between 20
and 30 years of age at the time of migration and 43% between 30 and 40 (ibid.:82, table
3.7). 71% of the farmers were members of joint households before migration, while 88%
were independenthouseholds after migration (ibid.:&5). Thisfact plustheageofthemigrants
suggests that migration took place as a solution for the further division of holdings through
division of property when ajoint family was split. Many of the farmers in my own sample
came to the Left Bank Canal as young families with no or few, young children.
The pressure on land in coastal Andhra Pradesh was high. This resulted in low land
availability for expansion of farms and in high land prices. Selling prices in coastal Andhra
Pradesh and purchase prices in Raichur district are given in table 5.3.
Itfollows from thetable that for migrant farmers there wasat least afactor 7-8, and often
more than 10 difference between land purchase and land sale prices.16) Assuming that the
cost of land preparation doubled the purchase price, migrant farmers could increase their
landholding by a factor 3.5-4 at least, not counting other sources of money for investment
than land sales.17) The combination of small holdings and a high land price difference was
the major reason for farmers to migrate (Anjaneya Swamy, 1988:chapter 4; Nagaraju,
1989:32,table 3.2). Thepush tomigratewas further strengthened by 'no scope toenter non-
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In Nagaraju's sample (N=41) the predominance of small farmers was even stronger. 80% held
less than 3 acres (1.2 ha), and no farmer held more than 7 acres (2.8 ha). Nagaraju further notes
that the landless migrants "were essentially labourers sponsored by the few rich farmer-migrants
who wished to have some skilled labourers in wet cultivation" (Nagaraju, 1989:34-35).
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Iyengar (1951:178) in a seven village survey conducted in 1950 found land prices for dry land
in Raichur district ranging between Rs.197 and Rs.607 (average prices for highest and lowest
grade). These are higher prices than Nagaraju found for later years. Nagaraju's prices may be on
the low side when taken as representative for land sales in the command more generally. There
may have been local differences, andthe registered sale price may have been lower than the actual
sale price to reduce administrative transaction costs.
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Anjaneya Swamy (1988:117, table 4.6) found much smaller differences. He found that the
factor between average land value in place of origin and the place of destination was 4, 1.4, 1.2
and 0.95 in 1955, 1965, 1974 and 1984 respectively. My own data support the order of
magnitude found by Nagaraju rather than Anjaneya Swamy's findings.
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agricultural professions', which was mentioned by 54% of Nagaraju's respondents as the
third most important factor for migration after small landholding and high land prices.
Table 5.3: Land prices at which migrants sold and bought land in different years
Period

Price of land
sold at place
of origin
(Rs./acre) (a)

Average prices, number of transactions
and average acreage of land transactions
in ahead end distributary village lb)
Price
(Rs./acre)

No.

Total
(acres)

Year

Average
(acres)

1955-60

2500-7000

113
203
299

4
7
18

81
119
231

20
17
13

1957-58
1958-59
1959-60

1960-65

7000-15000

375
392
609
916

16
38
26
29

196
425
293
284

12
11
11
10

1960-61
1961-62
1962-63
1963-64

1965-70

15000-25000

1503

63

221

3.5

1966-67

7621
10222
27503

39
17
14

92
25
16

2.4
1.4
1.1

1975-76
1980-81
1985-86

1970-

Sources:

(a) Nagaraju (1989:33, footnote 1). Prices asquoted by migrant farmers who were
interviewed in the village survey.
(b) Nagaraju (1989:47, table 4.1). Data from Sub-Registrar's Office of Land
Transactions, Gangavati. Figures are rounded.

It isnot difficult tounderstand thatthesesmall and medium sized farmers with experience
in irrigated farming decided to settle in new irrigation schemes to expand their holdings.18'
Moredifficult tograsp istheeasiness withwhich Andhra Pradesh migrant farmers wereable
to acquire vast areas of agricultural land in the head reaches of the Tungabhadra canal
system.
Reasonsfor land sales
In informal discussions on land sales by the local population to migrant farmers, the
phenomenon is often 'explained' by the ignorance, inexperience, laziness and lack of
education of the local population. This representation of inferiority can be heard from local
as well as migrant farmers, and is also not uncommon among government officials and, it
must be said, academics. It does express the strength of the impact of settlement, but it is
not an adequate account of the settlement/sales process.
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TheTungabhadra Left Bank Canal was notthe first irrigation system to whichfarmers of coastal
Andhra Pradesh migrated (seeAnjaneya Swamy, 1988). The Kamma caste group, who formed the
majority of the migrants, further was a relatively well organised, well educated and economically
and politically astute community (see Upadhya, 1988).
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The explanation of land sales by local farmers offered below consists of two elements.
The first reason for land sales was the force of money in conditions of poverty. Many
farmers found itdifficult to ignore thepurchasing power of the migrant farmers. The second
reason for land sales was the strategy of particularly larger local farmers to sell part of their
land to generate resources to invest inthe development of theremaining land for irrigation.
Theforce ofmoney
The financial solvency of the migrants that came to Raichur district in search for land was
enormous compared to that of the local population. Nagaraju calculated that the migrants in
his survey carried on average Rs.24,140 when they came to settle. 46% carried Rs.25,000
or more, 12% more than Rs.100,000 (Nagaraju, 1989:35).The migrants mostly came inthe
1950s and 1960s.19) The very different financial situation of the local population can be
derived from Iyengar's detailed survey of the socio-economic conditions in Raichur district
around 1950,a few years before theTungabhadra Left BankCanal wasopened for irrigation
(Iyengar, 1951). Iyengar found that only 29% of the 1881 families he interviewed had
savings, and that the average savings of these families amounted to Rs.299 (Iyengar,
1951:450-451, table 185; figures for 1947-48). Because of these poverty conditions, it must
have been very difficult for the smaller local farmers to resist the temptation to generate
ready cash by the sale of land, particularly because the migrant farmers were willing topay
prices higher than current land prices. With the money these farmers could address
immediate needs likepaying off or relieving debts, and supporting household and other nonagricultural expenditures. Larger farmers could sell the parts of their landholding that they
considered of little value, and generate considerable amounts of money. This could be used
for their immediate needs, or invested in agriculture (see below).
How this temptation was transformed into actual sales is not very well known. It is not
unlikely for example that land sales by indebted farmers were partly enforced by the local
villageelitemoneylenders, butsufficient evidencefor thisconclusion islacking. Ontheother
hand small farmers may also have used land sales to clear debts and reduce the control of
moneylenders on their livelihoods. What is clear from different sources (Nagaraju, 1989;
Verhoeven, 1992; own field data) is that migrant farmers systematically gave loans to local
farmers, big and small, inorder tobe able toacquire their land at some point inthe future.
The poor documentation of the land transfer process leaves space for the perpetuation of
superficial explanations as referred to above.20'
Investmentcapacity
The very limited means of local farmers also implied that they had very little capacity to
invest in the development of their land for irrigation. Investments to make land suitable for
irrigation ran into several hundreds of Rupees per hectare, and a pair of oxen for ploughing
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Nagaraju does not give a breakdown by year or period.
Some aspects of the process of land transfers were documented. For the right bank side of the
Tungabhadra system the occurrence of land speculation before the canal system was opened, by
local landlords aswell asoutsiders, isdiscussed inSivaswamy (1947). Whether thesame occurred
onthe Left Bank side is unknown to me. My interviews give evidence of some early settlers buying
large tracts of land in order to resell to other, later migrants.
201
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cost around Rs.2000 (Verhoeven 1992:73)21) in the early years of the Tungabhadra system.
With the level of savings indicated above, the lack of investment capacity of local farmers
can easily be fathomed.22'
Theproblem wasrecognised atpolicy level,but notsolved. Well intothe 1960sthepolicy
debate on the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal area focused on the slow rate of development
of land for irrigation (see for example Anagol, 1969; GOMYS/DOA, 1968; Nair, 1961).
Particularly land development for the irrigation of 'irrigated dry' crops ran behind schedule.
The most important reason mentioned in documents from that period was the high cost to
make land suitable for irrigation (levelling, construction of field bunds,
adaptation/construction of field channels) combined with the lack of resources of local
farmers to undertake these activities. Despite the recognition of the problem, institutional
credit for land development was available to a very limited extent in the early phase of the
Left Bank Canal project. To make things worse, the Census of India (1961b) notes that the
problem with institutional credit was that it tended to benefit larger producers only.
There also hardly was a local credit market in Raichur district for agricultural loans.
Raichur district farmers were notused totake loans for agricultural purposes because rainfed
agriculture was very capital extensive. In 1948 only 22% of farmers had debts, while, by
comparison, this was around three-quarters of the farmers in Madras Presidency (in 1945).
Of the loans of this 22% of farmers 95% had a different collateral than land. 52% of these
loans were smaller than Rs.300, and none was bigger than Rs.1000. The loans were mainly
used for household expenditures and marriages (Iyengar's data discussed in Verhoeven,
1992:67-70).23)
As a result, one of the few avenues open to generate investment resources was the sale
of land. Particularly larger farmers used land sales to generate money for agricultural
investments. This often was thepurchase ofcattleor oxenfor ploughingbecause manureand
draughtpower were agreater constraint inrainfed production than land availability. Farmers
who had sufficient land, might sell part of it to gather enough money to develop the
remainder of their land for irrigation and generate more income on a smaller holding (see
above). A similar strategy followed by local farmers was to lease out part of their land to
migrants for periods of 5-7 years for very low lease sums, but under the condition that the
migrant farmer would bear the cost of land development, and return it to the owner fully
leveled and bunded. In the Bhatta pipe outlet command area in distributary 93 this practice
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It seems to me that this figure of Rs.2000 is on the high side, but I have been unable to trace
other sources with prices of draught animals in that period. There was great scarcity of draught
animals in the early period of the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal, which may have driven up the
prices. The scarcity negatively affected the pace of land development for irrigation.
221
An indirect indicator for the lack of investment capacity is the percentage of farmers who had
a holding larger than what was considered a viable family holding in the land reform process in
Hyderabad State in the early 1950s. The criterion for an 'economic' or 'family holding' was a net
yearly income of Rs.800. A rainfed farm inthe black cotton soil area of Raichur district would have
to measure between 8.5 and 14.5 hectares to attain viability. Verhoeven calculated that 65% of
the holdings in Raichur district were smaller than this and therefore were unlikely to be able to
generate sufficient surplus to pay for the investments needed to start irrigated agriculture
(Verhoeven, 1992:42, 60-61).
231
However, the data on indebtedness arecontradictory. The village censusof Sirvar in Manvi taluk
shows that 64% of the households were in debt, which an average debt per indebted household
of Rs.482, mostly used for household expenditures and marriages (Census of India, 1961b:43).
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was in use in 1991-92. Two local farmers had leased out their land to migrant farmers on
these conditions.
An indication of the magnitude of land transfers
To my knowledge no statistics exist on the number of settler farmers who migrated into the
Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal command area and the extent of their landholdings. Evidence
on the importance of settler farmers in irrigation is thus necessarily impressionistic.
For distributary 24 Nagaraju's study of land transfers ina middle-reach village can serve
as an example (Nagaraju, 1989). In this village most land sales took place in the first 10
years after the canal was opened for irrigation. After 20 years the land market had become
rather quiet again (see table 5.3). In the period 1957-58 to 1966-67 the net accrual of land
to migrants was around 1430 acres.24' The total area of the village was 4373 acres,
includingall cultivated and non-cultivated land (Census of India 1961a:280).This means that
in a period of ten years approximately one-third of the village land was sold to settler
farmers.
Another indication of the magnitude of the transfers is offered by the situation in the
subdistributary that was studied in distributary 24 in 1991-92. On the left side of this
subdistributary not a single local farmer owned land in the upstream half. On the right side
of the subdistributary the situation seemed to be similar, though my data is less extensive.
Most local farmers were concentrated inthedownstream four, outof atotal of 18pipe outlet
command areas (plus the tail end watercourse) taking water from the subdistributary.

Map 5 . 1 : Land development in Bhatta outlet, D 9 3
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Based on figures given in Nagaraju (1989:48) assuming that 1964-65 and 1965-66 had the
average accrual of 1963-64 and 1966-67.
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InBhatta outlet indistributary 93,41%of the 164acres acres command area was owned
by settler farmers in 1991-92, and another 4% leased by settler farmers from local
farmers.25' This land was concentrated in the head reach of the outlet command area. This
shift in landholding took place between 1978 and 1992, and was ongoing. On map 5.1 (see
previous page) the dates of the leveling of particular plots are indicated as far as we could
recover these.26' It can be seen that land development evolved from head to tail, starting
with the activities of the settler farmers. Following the typical pattern, the migrant farmers
settled along the distributary canal, acquired land in the head end of the outlet command
area, and gradually moved downstream. Local farmers followed suit indeveloping their land
for rice cultivation.
This scattered and limited evidence suggests that inrelatively short periods after the start
ofsettlementsubstantive, andsometimes massive,redistributionof land tookplacefrom local
to migrant farmers.
5.3

THE GEOGRAPHY OF SOCIAL DIFFERENTIATION

The reader might perhaps expect, after the discussion above, that there is a systematic and
regular pattern of migrant farmers with large landholdings occupying the geographical head
ends (and using most water), and local farmers with small landholdings occupying the
geographical tails (and having poor access to water). However, the geography of water
distribution and social differentiation is more complex than this. In this section I argue that
there is a general correlation of class, access to water and size and location of landholding.
However I also argue that there is considerable diversity within this general pattern, which
derives from different histories of settlement and irrigation development in different
localities.
Before Icanmake thisanalysis Ipresent atypologyof households-enterprises. Thissocioeconomic classification allows me to unpack thegeneralised notions of 'farmers' and 'water
users' used so far. It also serves to transcend the dichotomous classification of migrant
farmers versus local farmers, within which the former are the rich and successful farmers
with large holdings, and the latter the poor ones with small holdings. I present a
categorisation of rich, middle, small and poor peasant households-enterprises which allows
a more refined analysis of the spatial pattern of water distribution in relation to the
characteristics of the agrarian structure.27'
After the presentation of the typology the discussion of the class-related distribution of
land and access to water moves at two levels: the pipe outlet command area and the
distributary level.28' At the level of the pipe outlet command area a strong correlation
between location, access to water and socio-economic position is found. This is graphically
presented by drawing the categories of households-enterprises on the outlet command area
maps. I discuss how this correlation has emerged as a result of settlement and other landtransfer mechanisms.
251

See footnote 17 in chapter 6 on the size of this pipe outlet command area.
The year of leveling was mostly also the year of purchase.
271
For discussion of the possible role of caste, ethnicity and religion in social differentiation see
footnote 46 in chapter 6, where the social relations of water distribution are discussed in detail.
281
A similar analysis isin principle possible at main canal level,butthe number of distributaries that
were studied is too small to allow firm statements (but see chapter 9 for some information).
261
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At the distributary level I discuss the relation between settlement and head-tail divisions
for distributaries 24, 93and 97. The discussion shows the importance of looking at the way
the head-tail pattern evolved over time, and identifies some other factors than proximity to
the water source that influence the spatial pattern of water use.
A typology offarming households-enterprises
Inthispart of the section Ipresent atypology of farming households-enterprises. Itprovides
the basis for relating water distribution to social differentiation.
The typologyof farming households-enterprises presented below isbased onthe following
data. For the 1991 kharif season we collected detailed information on the agricultural
practices of the cultivators of the plots in the three selected pipe outlet command areas, as
well as farm economics data. In a household survey of the same group at the end of the
agricultural year wecollected summary data on the second cropping season, rabi 1992, and
onplotscultivated outsidethe selected pipeoutlets, for both seasons. Through thehousehold
survey also general data on household composition, other economic activities, household
assets and someother relevant items were collected. This data was complemented and partly
checked with the daily observations and discussions registered inthe research assistants' and
my own field notes.
The typology takes the household as the classification unit. Household is defined as a
group that eats from the same pot. For the purpose of analysing water distribution practices

Box 5.1: Households-enterprises asthe unit of analysis
The farming systems of irrigating farmers in the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal can be
described as 'male farming systems' (Safilios-Rothschild, 1988). Male farming systems are
defined as those farming systems where male household heads/members dominate
agricultural decision making. With very few exceptions the farming enterprises in my sample
were controlled bythe male headsof the households (orthe family leader, anexpression used
in Wood, 1995; for further general discussion of male dominance in Indian farming
households see Agarwal, 1994). Men controlled the use of the family land, the acquisition
of inputs (and credit for that) andthe marketing of the produce. They also managed the farm
labour activities (though women, wives, daughters and daughters-in-law might perform most
of this labour). The exceptions among a total of 82 farms were two cases of female
controlled farms (onecase where the husband hadleft/was sent packing, and one where the
husband had recently died leaving his wife with young children), and one, maybe two cases
of dual control (in one of these cases the wife took credit without the husband knowing
where it camefrom). Inallthese cases there was the prospect of sons (or sons-in-law) taking
over the management of the farm in due course. In what way farming decisions are
negotiated within the household I do not know. Most households depended on agricultural
cultivation and directly related activities alone. These directly related activities were mainly
agricultural wage labour and the selling of milk produced by own cows and buffaloes. Both
were to an important extent afemale activity. The income gained from these activities was
if not pooled at least spentfor household purposes. Smits (1993) reports several cases where
women had to give the income earned through wage labour to their husbands. In one case
the husband even collected his wife's wages from the employer. When women kept their
money income it was fully spent for household purposes. I therefore conclude that the
households I studied are certainly not homogeneous units, but that they can be considered
as single enterprises.
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in the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal it makes sense to regard farming households as single
agricultural enterprises, even when internal divisions of labour and interests exist (see box
5.1 on the previous page for discussion).
Thetypology
The main variable I used in the classification of the farming households-enterprises
investigated is a qualitative version of Utsa Patnaik's labour exploitation ratio. This ratio is
the balance between net labour hired in (labour hired in minus labour hired out) and family
labour in self employment (Patnaik 1987:chapter 3).29>
This led to the identification of the following four categories in the population of 80
households-enterprises on which sufficient data was available. A short description of the
different types of labour and employment relations that are involved is given in box 5.2.
I:

Households-enterprises who employ one or more permanent/bonded labourers for
agricultural production, apart from large numbers of daily wage labourers. Family
labour is not hired out. Field labour is not done by female family members.

II:

Households-enterprises who employ large numbers of daily wage labourers, but no
permanent/bonded labourers. Family labour is not hired out. Field labour is hardly
or not done by female family members.

Ill:

Households-enterprises whose main source of income is own agricultural production
(mainly based on family labour, with some hiring in of wage labour), but who hire
out family labour as wage labour for small to larger number of days. Female family
members work on own fields as well as wage labourers.

IV:

Households-enterprises whoderivetheir incomemainly from hiring outfamily labour
as wage labour. Cultivation of own land mainly by family labour with some wage
labour hired in. Female family members work on own fields and as wage labourers.

The labels commonly attached to these four categories in the (marxist) Indian debate on
agrarian change are rich peasants, middle peasants, small peasants and poor peasants, a
terminology that I will also employ (see Patnaik, 1987).30)
The next step was to combine this classification based on labour characteristics30 with
other characteristics of the household-enterprises. The classification correlated with the size
of irrigated landholding, and there was also correlation of the classification with the terms
on which credit was acquired.
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1 disregardedthe surplus appropriated through land leasedout and loaninterest (andthe reverse)
that is part of Patnaik's model, because these were minor factors in this case.
301
The categories of landlords andlandless labourers arenot part of my typology. The first because
they were not part of the sample, the second because without land a person cannnot be a water
user (in this case). I personally find the labels 'poor peasants' and 'semi-proletarians' more fitting
for the last two categories. More important than the labels however arethe characteristics of each
category.
311
Because of the partly quantitative and partly qualitative data on labour and employment, it is
impossible to give a condensed presentation of the original data.
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Box 5.2: Different types of agricultural labour and employment relations
Agricultural labour working for daily wages
* Hired individually (ploughing, tilling, pesticide spraying, fertiliser application, cleaning
field channels) or in groups (harvesting, weeding).
* When employer and labourers live in the same village or camp direct employment of
groups; otherwise employment through meestris (females for female groups, males for
mixed groups). Payment through meestri, who is group member. Meestri some extra
payment at end of the season.
* Sometimes semi-permanent arrangementswith individuals andgroups:'first employment
guarantee' arrangements againstfixedor current rates,excludingthe sugarcane harvesting
period.
* Common daily wage rates in 1991-92: Rs. 12 for males, Rs.10 for females. Some
activities were paid better (for example Rs.20 for pesticide spraying).
Group/gang labour on contract basis
* For activities that need to be done quickly in times of peak labour demand, like rice
harvesting and sugarcane cutting.
* Local groups/gangs, but also seasonal migration from outside the command area.
* Meestris act asgroup representatives, not as exploiting middle(wo)men. Work with the
group and find new contracts. Get some extra payment.
* Sometimes price arrangements linked to pre-season advances.
Attached or bonded labourers
* Old terminology of bonded labour is used {/iitadaaalu), but (life)long attachment is rare.
Better described as permanent labourers on 1-3 year contracts. Sambalada aalu (salaried
worker) is also used.
* Involves advance (loan) before contract starts.
* All young men in the case of field labour.
* In 1991-92 payment was Rs.3000-3500 per year, usually plus two bags of rice anda
set of clothes, and sometimes meals at the farmer's house.
* Unpopular employment relation that labourers preferably avoided.
Wagelabourers on amonthly wage
* Small group of tractor drivers and their apprentices.
* Monthly payment in 1991-92 Rs.400 per month (driver) and Rs.200 (apprentice), plus
'tips' when tractor is hired by other farmers (Rs.5-10 per acre).
Exchange labour
* Involves exhange of labour days between two farmers (muuyiaalu).
* Mainly found among small farmers relying heavily on family labour, and almost
exclusively among local farmers. Not prominent in irrigated agriculture.
* Only exchange of male labour was observed.
Family labour
* Found in all categories of the typology. A lot of pride and prestige is derived from
building up afarm by own labour, particularly among settlers. Local elite alsoinvests more
family labour in agriculture than in the past.
* Female participation is high in poor households, and absent in rich households.
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The average irrigated landholding for thedifferent categories is given in table 5.4. Itcan
be seen that from poor to rich peasants the size of irrigated landholding increased.32' More
details on landholding are given in appendix 5.1.
Table 5.4: Landholding and origin of rich, middle, small and poor peasants in three outlet
command areas in the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal command area (kharif 1991)

Number of migrant farmers
Number of local farmers
Total
Average cultivated irrigated
landholding (acres)"
Average rainfed landholding
(acres)"'
Average total landholding
(acres)

Rich
peasants

Middle
peasants

Small
peasants

Poor
peasants

Total

20
0
20

13
11
24

7
18
25

1
10
11

41
39
80

13.2

7.6

3.4

2.2

0

1.1

2.4

0.6

13.2

8.7

5.6

2.8

a) All cultivated land was counted, both owned and leased; uncultivated and leased out land was
not counted.
b) All rainfed land was counted, cultivated or not.
Table 5.5: Sources of credit for rich, middle, small and poor peasants in three pipe outlet
command areas ( 1 9 9 1 - 9 2 )
Rich
peasants

Middle
peasants

Small
peasants

Poor
peasants

No loans, moneylender himself

2

0

0

0

Bank loans only

4

2

0

0

Bank loans and input traders

4

6

5

0

Input traders only

3

8

5

1
1

Source of credit

Input traders and other farmers

2

3

3

Other farmers only

0

2

10

5

No credit, unable to get

0

1

0

4

Unknown

5

2

2

0

20

24

25

11

Total

The distribution of the types of credit over rich, middle, small and poor peasants is given
in table 5.5. The terms of the credit become more unfavourable from top to bottom (for
321

Rich and middle peasants have very little rainfed land because they are mainly migrant farmers,
who only invest in irrigated land. Small peasants aremainly local farmers anddo own and cultivate
rainfed land. Poorpeasants generally didn't own rainfed land. Inthis category many farmers leased
small pieces of irrigated land.
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explanation, see appendix 5.1). The table shows that the terms of credit worsen from rich
to poor peasants. This is visualised by highlighting for each category of farmers the two
combined credit categories that contain the highest number of households-enterprises.
However, thesituation withregard tocredit israther specificper outletcommand area. Table
5.5 shows a general trend, but it doesn't fully convey the differentiated access to credit.
Forms of credit and outlet-wise access of different categories of farming householdsenterprises to credit are described in detail in appendix 5.1.
Thecluster of thelabour/employment characteristics, landholding andcreditrelationswas
used to make the final classification of individual households-enterprises into the four
categories.33' Because the typology is based on the clustered occurrence of different types
of relations, it can be considered as a relational typology (see Whatmore etal., 1987).34>
Livelihoodstrategies
Theclustering of characteristics into four categories of farming households-enterprises isnot
justastatisticalexercise. Thefour categoriesareassociated withfour different livelihoodand
accumulation strategies, which I will now describe.
Richpeasants are theaffluent farmers, whonotonly focus onexpanding their agricultural
operations (in canal and lift irrigation), but also undertake other activities. The main one of
these is local input trading cum moneylending. Another one is hiring out their tractor when
theyownone. These farmers employ permanent labourers because theyhavelarge, intensive
farms, but also to devote some of their time to their other business. Nevertheless, rich
peasants farmers are still found in the field doing manual labour very frequently.35' These
farmers invest strongly in the education of their children to start businesses or to take up
employment outside direct agricultural production. Options open for these farmers and/or
their children are to formally establish themselves as traders cum commission agents in a
regional market centre (or become partners in such firms), or even start a ricemill. In my
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Five households-enterprises changed category when the landholding and credit characteristics
were combined with the labour/employment characteristics. Three were shifted from the middle
peasant category to the small peasant category, and one the other way. The fifth shift was from
small peasant to poor peasant. This low number of changes shows the close fit of the labour,
landholding and credit factors. The choice to take these three relationships as the basis of the
typology is partly based on other research on agrarian change in India which shows that land,
labour and credit are central differentiating factors, and partly on the analysis of the field data that
was collected. There was also a close fit of the categorisation with possession of tractors,
ownership of motorbikes and other assets, andquality of housing.Very few household-enterprises
undertook productive economic activities other than agriculture (also see above).
341
Inthe original design of this chapter apresentation ofthefarm economics data that we collected
was also envisaged. However, its presentation takes alot of space, and it is not essential for the
argument of the chapter. Furthermore, as noted above, the sample of the households-enterprises
inthethree pipeoutlet command areas isnot representative for thesituation inthe command area.
It can support a qualitative analysis of types and mechanisms, but does not provide basis for
generalisation of quantitative findings. Forthose interested,quantitative data onthe input intensity
of irrigated farming, yields, the gross value of output (total and per acre), and the profitability of
farming (total and per acre) for the four categories of households-enterprises areavailable from the
author.
351
Farms where farmers only supervise labour by others (part of Patnaik's definition of landlords)
arevery rare. Examples that Icame across outside my sample were large landholders from the local
elite, or business people and politicians who own land. These sometimes had appointed managers
for their farms, or leased out land, but in other cases their sons undertook the farm work.
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sample there were only very few examples of farmers setting up such official businesses.
This had todo withthepointof thedemographic (and accumulation) cycle inwhich themost
affluent farmers inmysamplefound themselves:recently married withyoungchildren. Some
of themhowever were clearly onthistrajectory. Farmers inthiscategory are locally referred
to as being 'economically and politically sound', or sowcars, which means rich and
influential farmers who are also moneylenders.
Middle peasants are farmers with a reasonably secure existence (though not necessarily
ata high level of income).They make profits (inmostyears) that allow them toconsider the
expansion of their holdings by leasing or buying land. They focus on agricultural expansion
and intensification. Activities outside agricultural production lie outside their ambit. Middle
as well as rich peasants are employers of the members of the families of small and poor
peasants households who go out for wage labour.
Smallpeasant producers consider themselvesand are considered primarily as farmers, but
their position is a difficult one. At the next property division or through dowries for
daughters their landholding may be fragmented or reduced. They hardly have the resources
to solve this problem - by acquisition of land, investment in the education of their children,
or setting up a small business - though this is sometimes attempted with great hardship.
Becauseof their difficult socio-economicstatus, theyruntherisk toloseland when they have
to take loans with local farmers. Family members also go out to be employed as wage
labourers to earn additional income. Good agricultural results are crucial to this category,
and failures may be disastrous. One of the few avenues for improvement in this category is
theconversion of rainfed land held by the farmer into irrigated land by the installation of lift
irrigation (by other, more wealthy farmers or the government).
For poor peasant households the main concern is survival (maintaining minimal food
entitlements for reproduction ofthefamily). Thiscategory generallyconsiders itselftobelong
to the labour class, and is often referred to by others as such. Own land cultivation gives a
moresecure basis totheir existence than totally landless people. For thisreason they actively
try to hold on to, lease and sometimes buy small pieces of land.
Water distribution and the typology of farming households-enterprises at pipe outlet
commandarealevel
In this sub-section I discuss how at pipe outlet command area level the categorisation of
farming households-enterprises is related with their location in the command area, and
associated to that, their access to water and the crops grown. After the presentation of the
situation in the three pipe outlet command areas studied, I summarise the mechanisms that
explain the class-location correlation.
In Kabbu outlet in distributary 24 the differentiation was that between rich peasants and
middle peasants. The outlet as a whole had excellent access to water, which allowed close
to 100% riceandsugarcane cultivation. Threeoutofelevencultivators were middlepeasants;
the rest were rich peasants. The three middlepeasants had their land towards the tail end of
the outlet (though not all the tail end land was cultivated by middlepeasants) (see map 5.2).
In Hatti outlet in distributary 24 all categories of farming households-enterprises were
represented. This outlet is located on the same subdistributary as Kabbu outlet, but had a
much more problematic overall access to water as a result of its tail end location. Map 5.3
gives the spread of the four categories of farmers over the outlet. Also here a head-tail
correlation existed, but it islesseasily visiblebecause of thelayoutof theoutlet. The relative
distances tothepipeoutlet gate for rich, middle, small andpoorpeasants were 100, 109, 156
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and 164. Rich and middle peasants
were thus closer to the water source
Map 5.2: Categories of farmers in Kabbu outlet,
D24
than small and poor peasants.
Lastly, the spread of farmer
categories in Bhatta outlet in
distributary 93 is given in map 5.4.
Here the pattern is also clear,
particularly when the categories rich
and middle peasants (mostly in the
head end) and small and poor
RP
peasants (mostly in the tail end) are
taken together, The correlation is
remarkable considering the relatively
short history of agricultural
RP
intensification inthis outlet command
area (1978-79 to 1991-92).
From table 5.4 it could already be
concluded that migrant farmers
RP
dominate the categories of rich and
RP
middlepeasants, and local farmers the
categories of small andpoorpeasants.
RP
Therefore, the head-tail pattern in
terms of rich and middle versussmall
JEL
and poor peasants is also to a large
-SUBDISTRIBUTARYextent a migrants-local farmers
RP=richpeasant
division. This suggests the great
MP=middlepeasant
impact that migrant farmers havehad
on the agrarian structure, but the
correlation is also the product of the
choice of these three particular
outlets, and of the focus on canal irrigation without including the lift irrigation associated
with it. In general, the association between head end and migrants, and tail end and local
farmers is not as strong as suggested by the situation in these three pipe outlet command
areas. This is elaborated below when the relation between settlement and water distribution
at the distributary level is discussed.
More significant isthecorrelation of sizeofholdingwith location. Thedifference between
the Kabbu and Hatti pipe outlet command areas in the subdistributary in distributary 24,
illustrates this most clearly. In the head end Kabbu outlet command area the landholding of
the 10 owner-cultivators ranged between 7 and 31 acres of irrigated land; the average was
12.3 acres. In the tail end outlet in distributary 24 (Hatti outlet) there were three rich
peasants with 24, 22 and 11 acres of irrigated land; the average was 19 acres.36> In Hatti
outletthe21middle,small andpoor peasantsonwhich wehadsufficient dataowned between
0.75 and 10acres of irrigated land. Tenowned less than4acres; theaverage was4.6 acres.

B.
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Their holdings in the tail were only part of their total holdings, which were mainly located in the
head reach of the subdistributary.
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parents. The objective may be to bring extra land into the family, or to keep land within
the family as much as possible. The latter occurs when cousins marry.
3) Larger farmers extend loans to smaller farmers to acquire land when these small farmers
default on the loan. Larger farmers did - obviously - not explicitly state that this was the
objective of the loans. However, we documented a number of cases where this had
happened. The fact that in Bhatta outlet in distributary 93 some farmers extended loans
to smaller head end farmers while being short of resources themselves further supports
this analysis.
The mechanisms discussed above are well known in the literature on agrarian change in
India and as such unsurprising.41' What I find striking is how quickly these mechanisms
have led to substantial shifts inthe distribution of landholding, both in size and location. An
interesting additiontotheanalysispresented wouldbethelandholding history of apipeoutlet
command area with no or few migrant farmers. This would give a better idea of the
strategies of local farmers to capture the benefits of irrigation.
Settlementand head-tailpatterns at distributary level
The extreme predominance of migrant farmers in the socio-economic structure and pattern
of water distribution that was decribed above, is partly the result of the choice of outlet
command areas. The role of migrant farmers in the places where they settled has been
clarified by that description, but they didn't, and could not, settle everywhere where water
wasavailable. Thediscussion below onthespatialpattern ofwater distributionat distributary
level, and itsevolution over time,canputtheroleof migrant farmers inabetter perspective.
I discuss the relation between settlement of migrant farmers and the head-tail pattern in
water distribution for distributaries 24, 93 and 97 (for the approximate location of these
distributaries see map 1.1, chapter 1).
Distributary24
The intensification of agriculture indistributary 24 started inthe middleand tail end area of
the canal (for a map, see figure 7.1). In the 1950s, the early years of the irrigation system,
migrants made sure that the land they bought was localised for rice and sugarcane. They
visited the Irrigation Department offices to study localisation maps and find out the survey
numbers where rice and sugarcane could be grown. This meant that many of the early
settlements, including those in distributary 24, were in tail end and middle reach areas,
because that is where rice and sugarcane were localised (see chapter 3).
Arelocation of water use inthe distributary tookplace because inthe course of time rice
and sugarcane cultivation expanded into the areas localised for light crops. This meant that
water use in the upstream reaches of the distributary increased, and scarcity emerged in the
tail end reach of the distributary. Upstream development started to affect tail end water
supply in distributary 24 in the second half of the 1960s. Table 7.2 in chapter 7 shows that
between 1966-67and 1986-87thetotal area irrigated indistributary 24varied around astable
level. Butarelocationofcrops withinthedistributary command area didtakeplace. In199192 rice cultivation had increased in the head reach compared to 1966-67 (see table 5.6).42)
411

However, the discussion generally focuses on size of landholding rather than location.
Table 5.6 divides the distributary 24 command area in three parts, head, middle and tail, by
clustering villages. This is because villages arethe units inthe collection of the cropping data. For
(continued...)
421
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When therice cultivationunder lift irrigation (from natural drains and theriver) issubtracted
from the total tail end rice cultivation, the shift is clear.43'
Table 5.6: Rice cultivation in the head, middle and tail of distributary 2 4 , 1 9 6 6 - 6 7 and
1991-92
Rice cultivation in
1966-67 (acres and
share of total)
Kharif
Rabi
HEAD
6 villages
Localisation (acres):
rice
232
sugarcane
1877
total
6483
MIDDLE
3 villages
Localisation (acres):
rice
556
sugarcane
3723
total
5765
TAIL
3 villages
Localisation (acres):
rice
1742
sugarcane
1791
total
5092

Rice cultivation in 1991-92 (acres and
share of total!
Kharif

Rabi

Lift irrigation
included
excluded

Lift irrigation
included
excluded

2819

2683

6008

6008

4844

4844

(39%)

(44%)

(48%)

(52%)

(59%)

(67%)

2995

2300

3752

3752

1311

1311

(41%)

(37%)

(30%)

(32%)

(16%)

(18%)

1441

1178

2831

1831

2051

1051

(20%)

(19%)

(22%)

(16%)

(25%)

(15%)

Source: Demand lists distributary 24 (Irrigation Department)

The figures in table 5.6 show that the emergence of private lift irrigation in the tail end
of distributary 24 was a significant response to increasing water scarcity. It seems to have
been a much more common approach than relocation of the full landholding to a more
upstream part of the distributary.44' 47% of the pumpsets for lift irrigation in the two tail
end villages in distributary 24 were owned by settler farmers. The capital required for these
42l
(...continued)
the 1960s, 1966-67 was the only year for which village wise cropping data was available in the
distributary 24 subdivision office. The village-wise clustering is crude as a head-tail division, and
almost fully misses the shifts in the subdistributaries.
431
My estimate of 950-1000 acres lift irrigation (all rice) inthe distributary 24 tail endarea is based
on data for two of the three villages concerned. There is - thus - an underestimation of the total
rice under lift irrigation in the tail end region. However, there isalso some rice cultivation under lift
irrigation in the middle and head reach. The kharif data for the two years can only be used for
comparingthe relative distribution within the distributary command. For comparison ofthe absolute
areas cropped kharif data are lesssuitable because of the unknown factor of rainfall and its timing.
The rabi figures can be used for both purposes because there is hardly any or no rainfall in this
season. The table shows that in rabi 1991-92 the area cropped with rice in the tail and middle
reach (excluding lift irrigation) was less than that cultivated in rabi 1966-67.
441
The total investment for a 10 HP pumpset (which can irrigate tens of acres, depending on
topography) roughly equalled the purchasing price for 2 acres of head reach land in 1991-92.
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investments wasgenerated incanal irrigation. However, another importantgroup of pumpset
owners were the village elite.45) For them lift irrigation has been an important instrument
for the improvement of their economicstatus.They invested inpumpsets tosupply their own
lands, but to a large extent also to sell water to smaller, mainly village, farmers. This is an
extremely profitable business. My calculations for one case suggest that the total investment
can be earned back in two to three years.
Despite the relocation of water to the head end reach of the distributary, the tail reach
farmers of distributary 24 managed to consolidate their access to a share of the canal water,
and a considerable area of rice (and sugarcane) is still cultivated inthis part on canal water.
The reason behind this is the political weight of middle and tail reach farmers, built up in
the early period of the canal's operation. Details of this are discussed in chapter 7. Here it
can be noted that the specific spatial history of settlement and agricultural intensification in
this distributary has shaped the present geographical distribution of water use in the canal's
command area.
Distributary 93
The first ten years after distributary 93 came into operation in 1968 the extent of irrigation
was limited, even less than the localised area. Riceconstituted avery small part of the crops
grown. Farmers andofficials reported ininterviews thattherewas noscarcity of water inthis
period. 1978-79 is the year that settlement of migrant farmers started, and since then the
irrigated area and rice cultivation have sharply increased (see table 5.7).
The oldest and biggest migrant camp in distributary 93 was established by farmers who
had settled in a neighbouring distributary in the 1960s. In that distributary they had chosen
land localised for rice for initial settlement. In distributary 93 there is no rice localisation,
but in 1978-79 this no longer deterred the settlers. Settlement in distributary 93 took place
in the geographical middle reach (see figure 8.9, chapter 8). The sharp increase in rice
cultivation in the middle reach caused acute scarcity of water in the tail end reach.46'
Theland inthegeographical head of distributary 93ismainlyownedbya number of local
landlords, reportedly owning hundreds of acres. In 1978-80 they were unwilling to sell,
maybe because they were well aware of thepotential value of their land. Around 1990head
reach local farmers started to develop their land for irrigation. In this distributary a shift of
rice cultivation towards the geographical head may therefore be expected in the years to
come, and water supply to the middle and tail reach will be negatively affected (for more
discussion of this case, see chapter 8).
Distributary 97
Settlement in distributary 97 started in the late 1970s. All camps are located along roads
and/or canals intheupper half of thedistributary command. First thecamps werebuiltalong
subdistributaries anddistributaries. Inthe 1980sfarmers mainlysettledalong thedistributary,
closer to the water.

451

50% of the pumpsets inthe mentioned area was owned by local farmers (3% was unknown or
mixed group ownership). Most of these pumpsets were owned by the village elite, but some were
also obtained by Harijans (former untouchables) through government schemes.
461
The village boundaries cross-cut the distributary 93 command in such away that it is impossible
to show this concentration in the middle reach on the basis of village-wise cropping data.
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Table 5.7: Total area irrigated and rice cultivation in distributary 9 3 from 1 9 7 6 - 7 7 to
1991-92
Year

Rice (acres)''

Total (acres)''

Rice (acres)b]

Total(acres)1"

114
160
243
423
1168
1401
1750
1793
4124
3540
4525

4117
4424
3386
2493
4178
5363
5558
7236
8347
9858
11782

_
562
1503
1621
2121
2549
1771
2812
6530
3505
5267
3468
4435
5123

3221
4738
5696
6282
5476
6390
9031
12433
9877
9552
8714
10929
12138

1976-77
1977-78
1978-79
1979-80
1980-81
1981-82
1982-83
1983-84
1984-85
1985-86
1986-87
1987-88
1988-89
1980-90
1990-91
1991-92

.

a) Based onweekly standing crops file (Irrigation Department)
b) Based ondemand lists (Irrigation Department); there aremany uncertainties, double counting
problems andadding-up errors inthese figures, particularly in1985-86, 1986-87 and 1987-88
In distributary 97 the largest local town also happens to be located in the head reach of
the distributary (see map 5.5). This means that the head end area was no scarcely used
'jungle' far away from the villages, as in distributary 24, but a core area of rainfed
agriculture. There were therefore strong local landed interests in the head end of the

Map 5.5:Villages and camps inthecommand area ofdistributary97

H

= village

T2r = camp
IS = town
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distributary. Thestrength of these local interests may partly explain thedispersed settlement
pattern. The history of land acquisition that was reported to us is that rich settler farmers
bought pieces of land from different large local landowners, after which the land was sold
or leased to smaller migrant farmers, leading to small camps in different places.
With the intensification of irrigated agriculture, also by the local population, the demand
for water in the head reach of the distributary strongly increased. The start of the tail end,
defined as the area that receives less than three irrigations per season, is steadily moving
upstream. In 1992thishadreached thepointthatsomeofthemostdownstream campsstarted
to experience serious water shortage. Many villages in the tail end of the distributary have
been out of irrigation for many years (see chapter 8 for more detailed discussion of this
distributary).
Conclusion
The descriptions of the spatial patterns of water use at distributary level, and their evolution
over time, shows that the categories of 'head' and 'tail' need to be treated with some care.
Location is important, but there is no simple correlation with intensity of water use. Neither
can migrant farmers only be associated with the category of 'headenders' and local farmers
only with that of 'tailenders', notwithstanding the pivotal role that migrant farmers played
in the process of agrarian transformation. By implication, migrant farmers are not as
predominant among rich and middlepeasants as suggested in the discussion of the typology
and the situation at the pipe outlet level above. And, local farmers are not as predominant
among small and poor peasants as suggested there.47) The following two processes explain
this.
1. Migrant farmers have not always settled in the geographical head end (because of the
localisation pattern) and have notbeen able toacquire all land in head end areas (because
of unwillingness tosell by local farmers). The local farmers whohad or could acquire the
financial means, and had land in the right place alsojoined or are joining the process of
agricultural intensification through irrigation. Also, what once were favourable locations
sometimes became tail end reaches ata later stage, because ongoing land development for
irrigation implied relocation of water use in the command area.4!i)
2. In some tail reaches lift irrigation has strongly developed, both along the Tungabhadra
river and along the nalas (natural drains) that separate the distributary command areas.
This development is directly associated with canal irrigation. The water in the nalas toa
largeextent has itssource, apart from rainfall, inthe inefficiencies of canal irrigation. The
financial investments in lift irrigation are to a large extent based on the earnings form

471

However, the former is truer than the latter. Many settlers that do not manage to build up a
successful farm remigrate to their home area, as mentioned above, or resettle in other, new
irrigation systems when access to water deteriorates. This implies that migrants are likely to be
poorly represented inthe categories smallandpoor peasants. A much larger sample of farmers, and
documentation of departures, would be required to test this hypothesis.
481
It may be true that in the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal there is a gradual long term relocation
of water use towards geographical head end areas. This can be observed in several distributaries
and also seems to happen at main canal level. This statement is based on recent fieldwork, done
by R.Doraiswamy andthe author. However, the chapters onwater distribution practices show that
this is not a 'natural' and unavoidable process, but the outcome of struggles over water
distribution, in which location is an important strategic factor.
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canal irrigated agriculture (either the income from cultivation or the income from land
sales).49' Local farmers seem toparticipate in this process on par with migrant farmers.

5.4

CONCLUSION

Canal irrigation induced a dynamic process of agricultural intensification and
commoditisation. Thefarmers from thecoastalareas of Andhra Pradesh who migrated tothe
Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal command area played a central role in this process. They
brought the capital and the skills to establish a new farming system, based on intensive
irrigation of rice, sugarcane and other cash crops. Because of the protective nature of the
canal system's design, this intensification process resulted inunequal water distribution. This
chapter has investigated therelationshipbetweenwaterdistributionandsocial differentiation,
and focused on the spatial dimensions of that relationship.
At the start of canal irrigation the following observation in all likelihood also applied to
the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal.
"There is no obvious reason to suppose that all advantageous locations are
systematically preemptedbylargelandholders. Largefanners arefound inallreaches
ofthecanal network (...)" (Vaidyanathan, 1991:22-23)50)
However, thedistribution of landholding isnotagiven, staticfactor, but isinfluenced by the
introduction and development of canal irrigation. There has been a redistribution of land in
the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal, which tends towards concentration of larger holdings in
head end reaches, and smaller holdings in tail end reaches. The most important process to
cause thistendency were thelandtransfers associated withthesettlementof migrant farmers.
But, land transfer continued after the initial settlement, bypurchase of land, by dowries and
by strategic loan-giving.
Thepictureof therelationbetweenwater distributionandsocial differentiation thatresults
from this is more complex than a simple correlation of location with size of landholding,
socio-economic status, region of origin, and access to water. At pipe outlet command area
level a correlation could be observed between large holdings, rich and middle peasants,
migrant farmers, and good access to water. At distributary level considerable diversity
existed within an overall pattern of class-related access to land and water. Particularly the
491

Also shopkeepers, input traders and other businessmen sometimes invest inlift irrigation. In the
examples we came across this was often to sell water to farmers, and not for own cultivation.
501
The truth of this statement depends onthe level at which landholding is considered.At the level
of the main canal and distributary it iscertainly true. In all villages spread along these canals there
will be larger and smaller landholders. At lower levels, within the boundaries of a village or
subdistributary and outlet command area, the statement may not hold. Also under rainfed
conditions there may beaspatial pattern inthe distribution of landholdings. Inonecase we studied
in the Malaprabha Right Bank Canal command area, the larger holdings of the richer farmers were
close to the village, and those of the smaller, poorer farmers further away from it. Because the
village was located on the bank of anala, the holdings of the larger farmers were in the tail end
when the canal was constructed, and those of small farmers in the head end. This locational
pattern was oneof thefactors that ledto effective water usersorganisation for water management
(seevan Ommen, 1997). Inthe Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal area we have come across examples
where small plots of both larger and smaller farmers were located close to the village, and the
larger farmers also had big plots further away from the village which were more extensively used.
It can be imagined that the combination of physical geography and social history has produced
diverse patterns.
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dichotomy of migrant versus local farmers breaks down at distributary level (and probably
alsowould break down atoutlet level whenalarger number of outletcommands areas would
be investigated). In distributary 24 migrant farmers had first settled in the middle and tail
reaches and were confronted with upstream land development that relocated water use away
from them. Indistributary 93head reach local farmers refused to sell land, and the migrants
who settled in the middle reach will face pressure on water availability when these farmers
start to developtheir land for irrigation. Indistributary 97settlers had to share thehead end
location with local farmers from the town located in this part of the command area.
In addition, the expansion of lift irrigation needs to be taken into consideration. Canal
irrigation has provided both the water and the financial means to develop this type of
irrigation along nalasand along the river. Both local and migrant farmers have invested in
this, and for local elites it has been an important means to reproduce or strengthen their
socio-economic status.
A theoretical conclusion is that inthe analysis of agrarian change incanal irrigated areas,
the classification of agricultural producers can not only be based on socio-economic
indicators like size of landholding, access to credit and labour/employment conditions. The
relationships among these factors are not just correlations, or the unintended outcome of
aggregate individual behaviours, but they are connections that are strategically pursued by
the different producers.51' Spatial relations are a defining part of the agrarian structure.
Typologies of agrarian producers and analyses of agrarian change in canal irrigation
situations therefore need to incorporate the way the canal infrastructure shapes the physical
and social landscape.
The analysis above has a broad-brush character. How the different configurations of
water, space and social differentiation are reproduced in day-to-day water distribution
practices is still unclear. This is the subject of the four following chapters, which discuss
water distribution practices at outlet, distributary and main canal level.

511

Interms of critical realism,thefactors arenot externally but internally related (see Sayer, 1984).
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Appendix 5 . 1 : Landholding and credit in Raichur district andthe three selected pipe outlet
command areas
Inthis appendix more background information isgiven on landholding andcredit relations in Raichur
district and the three selected pipe outlet command area, asthese emerged with the expansion of
canal irrigated agriculture.

Landholding
Land distribution in Raichur district was skewed in the past and is skewed in the present. Table
5.1.1 gives land distribution in the district in 1958 and 1977.

Table 5.1.1: Land distribution in Raichur district in 1958 and 1977
19 77

19 58
Size class

% of holdings

% of land

Size class

% of
holdings

% of land

0-15 acres

66.8

30

0-12.5 acres

69.8

33.0

1 5-30 acres

21.9

30

12.5-25 acres

20.0

29.9

> 30 acres

11.3

40

> 25 acres

10.2

37.1

Source: Mysore Tenancy and Agricultural Land Laws Committee 11958) and Agricultural Census
(1977) as reported in Census of India 11981)

Thetable shows that both in 1958 and 1977 the two-thirds of the households with the smallest
holdings owned about one-third of the land, and the 10-11% of the households with the largest
holdings owned 4 0 % of the land. The structure of inequality did not change, but there was a
downward shift in average landholding size. The average landholding in Raichur district in 1958
was 15.5 acres. In 1977 it was 11.5 acres. In all likelihood this downward shift reflects increasing
pressure on the land as a result of the growth of the farming population.521This was partially the
result of 'natural' population growth and partly the result of settlement by outsiders attracted to
the irrigation. However, the conversion of rainfed land to irrigated land increased the productivity
of the land. With a favourable water supply this more than compensated the reduced size of the
holding (see the productivity differences discussed above).
Inmy own non-random sample of farming households the distribution of landholding among the
owner cultivators was agiven in table 5.1.2. The table shows that the overall structure of unequal
distribution issimilar to the Raichur pattern discussed above. Theaverage landholding is lower than
in 1958 and 1977, but no meaning can be attached to this because of the unrepresentative
sample.

521
As a result of land reform legislation, including land ceiling provisions, many farmers have
distributed land titles over different family members. In the 'demand lists' for revenue and water
fee collection that we studied in 1991-92, this spreading of landholding titles was clearly visible.
To what extent this has affected past and present landholding statistics is difficult to ascertain.
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Table 5.1.2: Land distribution among owner-cultivators inthree pipe outlet commands"
Size class

% of holdings

% of land

Average area per
holding (acres)

0-5 acres

33

10.1

2.8

5-10 acres

33

25.6

7.0

10-15 acres

18

22.1

11.2

16

42.2

23.2

> 15 acres
Total

9.0

a) Landholding data of tenants and non-cultivating owners was not complete and therefore
excluded.

Credit
Credit is the cornerstone of commercial irrigated agriculture in the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal.
92% of the cultivators inthetwo pipe outlet commands indistributary 24 took someform of credit
to make their cultivation possible. In the outlet command area in distributary 93 the figure was
probably as high, but for reasons discussed below this is not fully certain. Those who did not take
credit were either too affluent to need it (because they were moneylenders as well for example),
too poor to be able to get it, or tail enders practising extensive practically rainfed types of
cultivation that require much less investment.
Credit was used mainly for acquiring the external inputs for agricultural production. Similar to
Kallur's findings nine years earlier, chemical fertilisers were the largest input cost, but seeds and
pesticides are often also bought on credit. Credit is used for paying the labourers employed during
the season as well.
There were four sources of credit for agricultural production: banks, input traders and
commission agents, local farmers,andspecialised moneylenders. Thecost of credit increased from
the first to the fourth source.53'
Banks
The first source was a crop loan from anationalised bank. Banks have a maximum loan per acre,
which depended on the crop grown. For ricefor example this was around Rs.1800 in 1991-92. 541
Bank loans were inprinciple the cheapest loans. Depending onthe amount, the official interest rate
varied between 12 and 15% per year.551 The loans were given in cash. A bank loan might carry
other costs inaddition to interest. Farmers systematically reported that to acquire anew bank loan
(opening a new account) involved "spending at every table". The amounts quoted by farmers
implied increases in the effective yearly interest rate of 5% or more. Regular customers, who
renewed their loan seasonally did not seem to face this problem.
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A fifth possible source arecooperative credit societies, butthese were defunct. Inthe sugarcane
area another source of credit existed in 1991-92. The sugarcane factory recommended farmers to
the bank for crop loans, andsupplied inputs like the planting material on credit. In one of the larger
lift irrigation schemes the factory payed the electricity bills for the pumps. All these costs are
charged to farmers through their bank account at the time the payment of sugarcane was made
through these accounts.
541
The requirement was around Rs.4000 per acre. One way to get around this was to register loans
as sugarcane loans, which had a higher maximum of Rs.4600.
551
Effectively the interest is higher because the loan was compounded every 6 months. Farmers
consequently quote 18% (1.5 Rs. per 100Rs per month) as the bank interest rate. In the few
account books I have seen the official rates were used.
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Another cost was related to the requirement of giving the title deed documents of the land to
the bank as collateral (for crop loans exceeding Rs.10,000). Farmers holding ancestral property
without sale deeds had to register their land at the revenue office, to get a document that they
could deposit at the bank (an extract from the village land record was not accepted). This
registration remained validfor 12 years, but was expensive (around 10% of the loan amount), and
again required the payment of intermediaries.
It istherefore not surprisingthat bank loans were hardly accessible to smallfarmers, but mainly
to the assertive affluent ones. To illustrate this Iquote from one of the interviews Ihad with bank
employees in the command area.
Loans for dry land, we usually discourage. Big farmers only come to this bank,
dryland farmers don't come.
With many small loans, there are so many accounts to handle, and we may also
neglect the supervision. Lending is very easy to those who have 1)good lands and
2) arerelatively affluent. Withlandless, tailenders and dryland farmers it is difficult;
there is a tendency to send them off with one word.
Thecamp people know how to deal with us, they are worldly-wise. Theyknow the
bank's requirements and act according to our regulations. They know how to
approach and convince us. Those who do not know how to talk to us, they don't
get the loans. Weput hurdles for those we don't want to finance, and we scale
down our requirements for accepted parties. With such people the documentation
we ask is minimal.
Eventhepublic sector banks cater to thehigher classinpractice. Thereis not areal
sympathy for the lower class. Having to give 20% of the loans to the lower class,
it's all eyewash.
Input traders and commission agents
The second source of credit were traders in agricultural inputs (fertilisers, pesticides and seeds).
These traders were often also commission agents for agricultural produce, particularly rice and
cotton. Farmers bought fertiliser and other inputs on credit in these shops on the condition that
they would sell their produce through this shop. The interest rate was mostly 24% per year (2 Rs.
per 100 Rs. per month), but we came across cases of 36% as well.
There were other sources of profit in this arrangement than interest. Fertiliser on credit was
Rs.5-10 per bag more expensive than fertiliser bought in cash.56' This amounted to a price
increase of 254-6%. For pesticides and seeds such price increases also existed. Furthermore, the
farmer was charged acommission of around Rs.2 per bag of rice (price per bagaround Rs.200-300
depending on variety and moment of sale) for the sale of his crop, and was also charged part of
the weighing andhandling charges (usually Rs.0.80 per bag).Legally these costs shouldbe charged
to the buyer of the produce. There might also be a difference between the price quoted to the
farmer andthe buyer of the produce. Finally, farmers were often not paid immediately, but had to
wait several weeks. This was because the buyer also took some time to pay. When the farmer
wanted to be paid immediately, as he legally should be, he was charged an extra month interest.
Local farmers
The third source of credit were rich peasants who acted as moneylenders and input dealers. Many
of them were smaller, unregistered versions of the traders cum commission agents. The niche in
the market for local moneylenders is the proximity to their clients. Transport time and cost for
these clients are minimal compared to that with the traders cum commission agents located in local
market centres. Another aspect of the relationship isthe local knowledge on the creditworthiness
of the clients. To get inputs on credit from a trader cum commission agent required a personal
recommendation by atrusted person. Access to the local provider was more direct.
When the local moneylenders cum input dealers were new in the market, they made their
conditions somewhat more favourable than those of the official traders cum commission agents.
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The price for abag of urea was around Rs.1 57,for abagof 'complex' (NPKfertiliser of different
composition) between Rs.190 and Rs.240.
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When established their conditions were very similar. However, I suspect that farmers had less
control over the price they were paid for their produce in credit arrangements with local farmers.
In chapter 6 I discuss the multiple dependencies of farmers on these local credit providers, which
may reduce farmers' bargaining power with regard to conditions and prices.
Specialised moneylenders
The fourth source of credit were the specialised moneylenders, either local informal ones, or
formally registered ones, or pawn shops. The first category seems to be the most important for
agricultural loans. The providers were mostly the traditional village elite (see for example Census
of India, 1961b). These loans were the most unfavourable, charging 3% interest per month or
more.571 Many people in this category were also taking up trade in rice, and were merging with
the third category.
Credit sources in the three outlet command areas
In the three outlet command areas investigated the distribution of credit sources was as given in
table 5.1.3.
Table 5 . 1 . 3 : Sources of credit in three pipe outlet command areas, 1 9 9 1 - 9 2

Kabbu outlet,
distributary 24

Hatti outlet,
distributary 24

Bhatta outlet,
distributary 9 3

Source of credit

No. and % of
cultivators

No. and % of
cultivators

No. and % of
cultivators

No loans, moneylender himself

1

9%

1

3%%

0

0%

Bank loans only

3

27%%

1

3/2%

2

5%

Bank loans and input traders

2

18%

11

40%%

2

5%

Input traders only

4

36%%

5

1872%

7

16/2%

Input traders and other farmers

1

9%

3

11 %

6

14%%

Other farmers only

0

0%

4

15%

13

No credit, unable to get

0

0%

2

7/2%

Unknown
Total

11

100%

27

99%%

31%

3

7%

9

21 %

42

100%%

The correlation of credit source andcategory of farmer was outlet specific. In Kabbu outlet, the
head end pipe outlet command in the subdistributary in distributary 24, the 11 cultivators
predominantly used bank loans and took credit with input traders. Four farmers were affluent
enough not to have to rely on the credit of input traders. These farmers were able to wholly or
partly pay their inputs in cash, and sell their produce on favourable conditions (for example by
storing rice till prices were higher than at harvest time). Of the four farmers who had taken credit
with input traders only, three had taken a bank loan in recent years but not yet repaid, and one
took abank loan at the start of the 1992-93 season. Nineout of eleven cultivators (82%) can thus
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We were quoted rates upto 6%. This is high, but still an improvement on the loans in kind given
by this group in the past. In the system called laagi a person who borrowed a bag of jowar
(sorghum) had to repay 1.5 bags after 6 months. When not repaid this became the principal, for
which another 50% was charged inthe next half year. This were however not loans for productive
purposes. I have no information on present local rates of interest for consumptive money loans.
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be regarded as regular users of bank loans. Only one farmer depended (partially) on money
borrowed from another farmer/local moneylender. This was the only tenant cultivator inthe outlet.
Hatti outlet, the tail end outlet in distributary 24, exhibited a greater spread over the different
sources of credit. In this pipe outlet command a lower percentage of farmers were regular users
of bank loans than in Kabbu outlet command: 44% against 82%. 581 Eleven out of twelve farmers
who had bank loans also took inputs on credit from input traders. In Hatti outlet nine farmers
(33%%) had to take credit with other local farmers or were unable to get credit. In other words,
they hadto rely on unfavourable credit arrangements or no credit at all.The level of affluence was
generally lower in this tail end command than in the head end Kabbu command area as a result of
smaller holdings and a less reliable water supply.
In Bhatta outlet in distributary 93, my information on sources of credit is incomplete. Nine
farmers I have listed as 'unknown', all of whom were migrant rice farmers. They claimed to have
bought their fertiliser and other inputs in cash. Because none of them sold his rice through the
trader from which he purchased inputs, this claim is likely to betrue. At the same time, it is highly
unlikely that they had made these purchases from their own financial resources (considering size
of holding and other factors). My guess is that all these farmers had taken either bank loans or,
more likely, loans from other local farmers.
Evenwithout knowing the source of credit of 21%of the cultivators, it isremarkable how many
cultivators (partly) depended on local farmers for credit in Bhatta outlet: seventeen out of 42
(401/2%). Fifteen of this group were local farmers. Most of them took loans with local gowdas (the
village elite) who hadbeen (money)lenders for alongtime, andwere now expandingtheir activities
to include rice trading. Only one local farmer used bank loans, and seven took credit from input
traders. In Bhatta outlet the history of intensive, credit-based irrigated farming was not longer than
10-12 years. It may be hypothesised that this period had been too short for most local farmers to
develop lesspersonalised credit relations with lessunfavourable conditions attached. InHatti outlet,
with a history of 30-35 years, this was much more the case.

581

There were no cases in Hatti outlet of cultivators without bank loans who did have such loans
very recently.
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THE WEAK AND THE STRONG
The reproduction of unequal water distribution at pipe outlet level

Preamble to chapters 6 to 9
No visitor to the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal can fail to notice the skewed distribution of
water in the command area. Luxuriously green patches are found close to scorched yellow
areas, and both may be served by the same canal. The infamous head-tail differences occur
at all levels of the system: outlet, distributary and main canal. In chapters 6 to 9 I discuss
the water distribution practices at these different levels as examples of politically contested
resource use. The objective is to understand the mechanisms through which the skewed
pattern of distribution comes about from day today, and year after year, and what different
peoplehave doneand dotoreproduce or change it. Chapter 6discusses thepipe outlet level,
chapters 7 and 8the distributary level, and chapter 9engages with the events at the level of
the main canal.
At each of these levels the interaction between water, people and technology takes a
different form. The story begins at the outlet command area level, where farmers distribute
water among themselves. The chapter shows that the nature of the agrarian relations in the
command area, particularly credit and employment relations, structure unequal access to
irrigation water.
I then trace the water and follow its users upstream to see which diversions and
encounters take place in the domain of the Irrigation Department between the outlet and the
Tungabhadra reservoir. Atdistributary levelthe maintheme ishowtherelationships between
farmers and the irrigation bureaucracy, mediated by politicians, translate into rotation
schedules (chapter 7) and adaptations to the outlet structures (chapter 8). These institutions
and technologies are analysed as the expression of the balance of power between the actors
concerned, and in their turn shape the interactions that take place.
At the main canal level (chapter 9) the focus is on institutional transformation within the
Irrigation Department. Itisshown how, againstall odds almost, management procedures for
main canal operation that were introduced during a severe water crisis, made water supply
at this level more stable and reliable.
The practical relevance of this analysis is the following. That water is unequally
distributed in protective large scale canal irrigation systems is not a new finding. However,
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there are very few accounts of how this unequal distribution occurs on a day-to-day basis."
This lack of documentation of actually existing water distribution isone factor that supports
theperpetuation ofanumber ofdoubtful assumptions about irrigation water management that
have dominated policy making in this field in the past decades. Three of these assumptions
are (i)that farmers generally areuneducated wasteful usersof water, (ii) that there isanarchy
and chaos on the canals, and (Hi) that farmers are unorganised.
This trifold picture has had unfortunate consequences for irrigation intervention. The
image of uneducated wasteful farmers has supported a top-down, extension-driven mode of
intervention in irrigation management, which I will describe as the 'policy as prescription'
model in chapter 9.2) The anarchy and chaos characterisation creates an excuse for not
looking at theexisting situation indepth: where there isnoorder, ithas tobe imported from
outside.3' The assumption of unorganised water users has created the illusion that Water
Users Associations can be established on a tabula rasa.4)
Together these assumptions have, for a long time, put theblame of the problems in large
scale canal irrigation primarily on farmers. Recently however, rent-seeking analysis has
brought the irrigation bureaucracy in the purview of wastefulness, chaos and anarchy and
poor organisation as well (Repetto, 1986; Burns, 1993; Wade, 1982a). Such analyses
underpin many of the policy initiatives for financial reform in the irrigation sector (see
chapter 10 for detailed discussion).
Theelaboratediscussion of water distributionpractices inthefollowing four chapters aims
toputassumptionsasoutlined above inperspective byconfronting themwithcanal-level, and
office-level, realities. Inthisway realistic starting points for change inwater distribution and
management practices can be identified. I hope that detailed accounts such as the one
presented inthisbook will help toprevent wishful thinking about changes in irrigation water
management, and stimulate the design of irrigation interventions on the basis of locallyspecific knowledge of real irrigation situations. The threads of the policy-related argument
will be drawn together in the concluding chapter 10.

6.1

INTRODUCTION

For the purpose of analysing outlet level water distribution practices three outlet command
areas were selected (see chapters 2 and 5). Two small ones were selected along a tail end
subdistributary of distributary 24, a head end distributary. One outlet, which Icalled Kabbu
outlet, was located in the geographical head end of this subdistributary. One outlet, which
11

Exceptions include Merrey (1983) for Pakistan, and Wade (1979, 1988a) and Ramamurthy
(1995) on South India. Also see Brewer, Sakthivadivel and Raju (1997). Classics on the warabandi
system in North India are Reidinger (1974) and Malhotra (1982) (also see Malhotra, Raheja and
Seckler, 1984). Other contributions that discuss water distribution practices as understood in this
book to a larger or smaller extent are Gorter (n.d.), IWRS (1982), Jairath (1985), Palanisami
(1984), some of the papers in Pant (1984), Vander Velde (1980), and Venkata Reddy (1990). For
discussion of water distribution practices in the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal, also see
Ramamurthy (1984) and Groenhuijzen and Noordman (1992).
21
The major example isthe Command Area Development Programme. Forcritical evaluations of this
programme see Wade (1982b), Bottrall (1985) and Sivamohan (1986).
31
Fora'law and order' approach to improve water distribution inthe Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal,
see for example CADA/TBP (1979).
41
Reference to such efforts is made in chapters 9 and 10.
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I called Hatti outlet, was located in the tail end of the subdistributary. The third outlet
selected was located in the geographical middlereach of a tail end distributary, distributary
93. Icalled it Bhatta outlet. The approximate locations of the distributaries can be found on
map 1.1. Figure 7.1 gives the location of the Kabbu and Hatti outlet command areas in
distributary 24. Figure 8.9 gives the location of Bhatta outlet command area in distributary
93.5)
The hypothesis that informed the choice of outlets was that organisation for water
distribution by water users was induced, ifnotexplained, bytheoccurrence of water scarcity
(Wade, 1988a; Uphoff, Wickramasinghe and Wijayaratna, 1990). Sites were selected which
experienced, according to local farmers and Irrigation Department officials, a considerable
degree of water scarcity, without being totally deprived. Itwas assumed that these would be
the places 'where the action was' and therefore good sites for uncovering the mechanisms
at work.
I expected considerable conflict over water distribution at pipe outlet level.6) This
expectation was strengthened by the observation of clearly unequal distribution of water at
the beginning of the fieldwork intwoof the three outlets, Hatti outlet indistributary 24 and
Bhatta outlet in distributary 93. Surprisingly however, there was very little, if any, open
conflict about theinequality inwater distribution inthesetwooutlets.The issuebecameeven
more puzzling when in Hatti outlet (distributary 24), which was an outlet experiencing
serious water scarcity, wediscovered theexistence of a sophisticated setof rules for internal
water distribution. It was equitable inprinciple and was employed in the field by the water
users, but had unequal outcomes.
The relations between water scarcity, thepattern of water distribution, and the rules and
practices of distribution are explored below intwo sections. In section 6.2 Idiscuss someof
the general features of water distribution practices at outlet level. Itwill be shown that inall
threeoutletcommandareas farmers havemadeoperationalrules for waterdistribution. These
rules are implemented, with varying degrees of strictness, in the water scarce periods of the
agricultural year. Therules are resources which are called upon when needed. The two main
characteristics of the operational rules for water distribution made by farmers are that they
are based on the principles of zoning and sequencing, and on time/acre field irrigation.
In section 6.3 Idiscuss theparadox described above: theexistence of unequal distribution
with equitable rules and noconflicts inthe Hattioutlet indistributary 24.Theanalysis of this
case links unequal water distribution to its structural conditions of possibility: the system of
agrarian relations, particularly credit and employment.
In section 6.4 I summarise the conclusions following from the analysis.
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The original plan was to select one outlet in the head end distributary and one in the tail end
distributary. In the subdistributary selected in distributary 24, outlet command areas were small
because of localisation for sugarcane, and two outlets were required to approximate the desired
number of 40-50 cultivators. The selection of one outlet inthe head and one in the tail created the
opportunity to capture differences along the subdistributary as well (see chapters 7 and 8).
61
This expectation was based on information collected before the actual fieldwork started, and
consistedof interviews anddiscussions with researchers andother informants, the study of reports
and other literature, and - a very useful source - newspaper reports on events related to water
distribution in the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal system. Particularly the latter source suggested
persistent conflict on water distribution inthe command area. This was partly due to the fact that
my research was preceded by afew particularly eventful years (see chapter 9).
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The title of this chapter isa tribute to the paper of Daniel and Alice Thorner 'The weak
and thestrong onthe Sardacanal', written in 1957(Thorner and Thorner, 1962). That paper
discusses how people's position in theagrarian structure defines their access to canal water.
Their paper is, to my knowledge, the first contribution to a political economy of canal
irrigation in India.

6.2

RULES AND RULE-MAKING AT OUTLET COMMAND AREA LEVEL

Inthissection thevarious dimensionsof rules and rule-making for water distribution atoutlet
command area level are discussed. Idiscuss how rules emerge inresponse toscarcity, which
types of rules exist, how operational rules are made, what the main characteristics of the
operational rules are, and how rules function as resources.
Rules as a response to increasing water scarcity
TheKarnataka Irrigation Act, 1965containstheprovision that irrigation officers havepowers
"to inspect and regulate supply" at field channel level (Section 7). Neither before the Act
came into force in 1965, nor after that, has the Irrigation Department made systematic use
of the possibility to suggest or enforce distribution rules at outlet command area level in the
Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal. The government constructed the field channels in the outlet
commands7), but does not seem to have given systematic training or instructions on the
organisation of water distribution (and of maintenance).
In the beginning theorganisation of water distribution must have been very easy, because
hardly any was required. Only part of the command area was irrigated. Land development
for irrigation progressed slowly, and water was abundant. When theTungabhadra Left Bank
Canal system gradually became operational between 1953 and 1968, farmers seem to have
been left totheir owndevices as far aswater distribution wasconcerned. Later, inthe 1980s,
there was a Command Area Development Authority programme for the introduction of the
warabandisystem of rotational water distribution. On paper water users associations were
established ina limited number of outlet command areas as part of this effort, but they were
never functional (see chapter 9 for more discussion on the role of the Command Area
Development Authority and the effort to introduce warabandi).
In all three outlet commands investigated the emergence of more or less detailed systems
of rules for water distribution was a response to increasing water scarcity. When land
development for irrigation advanced water started to become scarce. First scarcity was felt
in certain phases of the cropping cycle, later more generally throughout the year.
The subdistributary on which Kabbu and Hatti outlets are located started to experience
scarcity in the course of the 1960s. Scarcity was caused by increasing land
development,violation of the localised cropping pattern and unauthorised irrigation in the
upstream parts of the distributary 24 command area. Within the subdistributary a similar
process occurred. Water was increasingly appropriated by head end farmers. Hatti outlet,
71
The Irrigation Department originally designed and constructed field channels along the ridges in
the field, regardless of plot boundaries. These andother social factors were not taken into account
in the design. The field channels have been extensively remodelled by farmers. As far as
topography allows farmers have tended to realign them along plot boundaries, sometimes at the
cost of considerable land leveling. In the purchase and sale of land plot boundaries have also been
adjusted to the field channel system.
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located in the tail end of the subdistributary, had to reduce the area cultivated with rice and
sugarcane because of the decrease in water availability in the canal. Kabbu outlet is almost
fully cultivated with rice till today, but securing sufficient water for this crop has become
moredifficult, particularly intherabiseason. (For more discussion of the spatial dimensions
of the emergence of scarcity, see chapter 7.)
Water scarcity in distributary 93 and Bhatta outlet is of much more recent date. In this
distributary rice cultivation started onaserious scale around 1978-80,when thefirst migrant
farmers settled in thecommand area of thedistributary (see chapter 5). The steady increase
in rice cultivation since then has made water scarce, particularly in the rabi season. Land
development for rice cultivation ishowever still going on, also intheBhattaoutlet command
area. Neither the spatial pattern of water distribution nor therules for and practices of water
distribution havecrystalised and stabilised tothe samedegree as indistributary 24. In Bhatta
outlet rules are gradually emerging while land developmentcontinues and scarcity increases.
Types of rules
Elinor Ostrom has made a useful trifold distinction of (nested) rules in common property
resource management that can also be applied to irrigation. She distinguishes:
1) operational rules;
2) collective choice rules;
3) constitutional rules (Ostrom, 1990:52)
Operational rules are therules that regulate theday-to-day decision-making onthe useof the
resource, inour case water distribution. Collective choice rules are the rules that govern the
process of operational rules making. Collective choice rules regulate for example how
operational rules canbeadapted tochanging circumstances likeincreasing water scarcity, by
the community of water users or others having authority over system operation.
Constitutional choice rules are the rules that determine who is eligible to take part in
collective choice and operational rules making, and the rules for the design of the collective
choice rules.8'
At the outlet command area level farmers are basically autonomous in their rule making
and implementation activities.9' The three types of rules take the following form at pipe
outlet command area level.
In protective irrigation systems the constitutional issue of the inclusion and exclusion of
farmers in/from the community of water users has been resolved, in a spatial sense, in the
designof thesystem throughthelocalisationpattern. Byfixing thelocationof thecanals, and
by earmarking the irrigable land under these canals, the group of farmers who have an
entitlement to irrigation water has been defined. In the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal there
is not much scope for inclusion of new land and farmers inthecommand area because of the
full localisation of irrigable land. Exclusion does take place (see chapter 3). Farmers with
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Ostrom (1990:53) also lists the processes that belong to the different types of rules. To
constitutional choice belong formulation, governance, adjudication and modification; to collective
choice belong policy-making, management and adjudication; and to operational choice belong
appropriation, provision, monitoring and enforcement.
91
In this sense the outlet command area is comparable to the farmer managed irrigation systems
discussed by Ostrom. However, outlet command area farmers depend on others for regulation of
the supply to their outlet. That is amajor difference with many farmer managed irrigation system,
where farmers may also control the water source.The lack of control over water supply strongly
affects rule making and implementation at outlet command area level, as will become clear.
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land in places of the command area where irrigation water no longer reaches are de facto
excluded from the community of water users.
Farmers dohave apossibility topartially redefine thedivision insub-groups of the larger
community of water users. In Hatti outlet there were boundary corrections of the command
area, which implied thetransfer of four small plots from aneighbouring pipeoutlet command
to the Hatti command. Outlet commands can also be sub-divided. When water became
scarcer in Hatti outlet inthe 1960s theoutletcommand area wasadapted. Aroad divided the
original outlet command area in twoparts: the present 60 acres part on thedownstream side
of the road, and a40 acres parton itsdownstream side (see figure 6.1). The 40acre tail end
portion lobbied for independent access to the subdistributary, and an extra pipe outlet
structure was built downstream of that of Hatti outlet.10' Notwithstanding the occasional
occurrence ofsuchchanges thegroup of water users inaparticular pipeoutlet command area
can be considered as given.
The localisation pattern not only defines farmers' formal entitlements to water in space,
but also in time. Most farmers have anentitlement toreceive irrigation water for oneseason
per year (and mostly for
'irrigated dry' crops). In one
particular pipeoutlet command
Figure 6 . 1 :Subdivision of Hatti outlet
area for example the formal
community of users may
therefore not be the same in
the kharif season as in rabi
season. Or, not the same land
\
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struggle over water distribution, and not the subject of constitutional rule making or
implementation among farmers.
Collective choice rules hardly exist in outlet command areas. There are very few
formalised arrangements among water users for how to make operational rules and monitor

' o l The sluices under the road that connected the two parts inthe past were still there. It was easy
to imagine how cultivators on the upstream side of the road could deny water to the downstream
side by obstruction of the pipes.
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their implementation. Thedesign ofoperational rules for water distribution hasoccurred and
occurs indirect response topractical experience withthe implementation of previously made
arrangements and the need to solve new problems. Meetings of all water users in an outlet
command areaaresometimesconducted, butthedesignandadaptationprocess of operational
rules has not been institutionalised. How they emerge is discussed below.
Themaking of operational rules
The history of the emergence of thewater distribution rules in Hatti outlet indistributary 24
can serveasan example of theprocess of rule-making atoutletcommand area level (seebox
6.1). In this case rules for rotational water distribution were designed in response to
increasing water scarcity and difficulties that a large farmer encountered in the irrigation of
his fields in the outlet command. Noticeable istherole of a local political leader inthe rulemaking.

Box 6 . 1 :The emergence of operational rules in Hatti outlet
The present system of rulesfor rotational water distribution in Hatti outlet exists since 197475. It has been operational for more than 15 years, with some additions and refinements
made in the course of time. All farmers inthe outlet command area whom Iasked about this
agreed that the rules were introduced on the initiative of farmer B's father. Farmer Bis one
of the two big landholders in Hatti outlet command area. The accounts of how the rules
emerged differ somewhat. Farmer Bexplained that the system was introduced by his father
to avoid quarrels over water. He said that when there was insufficient water in the past
"everyone quarrelled with everybody, and who was the fittest, the strongest survived,
whoever is strong takes the water. Now they will blame God and keep quiet." The nature of
the quarrels was the following according to the son. Farmer B's father had bought 17 acres
of land in Hatti outlet command area by the end of the 1960s, which was asubstantial part
of the 60 acres large command area. The existing practice in the outlet command area was
that everyone could irrigate according to need. When afarmer had finished the irrigation of
his plots, the next person could start. This practice continued for several years after farmer
B's father had bought the land. This lead to quarrels, presumably because water became
scarcer through increase in upstream use, and through increase of intensive irrigation in the
outlet command area itself. The 17 acres were not developed for intensive irrigation before,
and were now prepared for rice and sugarcane cultivation. The problem for farmer B's father
was that he did not live in or near the outlet command area, but inthe camp at the head end
of the subdistributary, 3 kilometers away. When he came to irrigate, he had to wait for
someone to finish. When he came again another farmer had already taken the water, as
farmer B's son explained. A small farmer put a reverse emphasis in the explanation of the
emergence of distribution rules. Hesaid that the small farmers came to ask farmer B's father
constantly for water, but "you can't fight 10-15 farmers", and therefore farmer B's father
didn't get enough water. Despite this difference in perception, both informants make the
point that the rotation was in the big farmer's interest. According to farmer B his father
forced the issue by once taking the water and keep it as long as he needed to irrigate all his
plots. This took 1 5 days. Two meetings were heldto come to adecision on the design of the
rules for the rotation system. The first meeting was not successful. In the second meeting
a third party, a political leader from the tail end camp who had no land in this outlet
command, was present. Farmers explained the relevance of the political leader's presence by
saying that in this way they "would be sure they would not be cheated".
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To emphasise the importance of locally specific factors in rule making, the Hatti outlet
can be contrasted to Kabbu outlet in the same distributary. In Kabbu outlet no rule making
was possible in the period before 1984. At that moment a big and rich farmer sold his land
tothe father of thebrothers now farming it (tofinance theestablishment of a rice mill).This
big and rich farmer, wholived inacamp more upstream onthedistributary and had his land
spread along it, came and went as he pleased to irrigate his land in Kabbu outlet, or so the
story goes. He had too much economic and political power for other farmers to be able to
force him in the straightjacket of a rule system. Unlike in the Hatti outlet case local farmers
seem to have been incapable, in the absence of accountability or dependency relationships,
to negotiate more regulated water distribution.11'
In Bhatta outlet in distributary 93 the rule making process could be directly observed
because rules for water distribution were still in the making. The basic rule in water
distribution inthis outlet command area was that everyone could take water when he wanted
it, on the basis of agreement of an order of irrigation with those who irrigated and desired
to irrigate. The principle was that who first asked the present irrigator, would be next in
sequence. This typically is a rule that occurs in a situation without water scarcity.
Withan increasing percentage of Bhattaoutletcommand area under rice cultivation, water
became scarce during aperiod of a few weeks inkharif 1991, notwithstanding that this rainy
season was one with abundant rainfall. Day-to-day agreements became difficult, and a
rotation system was implemented.12' Some farmers claimed that the rotation had been in
existence for the past 5 years, others mentioned a shorter period.
All farmers we discussed the matter with agreed on the existence of the following two
rules in the rotation. The first one was the division of day and night irrigation (changing at
6 a.m. and 6p.m.). The wet crop, that isrice, was tobe irrigated during the night; the light
crops, that is all other crops, were to be irrigated during the day. The second rule was that
during the night irrigation would takeplace ona timeper acre basis. Thebasic rule was one
hour per acre. For part of the week this was changed to 1.5 hours per acre, namely when
the pipe outlet gate was opened less than usual as part of the rotation schedule in the
distributary. During daytime irrigation turns were to be decided on the basis of mutual
agreement. Discussions with farmers regarding the order of irrigation in the hour-based,
night part of the rotation did not yield clear results. Some farmers claimed that it existed in
some of the field channels, but others contradicted this.13> Rice cultivation is likely to
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As an aside it can be noted that these two contrasting examples somewhat qualify the often
cited condition for successful rule making and implementation that it is enhanced by the
homogeneity of the group of water users. The two cases suggest that the quality of the sociopolitical relationships within the group can make a big difference for the behaviour of the socioeconomically dominant members of the group.
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Farmers reported that this took place after joint decision making of all farmers during a meeting
at acentral point inthe command area. In reality however this meeting is more likely to have been
a meeting of a limited number of leading farmers. We failed to observe a large meeting at the
indicated meeting place on the day that it had supposedly taken place. One can understand the
importance of claiming that all farmers were part to the decision. How the communication took
place to other farmers we have not been able to find out exactly. In the Bhatta outlet case there
was great secrecy about the organisation of cultivators and their representatives, for reasons
discussed in chapter 7.
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We were unable to do field observations at night. One reason for this was the illegal extra water
drawals at night (see below) at which the farmers wanted no witnesses. We were unable to
reconstruct the order of irrigation the morning after the night before.
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increase after 1991-92; already in kharif 1992 new land development (leveling) for rice
irrigation was observed during a short field visit. This will necessitate adaptation of the
day/night system, because itwill become impossible to irrigateall rice land during the night.
In none of the three outlet commands was there an institutionalised procedure for the
formulation and adaptation of operational rules. The pattern that can be discerned in their
fabrication, apart from theiremergence inresponsetoscarcity, isthat 'the important farmers'
in the outlet command area play a central role in the process. To this point I will return
below.
Main elements of operationalrules in outlet command areas
The two characteristics that could be found in all rule systems we documented or heard
about14) were 1) systematic rotation of turns over users by sequencing and zoning, and 2)
time/area-based irrigation.
In all three outlet commands agreements existed on the sequence of irrigation. In Bhatta
outlet indistributary 93thiswas, asalready mentioned, arotation inwhich the 'irrigated dry'
crops part of the outlet command (mainly the tail end part) irrigated during the day, and the
wet crops (rice) part (mainly the head end) during the night, and perhaps some sequencing
during the night irrigation. Hatti outlet indistributary 24 had avery detailed rotation system
that is discussed in section 6.3. Here, I discuss Kabbu outlet in distributary 24 as an
example.
The 11 cultivators of Kabbu outlet in distributary 24 together cultivated 70 acres. The
outlet wasdivided intwosections. Thefirst sectionconsisted of5cultivators, whocultivated
39 acres. These cultivators were a father, his three sons, and the father of one of his sons'
wife. This group of 5 cultivators had an irrigation turn of 26 hours, three times a week on
Friday, Sunday and Tuesday.15' The turn started at 6 in the morning on these days and
lasted till 8 o'clock the next morning. On Saturday, Monday and Wednesday the second
group of cultivators, 6 in number who cultivated 31 acres, had their turn of 22 hours.16>
The irrigation thus alternated between the two sections during the week. The rationale of
spreading the three days for one section over theweek, rather than keeping themas a block,
was that the discharge in the subdistributary varied systematically during the week (see
chapter 7). The alternation was meant to spread water equally over the two sections.
The Kabbu outlet had another common characteristic of rotation or sequence rules: the
order of irrigation was systematically varied tocompensate for different availability of water
during the week and for the inconvenience of irrigation at night. The first section internally
compensated for thelater starton Friday of irrigation, theday after theweekly canalclosure.
The gangman normally opened the subdistributary canal only around 9.00 a.m. on that day.
This group also alternated night irrigation. These family members had avery flexible system
of irrigation. Four of the five lived on the canal bank in their plots. The brothers regularly
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Apart from the three outlet command areas investigated and discussed in detail, we collected
less elaborate information on many other outlet commands.
151
The rationale of weekly rotation for internal distribution inoutlet commands lies inthe existence,
in many secondary canals, of rotation at subdistributary and distributary basis also on a weekly
basis, and the resulting weekly fluctuation of discharge at a particular point in the canal.
161
The relative turns would be26.7 and 21.3 hours when calculated proportionally to landholding.
I do not know how the rounded figures of 22 and 26 hours were decided. Thursday is the
subdistributary canal closure day. This closure is part of the rotation system at distributary level
(see chapter 7).
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took care of each other's irrigation. However, alternation of night irrigation and other
flexibilities do not depend on kinship relations (see the discussion of Hatti outlet in section
6.3).
In all outlet commands investigated the irrigation time for an individual plot was based
onthe size of that plot. The most commonrule found was an irrigation time of one hour per
acre, but variations exist. The most complex time/acre based rotation schedule we found in
another tail end subdistributary of distributary 24. It was devised by farmers themselves in
response toa severe water crisis inthe late 1980s, after which they effectively took over the
management of the canal from the Irrigation Department. The details of the example can be
found in Box 6.2.

Box 6.2: Time/acre irrigation in a tail end subdistributary in distributary 24
This relatively short subdistributary had six pipe outlet command areas that received, in turn,
all water flowing into the subdistributary. On Friday the subdistributary was closed as part
of the distributary rotation. Onthefirst Saturday of the seasonthe most upstream pipe outlet
command started with irrigation,andinthat week the six pipeoutlet command areas received
water going from the upstream side to the downstream side. The next week irrigation went
from the downstream side to the upstream side. Inthe next sequence the second pipe outlet
command started on Saturday, in the next the third, etcetera. In this way the differences in
supply from the distributary during the week were evened out.
Farmers had decided how many acres could normally be irrigated on the different days of
the week: 25 acres on Saturday, 40 acres on Sunday, 60 on Monday, 80 on Tuesday and
Wednesday and 90-100 onThursday. Foreach daythe irrigationtime per acre was calculated
by the division of 24 hours or 1440 minutes by the number of acres. On Saturday for
example the irrigation time was 58 minutes per acre, Inthe first sequence for example, only
part of the first pipe outlet command could be irrigated. On Sunday another part of the first
POwas irrigated at a rate of 36 minutes per acre, and on Monday the remainder of the first
pipe outlet command area and most of the second outlet command at a rate of 24 minutes
per acre, and so forth. Earlier, explained the farmers, they irrigated all six pipe outlet
command areas simultaneously, and they could irrigate alittle bit everywhere, and no water
reached the tail. But "if water is concentrated in one place it can irrigate some land".

Rules as resources
An important aspect of the rules made for water distribution at outlet command level is that
they function as resources in the social interaction regarding water distribution. This means
two things. Firstly it means that the rules are not operational the full agricultural season or
year, but are mobilised when needed. Existing rules are mobilised in periods when the
demand for water is high. Secondly it means that when the rules are in operation, they not
only function to determine the sequence and duration of irrigation, but also form the basis
on which divergence from and violations of the rules are negotiated.
Because rotation rules were applied only in short periods in the three outlets studied in
1991-92, the evidence that could be collected on the second meaning is limited. Moreover,
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most of it is included in the discussion of Hatti outlet in section 6.3. l7) I therefore limit
myself to the discussion of the first meaning, by giving examples from the three outlet
command areas in turn.
Kabbuoutlet
In Kabbu outlet in distributary 24 we did 68 observations of which plots were irrigated ata
particular moment, spread over the two seasons, all during daytime. Of these 51 (or 75%)
were according to the rotation over the two sections (the expected figure in case of random
irrigation is50%). This shows that the rotation was notalways followed. We could identify
periods in the year that farmers reported that there was 'no rotation', and indeed irrigation
practice fitted the rule badly. This was the case for example in December and January. The
demand for water was relatively low in thisperiod because temperatures were low, the first
crop harvested, and thesecond crop inthe nursery phaseand early crop stages. Rotation was
implemented strictly, though not without exceptions, in March when the demand for water
was much higher: temperatures were higher and the rice crop was in full growth.18'
Hattioutlet
In Hatti outlet in distributary 24 there was no scarcity in the first month of the agricultural
year 1991-92, because of sufficient rain. 'Irrigated dry' crops had been sown on rainfall
before thecanal water reached thepipeoutlet on21June. However, towards theend of July,
water scarcity came to be felt. The reason was increased water use in the outlet command
area itself as well as upstream. The coincidence of full growth of light crops and rice was
a period of scarcity.
The first rotation period started on 28 July, and came to an end with rain starting on 20
September, which lasted for several days. On 28 or 29 September the rotation was reintroduced for a period of two weeks. Mid-October the harvest period started, demand for
water went down, and rotation was nolonger required. After this there were several months
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In general adherence to the rules in the periods that rotation was implemented was rather strict
in the outlet command areas in distributary 24. The less than 100% adherence to the alternation
between the two sections in Kabbu outlet even in more water scarce/high demand periods that is
mentioned below, should be interpreted as flexible use of the rules rather than violation. In Hatti
outlet the alternation of the two 30 acres zones was kept to very strictly, but within the zones
there was more flexibility inthe application of the rules (seesection 6.3). In distributary 93, where
rotation rules were much less 'consolidated', the situation was different. How rule violation made
the rotation break down in Bhatta outlet is reported below. In the small sized (60-70 acres) outlet
command areas in distributary 24 interference of other farmers (within as well as outside rotation
periods) in the turn of the irrigating farmer was very rare. Such interference was quickly noticed.
In Bhatta outlet in distributary 93, which measured approximately 164 acres, there was more
interference. For tailenders it was necessary to guard the field channels within the outlet during
irrigation. (164 acres was the area actually cultivated in 1991-92, determined on the basis of
information from farmers and own measurement. The survey number listed in the Irrigation
Department records for Bhatta outlet command area together were 220 acres. There was no good
outlet command area map that could be used to check and explain the difference.)
1BI
In the kharif season it never came to a period of strict implementation of the rotation because
of sufficient canal water supply andfrequent rainfall. The rules were sometimes used inthis period
by farmers to claim that they could irrigate on a particular day ("today your section irrigates,
therefore our section can irrigate tomorrow"). This didn't cause problems because there was
sufficient water. Our observations were not frequent and detailed enough to allow more detailed
analysis of this phenomenon.
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without the rotation in operation because the demand for water remained relatively low.
From October toJanuary there was harvesting of rice and 'irrigated dry' crops, followed by
the planting of new crops. Because less rice was planted in the rabiseason than in kharif,
demand for water was reduced. Also, December-February was the harvest period for
sugarcane, a water demanding crop. Lastly, temperatures went down in the course of
November, and only rose again substantially in the month of February. As a result of the
latter, there was almost an introduction of the rotation system early February, but from that
moment part of the cotton crop and the other 'irrigated dry' crops came to an end, which
reduced the irrigated area in the outlet command area. In this whole period it was possible
to distribute water on the basis of mutual agreement.
It was only in the second half of March that the reduced area started to feel serious
scarcity. In this period there were days in the week that no water at all reached the pipe
outlet through the subdistributary because of high upstream use (peak season for the second
ricecrop, sugarcane re-started, hotseasonstarted). From 22March rotation wasstarted. This
period terminated on 18 April. In Hatti outlet the use of the rules for rotational water
distribution was thus also restricted to the most water scarce periods of the year.
Bhattaoutlet
InBhattaoutlet therotation was implemented for one two-weekperiod only during the 199192 agricultural year. Reasons for this were the not too unfavourable water supply situation
of the outlet command area in general, and concerted efforts by farmers to increase supply
in response to scarcity.
Canal water arrived in distributary 93 in the second half of July. It rained a lot in that
month. There was no water scarcity well into August. On 24 August we had the first
observation of the irrigation of a non-rice crop in Bhatta outlet.19' The 'irrigated dry' crops
needed water after it had not rained for some weeks. In the same week the Irrigation
Department introduced rotation in the distributary, which implied the closure of the Bhatta
pipe outlet for 2lA days per week.
Thescarcity thuscreated led farmers inBhattaoutletcommand area to introduce rotation.
On 29 August it was decided that all farmers would get 1hour per acre for the irrigation of
their plots. However, the rule was not actually introduced. First farmers tried to get the
supply improved. On 30 August farmers forced the gangman to open the pipe outlet gate
more than normal (this was at the end of the first closure period of 2 l h days).20' On 31
August a group of 20-30 farmers went to the local Irrigation Department office, and
mobilised the Mandal Pradhan who lived in the tail end village to join them, which he
did.21> After having waited for several hours farmers spoke to the Executive Engineer, but
he did not make any promises. The representation remained without effect.
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From 31 July we systematically observed which plots were irrigated during the daytime.
In actual fact the pipe outlet gate was not fully closed during these 2Vi days. The 'almost
closure' situation did allow some irrigation to continue in the outlet command.
211
The Mandal Pradhan isthe chairman of the Mandal Panchayat, the elected body in between the
village and taluk (sub-district) level, created under the decentralisation policy implemented in
Karnataka during the 1980s. This Mandal Pradhan was the biggest landowner of the tail end
village, an important local moneylender and employer, effectively the village head,and, depending
onthe person,feared,admiredanddetested. Hisfamily's, very big,house was symbolically located
at the highest point of the village.
201
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On 6 September, at the end of the second almost closure period of the pipe outlet gate,
it was decided to introduce the day/night system, with time-wise irrigation during the night.
Up to 14 September there was no irrigation of rice plots during the day. The agreement
turned out to be very fragile. On 14September acultivator known for his selfish behaviour
broke therule and started irrigating hisrice plotsoutof turn, towhich other farmers respond
by doing the same. The system immediately collapsed. The situation did not develop into a
crisis because from 15 September there was intermittent rain till early October.
After the two weeks in August/September, the rotation system in Bhatta outlet was not
reintroduced during the rest of the agricultural year. The reason for this was the following.
After the day of the unsuccessful representation to the Irrigation Department the strategy to
increase supply to the pipe outlet command area was changed. From then on the pipe outlet
gate was systematically raised by farmers during the night by means of duplicate keys.22'
Even after the implementation of rotation had stopped, rice continued to be irrigated
predominantly at night. One reason to irrigate rice at night rather than 'irrigated dry' crops,
is that it is more difficult, and more dangerous because of snakes, to irrigate fields with
'irrigated dry' crops in darkness, particularly the unleveled ones. Another reason is that
under the cover of darkness the supply into the pipe outlet command area can be easily
increased, to make the irrigation of the rice plots a lot quicker.
In contrast to the situation in distributary 24, scarcity was less a given factor for Bhatta
outlet farmers. There was very feable control of outlet gates by the Irrigation Department at
night in this distributary. This meant that Bhatta outlet farmers could easily appropriate
additional water to the detriment of outlet command areas located downstream. They could
thus avoid scarcity and rotation did not need to be implemented again.
Conclusion
The three examples supportthe statement thatrules are mobilised when required. In addition
it can be observed that there is some regularity and predictability in the occurrence of
scarcity/high demand periods, inwhich rules are likely tobe mobilised. Two of such periods
are (i)the period when rice and 'irrigated dry' crops simultaneously have high demands for
water inknarif3\ and (ii)the period that starts late February/early March and lasts till the
canal closure in April or May, when the second rice crop requires a lot of water because of
very high temperatures. This shows how the rhythms of the crop cycles and the weather
structure social interaction on the canals.
It can also be observed that water scarcity at outlet command area level is not
straightforwardly determined by given crop/weather interactions and given water use
221
Farmers initially were hesitant to raise the pipe outlet gate. Even later in the year farmers
sometimes asked the gangman to do it, rather than do it themselves. There was great secrecy
around this practice. Only months after it had started, and after repeated observation of adjusted
gate settings early-morming, farmers confirmed the existence of the practice. We were never told
who exactly hadduplicate keys,though it was confirmed by anumber of farmers that they existed.
The strategy to raise gates themselves was achange from the bribing strategy to get gates raised
by the Irrigation Department personnel that was used in earlier years (see chapter 7 for more
discussion of the events in preceding years).
231
This overlap period isalso visible inthe table in Annex 4.1 (distributary design). There was thus
some awareness of this phenomenon in the design phase. However, in the design crop water
requirements are supposed to be stable for the full growing period of the crop, which in reality is
not the case. The peak demand in the overlap period is likely to be higher than the design table
suggests.
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practices by farmers in other locations. Both can be influenced to some extent. The first by
adapting crop choice to anticipated scarcity, as will be discussed in detail for Hatti outlet
below; the second by active farmer intervention in distributary level water distribution.
Bhatta outlet provides an example of the latter. The issue is discussed in greater detail in
chapter 7.

6.3

THE REPRODUCTION OF UNEQUAL WATER DISTRIBUTION

Introduction
With regard to (inequality in water distribution at pipe outlet command area level
qualitatively different situations can occur. This section focuses on the reproduction of
unequal water distribution in Hatti outlet, but it should be kept in mind that other situations
canalso occur. In this introduction Ibriefly discuss the Kabbu outletand Bhatta outlet cases
as examples of other possible situations, after which I turn to the Hatti outlet case.
In Kabbu outlet in distributary 24 no unequal distribution could be observed. Inkharif
1991 the outlet command was almost fully cultivated with rice. There was one farmer (out
of a total of 11) who cultivated cotton, and one farmer who cultivated part of his plot with
sugarcane. In rabi 1992 three farmers cultivated part of their plot with groundnut, and the
sugarcane cultivation was continued. The rest was rice.24) All the non-rice crops were
concentrated in the upstream half of the outlet command area; the downstream half was too
wet for other crops than rice. The tail end problem in this outlet consisted of some
waterlogging and salinity inthelowestplots along thenatural drain. However, no systematic
differences were found in this outlet command in rice yields and varieties going from head
to tail.25)
At first sight, the 1991-92 cropping pattern of Bhatta outlet in distributary 93 suggests
highly unequal distribution of water from head to tail. In kharif 1991 the dominant crop in
the upstream half of the outlet command area was rice (see map 6.1). Cotton was found on
some of the higher spots, some of which are difficult to irrigate because of their elevated
level. In the downstream half rice was found in the lower wet spots and where drainage
water could be re-used. The dominant 'irrigated dry' crop in that part was sunflower, with
a very limited number of plots withjowar (sorghum). In rabi 1992 there was extensive rice
cultivation as well, but it was more concentrated in the upper half of the outlet command
than in kharif 1991.
This cropping pattern suggests that in Bhatta outlet it is not easy to get water to the tail
end for (lucrative) rice cultivation. However, some care is necessary with regard to this
conclusion. It was already noted in chapter 5 that land development (leveling) was still
ongoing inthis outletcommand (see map5.1insection5.2). For thisoutlet, the water inthe
distributary seems not to have been used up in 1991-92. In kharif 1992 rice cultivation had
expanded further down into the outlet command area, partly because of the development of
new land for rice cultivation, and partly because somehead end farmers leased inland lower
down in the outlet command area. It seems very likely that when water will become scarce
241

We observed the cropping pattern in kharif 1992 as well. Then rice cultivation was almost
100%. The only non-rice cultivation was the sugarcane.
One leased out tail end plot along the drain had significantly lower yields in both seasons. This
was probably due more to management problems (labour, nursery preparation) than to water
availability or waterlogging and salinity problems.
251
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Map 6 . 1 : Cropping pattern kharif 1991 in Bhatta outlet D93
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in the future a head-tail pattern will occur similar to the one found now, but the 1991-92
cropping pattern can not straightforwardly be interpreted as a case of unequal water
distribution. The primary inequality seems to lie in the capacity to develop land for
irrigation.26'
Theonly outletcommand that Istudied which hada 'genuine' head-tail pattern of unequal
water distribution was Hatti outlet in distributary 24. 'Genuine' means that in this outlet
command area all land was suitable for rice cultivation (because leveled) and all farmers
would have liked to grow it. The paradoxical situation in this outlet command was that a
clearly unequal pattern of water distribution co-existed with an equitable setof rules for that
distribution, which was known and acknowledged by all cultivators of the outlet command
area, and which was actively used. However, this seemingly contradictory situation caused
noconflicts among the cultivators. It is the purpose of this section to explain this paradox.
Unequalwaterdistributionin Hattioutlet
All plots in Hatti outlet were leveled and suitable for rice cultivation. According to the
farmers in the outlet, the command was fully cultivated with rice and sugarcane in the past.
In 1991-92 however 'irrigated dry' crops were dominant. There even was extensification of
land use in the outlet command area by the planting of tree crops. 5'/2 acres (out of a total
of 60 acres) were planted with eucalyptus, and 3 acres with coconut. The latter was low
yielding. Rice cultivation in kharif 1991 was concentrated in the head end, as well as
sugarcane farming (see map 6.2). The small amount of rice cultivation in the tail end of the
outlet command was based on re-use of drainage water (from an adjacent outlet command
261

The use of the cropping pattern asanindicator for unequal water distribution is possible because
of the general desire to grow rice, a water demanding crop. The Bhatta example shows that the
indicator only 'works' when all land in an outlet command area is suitable for rice cultivation (also
see chapter 5).
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area and from the drain). The
Map 6.2: Cropping pattern inkharif 1991 in Hatti outlet,
dominant 'irrigated dry' crop
D24
was cotton. There was very
little cultivation of coarse
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This pattern of water
intensive crops inthe head end
part of the outlet command,
and 'irrigated dry' crops inthe
rest can be interpreted as unequal distribution. All farmers inthe command area would have
cultivated rice or sugarcane if they could, and the outlet command area was suitable for
it.28>
The structure of landholding was very unequal in this outlet command. There were two
big farmers, farmer A and B, both settlers. They owned 24 and 22 acres, all of which was
irrigated land. Of that2and 14acres were located in Hatti outlet. Theother cultivators were
mostly small landholders, owning between 0.75 and 10acres of irrigated land. Most fell in
the 2-4 acres category (for more details, see chapter 5).
The land of the two big farmers was located in the head end of the outlet command area
(see map 6.2). Half of the Eucalyptus land and all the coconut land was owned by farmer
B. Here we see another paradoxical element: the big farmers appropriated the larger share
of the water that reached theoutlet command area. This isvisible in their cultivation of rice
and sugarcane. However, one of them had also extensified his land use by planting
eucalyptus and coconut trees.
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Waterdistributionrules in Hattioutlet
It was already mentioned above that Hatti outlet had an elaborate system of rules for water
distribution. Its characteristics were as follows.
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In kharif 1992, a year that started with serious water problems and night guarding in the first
week of the season, cotton was even more dominant.
281
Apart from farmers' expression of this preference, I could observe an outlet command almost
fully covered with rice and sugarcane during ashort field visit in 1996. Additional water had been
brought to the outlet command by means of lift irrigation, and farmers had switched to rice and
sugarcane as much as possible.
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The outlet command is divided into two parts, each of 30 acres.29' These two parts
receive irrigation water onalternate days. Eachpartthusreceives water for 3daysper week.
One day per week the subdistributary canal is closed as part of the rotation at distributary
level (see chapter 7). Which part starts on the day after the canal closure, changes every
week. In this way the variation of water availability over the week is compensated. Both
parts have further internal differentiation (see map 6.3).30)
The first part, which is
Map 6.3: Sections for rotation in Hatti outlet, D24
referred toas 'Farmer Bpart'
is divided into a segment of
20 acres and one of 10acres.
The 20 acres segment has 17
(14+3) acres of Farmer B
and his brother, and 3 acres
that are the plots on the left
side of the approach canal
from the outlet structure to
the main area of the outlet
command. The20 (14+3+3)
acres section receives 2 days
of water, the 10acres section
one day. It isalso agreed that
the 1 day for the 10 acres
section should not always be
the same day of the
week.31' The 10 acres
section is again divided into
two 5 acres subsections,
which each receive 12 hours
of water. Here, and in all other instances, the turns change at sunrise and sunset (6 o'clock
is the official agreement). The 24 hours turn changes at sunset.
OUTLET STRUCTURE

- SUBDISTRIBUTARY
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The rounded figure of 60 acres total command area was used by farmers themselves in their
explanation of the rules. The command was actually slightly smaller. According to the localisation
pattern, the survey numbers under this outlet command area measure 57.1 acres. When I added
upthe data furnished by individualfarmers (inthe datasheet on agronomic practices, the household
survey, and informal talks), Iarrived at exactly the same number. There isagoodfit with the areas
calculated on the basis of the surveying-by-pacing that I did to prepare a map of the outlet.
301
It is remarkable that the 4 main segments of 20, 10, 1 5 and 1 5 acres discussed below closely
correspond with the 4 survey numbers that make up the pipe outlet command. Inthe past asingle
survey number belonged to a single landholder. Inthe course of time the survey number became
subdivided by inheritance and sale. In two of the 4 survey numbers this history is still very clear
in the pattern of landholding. The third was sold by the single owner to asingle farmer, farmer B's
father. Inthe fourth the previous social connections could not be easily traced. Field channels also
run - when topography allows - along the boundaries of the survey numbers. Spatial units have
kept their social significance, even when their inhabitants have changed.
311
When farmer Bexplained the rotation system to us he said he had 'to give' one day of water
to the farmers in the 10 acres section. This is a significant way of phrasing it. It expresses both
his dominant role in the pipe outlet command, as well as his high water demand/use (see below).
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settler farmer.35) He planted 2 acres of rice, while water was very scarce at the start of the
season. Smaller farmers upstream of him in the same segment who had cultivated rice in
kharif 1991 did not do so inkharif 1992.
The example suggests that location is not the only factor, and that another part of the
answer isthat theeconomically and socially powerful farmers get mostof thewater. Itseems
to be the case that 'the weak' anticipate that they would lose a battle over water with 'the
strong'. Such a battle would have to take place when more farmers would decide to grow
rice. Thecombined explanation would therefore be thatpower and/or location give a farmer
water.36> There is high empirical correlation between this statement and the pattern of
distribution, but it begs another question: how are 'location' and 'power' set to work,
through which process do they translate in more or less water and wet or 'irrigated dry'
crops?
Location
For 'location' the explanation is straightforward. Being where the water comes first, or
where the water has to pass to reach others, gives a strategic advantage for irrigation.
Possibilities for upstream interference by others are less, and detection of interference with
the supply of water to downstream plots will take time, and requires an effort of the
downstream farmer to be corrected.37' The upstream-downstream location of plots along a
canal creates as it were a natural queue. In addition, upstream water users will experience
smaller water lossesthroughcanalseepageandother (non-intentional) leaksthandownstream
water users.
Because of the small size of the Hatti outlet command, the heavy clay soil, and the
relatively favourable water supply, the canal losses factor seems to have been of minor
importance in the kharif (rainy) season.38' In the rabi season the problem was more serious
because the field channels dried out more when not used, developed cracks and sometimes
took a long time to fill. This problem was increased by the characteristic of the rotation
system that the water can be in one part of the outlet command on one day, in another the
next day, and yet another on the third day. There is very little sequential irrigation of plots
along a field channel. Sequencing would reduce canal water losses.
The upstream location of farmer Aand Bundoubtedly madetheir position stronger. Also
the fact that the head reach lands were adjacent to the settlers camp helped in this respect.
Farmer A could literally see his lands from his veranda. Such monitoring ability makes
interference by others very unlikely.
However, I believe the major part of the explanation lies in the economic and political
power of the twobig head-end farmers. Historically power preceded location. The first step
351

He was, for example, the central person in a joint lift irrigation system in the tail end of the
subdistributary. He was also a farmer with some religious status. He went on an important
pilgrimage during 1991-92, and he was able to invite the local MLA (Member of the Legislative
Assembly) to areligious ceremony inhis house,though the MLA did not show up. Hehad attended
the marriage of this farmer, who wasn't an MLA at that point intime. Hewas also afarmer always
on the look out and actively pursuing the purchase of new and high quality seeds.
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Location alone can be sufficient, as evidenced by the cultivation of rice by some small farmers
in the head end of the pipe outlet.
371
The interefernce argument does not strongly apply to Hatti outlet, but it does apply to Bhatta
outlet (see above).
381
This conclusion, as well as the following remark on the rabi season, are based on field
observations and discussion with farmers, not on discharge measurements.
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in the creation of the upstream-downstream social order was the purchasing power of
particularly settler farmers to buy land in head end locations (see chapter 5). The basic
questiontherefore ishow socio-economic power issettowork inthechoiceof crops. Ihave
found no evidence in Hatti outlet that the big farmers A and Bdirectly prescribed to other
farmers which crops (not) to grow. The process is a more subtle and indirect one.
Power:economic
Small tail end farmers were convinced that they would not be able to get sufficient water
when they would grow amorewater consuming crop. Thisbelief wasalsobased onpractical
experience. Onesmall farmer withaplot inthetailaswellas inthemiddlepartof the outlet
command reported that he had suffered a great financial loss when he had grown rice in the
middle reach plot in the previous year, but was unable to get sufficient water.39'The choice
of less water consuming crops is based on the anticipation, informed by farmers' own
experience or thatofothers, that theywouldrunagreat financial risk when they wouldgrow
more water consuming crops, because they would be unable to get sufficient water to get a
good yield.
The social relationships that constituted this inability were: 1) socio-economic relations
of dependency, particularly credit relations and employment relations, and 2) political
relations that regulated the representation of the farmers in the outlet command at higher
levels of the system.
The two big farmers in Hatti outlet supplied several agricultural inputs to other farmers
on credit. Fertiliser was the major one, but one of the two large farmers also sold pesticides
and cotton seeds on credit, and hired out his tractor, also on credit. The other big farmer,
apart from supplying inputs on credit himself, served as agatekeeper for credit from one of
the fertiliser traders in the local commercial centre. He could recommend small farmers to
thetrader, whowould thengive them inputsoncredit. For small farmers these informal, and
illegal, credit relations were crucial, because they had noaccess to formal, bank credit (see
chapter 5). The informality and illegality meant that these were local and personalised
arrangements.40' At least 6 out of the 20 small farmers in Hatti outlet had such relations
with farmer A or B in 1991-92.41'
Farmer A and B, like all good businessmen, gave substantial credit only to those they
considered creditworthy. Only farmers who are able to get reasonable yields would be
creditworthy. The plots of the six farmers they gave credit to were located in the head and
middle reach of the outlet command area. Two of them were able to grow rice (on part of
their land). 'Supporting' this group in the outlet command created the situation that tail end
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How the denial of water to this farmer took place we could not reconstruct. In 1991-92 there
was no such case to observe. How the rich peasants/head end farmers show their muscle when
denying water to others, Itherefore do not know.
401
The credit arrangements neednot beonly verbal agreements. Oneof the farmers in Kabbu outlet
who was also a moneylender showed us the printed letters of credit of the different farmers that
he had borrowed money to. The forms were filled in andsigned except for the amount of the loan.
This gave the moneylender the opportunity to fill inthe amount heliked in case of non-repayment.
Whether this system was also used in Hatti outlet Ido not know.
411
The real number may have been higher. Informal, and formally illegal, credit relations are not
easy to document, because farmers are reluctant to talk about the (personal) details of their credit
situation. Furthermore, the count concerns relations with regard to agricultural production in one
year only. Some farmers took credit with farmer A or Bin earlier years, but not in 1991-92.
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farmers who would want toclaim more water would notonly have to fight farmer Aand B,
but also their business clients.42'
In addition to credit, farmer Aand Bwere also the employers of a number of farmers in
Hatti outlet. For example, farmer B's tractor driver was the brother of one of the tail end
farmers, and he employed one of the small head end farmers almost on a permanent basis
to look after the irrigation of his 14 acres, including guarding activities on the
subdistributary.43' More important in quantitative terms was that farmer A and B also
regularly employed the wives and daughters of the male farmers that cultivated land in Hatti
outlet. I am unable to quantify the importance of farmer A and B as employers for other
farmers and their family members in Hatti outlet, but that such employment took place on
a regular basis can be concluded on the basis of my field data.44'
Power:political
Farmer A and B were the representatives of the outlet command at higher levels of the
system in the activities needed to secure the water supply to the outlet command. These
activities are discussed indetail in chapter 7. Here it suffices to mention that farmer A was
the treasurer of the organisation of five tail end outlet commands that jointly lobby for
sufficient supply to the tail end of the subdistributary. Farmer A and B together with other
local leaders regularly travelled to the Irrigation Department office to bring problems to the
attention of the irrigation officers. Small farmers thus depended for their water supply quite
directly on the big farmers, because the supply of the whole outlet command depended on
the latter's performance as lobbyists.
A next logical question could be: when these twobig farmers had somuch economic and
political leverage over others, why did they bother to participate in the design and
implementation of the rotation system, and why did farmer Bgo as far as to extensify his
land use by planting eucaluptus and coconut trees? A full answer to this question cannot be
given in this chapter, because it requires discussion of processes at higher levels of the
system, particularly the distributary level (chapter 7). Here it can be stated in general that
the relations of economic and representational dependence are not fully one-sided. The
'strong' also depend on the 'weak' farmers in both an economic and a political sense.
Business requires clients, and leadership requires followers.
The local, and formally illegal, agricultural input business of the farmer-traders requires
local clients. Because of the illegality the main mechanism available to the farmer-traders to
secure repayment of loans is the social control within the local community.45'Social control
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Another factor, related to farmer A and Bcapacity to give credit, that is invest, isthat in 199192 farmer A and Bwere discussing the possibility to invest inapumpset to beinstalled onthe river
bank that could bring additional water to the outlet command. Investment in a pumpset lies far
beyond the possibilities of almost all other farmers in the outlet. In 1996 Icould observe that the
lift irrigation had been installed.
431
This gave this small farmer the advantage that sometimes water from farmer B's turn could be
diverted to his own plot.
441
Employment relations were not the primary focus of the research, and I therefore devoted a
limited amount of time to it. Furthermore, such research 'following the workers' instead of the
water, would have had to be village (and camp) based instead of outlet based. Another
complication was that farmer A and Bhad most of their cultivated land outside Hatti outlet.
451
The risk involved when such relations areabsent was suggested bythe relations of rich peasants
with groups of migrant labourers for example. We collected several examples of these labourers
(continued...)
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requires a respected position inthe localcommunity. Rich peasants act asasopinion leaders,
as members of (elected) councils, and as mediators of local disputes for example. To
reproduce their roles as leaders in their communities they need to accumulate social capital
by showing responsible/useful behaviour vis a vis the people who support them, including
their fellow water users. The adherence to the rotation schedule by farmer Aand Bin times
of real scarcity, and their leading role in implementing it, can be interpreted in this way.
When they would only think of their own interests, and would not want to accept yield
reduction of their sugarcane by sharing inwater scarcity, or decrease their demand on water
by extensifying land use, their social reputation and political leadership would be negatively
affected.
Aparadox resolved
The argument I have developed above is that the characteristics of the agrarian structure
(particularly informal credit arrangements and employment relations) and that of the
organisation ofpolitical representation and leadership, constitute thestructural conditions for
the inability of small farmers in unfavourable locations to claim an equal share of the canal
water. They are unable to substantially reduce the excessive appropriation of water by the
local elite, the rich peasants, who often have land in favourable locations. Those who are
'weak' avoid conflicts over water distribution by the cultivation of less water consuming
crops. Water distribution is not a practice in which the deprived choose to confront the
privileged.46'
From theperspective of rule making and implementation, the Hatti outlet case shows that
making equitable, that is location and status neutral, rules for the supply of water to plots
within an outlet command area, and implementation of these rules in water scarce periods,
may not be sufficient to achieve equity in distribution. The problem may lie in the way
demand for water is constituted. By the choice of different crops with different water
requirements inequity is accepted before distribution and rule implementation even start.
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(...continued)
running away with the advances givento them bytheir employers beforethe season (the advances
were given to bargain lower rates). There is very little the employer can do about this.
461
Another factor that may be important in the dependency relation between rich and middle
peasants on one hand, and small and poor peasants on the other, is the caste and community
factor. In the different research locations there seemed to be a strong correlation between
economic position and caste position. The outlet command areas studied however, happened to
be relatively homogeneous in caste composition (distributary 24), or did not show a caste related
pattern inaccess to water (distributary 93). Furthermore, the position of the migrant farmers, who
do not fit into the local social hierarchies in astraightforward manner, complicates the analysis of
such correlations. My finding is that caste (or ethnicity or religion) does not have to be introduced
as a separate factor to get a satisfactory analysis of the pattern of water distribution. In the
discussions with farmers on water distribution reference to economic and political power was
always very explicit, but very few references were made to caste. Also the description of the
migrant farmers by local farmers was mostly interms of their farming andentrepreneurial skills and
wealth (economics) and their capacity to deal with the bureaucracy and other actors (politics).
Nevertheless, I feel I cannot make strong statements about the role of caste (or ethnicity or
religion) in the organisation, or lack of it, of tailenders versus head enders. Given the correlation
between caste/Community and economic and political power, the caste/community factor may
come to the fore when conflicts arise, and it is likely that the caste/community idiom is one of the
resources used by the powerful in such conflicts. However, more explicit and open conflict than
occurred in Hatti outlet in 1991-92 would be necessary to uncover this.
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The system of localisation isa setof rules that intended tocreate anequitable demand for
water. But, as wehave seen, it is ineffective. Local rule making has notreplaced localisation
with a set of equitable demand-side rules, even when it has sometimes produced and
implemented equitable supply-side rules for water distribution.

6.4

CONCLUSION

The main substantive conclusions of this chapter are the following.
In all three pipe outlet command areas that were studied sets of rules existed for internal
distribution of water intheoutlet. Thedetail and sophistication of theserules differed for the
three cases. Theevidence presented has suggested that more detailed rules are formulated in
the face of water scarcity. All rules were the product of local rule making by water users
themselves, without involvementof theIrrigation Departmentorothergovernmentagencies.
In all three cases the rule sets functioned as resources, mobilised when necessary.47'
Necessity occured when water became so scarce thatconflicts arose over itsdistribution that
could not be handled by mutual agreements of those who wanted to irrigate. These periods
were related tothe interaction ofchanging crop water requirements ofdifferent crops intheir
growth cycle, and the cropping pattern and planting dates, together with the pattern of
rainfall and canal supply.
Water distribution rules organised water distribution in space and time by means of three
principles.
1)
Zoning of the outlet command for the systematic rotation of irrigation turns over
different parts of the outlet command area.
2)
A regular sequence in the irrigation of plots within zones.
3)
Irrigation of individual plots on a time/acre basis.
The first principle, zoning, had been introduced in all cases we collected information on.
Zoning was no simple expression of geographical convenience, though this factor was
certainly important in the design of the zoning pattern. It also expressed social
considerations. The distribution of thetwobig farmers inHatti outlet indistributary 24 over
the two main zones was no coincidence. One of the zones in Kabbu outlet was a family
affair. And the crop-based zoning in Bhatta outlet in distributary 93 had to do with the
practice of raising the pipe outlet gate at night.
Thesecond and third principle, plot-sequencing and time-wise irrigation, were notalways
found. Their introduction seems to depend on the degree of water scarcity and the specific
history and circumstances ofanoutletcommand area. Sequencing may involve arrangements
for alternating day and night irrigation, and arrangements for spreading the distributional
effects of the variation of canal supply.
Time-wise irrigation expresses the link of water rights to land rights. Equity among users in
access to irrigation water is defined on a per acre basis. At present, the congruence of the
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Onemethodological consequence of this isthat it isvery important when observations of water
distribution are made. Visitors that spend only afew hours or days inthe outlet have afair chance
to come outside the rotation periods, and may think they observe 'unorganised' irrigation.
Furthermore, it isour experience that it isnot always easy to get good information onexisting rules
outside the rotation periods. Short term visitors may therefore easily conclude that the rules are
unclear or contradictory.
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entitlements to the two resources, land and water, is considered as normal and self-evident
by almost everyone.48'
Water distribution practices sometimes diverged from water distribution rules. These
divergencies should notbeunderstood simplyas 'inconsistent behaviour' or 'non-adherence'.
Many differences between theory and practice were exceptions to the rule that had been
negotiated on the basis of the existence of the rules. Rules were not only a resource for
determining a distribution pattern in times of scarcity, but also for the negotiation of
adaptations to the schedule.
The Hatti outlet case illustrated that the outcome of rule implementation may contradict
its normative basis: inequality vs. equality. The actual implementation of equitable
distribution rules may be part of the occurrence of a pattern of unequal water distribution,
when the demand for water by the different farmers is structurally differentiated.
The latter point leads to the major theoretical conclusion of this chapter. Though there is
no water market as such, there is a situation with regard to water use that resembles an
'interlocked transactions' or 'interlinked markets' condition. It could perhaps more
appropriately be called an 'interlocked access' or 'interlinked entitlements' to resources
situation.49' For poor and small peasants access to irrigation water depends on, is
interlinked with, access tootherresources, notablycredit for agricultural inputs, employment
and access topolitical representation. Richpeasants are the nodal points in these networks.
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The history of the introduction of the irrigation time/acre principle inthe Tungabhadra Left Bank
Canal is unclear. The migrant farmers from Andhra Pradesh certainly brought it with them as part
of their irrigation experience. However, it may not have asingle origin, but simply may have been
a 'logical' rule in the given conditions. It leaves untouched, and confirms, the distribution of
landholding, which is the basic variable in the social differentiation of farmers (see chapter 5). A
degree of inequity is implicit in the time/acre-wise irrigation because it does not compensate for
differences in soil quality, and for transmission losses and travel time.
491
For the concept of interlocked markets/transactions, see for example Bharadwaj (1974, 1985),
Crow and Murshid (1994) and Sarap (1991).

MEDIATING SCARCITY
Forms of organisation in distributary water management

Distributary water management isperhaps theclearest illustration of thebasicpremiss of this
book that water distribution isapolitical process of resource negotiation. IntheTungabhadra
Left Bank Canal the distributary level is the main meeting ground for farmers, government
officials and other actors involved in water distribution. This applies inthe literal sense that
these actors meet and interact on subdistributary and distributary canals on a daily basis. It
also applies in the sense that many of the meetings and confrontations that are situated in
other locales (like the Irrigation Department offices, the house of the local member of
parliament or the site of a road block) have to do with water management at distributary
level. This zone 'above theoutlet' (Chambers, 1988) isaveritable arena, staging a spectacle
of water distribution practices, both day and night and throughout the agricultural year.
To analyse the patterns in this eventful drama I use the term 'forms of organisation'. It
refers to all institutionalised forms of human behaviour that are part of water distribution.
The leading questions for my analysis of forms of organisation are: how do the different
actors involved in distributary water management respond to water scarcity? What are their
strategies, howdo they interact, and which institutionsemerge asa result?. Alotof attention
is given to the strategic manoeuvring of different actors concerning water distribution, and
I will emphasise the diversity and dynamic nature of distributary level institutions. At the
same time I analyse how these forms of organisation are part of the larger structure of
society. This embeddedness explains the stability inoutcome of the day-to-day struggle over
water. Notwithstanding the diversity of and change in strategies, practices and institutions,
the distribution of water over space and time is relatively stable, evolves slowly, and is
difficult to redirect by planned intervention. The room for manoeuvre at the distributary
interface is heavily constricted.
In the introduction (section 7.1) I elaborate the questions addressed in the chapter. The
following three sections discuss the main institutional responses totheemergence of scarcity
andcontested distribution. These are rotationatdistributary and subdistributary level (section
7.2 and 7.3) and the role of politicians in distributary water management (section 7.4)." In
section 7.5 I draw a number of conclusions.

11
Because of the diversity of forms of organisation the discussion has to be limited to the main
elements. Ido not discuss forms of organisation in the lift irrigation schemes inthe command, and
give only limited attention to the styles of management of the canal-level officials of the Irrigation
Department. I also do not discuss all activities of farmers 'above the outlet' in detail.
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7.1 INTRODUCTION
Formally speaking there should be no need toask the question which forms of organisation
occur indistributary water management. The formal arena for rule making regarding water
distribution intheTungabhadra Left BankCanal istheKarnatakaStateparliament. Through
the Karnataka Irrigation Act (1965) and several other laws and regulations the Karnataka
government has vested the authority for the management of the canal irrigation systems in
the Irrigation Department.2* The Irrigation Department regularly releases ordinances,
schedules, andother forms ofoperational rules regarding water distribution atthemaincanal
and distributary levels. This allocation of authority and definition of rules fully determines
how the main canal and the distributaries should be managed. There are no institutionalised
platforms for joint rule-making, implementation and monitoring by farmers/water users and
the Irrigation Department.3'
Inpractice theIrrigation Department isincapable ofexerting itslegally defined dominance
and does not succeed indistributing water according tothe localisation pattern (see previous
chapters). Users are able to treat irrigation water in the distributary canal network as a
common pool resource. The basic feature of common pool resources that "exclusion is
difficult, and yield is subtractable" is badly felt (see Orstom and Gardner, 1993:93).4) For
thegovernment management itisdifficult toprevent (over)extraction of water from asystem
like the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal with open earthen canals spread over 240.000
hectares. It simply provides too many opportunities for water users to interfere with main
system management.
The operational rules that actually govern water distribution at distributary level are not
designed in formal arenas governed by constitutional and collective choice rules. They are
crafted in the confrontation of government officials who try to implement localisation, head
enders who guard their privileged access, and tailenders who attempt to relieve the scarcity
they experience. Existing rules and other institutions are the emergent properties of these
interactions.
The analysis of this emergence below is a critical engagement with the work of Robert
Wade and Priti Ramamurthy. They have done detailed work on actually existing forms of
organisation inthree canal irrigation systemsvery close totheTungabhadra Left Bank Canal
(Wade, 1975, 1979, 1980a&b, 1982a&b, 1988a&b, 1990;Ramamurthy, 1988, 1989, 1995).
The focus of their analysis is the forms of organisation found among water users, the nature
of the irrigation bureaucracy, and the type of linkage that exists between the two. The focus
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For discussion of the effort to make the Command Area Development Authority the paramount
institution, see chapter 9.
31
In the Tungabhadra system there is aformal platform for discussion at system level in the form
of the Irrigation Consultative Committee (ICC), but its role should be understood differently (see
chapter 9).
41
The use of irrigation water for crop production implies its consumption. The water disappears
from the system through evapotranspiration, percolation, seepage and drainage. The yield of the
resource is thus subtractable. However, part of the canal water is re-used within the system after
it has percolated and seeped into the groundwater aquifer andthe natural drain. Lift irrigation and
diversion by means of pick-up weirs and canals from natural drains is widespread in the
Tungabhadra system. This water is partly used within the localised command, partly it extends
irrigation beyond this.
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of my analysis in this and the following two chapters is the same, but some of the main
findings on these issues are different than Wade's and Ramamurthy's.
The nature of the relationship between the farmers/water users and the Irrigation
Department officials in main system management that the two authors present iscaptured in
the following quotation.
The central point isthat farmers' uncertainty about water supply induces patternsof
'hoarding' behaviour, whichinturninducesasenseoffrustration, alienation, and low
morale amongthe irrigation staff, culminating inthe 'syndrome of anarchy', asetof
mutually reinforcing negativeexpectations onboth sides ofthefarmer-irrigation staff
relationship. (Wade, 1990:189)5)
The situation is one of opposition and confrontation. The main mechanism that connects the
two parties is that of bribe payments by farmers to officials in order to secure water supply
(or, from the opposite perspective, the extortion of illegal payments from farmers by
officials). Those farmers who have access to political networks can use the lobby of MLAs
(Members of the Legislative Assembly) and other politicians to reduce the volume of bribe
payments and exert more continuous pressure on the Irrigation Department.
Inthesepractices theexistence ofvillage-based 'common interestcorporations' of farmers
is very important. These undertake activities to secure and/or increase water supply to the
outlets concerned, and organise the internal distribution of water, which involves the
appointment of common irrigators. These organisations of water users emerge in response
to certain degree of water scarcity and risk in irrigated agriculture.6'
IntheTungabhadra Left BankCanalwehavecomeacross very few examples of 'common
interest corporations', and none with a degree of organisation comparable to that described
by Wade and Ramamurthy. The ones I did find were not village-based, but based on
hydraulic units. Ihavefound onlyoneexampleof theappointmentofcommonirrigators, and
that for a few years only (see the discussion of distributary 93 in chapter 8). Incidental as
well as routinised bribing is part of Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal water distribution, but it
isnotthemainelementofthefarmers/officials relationship. Consequently, thepoliticallobby
through MLAs is not explicitly aimed at the reduction of bribe payments, but is mainly, as
is also discussed by Wade and Ramamurthy, a proxy for an accountability relationship
between farmers/water users and the Irrigation Department.
The theoretical structure of Wade's and Ramamurthy's analysis is as follows. The
officials' behaviour on the canals stands in the service of the overall rent-seeking activities
of the state. Rent-seeking at the local (canal) level feeds that at higher levels, and this
'system of administrative and political corruption' characterises thenatureof the Indianstate
in general (see Wade's seminal paper on this; Wade, 1982a). Because the system also
reproduces socialdifferentiation inthefarmers' communities,theeconomicallyandpolitically
powerful members of thefarming community seem tobe happy, or see noother option, than
to participate in the system (see Ramamurthy, 1995). There is only the occasional heroic
irrigation engineer that tries to distribute water along different principles (Wade, 1980).
Nothing seems to emerge from the daily struggle over water other than the reproduction of
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As Wade points out, 'syndrome of anarchy' is originally Hart's term (see Hart, 1978).
The most stylised form of this ecological explanation of the occurrence of forms of collective
action by water users can be found in Uphoff, Wickramasinghe and Wijayaratna (1990). Wade
argues that in the cases he studied variations in risk and scarcity sufficiently explained the
occurrence of the 'common interest corporations', butthat for understanding the institutional form
of these organisations, many other factors are relevant (Wade, 1988a:214).
61
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this externally grounded schema of relations. It seems to be a stable configuration without
history and evolution.
IntheTungabhadra Left BankCanal thedistributary level interface of water users and the
Irrigation Department is not the barren battlefield that Wade and Ramamurthy sketch.
Though a battlefield no doubt, the day-to-day interaction has generated other institutional
forms for mediating the distribution of scarcity than the management-by-bribe-and-politicallobby approach. In this chapter I show that the interaction of water users and Irrigation
Department staff hasresulted intheemergence of Irrigation Department managed butjointly
controlled rotation schedules atdistributary and subdistributary level. The rotation schedules
and theway they are implementedcanbe interpreted as the institutionalisation of the balance
of power between head end and tail end farmers, as well as that between water users and the
Irrigation Department. The political lobbying activities of farmers should not only be seen
as the pursuit of particular economic interests by political means, but as a set of structured
practices they are also an important factor in the consolidation and reproduction of the
rotation schedules.
Inthefollowing three sections Ipresent theevidence thatsupports these statements. Inthe
concluding section I return to the main argument.

7.2 ROTATION AT DISTRIBUTARY LEVEL
For the Irrigation Department as well as the water users, the emergence of water scarcity in
the distributary and subdistributaries created the need for managing the system rather than
operating it.7) Farmers started to intervene in main system management on a large scale.
Chambers classified farmers activities above the outlet in the following categories: factfinding, local negotiation, lobbying, appropriating, guarding, operating, and construction,
capture and maintenance (Chambers, 1988). Farmers in the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal
undertook all of them.8' The Irrigation Department was confronted with damage to the
canals and structures, with farmers who interfered with the tasks of thecanal personnel, tail
end farmers whocomplained that they did not get their due share of thewater, and head end
farmers whopressed the Irrigation Department tocondone their over-appropriation. In many
distributaries in the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal there seems to have been a similar
institutional response to these problems: the establishment of rotational systems of water
distribution at the level of the distributary, and sometimes at subdistributary level.9'
Rotation can accomplish several things. First, it can increase the efficiency of irrigation
by concentrating the flow of water. This reduces canal seepage losses, and it can make field
irrigation more efficient because a plot can be irrigated quicker (also see box 6.2). When
introduced inasituation of continuous flow as intheTungabhadra Left Bank Canal, rotation
can spread water over a larger area, not only by efficiency gains in the canals, but also by

71

The factors that explain the emergence of scarcity were discussed in chapters 5 and 6.
Inaddition to fact finding, Ialso came across the phenomenon of person-finding. It happens that
Irrigation Department officials make themselves scarce when they expect problems, like being
locked up in their house by a group of farmers. Farmers may then sometimes sent out patrols to
nearby towns and hotels to locate the concerned officer and force him to respond to the
representation by the farmers.
91
A quick search in Irrigation Department files yielded written statements of rotation schedules for
twenty mostly larger distributaries.
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the reduction of the total volume of water supplied to the areas already irrigated. Lastly,
rotation can make irrigation supply more predictable and reliable.
Thissectioncontainsdetailed descriptionofrotationschedulesatthedistributary level.We
studied three distributaries, numbers 24, 93 and 97.10) Of the three distributaries,
distributary 24 has the oldest and most elaborate rotation schedule. It is the main example
inthissection. Therecent implementation oftherotation schedule indistributary 93provides
some insight in the process of the introduction of rotational water distribution. Distributary
97 isone of the few larger distributaries where there is no distributary rotation in operation.
Of the three distributaries it has the lowest actual water availability per unit area. This
combined with the locationof settlers and atown inthehead reach of thecommand area (see
chapter 5) seems to have prevented the introduction of a rotation schedule.
The detail of the description in sections 7.2 and 7.3 illustrates the multitude and
complexity of the factors that explain the emergence or non-emergence of particular forms
of organisation in distributary management. The readers who prefer not to submerge
themselves into these case stories are refered to the concluding paragraphs of each section,
where the main findings are summarised.
Rotationin distributary24
For distributary 24 the introduction of a distributary rotation system can be dated in the
second half of the 1960s.11' The oldest Irrigation Department document that I found in
which it is described is from 1969 or 1970.12) This document describes a rotation system
which involves the closure of one or more subdistributaries plus pipe outlets directly taking
water from thedistributary, every day of theweek. Therotation starts onSunday at thehead
of the distributary, and ends with the tail end subdistributaries on Saturday (for the layout
and rotation details see figure 7.1). More than twenty years later this rotation system is still
in use.
The effect of the distributary rotation system is that there is some supply to tail end
subdistributaries and outlets during a few days per week. In figure 7.2 the mid-day daily
water levels in the rabi season are given for different points along the canal. The
measurement points are indicated infigure 7.1.Itcanbe observed that the discharge intothe
distributary isrelatively stable, but that therotation system creates increasing variation going
downstream. At the start of the third, tail end section of the distributary the ratio between
the maximum and minimum water depth in the canal is 1.5/1. At the tail end outlet it is 5-

101

In distributary 24 three months field work was done in the rabi season by Kees van Straaten
(van Straaten, 1992). Indistributary 97 three months fieldwork was done byAlex Bolding (Bolding,
1992) inthe same period. In distributary 97 no investigation of water distribution was done at the
outlet command area level, and therefore this distributary was not discussed in chapter 6.
111
This follows from references to it in the files of the Distributary Irrigation Committee from that
period.
121
One retired engineer told me that the introduction of this rotation schedule was preceded by a
lot of discussion with the water users in the distributary. At one point the Irrigation Department
proposed to introduce self-management of the distributary by a Distributary Committee, with the
supply of a fixed discharge at the distributary head by the Irrigation Department. The Irrigation
Department had also prepared a schedule for how this supply might be distributed. According to
the engineer, the farmers accepted this proposal when it was discussed with them in a field
meeting, but later rejected it. The engineer explained the rejection by stating that the Irrigation
Department proposal was equivalent to giving a hungry man a piece of bread and asking him to
share it with others.
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Figure 7.1: Rotation schedule in distributary 24

CLOSURES:
Sunday:

Subdistributary D24/2
DPOs

Monday:

Subdistributaries D24/3,
D24/4, D24/5 and D24/6
DPOs

MAINCANAL

Tuesday:

Subdistributary D24/7
DPOs

Wednesday:

Subdistributary D24/8
DPOs

Thursday:

Subdistributary D24/9
and D24/10
DPOs

Friday:

Subdistributary D24/11

Saturday:

Subdistributary D24/12

•cr = camp
(T) = measuringpoint
0 0.5 1

2

3km

ROAD
EJ-ROAD

DPOs = Direct Pipe Outlets (outlets
that take water directly from the
distributary canal)
Source: File Division office 1992
In the rotation schedule published
around 1970 subdistributaries D24/11
and D24/12 were closed on Friday and
the tailend pipe outlets on Saturday.

10/0, that is infinite, because the supply regularly dries up completely.13'
There is considerable regularity in the variation of water levels during the week. At the
start of the third section of the distributary (D24/III) the water level is low on Wednesday
to Saturday, when the closures in the rotation schedule are downstream of this point. From
Sunday toTuesday when the rotation-closures are upstream, the water levels are higher. At
the tail end the water level is zero or very lowon Friday and Saturday, thedays that D24/11
and D24/12 should be closed andall upstream subdistributaries are open. When oneor more

131

The variation in discharges is even more pronounced because Q (discharge) relates to water
depth 3 ' 2 (approximately).
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of the upstream subdistributaries are closed, water does reach the tail end. Wednesday and
Thursday, whenthesubdistributries immediately upstream of D24/11and D24/12areclosed,
are the best days, though the pattern is irregular.
The variations in the water level at the head of D24/9 also show a regular pattern. The
days after the weekly closure on Thursday, the inflows are low. The closures inthe rotation
schedule are downstream of the D24/9 offtake on Friday and Saturday. When the rotation
restarts on Sunday at the head of distributary 24 the discharge into D24/9 starts tobuild up.
The closer the closure is to D24/9, the higher the discharge into D24/9. Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday are the 'good days'. These days are crucial for irrigation in the tail end
outlets of D24/9.I4)
Thedistributary 24rotation system isnotarigorously implemented schema, butaresource
called uponwhen necessary. During theseason, thestrictness of itsimplementation depended
ontheacutenessof waterdistributionproblems. Duringrelativelycalmperiods, theIrrigation
Department allowed a degree of tampering with outlet gates by farmers, at night (by the
absence of night patrols) but also during the day. The Irrigation Department staff regularly
violated the official schedule itself to solve local problems in distribution, like increased
demand for transplanting and ploughing, or requests for a last irrigation before the canal
closed. Because of variation in the local conditions, the schedule may be used more in one
season than another. Over the years, the rotation system was reintroduced many times. In
times of water crises the schedule is formally declared, by notifications, to be in operation
(again), and efforts are made to implement it more rigorously than in the period before the
notification.
The rotation system inuse in distributary 24canalso be interpreted as the maximum that
headenders will allow to accommodate tailenders. This follows from the failure to introduce
more rigorous schedules. In the second half of the 1980s several efforts were made by the
Irrigation Department to implement a rotation schedule that would push more water to the

141

Subdistributary D24/9, like the distributary 24 tail end outlet, benefits mostly from closure
closely upstream, and less of closures further upstream, because extra discharge in the main
distributary as an effect of the closure of subdistributary and pipe outlet gates, is consumed close
to the point where it is generated. This is because the downstream gate settings are not adjusted
downwards in order to spread the extra discharge over the full canal length proportionally. The
pipes of pipe outlets andsubdistributary offtakes are put on bed level, andtherefore do not behave
proportionally: the percentage increase in discharge through the pipe is more than the percentage
increase in the canal. It would also bevery difficult to implement such a practice of fine tuning of
gate settings. Water levels can substantially vary within a single day, and pipe outlets are nonmodular structures, which also makes them sensitive to changing water levels in the outlet canal
(see chapter 8). However, a 'rough tuning' response to varying water levels does exist. For
example, normally the D24/9 offtake gate is raised 11 or 12 inches. On Friday and Saturday, the
days with low supply in the distributary at the D24/9 offtake point, the gangman puts the gates
of the D24/9 offtake at 9 inches opening. This reduces supply into D24/9 and increases supply to
the area downstream of it. Onthe other hand, inthe peak demand period at the endof the season,
late March andearly April,the gangman, under farmers pressure,raisedthe gate to 13 inches, even
14 inches on one day, and skipped the Thursday closure on 9 April. 'Rough tuning' is thus not a
strictly implemented rule. (Forthose who study figure 7.2 closely, the absence of Thursday closure
of subdistributary D24/9 at the end of April and in May is caused by abundant supply: the rice
harvest had started.)
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tail by closing subdistributaries for two days per week instead of one.'5> In March 1989,
at the height of a water crisis (see chapter 9), the Irrigation Department ordered a rotation
in distributary 24 that divised the distributary in two parts, each receiving water half of the
week. The Irrigation Department also tried to implement this in the following 1989-90
irrigation year. In July 1989 the Mandal Pradhanl6) wrote a letter to the Assistant
Executive Engineer in charge of distributary 24 saying that "if the POs are closed as
specified in the notification, it is going to create a lot of problems to the farmers. Because
of this reason, it is better to follow the old system of closing POs (...) rather than this new
system. We request you to consider this matter." This consideration did not take long. Ten
days later the Assiatant Executive Engineer wrote to his superior, the Executive Engineer,
that "if we follow the [new] rotation system farmers will be getting water once in 8 to 10
days, as such ayacut farmers are opposing it. (...) it is not possible to introduce the new
rotation system, instead of it the old rotation system will be followed". After these failed
efforts to implement rotation with longer closure periods, a new Section Officer came and
adopted a different strategy (see section 7.4, example 3).17)
Rotationin distributary93
In distributary 93 rotation at distributary level was first introduced in the early years of the
canal when demand for irrigation water was so low that it was decided to supply the outlets
along the main distributary for one week and along the subdistributaries the other week (see
figure 8.9 for a map). When migrant farmers settled in the canal command, from 1978-79,
this was one of the first things they tried to change. They represented to the Irrigation
Department without success, and consequently mobilised support from a local MLA. At a
cost of 8000 Rupees a ceremony was organised to which important officials from the
Revenue, Agricultural and Irrigation Departments, functionaries from thebanking sector, and
village leaders from ten surrounding villages, were invited. The local MLA laid the
foundation stone for the main camp on the distributary. During the ceremony the water
facilities for this new camp were discussed, as well as the number of pipe outlets, both of
which the settlers wanted improved. After 1981,the founders of the camp reported, water
supply was continuous. One of them observed that "money is the only thing that matters to
get the work 18)
' 5 I I found references to proposed changes in the distributary 24 rotation system starting from
kharif 1985. In August 1985 the Irrigation Department ordered the introduction of rotation in
subdistributaries in the third section of distributary 24. In January 1986 a system was notified in
which each subdistributary is closed two days per week. This was repeated in August 1987 and
in late 1988 and early 1989. It seems unlikely that implementation was very successful. Farmers
made no reference to it in their accounts of changes in water distribution in distributary 24.
161
The Mandal Pradhan is the chairman of the Mandal Panchayat, which is the elected body one
level below the District Council [ZillaParishad). The Mandal Panchayat covers anumber of villages.
These bodies were introduced under the 'Karnataka Zilla Parishads, Taluk Panchayat Samithis,
Mandal Panchayats and Nyaya Panchayats Act 1983' in an effort to decentralise decision making
on (rural) development.
171
There isadifference between notifications issuedbythe Irrigation Department that try to resolve
real crises in the field, and notifications that are issued because 'higher authorities' have given
orders to do so. In December 1989 another notification was issued for the 50/50 rotation after
pressure from the Command Area Development Authority, which seems to have had no impact at
all.
181
The MLA later became a cabinet minister, and was instrumental in the sanction of the
construction of roads and electricity lines to the main camp on distributary 93.
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Box 7 . 1 :Water distribution and legal action in distributary 93
Just outside the main camp on distributary 93 there was alarge pipe outlet of which farmers
constantly raised the gate to take extra water. As nothing had helped to reduce this, the
Section Officer decided on adifferent strategy: to bring the offenders to court and get them
convicted. Knowing how difficult court cases could be won by the Irrigation Department, he
made certain arrangements. One necessity was to catch the gate-raisers red-handed, and a
secondto have independent witnesses. Through thegangman hegot wordthat farmers were
preparing to demolish the gate. On that particular night, he went to the camp close by,
socialised with farmers, and let himself be given food and drink, to avoid suspicion and
mislead the offenders. He had earlier asked some farmers from a tail end village to go into
hiding not far from the concerned outlet. Some time after dark, farmers came to raise the
gate and 'remodel' the outlet. When the Section Officer heard noises indicating that this
business was going on, he went to the spot and the witnesses came forward. The Section
Officer could now book the case. However, went he went to the local Sub-Inspector of
Police,this person refused to register the case. After the incident onthe canal, some farmers
from the camp hadimmediately goneto the Sub-Inspector andconvinced him,by means Ican
only guess at, not to accept the case. The Section Officer responded by addressing his
Executive Engineer and through him the Superintending Engineer. The Superintending
Engineer supported his departmental staff and went to talk with the Police Inspector, who
consequently instructed hissubordinate to registerthe caseafter all.Thisall happened within
24 hours, because the law prescibes that cases have to be be registered within this period.
After 2-3 years the offenders were convicted, and had to pay a Rs.200 penalty.

The increasing gap between supply and demand led to the introduction of a new rotation
system indistributary 93during the 1980s. When exactly this happened is not fully certain.
The Section Officer in charge of distributary 93 in 1989-90 stated that he newly introduced
rotation in that year. In order to be able to introduce a rotation schedule the management
routines thathademerged since ricecultivation hadstarted toexpand, had tobe undermined.
The middle reach rice farmers of distributary 93 had maintained their generous water
supply throughout the 1980s by 'maintaining' the canal officials. There was a systematic
practice of collecting moneyonaper acre basis for thispurpose. A 'management committee'
of trusted farmers was formed to organise this.19) The newly appointed Section Officer for
distributary 93 tried to enforce a more equitable water distribution pattern. He designed a
rotation system, supervised his field staff closely, was on the canal a lot, and confronted
farmers who interfered. He also mobilised the law, legal procedures and the police, to
enforce water distribution. Anexample ofone suchaconfrontation isgiven inBox7.1. The
example illustrates theperseverance andclever manoeuvring of thisofficer, thedifficulty but
possibility tochange existing distribution patterns, and also it isa lesson in how to construct
a winnable court case.20'

191
This is one of the two examples of organised bribe payments that I could identify in the areas
studied. The other was situated in subdistributary D24/10 and involved the collection of money in
emergency situations only. It hadalso beensuperseded by other management routines (see section
7.3).
201
The case described is based on interviews with the concerned Section Officer, and the
documents of the court case. Icould not verify all details by interviews with farmers.
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The Section Officer through these actions and his refusal to take bribes (he threatened to
pursue those who offered them) was able to establish a rotation schedule in the
distributary.21' In this rotation the distributary was divided in two parts which received
water for 3 days each. The border was located just upstream of the main camp on
distributary 93 in the middle of the rice cultivation area.22) The seventh day, Sunday, the
canal was closed. Whether it was fully implemented as planned I do not know, but heroic
stories are told by tail end as well as head end farmers on the efforts of this officer to
implement the system. "He was notafraid of anyone" is what was said with admiration. The
system musthavehad someeffect because tailenders tried topreventhistransfer, butwithout
success.23'
In August 1991 a different rotation system was notified. In this rotation there were three
sections instead of the earlier two. The first section stretched from the main canal till
approximately the start of the middle reach rice area, the second section from this point till
theend of this rice area, and the third section included theremainder of the canal (see figure
8.9 for a map). The rotation consisted of closure of the first section from Sunday evening
to Wednesday morning (2V4 days), and the second section from Wednesday morning to
Friday evening (2'/2 days). From Friday evening to Saturday evening there was noclosure.
The major advantage for the middle reach rice farmers of this rotation as compared to the
earlier one was that on all days of the week (except of course theday thatde distributary as
a wholewasclosed) water waspassing inthedistributary canalpast themiddlereach outlets.
This created the possibility to draw water at any time required, while in the earlier system
part of the distributary canal in the middle reach was dry for half of the week. The change
to the new three-section rotation can thusbe interpreted as a concession to the middle reach
rice farmers.
The implementation of thisrotation scheduleduring 1991-92was notvery strict. Thiswas
partly duetothetimelyrainfall atthestartof theyear, andpartly because theSection Officer
of distributary 93 took very little interest in water management. As a result field staff got
little support in implementing the rotation. Figure 7.3 shows that in the rabiseason in199192 the intake of Bhatta outlet command area, which is located in the second section, was
never closed fully intheWednesday toFriday rotationperiod (alsosee chapter 6). The same
was true for other pipe outlet commands in the second section, and also the pipe outlet
commands inthe first section during their rotational closure. The gate opening was reduced
to one or two inches on the 'closure' days, but the gates were never fully shut.
There was a day and night rhythm as well. Thegate readings given infigure 7.3 are from
12p.m.. We also took a reading early morning before the gangman arrived. On most days
in February and March, the peak period, we found the gate opened 6 or 7 inches in the
morning. The gangman then came and reduced it to 4 inches, at which level it was kept
during the day. When we drove along the canal around 6 p.m., after the gangman had
returned home, we frequently observed farmers sitting on outlets to manipulate gates.

2,1

It is noticeable that the middle reach farmers were unable to prevent this despite their political
connections. One possible explanation isthat after roughly 10 years they were not yet sufficiently
embedded in local politics, and that their distributary was relatively small and not acentral area in
a constituency (see also section 7.4).
221
I leave aside the details of the rotation schedule in the subdistributaries.
231
It seems that this officer's ability as a trouble shooter was also noted by his superiors and he
was posted in comparable problematic situations in other distributaries in the years after his
transfer from distributary 93.
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Also visible in figure 7.3 is that the
water level in the distributary at Bhatta
outlet was generally higher in the three
days before the canal closure than the
three days after it. This means that the
partial closureof theoutlets inthesecond
section raised the water level and
increased the supply to the third, tail end
section. When tailenders talked about the
rotation they said that they could get
water during three days a week. These
were the days of the second section's
partialclosure.TheIrrigation Department
concentrated the little bit of night
guarding that it did in the rabi 1992
season to enforce the rotation more
strictly, also in these three days.
That the rotation was not very strictly
implemented isalso shownby theactions
thata large farmer from a tail end village
found necessary toundertake toget water
to his lands. When this large farmer
wanted to irrigate his lands he employed
6 labourers to guard the canal and he
himself guarded the distributary gate at
the maincanal. These interventions were
prepared with representations to the
Irrigation Department. Reportedly, the
labourers sometimes carried axes while
guarding the canal.
Mainfindings
The main findings of this section are the
following.
1)
Water scarcity induces the
emergence of rotation schedules. They
are used in many distributaries in the
Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal, from head
to tail. However, very low water
availability combined with other factors
may make them unfeasible.
2)
Rotation schedules are the
outcome of local negotiation between
different groups of farmers and the
Irrigation Department. It seems to be the
Irrigation Department that usually
articulates the exact time schedule; the
feasibility of this shows in its use. The
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introduction of rotation and its reproduction over time is not easily achieved. It requires
repeated and concerted action from farmers as well as Irrigation Department staff, and may
involve the mobilisation of political influence and the law. Its monitoring involves guarding
activities of both the Irrigation Department and farmers. The rotation schedules are thus
jointly controlled.
3)
Rotation does notaccomplish equality inwater distribution butdoespush some water
to the tail end areas. Rotation schedules can be interpreted as the expression of the power
balance between head enders and tail enders.
4)
Rotation creates a regular variation of water availability, that is, it increases the
reliability of supply.
5)
Themanagement styleoftheIrrigation Departmentofficer responsible for distributary
management is an important variable in the implementation of rotation schedules.
6)
Rotation schedules are an institutional resource that is drawn upon when needed.

7.3 SUBDISTRIBUTARY ROTATION
In this section I discuss subdistributary rotation in distributary 24. This distributary has in
total eleven subdistributaries that provide an interestingly diverse pattern of forms of
organisation (see figure 7.1 for the layout of the distributary system).24>
In distributary 24 the subdistributary rotations are partially formalised and implemented
by the Irrigation Department, and partly they are farmer controlled. Also, rotation is not
practised in all subdistributary canals. The reasons for these and other differences are
explored below.25'
Farmercontrolledrotation:D24/10, D24/11 andD24/12
The mostcomplex subdistributary rotationschedule, combined withrotation withintheoutlet
command area, was found in D24/11. The details of this were already given in chapter 6,
box 6.2.
Ina neighbouring subdistributary, D24/12,with sixpipeoutlets like D24/11, farmers had
not been able to come to an agreement on rotational water distribution. The farmers of the
two head end pipe outlet command areas had refused to participate in a rotation system
proposed by the tail end farmers. Because of the location of the head end pipe outlet
structures, literally on thedoorstep of people's houses inthemiddleof acamp, the tailenders
could do very little about this refusal.26'
241

The two subdistributaries in distributary 93 do not add to this analysis. Distributary 97 has no
rotation at all, as explained above.
251
The descriptions given below are based on interviews with farmers, and not on direct
observation of rotation practices. Only in subdistributary D24/9 systematic observation was done.
261
The D24/12 tailenders stated that since 1985 they operated their own rotation. The rotation
concerned 4 outlet command areas, located in pairs (oneoutlet on each side of the canal). The two
pairs were alternately closed for 24 hours. These outlets no longer had gates. Water was led
around the structure rather than through it because the pipe could not take the full subdistributary
supply. Gangmen were not active on this canal in 1991-92 and the Saturday closure of this most
downstream subdistributary was not effectuated. Within the pipe outlets distribution was done on
a one hour per acre basis in the tail end four outlets, and one hour and three quarters per acre in
the upper two. Farmers in the upstream outlets claimed that this time-based rotation inthe outlets
had been in operation for more than 10 years.
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The major difference between D24/11 and D24/12 is the settlement pattern. In D24/11
farmers now living ina camp in the head end of the subdistributary originally settled in the
tail, and moved when water became scarcer. Many farmers have their land spread along the
distributary. The settlers who lived in the head end of D24/12 have always lived there and
have their land concentrated in the head end of the subdistributary. The four tail end outlets
were mainly cultivated by farmers from a tail end village.27'
Another factor that may explain the difference between D24/11and D24/12 isthe greater
length and higher designduty of D24/12 (seetable 7.1), and its location further downstream
along the distributary. D24/12 farmers also claim that the sill level in their subdistributary
offtake was too high, but the Irrigation Department denied this.
Table 7 . 1 : Characteristics of D 2 4 subdistributaries
Subdistributary
number"'
24/2

Length
(meters)

Design discharge
(cusecs)

Localised
area (acres)
3547

7656

30.36

24/3

915

4.84

24/4

1007

6.90

24/5

2654

12.70

24/6

3721

24/7
24/8

Overall duty
(acres/cusec)
117

(high)

189

39

(very low)

914

89

(medium)

535

42

(very low)

8.59

969

112

(high)

4270

25.67

2012

78

(medium)

2898

14.64

1506

103

(medium)
(low)

24/9

3965

20.46

1285

63

24/10

2989

4.16

996

240

24/11

1525

6.44

424

66

(low)

24/12

2244

9.38

758

81

(medium)

(very high)

a) Subdistributary 24/1 does not exist
Sources: data mainly some from the Section Officer's notebook, assuming that these are the
figures actually worked with). Lengths of canals were checked with command area maps.
Localisation and design discharges were checked with the localisation boards on the canals, and
with the 1969-70 rotation schedule. There were inconsistencies.

D24/10 also had a beheaded form of rotational water distribution, but with a different
history. Before 1985 the whole distributary was involved in rotation. All pipe outlet pipes
were 9inches indiameter. Downstream farmers often cametoblock theupstream pipeswith
stones. The stones were put inside the pipes and were difficult to remove. The head end
farmers represented to the Irrigation Department, which decided to decrease the pipe
diameters of the upper 4 pipe outlets to 6 inches and leave the downstream 4 pipe outlets at
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In both the D24/11 and D24/12 cases the head end pipe outlets are cultivated by both settler
and local farmers. There is no simple local/settler division in access to water. However the
settlement pattern does influence the possibilities for the implementation of rotational distribution
in the subdistributary.
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9 inches.28' From that moment the four upstream pipe outlets were out of the rotation.
Sincethen rotation ispractised inthe downstream half only. Every pipeoutlet there receives
water on two consecutive days, one pipe outlet at a time. This means that three out of four
pipe outlets receive water every week and that the days on which a particular pipe outlet
receives water rotate in a cycle of 4 weeks. In at least one of the pipe outlets irrigation is
organised on a one hour per acre basis. There is no longer a gangman active on the canal.
He would hardly have any possibility to regulate gates also. Of the four pipe outlets in the
upper half two had their gates removed. The lower four pipe outlets were completely
demolished. Thedesign duty found for this subdistributary (seetable7.1) isextremely high,
and makethewater distributionproblem technically understandable. Thereasons for thishigh
duty are unknown.
Othermanagementroutines thanrotation:D24/8 and D24/9
In subdistributaries D24/8 and D24/9 there is no rotation over pipe outlets. Rotation
schedules for thesetwosubdistributaries areappended tothe 1969-70document that specified
the distributary 24 rotation system, but were, according to farmers, never implemented. In
the second half of the 1980s several efforts were made by the Irrigation Department to
introduce rotation in these subdistributaries, but without success.
Two main factors explain the absence of rotation, a technical and a socio-political one.
Thetechnical factor isthatthetwosubdistributaries havebeendesigned for almost 100%rice
and sugarcane localisation in thecase of D24/9, and roughly 50% inthe case of D24/8. The
tail end of the D24/8 command in 1991-92 was irrigated by a lift irrigation scheme, which
relieved scarcity conditions. This implies that the subdistributary canals can carry sufficient
water for irrigation of rice and sugarcane in most of their commands.
The socio-political factor is that these two subdistributaries are part of the original core
area of settlement. The political weight that farmers from these subdistributaries carry was
considerable, because of their numbers, and through the economic power and social and
political networks built over the years.29'
The political weight of the water users ensured that water kept reaching these
subdistributaries; the design characteristics made sure that it can flow through the canal.
The management routine that did exist in D24/9 was the following.30' In the
subdistributary Irrigation Department gangmen are active and the outlet structures were in
a reasonable state. For each outlet the gangman had set a 'normal' gate opening, which was
acceptable toheadenders and brought somewater tothetail.Thegateopening was expressed
inthreads, counted on therod alongwhich thegate islowered and raised. Thethreads visible
when the gate is fully closed were painted white. The gate opening could quickly be
determined by counting the unpainted threads that were visible. The number of threads that
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In 1985 there was a pipe outlet remodelling programme in many subdistributaries.
The data on which this statement is based isquite diverse. It includes interviews on the history
of settlement and water distribution with different actors, information on the commission agents
and rice traders community, information on political networks, and accounts of interactions
between these farmers, the Irrigation Department and the local MLA. One example of the latter is
discussed below in example 3 in section 7.4. It were the leading farmers from subdistributary
D24/9 whom the Section Officer chose to mobilise when he needed support to solve a problem
with head end farmers.
301
My interview data suggest that it was the same in subdistributary D24/8.
291
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is 'normal' for a particular outlet was not a calculated number, but based on experience.3"
The routine consisted of the gangman's judgement of the water level in the canal and his
decision whether hewould put thegateat normal level, or squeeze the supply intothe outlet
a bit. He never raised the gate above its normal position on his own initiative. In this way
the gangman tried to maintain a stable, though unequal, distribution of water in the
subdistributary.
This routine worked during the day, but every morning when the gangman came on duty
hehad to correct a number of gatesback totheir normal position. Farmers changed the gate
openings during the night after the gangman went off duty.32) The canal was the farmers'
domain at night. Then farmers who needed to irrigate traveled up and down the canal to
check the upstream gates, or toobstruct them to increase the supply totheir own fields. This
guarding and manipulation workwasdonebythefarmer-irrigator himself, afamily member,
or in case of some rich peasants, by a labourer. Upstream farmers sometimes guarded their
outlets by sleeping on it, or by employing people to do so. Most of the manipulation and
guarding activities took place between sunset and midnight.33'
Theguarding and manipulation activity was mostly a matter of individual farmers or very
small groups, who in water stress periods might actjointly in larger numbers. However, a
more organised form was put into operation in times of high water stress. The five tail end
outlets of subdistributary D24/9since manyyears had anassociation thatundertook activities
to safeguard the water supply. One of these activities was the employment of night guards
in difficult periods, to check upstream gates and eventually obstruct them. The money for
the wages of these employees was collected on aper acre basis from the water users. A few
years before we did our fieldwork the Irrigation Department had started topay for these tail
end night guards. In subdistributary D24/9 the Section Officer handed the money to the
chairman of the five outlets committee, who employed and payed the workers.34' For the
311
For outlets on the main distributary of D24 calculations had been made by the Section Officer
to determine the gate opening needed for the design discharge. These calculations bear little
relation to the real situation because the head between main distributary and field channel was
standardly assumed to be one foot, which is an arbitrary value. The meaning of these pseudocalculations was more their strategic value in negotiations with water users on discharge into the
outlet. The Section Officer could, and did, arguethat a particular opening was what farmers in an
outlet were allowed to get, scientifically derived from the localisation pattern, which has legal
force. Farmers were unable to check the calculations.
321
Farmers manipulated gates by means of copied keys. Some gates were in a state that lifting
could bedone by hand.There was gate manipulation duringthe day as well, but much less so than
during the night. During daytime a person is quite exposed and the adjustment of other people's
gates arisky matter. During the day farmers generally asked the gangman to raise the gate if they
needed more water. Sometimes the gangman obliged and sometimes he didn't, depending on the
situation on the canal and his relation with the concerned farmer. Gangmen sometimes received
small payments for changes made in the gate settings. However, gangmen generally found it
difficult to refuse requests of influential farmers even without payment. The social status of
gangmen was low. Often they had worked as agricultural labourers before. Gangmen who had
worked on the canal for a long time had sometimes developed good arguing skills to use against
requests for favours.
331
An amusing example of this at distributary level is that middle reach farmers in distributary 24
made sure that their gates weren't blocked just after midnight. This was the time when tailenders
returned home from the cinema, on the way blocking afew gates.
341
The five-outlets-committee had office bearers and held regular meetings where the accounts
were checked and activities were planned. This is the only example of such a stable and well
(continued...)
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Irrigation Department it was attractive to work through intermediaries because it was easier
than direct employment. The latter created selection and control problems. For the local
leader it was interesting because it created new patron-client relationships. To be an
intermediary is a form of social capital accumulation. The Irrigation Department-paid night
guards were notallowed to adjust gates, but had toreport interference to thegangman when
hecame onduty inthe morning. Theturnover of management responsibilities towater users
was thus partial.
IrrigationDepartmentmanagedrotation:D24/2, D24/6 and D24/7
In three other subdistributaries with (part of) their command area in the core area of
settlementandagricultural intensification, D24/2,D24/6andD24/7,internalrotationsystems
implemented by Irrigation Department gangmen were inoperation. There were a number of
differences between these three subdistributaries and other subdistributaries.
Subdistributaries D24/2 and D24/6 were not designed for 100% sugarcane and rice, but
the localised area includes a substantial part of light crops.3i) The discharge capacity per
unit area of command is thus relatively small (or the duty high) compared to D24/8 and
D24/9.36) D24/7 has a bifurcation point in the head end, and in fact consists of two canals.
This complicated water control. D24/2and D24/7are longcanals withvested interests inthe
tail and middle reaches. That is where the original land development and settlement took
place, and these powerful farmers have a strong interest in distributary rotation.
The reason that the Irrigation Department plays a role in this rotation, in contrast to
D24/10, D24/11 and D24/12, may be hypothesised to lie in two factors. First, the water
supply into D24/2, D24/6 and D24/7apart from being relatively higher isalso much stabler
than that into D24/10 and particularly D24/11 and D24/12. This was due to the more
upstream location of D24/4, D24/6 and D24/7. Secondly, the length of the subdistributaries
increased the number of water users and the number of villages and camps they came from.
This may make farmer controlled rotation more difficult to establish.
These factors together make the existence of subdistributary rotation managed by the
Irrigation Department more likely in these three subdistributaries than in the others37',
because there is bothe the need and the possibility for (from the farmers' perspective)
external management.

"'(...continued)
structured form of tail end organisation that I have heard about in the distributary 24 command
area. There might be more however, because they are easily overlooked. Farmers do not quickly
reveal their existence to outsiders, possibly because of the occasional bribing that their activities
involve. The Irrigation Department officers seemed only to know (about) the leaders of the
organisation.
351
D24/7 was designed for almost 100% sugarcane. This may still give capacity problems when
a lot of rice is cultivated, and canal maintenance is poor. Unlike D24/8 it had no large lift irrigation
scheme in the tail end.
361
D24/6 passes along apiece of unlocalised command, and therefore prospects for unauthorised
irrigation are good. There is thus more demand (and a higher duty) than table 7.1 suggests. It
should be noted that discharge capacity is a relevant factor only when the subdistributary is in a
position where it can potentially draw full design discharge. This is not the case for D24/11 and
D24/12.
371
This prudent formulation is deliberate because afully convincing explanation would require more
information, to begathered through intensive fieldwork. Straightforward correlations do not exist.
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No rotation and no IrrigationDepartmentpresence: D24/3, D24/4 and D24/5
Subdistributaries D24/3, D24/4 and D24/5 had no internal rotation systems in 1991-92, and
no or very low Irrigation Department management presence along the subdistributary.
Subdistributary D24/4 is inprinciple asimilar case to D24/6(italso hasgreat possibilities
for unauthorised irrigation). However, this was a subdistributary with severe water supply
problems. The explanation for this may be the difficult location of the subdistributary outlet
in a curve in the canal, and with a drop structure downstream of it that was regularly
demolished by downstream farmers. Therefore supply into the canal was low, leading to
severe internal distribution problems. Irrigation Department staff was chased away when it
tried to enter into this subdistributary (see example No.3 in section 7.4).
Subdistributaries D24/3 and D24/5 provide yet another situation. These two canals have
exceptionally low design duties, that do not correspond with the localised cropping pattern.
The absence of water distribution problems (and organised rotation) is therefore not
surprising.38' In the 1969-70 rotation document lower design discharges are found than at
present in the Section Officer's notebook. Influential settler farmers cultivated land in these
subdistributaries, which are located very closely to a camp (D24/5 takes off in the camp).
Icanonly assume thatthis influence gottranslated intoalowdesignduty tolegitimise higher
releases into these subdistributaries.
Mainfindings
At first sight, the clustered presentation of the different management situations in the
different subdistributaries perhaps suggests that there is a straightforward relationship
between locationonthedistributary and management practices inthesubdistributary. Except
for subdistributary D24/2 the discussion moves from the tail end to the head end. The
locational factor iscertainly of importance, buton closer look itbecomes clear that there are
a large number of factors that influence and explain the existing forms of organisation.
The material presented above suggests that the following factors are important for the
explanation of the nature of the water distribution routines at subdistributary level.
- The settlement pattern.
- The design capacity of the canal/overall duty for the command area.
- The social power of farmers to bring water to the subdistributary.
- The degree of water scarcity.
- The opportunities for expansion of irrigation outside the localised area.
- The length of the canal as it influences the number of farmers and villages/camps.
- The hydraulic conditions at the subdistributary offtake.
- The bifurcation pattern of the subdistributary.
- The stability of water supply into the subdistributary.
The discussion of these factors above has shown that they are not independent but
interrelated, that not all factors are relevant in all cases, and that a factor may have a
different meaning in different situations.
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Gangmen were not active onthese two canals, and pipeoutlets were demolished. However, the
latter should in this case not be interpreted as a sign of water scarcity, but exactly the opposite.
There was so little water scarcity that the structures themselves were not important.
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7.4 LEGISLATORS IN DISTRIBUTARY WATER MANAGEMENT
The mainactors intheresponses towater scarcity described aboveare farmers and Irrigation
Department officials. A third actor is important: the politicians. All elected members of
governmental bodiescomeunderthisheading.For waterdistribution intheTungabhadra Left
Bank Canal the MLA, the Member of the Legislative Assembly, the State parliament, is of
particular importance.
Constituencies, commands and resource broking
India has a constituency based parliamentary system. Each member of parliament thus has
a clearly defined base area. Some of these are part of irrigation systems, covering head end
areas, tail end areas, or parts of both. For thepurpose of this analysis the basic point about
IndianMLAs isthat theyareresource brokers (seechapter 3for discussion and explanation).
Irrigation water isa resource provided by the state with development objectives, but it is
not a development programme in the same way as for example a government housing
scheme. Its benefits cannot be handed out at special occasions where the good deeds and
ideas of the MLA and his/her political party canbecommemorated, like for example canbe
done at the public distribution of sites for houses to former untouchables. The distribution
of irrigation water is a continuous and spatially dispersed activity, for which a functional
organisation, the Irrigation Department, bears day-to-day responsibility. MLAs can - thus influence water distribution only by influencing the behaviour of Irrigation Department
officials.
The mechanism that enables an MLA to do this, is his/her influence on the transfer of
government officials. Chief Ministers and Ministers 'delegate' their legal decision making
power with regard to transfers of members of the government administration to MLAs in
exchange for supportof theseMLAsoftheCabinet intheAssembly (deZwart, 1992).Wade
summarises the importance of transfer determination by MLAs by stating that "[t]ransfer is
the politician's basic weapon of control over the bureaucracy, and thus the lever of surplus
extraction from the clients of the bureaucracy" (Wade, 1982a:319). De Zwart adds to this
monetary objective theargument that frequent transfers are a method for politicians to avoid
competition in 'resource broking' by government officials, who are also (potential)
'gatekeepers' for stateresources (de Zwart, 1992:5-6).There isdifference of opinionon the
degree to which political determination of transfers is systemic and institutionalised, and
involves monetary transactions, but there seems very littledoubt that it exists inmost places
at least in some degree.39'
From theperspective of thefarmer/water user, influencing water supply through theMLA
or another politician is a deviation. A shorter institutional route is to exert pressure on the
Irrigation Department directly. This is indeed very commonly done, and different methods
are used for it, as indicated above. These methods come into existence because there are
virtually noformal accountability mechanismsbetweenwater usersand Irrigation Department
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Wade (1985) may be read to suggest that political determination is ubiquitous and highly
institutionalised. DeZwart (1992) hasfound, studying several departments in Gujarat, that routine
transfers are very common, and political determination andthe attendant system of payments for
posts only found in part of the cases. DeZwart further shows that the possibilities for government
servants to resist 'arbitrary' transfers are very limited. One of the few avenues open to them is
legal action. As the objectives of transfer policy are very vaguely described, it is very difficult to
win such cases, even when one can afford the costs of litigation.
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managers. The irrigation bureaucracy is designed on a 'management by prescription' model
(see also chapter 9). The absence of such accountability mechanisms makes the exertion of
direct pressure a cumbersome affair. One reason for this is that it has to be repeated
continuously. Farmers therefore regularly resort toan indirect method to influence Irrigation
Department behaviour: lobby their MLA to secure water supply. Farmers explained to me
that this method gave a bigger chance of longer lasting success, and was cheaper.40' There
is an accountability feed back loop in political lobby in which the initiative lies on the
farmers' side: the threat not to re-elect the MLA.
I do not claim that this set of relationships exists in all parts of all irrigation systems, or
even in all distributaries in the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal. Its occurrence depends on a
number of factors.41' Firstly, as already indicated, irrigation water should be an important
resource in the MLA's constituency. Many voters inthe constituency must depend on canal
irrigated agriculture. In the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal rice and sugarcane farming,
trading and processing were the backbone of the local economy in distributary 24. In
distributaries 93and 97 a much smaller part of the command area is irrigated, and with less
remunerative crops. In those cases a politician's vote base may not be primarily related to
irrigation.
Secondly, a lot depends on the geographical intersection of constituencies and command
areas of canals. In the case of distributary 24, the downstream/tail end half was part of one
constituency, and the upstream/head end half of another. This created a situation in which
thedownstream/tail end MLA hadarelatively clear interest todefend, even when there were
inequalities indistribution within thecommand area inhis constituency. Distributary 93was
literally on the margin of a constituency, had a relatively small area of rice cultivation and
therefore fewer (influential) people. According to farmers MLAs showed their faces only at
election time.
A third factor isthe political history of theconstituency cumcommand. Indistributary 24
some villages had very good connections with the MLA, others much less so. This had to
dowith theirrelative economicand electoral 'weight', andchanges inthatover time,but also
with the availability of strong local leaders and other contingent factors. The typeof political
networks through which political support and influence canbe mobilised are very important,
and these are locally specific.42'
In summary, the Indian administrative system provides few possibilities for water users
tohold Irrigation Department canal officials directlyaccountable for theperformance of their
duties towards them. Under certain conditions farmers can use theavenue of political lobby
as one of the few ways to institutionalise such an accountability relationship. Farmers can
401

This confirms Wade's analysis (Wade, 1980a:366). One farmer leader from the tail end of
distributary 24 told us that paying bribes was something that their fathers did, but they had
different methods.
411
The basic condition that the resource should be scarce is fulfilled by design. Also see Wade
(1980a:370-371) on the conditions under which politicians may involve themselves in water
distribution.
421
One of the weaknesses of our research isthat we have not documented the details of the social
and political networks of the MLAs and the parties they belong to. Boss' work on the right bank
suggests that different political configurations may also exist, for example with a prominent role
of leaders of the Karnataka State Farmers Movement (KRRS) rather than MLAs (Boss, 1998). He
also makes reference to the importance incanal management of the political agents of the different
political leaders. More research on these local socio-political networks and practices would be of
strategic importance for any intervention programme.
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exchange their electoral support for the MLA's influence on Irrigation Department officials.
In this relation the possibility to default lies on the farmers' side. The exertion of this
influence allows theMLA toreproduce his/her basefor re-election. (S)hecanexert influence
on thebureaucracy through the transfer system. Irrigation Department canal managers have
very few resources to act as equal partners in this triangle, though they are not as helpless,
and as innocent, as they often portray themselves to be.
Three examples
Three examples of interactions that occurred on distributary 24 are given to show the role
an MLA can play in water management. The three examples are ordered in a sequence of
increasing complexity of the interaction.
ExampleNo. 1
One good morning my assistant and Iwere driving up the distributary to do some shopping in the
local market, when we passed a pipe outlet where there was a lot of commotion. Some gangmen
andalarge group of farmers were fiercely arguing.We stopped andwe heardthat the farmers had
refused to allow the Irrigation Department gangman on duty to close the gate of the pipe outlet.
As it was Wednesday, this pipe outlet had to be closed, Wednesday being the one-day-a-week
closure day for this pipe outlet in the distributary rotation system. Furthermore, the farmers had
raised the sill level of the canal drop immediately downstream of the pipe outlet to increase the
discharge through the pipe. They claimed the sill of the drop was damaged and at too low alevel.
One of the gangmen had already phoned the Section Officer andtold him to come immediately, as
there was a crisis situation. This was exactly what had been the farmers' intention. They had
already prepared a place to sit in the shade of atree, and had instructed the local tea-shop owner
to brew K-tea, that is extra good quality tea. When the Section Officer came he was, after some
initial discussion, seated under the tree, and given tea. A written petition, prepared and signed by
allfarmers the previous evening was presented to him.The farmers' problem was that insufficient
water was flowing into the pipe outlet. They argued that the pipe level of the pipe outlet was too
high relative to the bed level of the canal. The Section Officer argued back that they were
cultivating rice instead of the authorised sugarcane, andthat they therefore were inperpetual need
of more water. After alongdiscussion the Section Officer agreed to leave the pipe outlet gate open
this Wednesday under the condition that they would remove the stones in the drop. He told the
farmers to bring the petition to his office the following day. He guessed that farmers would be
satisfied with one extra day of water, and would not actually come to his office the next day. He
was right.

0 = Irrigation Department Officials
P = Politician
F = Farmers

1 = pressure and request
2 = water
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That the Section Officer came to the field so quickly is unusual. Usually farmers have to travel to
the Division office first and present their case there. In this case however it was different. Most
of the land in this pipe outlet was owned by a former well known MLA and MP (member of
parliament at national level), who had leased out part of his land to a number of smaller farmers.
The manager of the rest of his land was the person who spoke on behalf of the farmers in the
discussion with the Section Officer. As one gangman said: "the Section Officer should take care
with this pipe outlet". The role of the politician in this case was one in the background, but still
clearly felt. The interaction is summarised in the figure on the previous page.
ExampleNo.2
The second example is the standard type of interaction that took place. In one of the tail end
subdistributaries the usual pattern of water supply was that three days in a week there would be
'good water' and three days 'poor water', while the subdistributary was closed one day per week
as part of the distributary rotation system. Inthe course of the dry rabi season the water levels on
the good days, Monday to Wednesday, were going down. Farmers of five pipe outlets at the tail
end of the subdistributary organised a tail end association many years back. The leaders of this
association went to the Irrigation Department office to talk to the Section Officer. Also small
amounts were paidto the gangmen of the subdistributary, for which money had been collected on
aper acre basis. Several visits were made to the Division office, but the situation did not improve.
The farmers decided to go to their MLA and one good morning a tractor full of farmers, plus the
leaders on motorbikes, travelled to the MLA's house in the local town, where they explained their
case. They also took the opportunity to complain about the irregularity of the bus service to the
village. The MLA settled this on the spot by summoning the depot manager of the bus corporation
to his verandah, and instructing him to be more punctual. As the Irrigation Department office was
some distance away from the town, the MLA could not summon the concerned Irrigation
Department officials, and the farmers requested for a field inspection. A few days later the MLA
plus Irrigation Department officials appeared on the canal to inspect the site. The Executive
Engineer, head of the Division, had also come. A long discussion of the three parties followed and
finally the MLA instructed the officials to release the water asper schedule. The Executive Engineer
was courageous enough to protest. Hesaid: "but Sir, how can Irelease water to tail enders when
at the same time you send me slips with instructions to release water to head enders?" To this the
MLA replied: "only work according to the approved schedule, ignore the slips, even if they come
from me." For some time the water situation improved. To summarise:

0 = Irrigation Department Officials
P = Politician
F = Farmers

1 = request and pressure (fails)
2 = complaint
3 = instruction
4 = water

ExampleNo.3
One of the head end subdistributaries, D24/4, was designed for the irrigation of light crops.
However, a lot of rice was grown in the head end of this subdistributary, and a considerable tail
end problem therefore existed in the subdistributary. Furthermore, the gate of the subdistributary
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was situated in a bend of the canal in a very unfavourable position. The drop downstream of the
gate had been destroyed by farmers from lower reaches, which further reduced the discharge into
the subdistributary offtake. One good night the tail end farmers of this head end subdistributary
destroyed the subdistributary gate. As a result a lot more water entered the subdistributary. The
Irrigation Department booked a case against the farmers for damaging government property, but
the police took no action. The Irrigation Department tried to close the gate partially to reduce the
flow, but farmers guarding the gate chased the officials away by throwing stones. The canal road
was located on the other side of the canal than the subdistributary offtake, which was therefore
difficult to reach for Irrigation Department officials. The Section Officer realised he would not be
able to do something to change the situation on his own, andthought of another plan. He decided
to approach the leaders of the distributary tail end farmers, who were suffering because of the
lower supplies, and to ask them to go to the MLA to complain about lack of water, and ask the
MLA to put pressure on the head end farmers. "When the Irrigation Department calls a meeting
farmers won't listen, but when the MLA calls it, it is different", is how he explained his strategy.
The tail end farmers went to the MLA to complain about the water shortage, and explained the
cause of it. The MLA realisedthe seriousness of the situation, also after having collected additional
information from the Section Officer. The MLA took immediate action. A number of people were
arrested by the police and put behind bars. The MLA left to the State capital on other business for
two days. The families of the arrested people got very nervous, and on the return of the MLA
prayed him to release their kin. The MLA consequently organised a meeting in the village. The
village was actually just outside his constituency, but he commanded some respect there. Apart
from MLA he was also the owner of aricemill andafertiliser shop. The farmers of this village took
fertiliser on credit and also borrowed money from his fertiliser shop. In the meeting the MLA
promised to release the people from the police cells, if the village promised to allow the Irrigation
Department to repair the gate andreducethe inflow intothe subdistributary. Thevillagers accepted
this. The MLA then instructed the Irrigation Department officials to do the work and release water
to the tail end subdistributaries. To summarise:

0 = Irrigation Department Officials
P = Politician
FHEAD = Head End Farmers D24
FTAI, = Tail End Farmers D24

1 = ID official tries to reduce discharge (fails)
2 = ID official goes to distributary tailenders
3 = complaint and request of tailenders D24
4 = pressure
5 = instruction
6 = water
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Conclusion:a triangleofaccommodation
Which interpretation of the role of MLAs in water distribution do these three examples
suggest?
The examples show the large power of the MLA in his constituency. Rather than its
representative he seems to be its ruler. Administrative officers are at his call and at his
command. Theverandah of hishouse isthelocalewhere thegrievances of thegeneral public
are listened to. The MLA actively engages intheday-to-day problems of administration and
resource distribution, including water distribution inthe canal inhis constituency. The third
example suggests thecloserelationship between hispolitico-administrative and his economic
power. Inthatcase theMLA used hiseconomicpower directly as aresource inhis operation
as a politician.
It is in the nature of the job of MLA however to have to please as many voters as
possible. Becauseof thisthe MLA may becaught incontradictions. Theexample of theslips
that he issued for water releases, illustrates this. But he can get away with the the Kafkaesque answer "ignore the slips even if they come from me". As a gangman later observed
privately, "he never said he would stop writing slips".
IrrigationDepartmentofficials speakofpoliticiansoftenasbeingterrible nuisancescoming
from a different sphere, making 'scientific water management' impossible. In practice their
relationship may be more complex. The Section Officer inexample No.3had good relations
with the MLA, built up over a period of 10 years, working in this region in different
capacities.43' He used this relation to his advantage in his water management work. He had
tobevery careful with this. Inthedepartment herisked tobeaccused by others, particularly
superior officers, ofpartiality. Hehad tobevery careful with hisrelationship with the MLA
because he played thegame of resource broking himself, and might be seen by the MLA as
a competitor.44'
In a more general sense the three examples, and particularly the third, show the more
systematic role that an MLA can, under particular circumstances, play in the mediation of
different interests within the command area of a distributary. The fact that an elected
politician's vote bank necessarily consists of different groups with different interests means
thathecannot simply defend aparticular interest, but that thecontradictions refered toabove
are systemic. MLAs can react differently to this situation. They can evade and avoid the
problems inwater distribution, and concentrate on less controversial things. However, when
irrigation is important in a constituency this attitude is not likely to be feasible. The MLA
in distributary 24 in 1991-92 seems to have done more than the least risky option, which is
to only control conflicts that threaten to escalate. In implicit or explicit collusion with the
Section Officer of the distributary an effort was made to improve water management in that
canal.45'
It should be noted that the margins for improvement are limited. As another MLA in the
Tungabhadra command area saidtous inan interview "nopolitician whothinks of his career
can ignore the interest of rice farmers." Also in distributary 24 no fundamental relocation
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He was a native from the adjacent district and therefore wanted to stay posted in this region.
His relative 'localness' may have helped him in building networks andjudging situations.
441
This confirms Wade's observation that party factionalism has not penetrated the bureaucracy
in a substantial degree (see Wade, 1980a: 372).
451
Ido not know whether the cooperation of the MLA andthe Section Officer was ajoint strategy.
I suspect it was mostly implicit, regarding the risks involved, and looking at the course of events
in example No.3.
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of water took place; unequal water distribution kept on being reproduced. However, the
margin that seems to have been used is the efficiency gains that are possible by means of
better organised management.
The Section Officer was first appointed for the third, tail end section, but he also took
over the second, middle reach section of distributary 24 when the Section Officer of this
section was transfered. The central element of this officer's approach was to consequently
enforce rotation, but to be accommodating to farmers who really wanted extra water at
particular moments. To cut down water use in the middle reach and increase supply to the
tail reach he reduced the discharge into subdistributaries and pipe outlets on the main
distributary. But, he let some farmers take extra water for a limited period when this could
not be avoided, and squeeze the supply at places where he knew water was not short at the
same moment. In this way he avoided escalation of conflicts.46'
This style of management required detailed knowledge of the situation along the canal.
The Section Officer introduced a monitoring system alongside the routine two-hourly
registration of water levels during the day by the gaugereader. The gaugebook kept by the
gauge reader came to the Subdivision Irrigation Department compound only rarely, because
the gauge reader lived in a village 15 km away from this compound. Instead, the Section
Officer arranged that hereceived slipsof paper withthewater levelsatdifferent points along
the distributary written on them, early every morning. These were brought to him by the
nightpatrol crew. He had also appointed a special person to collect and bring him this data
during theday. Hecould therefore signal problems immediately, without havingtobeonthe
canal continuously.
Another institutional change he effected was the transfer of gangmen in the middle reach
that were responsible for subdistributary gate settings. He replaced themby young gangmen
with insecure jobs, who were - therefore - prepared to take risks in confronting farmers
wanting to raise the gates. The transfers also upset existing patterns of bribe payments of
farmers to gangmen.
It is difficult to be sure about the practical effects of the Section Officer's management
style. A comparison of the distributary cropping pattern figures of the period before his
tenure (pre-1989) and the period of his tenure up to the end of our fieldwork in 1991-92,
shows that in the period that this Section Officer was active on the canal the total area
irrigated and the area cultivated with rice and sugarcane increased substantially (see table
7.2). When Iwrote the first draft of this chapter Iconcluded that the Section Officer's style
of management had probably increased the efficiency of water use considerably.47' It was
unlikely that the discharge into the distributary had been increased; maximisation of
withdrawals had been the practice for a long time.48'
However, at the finalisation of the chapter this interpretation was put into serious doubt.
Cropping pattern data up to and including 1996-97 had become available to me. After the
Section Officer's transfer in 1993, the area cultivated with rice and the total area irrigated
continued to increase (see table 7.2).
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Once duringthe 1991-92 seasonthis strategy encountered the limits of available water, and he
decided to raise the gate of the distributary at the main canal to let extra water into the
distributary.
47!
Even at this stage the conclusion was a prudent one. Favourable rains also helped, certainly in
1991-92, as well as a large lift irrigation system that came into operation.
481
For the unreliability of distributary discharge figures, see chapter 9.
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Table 7.2: Cropping pattern in distributary 24 from 1966-67 to 1996-97
Year

Rice (acres)

Sugarcane
(acres)

Rice and
sugarcane
(acres)

Total
irrigated
(acres)

1966-67
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
1975-76
1976-77
1977-78
1978-79
1979-80
1980-81
1981-82
1982-83
1983-84
1984-85
1985-86
1986-87
1987-88
1988-89
1980-90
1990-91
1991-92
1992-93
1993-94
1994-95
1995-96
1996-97

13416
Notavailable
16152
16791
16751
13400
9743
10791
10454
13308
15055
Notavailable
10492
11985
12902
13005
11872
15240
16687
12116
16415
Notavailable
18308
15864
20508
21985
25806
28011
29652
30991
34897

478

13894

18053

77

969
1142
602
581
988
1451
2464
2315
2948

17121
17933
17353
13981
10731
11242
12918
15623
18003

22845
22148
23766
20192
19202
21413
23042
21241
25824

75
81
73
69
56
53
56
74
70

2444
2392
3164
3427
2767
1810
1387
551
732

12936
14377
16066
16432
14639
17050
18074
12667
17147

20376
19862
19044
19516
18192
21068
23117
22514
23369

63
72
84
84
80
81
78
56
73

2978
1321
1722
3511
1488
2352
1455
1832
976

21286
17185
22230
25496
27294
30363
31107
32823
35871

28595
28515
28998
31317
34327
34362
36388
36871
39785

74
60
77
81
80
88
85
89
90

Rice and
sugarcane asa
% of total

Source: Demand lists for distributary 24 (Irrigation Department)

Furthermore, a similar increase in rice and total area that started around 1988-89, after
a long more or less stable period, could also be observed in the cropping pattern data of
other distributaries, and at the level of the Left Bank Canal as a whole.4" At the same time
the total drawals from the Tungabhadra reservoir remained constant or reduced (see table
9.2).
Ido not have anexplanation for this extraordinary phenomenon. Itmay have been caused
by a system-wide increase inthe efficiency of water use, but Ihave noother indications that
this has occurred. Perhaps more likely isthe explanation that the increases in figures reflect
an improvement of the registration of actual crops cultivated (a reduction of underreported
491

This can be concluded from data collected by R. Doraiswamy in 1997, which is not reproduced
here.
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rice for example). Whatever may be the background, it prevents a firm conclusion on the
effects of the change in management style in distributary 24 in the early 1990s.
The evidence for the positive effects of the Section Officer's managerial efforts is
therefore only qualitative innature. Farmers, in 1991-92, were of theopinion that duetothe
new approach to water management the situation on the distributary had greatly improved.
According to farmers there was less need for guarding at distributary level and less
violence50>, bribing practices had disappeared as far as water distribution was concerned,
there was less need to make representations to the Irrigation Department office51', and the
irrigated area had increased. Weourselves observed that inthe 1992 rabiseason the daytime
water levels in the third section of the distributary canal were maintained during the night.
When the Section Officer came up for transfer, farmers lobbied for the continuation of his
tenure, and this was supported by the MLA.52)
What I conclude from this case study is that politics and the involvement of politicians is
not something that is necessarily detrimental to the quality of water distribution, and should
be seen as undesirable interference. This is the common position of Irrigation Department
staff, and Wade's and Ramamurthy's work may also be read in this way. This case shows
that, even under extremely difficult circumstances like that in the Tungabhadra Left Bank
Canal, political configurations may be possible which exhibit constructive features. A
management style based on strategic (political) manoeuvring may be more effective than
prescriptive and administrative styles. The triangle of leading farmers, politicians and
government officials isa true 'triangle of accommodation' (Migdal, 1988), in which neither
of thethree parties fully has theupper hand, andwhich therefore leaves room to manoeuvre.

7.5 CONCLUSION
All four chapters on water distribution are designed to illustrate the book's two central
theoretical premisses: 1) that water control can be usefully analysed as the political
contestation of resource use, and 2) that water control is multi-dimensional. The second
premiss will only be fully clear for the distributary level at the end of chapter 8. The first
premiss requires, Ihope, nofurther argument after thedescription and analysisof theevents
above.
Inthisconcluding section Ilimit myself tothemorespecific conclusions thatcanbedrawn
from the chapter. In section 7.1 I mentioned that the argument of this chapter was a critical
engagement with Wade's and Ramamurthy's work. I structure the concluding section
accordingly.
501

Stories of extreme conflict include examples in which farmers put a circle of straw around
Irrigation Department jeeps, with officers in them, and threatened to put the straw on fire, or
farmers who threatened to drink a bottle of pesticides when water supply into their canal was
reduced. Also organised raids to the head end of the distributary by Irrigation Department jeeps
together with groups of tail end farmers in tractors were part of water distribution practice.
511
A farmer in the one before last pipe outlet on the distributary canal told us that trips to the
Irrigation Department office had not taken place since the officer was appointed. Water was
coming he said.
521
In order not to make too much of a hero of this Section Officer, the following information is
interesting. We were told that several years later while he worked in adifferent area, heseems to
have overplayed his hand and was suspended on acorruption case (in relation to construction and
maintenance funds).
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Scarcity
Wade and others have convincingly argued that water scarcity is a major inducing factor in
theemergence of collective action of water users inwater distribution. This chapter supports
that conclusion, and generalises it to forms of organisation in water distribution, of which
Wade's 'common interest corporations' are one example. However, the chapter has also
raised a number of questions regarding Wade's conceptualisation of scarcity.
I have argued that scarcity is a historically, spatially, socially, and we could add here,
technologically, constructed phenomenon. The forms of organisation that occur in response
to scarcity in their turn influence its characteristics. Scarcity is thus both cause and
consequence of organisation, and not a (fully) independent explanatory variable.
Wade's operationalisation of the degree of scarcity is avery straightforward one: relative
location on the canal. The discussion above shows that inthe Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal
this operationalisation is not very workable. For example, when the subdistributaries along
distributary 24 would be taken as theparallel of Wade's villages along the canal, it is clear
that location is not related to the forms of organisation in these subdistributaries in an
immediately transparent way. A second factor that influences scarcity is the design capacity
of the subdistributary in relation to its command area (the overall duty). But even these two
factors together do not give a straightforward empirical regularity in the forms of
organisation. Scarcity means different things indifferent subdistributaries, and the design of
a single indicator for it would in my view be both impossible and undesirable. Only when
we understand the different dimensions of scarcity we may understand, for a particular
locality, whichformsoforganisationscarcityhasinduced.Putdifferently: incontrast towhat
Wade argues, also the occurrence of particular forms of organisation requires a multi-factor
explanation, and not only their form.
Villages
The organisation of water distribution in the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal is canal-based,
not village-based. This is evident for the rotation schedules, but it also applies to the
examples of water users organisations that were found.
Inthe systems studied byWadeand Ramamurthy each village is supplied byone or more
separate water courses. In theTungabhadra Left Bank Canal distributaries, subdistributaries
and outlets cross-cut village boundaries in an arbitrary manner.53' The differently designed
systems are located in different States, but why this has resulted in these design differences
is unclear (also see chapter 4).
Furthermore, the creation of the canal system has changed the social landscape radically
in the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal. Camps were built by settlers along the canals and
roads. Camps are located in the territory of villages, and in that sense are part of them, but
are in important respects independent social entities.54' Often camps belong to several

531
Inthe case of outlets this is less so, because these aresmall units and have afair chance of fully
falling within the territory of one village. Furthermore, the physical boundaries of outlets,
particularly natural drainsaresometimes alsothevillage boundaries. But D24/9 isacase where the
subdistributary was constructed parallel to avillage boundary at 160 meter distance. It roughly cut
the outlets in half, which implied that all pipe outlet command areas on one side of the canal had
farmers from two villages.
541
These differences are clear even to the casual visitor: houses, the language, food and clothing
arealldifferent. There isvirtually nointer-marriage between the settlers andthe original inhabitants
of the area.
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villages because the ridges on which the canals and the camps are located, are frequently
village boundaries. The main camp on distributary 93 lies in the territory of five different
villages. The largest camp on distributary 24 has acquired village status itself and has been
allocated territory that first belonged to surrounding villages. In both distributary 24 and
distributary 93 somevillagers had changed, or were contemplating tochange, their placeof
residence from thevillagetoaplacealongthecanalclosetotheir irrigated fields. Theadvent
of irrigation has caused considerable fluidity inthe definition of 'the village' as a social and
territorial unit. In such a situation it is perhaps not surprising that the canal (section) is the
unit of organisation rather than the settlement unit (village or camp).55>
Thefarmers/Irrigation Department interface
My main argument with Wade and Ramamurthy however is the picture they sketch of the
relationship between irrigators and the Irrigation Department in main system management.
The discussion of the rotation schedules at distributary and subdistributary level has served
to illustrate that intheTungabhadra Left BankCanal locally negotiated andjointly controlled
forms of organisation have emerged which seem to have created more predictable, and
perhaps moreefficient patterns of water distribution than inthesystems studied byWadeand
Ramamurthy. In the systems they studied the relation of Irrigation Department staff and
water users is one of constant confrontation, with bribes and political pressure as the main
intermediaries. In the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal a lot of the turmoil on the canals and
in the offices is related to the implementation of a set of rules on rotational distribution that
is considered legitimate by (large parts) of all parties concerned.
This also implies that the role of politicians in water distribution should be slightly
differently evaluated. InWade's andRamamurthy's work theevaluation of theroleof MLAs
is largely negative. It is part of the 'syndrome of anarchy' on the canals. Although it is
evident that the access to political influence is highly skewed and isa means by which local
elitesreproduce theirdominance inMigdal's 'triangleof accommodation', Istillhavea more
positive interpretation ofpoliticians'enrolment inwater distribution.Through themechanism
of political lobby rich peasants56' create anaccountability relationship between the Irrigation
Department and themselves, a relation that is otherwise absent. This I suggest is one of the
stabilising factors for forms of organisation like rotation schedules that have a potential to
distribute water more efficiently, and in principle also more equitably.
The evaluation of the role of politicians in water distribution just presented points to a
larger issue. When it is acknowledged that water distribution is an inherently political
process, and that the distribution of scarcity requires political mediation, the question arises
how thispolitical mediation canand should be organised. This involves addressing questions
like: who has access tothepolitical process, and onwhich terms, how are different interests
balanced, and which institutions and negotiationprocedures are required for this? It leads to
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The situation is, of course, complex. Insome cases canals or outlets are mainly or only occupied
by either villagers or settlers. But, even in such asituation it would not befully correct to suggest
that the village or camp isthe unit of organisation. At the sametime, social relations invillages and
in camps do play a role in water distribution.
561
When Idiscuss the role of 'farmers' and 'water users' at distributary level inthis chapter, these
are the rich peasants (see chapter 5 and 6) from different localities who compete for water. They
do this for their own benefit, but also on behalf of, and by mobilising the support of, the farmers
in their locality.
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a position which says that the basic issue inchanging existing water distribution patterns and
practices is that of democracy (for further discussion see chapter 10).

8
POINTS OF CONTACT
Outlets as the contested linkage of water users and the state1'

[TJhere is probably no single item inthe design of anirrigation system which hasa
greater effect onthe distribution of waterthanthetype and design of anoutlet. (...)
[T]he outlet is the point of contact between the Canal Administration and the
cultivators. It is here that the cultivators receive their supply of water, and any
alteration inthesizeortypeof anoutlet, evenifitdoesnotaffect itsdischarge, isat
onceacausefor suspicionandconsequently asourceofmisunderstanding betweenthe
public and the Administration. There have been cases of prolonged controversies
between the Administration andthe cultivators whenthe remodelling of outletswas
taken up individually or collectively over a long reach of a channel. At times,
considerable capital is madeoutofthesecontroversies by interested political parties,
with considerable loss both to the cultivator and the public revenues. (Mahbub and
Gulhati, 1951:4)
This chapter begins with a tribute to a very special book. To my knowledge Mahbub and
Gulhati's volume is the only book that not only lists India's (once) existing irrigation outlet
structures, but also discusses their history. In irrigation textbooks this 'mundane artefact'
(Latour, 1992)normally getsscarcetreatmentrelativetotheimportanceMahbubandGulhati
- in my view rightly - attribute to it. The main focus in the textbooks are the more
spectacular works like dams, aqueducts and major canals. The book, written by two senior
irrigation engineers, isalso special in that it does not take apatronising attitude towards the
'uneducated farmer', whosooften figures inaccountsof irrigation management. Instead, the
authors in the Preface express the hope that farmers may use their book to verify whether
they receive their due share of irrigation supply.
In thepreceding chapter onwater distribution atdistributary level, the technical irrigation
infrastructure did play a role, but was not discussed in detail. It was shown that the
distributary canals, and particularly the division and regulation structures on them, are an
important site of social interaction for water distribution. It was also made clear that the
design and construction characteristics of thesedevices giverise toparticular forms of social
activity, and that the structures are materially transformed in the process. This chapter

11

Sections 8.2 and 8.3 were published inanearlier version written with Alex Bolding (Mollinga and
Bolding, 1996; also see Bolding, 1992). Kees van Straaten contributed to section 8.1 (see van
Straaten, 1992 and Bolding, Mollinga, and van Straaten, 1995).
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further explores the technical dimension of water distribution. It focuses on the outlet
structure.
Outlet structures, or outlets, are the technical devices through which water is released
from thedistributary canal system intothe field channels of the outlet command areas. They
are the material connection of the farmers' domain of water management in the outlet
command area, and the - contested - Irrigation Department's domain of main system
management. Farmers try to secure and increase water supply through the outlets by means
ofactivities 'above theoutlet' (Chambers, 1988),and/or byphysically remodelling theoutlet
structure itself. This chapter discusses the technical diversity that exists among outlet
structures asaresultoftheseadaptations byfarmers and theIrrigation Department engineers'
responses to them.
Design and construction characteristics of outlets are interpreted in this chapter as the
outcomeof a negotiationprocess betweendifferent categories of water users and government
engineers, and as an expression of the balance of forces among these groups. The technical
characteristics of the outlets are the product of evolving water distribution practices, and at
thesame timestructure, that is,constrain andenable, thesepractices. Theanalysis illustrates
the importance of the space and time coordinates of social interaction to understand its
causes, characteristics and effects. Itadds to this the relevance of the way human behaviour
is materialised in artefacts. In terms of water control the chapter investigates the manner in
which different actors try to give material shape to the control mechanisms that they try to
establish.
The themeof thechapter istreated intwoways. Inthefirst part of thechapter thehistory
of outlet structures in Indian canal irrigation development is sketched in two sections. In
section 8.1 three responses to theemergence of control problems inwater distribution in the
19th century are outlined: water distribution through the invisible hand of the market, by
rotational water distribution, and by legal-administrative prescription of cropping patterns
(localisation). The outlet technology that belongs to each of these three responses is
discussed. In section 8.2 the reasons for the continued use of pipe outlets in South India's
protective irrigation systems are investigated.
The second part of the chapter focuses on pipe outlets in the Tungabhadra Left Bank
Canal, again intwosections. Insection 8.3 twoexamples aregivenof the spatial distribution
of different types of pipe outlet structures, along subdistributary D24/9 and distributary 93.
It is shown that the technical characteristics of the pipe outlets vary systematically with
different water management situations indifferent parts of thecommand area of thesecanals.
In section 8.4 the subject is the process of the adaptation of pipe outlet design and
construction. This adaptation is a response to changes in water availability, and to the related - evolution of the patterns of interaction between water users and government
officials. The example discussed is distributary 97, a tail end distributary.
Inthe concluding section 8.5 the relation between design, construction and water control
is recapitulated, and some conclusions are drawn on the relation between the state, farmers
and technological change.
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8.1

OUTLETS IN INDIAN IRRIGATION HISTORY

From construction to (lack of) control
From thebeginning theBritish faced control problemsofvarious kinds inthecanal irrigation
systems that they started to construct in the 19th century. One of these problems was the
control of water distribution.2' With the act of the construction of a canal came the issue of
the allocation and distribution of the newly available water. In the beginning of canal
irrigation development, theengineers concentrated theirefforts onthehead worksatthepoint
of diversion of water from the river, and on the main canal. "The construction, operation,
and management of the actual water distribution system was, by default, placed in thehands
of the irrigating community." (Stone, 1984:196) This concentration of effort had to do with
the lack of skills, experience and resources of the engineers3', but also with the principle
of British colonial rule to interfere as little as possible with processes at the local level.
Initially, cultivators were allowed to make cuts in the banks of the canals to bring water
to their fields. This had the disadvantage of a very limited spread of irrigation water.
Irrigation was concentrated close to the main canal, and waterlogging problems started to
occur. To spread the use of irrigation water, and consequently increase revenues and
protection against famine, the network of canals was gradually expanded by the addition of
branches, distributaries, subdistributaries, minors and watercourses tothe system. Also, the
system to let out water from the canals was changed. The maintenance-prone cuts were
replaced by earthenware pipes (called colabas in North India). These were the first pipe
outlets. In the second half of the 19th century the pipe outlet was the outlet structure used
all over India (for an example, see figure 8.1).4)
The introduction of pipes contributed to the improvement of the maintenance of canals,
but they were hardly a device to control water distribution in a quantitative sense.
Hydraulically, the pipe outlet isa non-modular structure. This means that discharge depends
on both the upstream and downstream canal water level.5' The discharge also depends on
the diameter of the pipe, but this is not related to (non-)modularity. This makes the pipe
outlet highly unsuitable as a regulation or rationing device. In North Indiacanal water levels
fluctuated considerably. The canals diverted water directly from rivers with discharges that
21

Other problems were the control of waterlogging, salinity and the malaria effects of canal
irrigation (for discussion see Whitcombe, 1972, 1983; Stone, 1984:134-157).
31
Technically the construction of the canals initially was very much atrial and error process. The
British did not have alot of experience to build on,asthe scale of the irrigation systems that were
contemplated was unsurpassed. Engineers were sent on study tours to Southern Europe by the
East India Company and the Government of India to document experience with irrigation in Italy,
France andSpain (Baird Smith, 1852; Scott Moncrieff, 1868). Butthe technologies and procedures
employed there were not directly transferable to the Indian context. To what extent the British
learnt from existing Indian irrigation technology is not clear.
41
All design drawings of North Indian pipeoutlet structures that Ihave seenshow gated structures.
The gates infigure 8.1 areof the open/close type, and do not allow regulation of the discharge into
the pipe. Buckley (1905) also contains adrawing of pipe outlets in Bengal which do have movable
gates and can be fixed at different levels/pipe openings.
51
For explanation of the differences between modular, semi-modular and non-modular structures
see for example Mahbub and Gulhati (1951), and -in summary- below. The condition of nonmodularity of pipe outlet structures applies under conditions of submergence, which iscommon in
Indian systems. What in practice also occurs is a situation in between full submergence and free
flow, which is hydraulically even more complicated. For discussion see Hoogeveen (1991) and
Bolding (1992:100-105).
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Figure 8 . 1 : Pipe outlets for village channels inthe United Provinces
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vary with changes in snowmelt and rainfall. Furthermore, there were no cross regulatorsin
the canals to stabilise water levels with varying discharges. It is therefore difficult to
determine the driving head of a pipe outlet, because itchanges frequently. Alsopipe outlets
require individual calibration, and because thedischarge coefficient inthedischarge formula
of pipe outlets6' varies with different water levels and heads, calibration isvery complicated
indeed. These hydraulic characteristics were poorly understood inthe 19th century.The
relation between pipe diameter, canal water levels, discharge and irrigable area were based
onpractical experience, rather thaninsightinthephysicalprocesses involved. Improvements
could be made in site selection when contour maps of the command area started tobe made
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The discharge formula isQ= C d .A.(2gH)\ with Qisdischarge, Cdis the discharge coefficient,
A the cross section of the pipe, andHthe driving head (difference between upstreamand
downstream water level).
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in the 1890s (Mahbub and Gulhati, 1951:24), but the distribution and rationing of water by
means of pipe outlets remained a very approximate affair.7)
There were three different responses to the limitations of the technical control of water
distribution by means of pipe outlets.8' The first was the effort to employ the market
mechanism for theefficient distributionof water. Thisrequired devices for volumetric water
supply in order to be able to introduce volumetric pricing of irrigation water. Efforts to
develop modular outlets for this purpose were undertaken. The second response was to
introduce rotational systems of water distribution with proportional distribution of surpluses
and shortages occurring during the season, over all water users. This required a semimodular outlet structure. The third response was legal-administrative control of water
distribution by prescription of cropping patterns as in localisation (see chapter 3). For each
of the three responses I discuss the outlet technology associated with it.9)
Response 1: The invisible hand
In line with the economic theory and ideology invogue, the British in the 19th century first
tried to use the price mechanism for better distribution of irrigation water. With prices
regulating water distribution, the invisible hand of the market would do the work, and no
direct government intervention at the local/field level would be required. In an initial
application of this principle in North India, the British sold the colabas to local people at
prices set to recover the cost of construction of the distribution network. They hoped 'local
enterprise' would do the rest of the work of spreading the water economically. What
happened instead was thecreation of durable property rights tothe water supply, which was
put to speculative use by the locally powerful who had bought the colabas. These owners
extracted sometimes exorbitant rents from cultivators who depended on the water that came
through the colaba (Stone, 1984:196-199).
Another experiment toemploy theprice mechanism for water distribution tookplace also
in North India, inthe 1850s. Someengineers believed that economy of water usecould only
be effected through charging by volume. In 1855 an experiment was done with an adapted
version of the ModuloMagistrate, investigated by Baird Smith on a study tour to Italy for
theEast IndiaCompany (Baird Smith, 1852:26-57;seefigure 8.2). Thedevicewas supposed
to be able to give constant discharge with varying water levels in the parent canal.10) In
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The technical trajectory of the North Indian colaba pipe outlet in the 19th century was from the
loose earthenware pipe to the earthenware pipe with head and toe walls, to the rectangular
wooden and masonry barrel, to the steel or cast iron pipe (Mahbub and Gulhati, 1951:49). The
hydraulic principle of the outlet structure did not change with these adaptations.
81
The identification of three responses is no claim to comprehensiveness. This chapter, together
with Bolding, Mollinga and van Straaten (1995), is to my knowledge the first attempt to write a
sociotechnical history of outlet structures in Indian canal irrigation. It is an element of a research
project that focuses primarily on contemporary canal irrigation,andtherefore the historical analysis
has limitations. The East Indian situation (Orissa, Bengal) for example is not considered at all, and
closer study of the responses andareasdiscussed herewould undoubtedly uncover larger diversity.
The discussion does serve the purpose of situating the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal case.
91
The story of changes in the modalities of water control starts in the 1850s, but the first few
decades of the 20th century were the period in which most change took place. Bythe 1940s the
regional differentiation of the subcontinent in terms of types of outlets used and institutional
arrangements for distribution seemsto haveconsolidated. Nomajor changes havetaken place since
then.
101
For other designs contemplated in this period see Mahbub and Gulhati (1951xhapter 10).
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Indian practice it turned out to be ineffective. The structure silted up, and cultivators were
suspicious of the machine and interfered with it. And, but this was not specific to India, the
discharge was not constant withvarying water levels (Stone, 1984:180-181;see figure 8.2).
With delivery by volume impossible, charging by volume also became unattainable.
Figure 8.2: The Modulo Magistrale of Milan

Flan. Fig. 1.

Longitudinal Section. Fig. 2.

lOFeet
The distributary canal is on the left side. EF is the gate orifice through which the water
enters, GHthe one through which it leaves the structure. IK is ashutter which can be raised
and lowered to adjust the flow. DLMH is aclosed chamber "the under surface of which is at
precisely the same height as the water ought to have over the outlet GH" (p.50). The
objective was to keep the water level in the chamber constant to assure, so it was assumed,
a constant discharge through GH (GH had standard dimensions to allow measurement). The
spout NO, which had a small downward slope, led the water to the watercourse. The
quotation suggests that the influence of water levels and pressure on discharge were not fully
understood. On the other hand, the water level/pressure in the chamber could be measured
through an open groove in the masonry LD, and the gate IK was to be adjusted to keep this
constant. The original Italian sources would have to be consulted to decide whether the
hydraulic confusion was only Baird Smith's.
Source: Baird Smith (1852:48-49)

Stone describes a subsequent experiment of sale of water by contract between the mid1860s and 1874 (Stone, 1984:181-182). This involved 3 year leases for fixed, but not
volumetrically quantified, water delivery through existing pipe outlets. The cost of the lease
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wasbased ontheearlier revenueassessment of the irrigated area under theoutlets(with some
discount). The system stimulated expansion of irrigation under the outlets and economy of
water use, because farmers were free to use the water they leased as they saw fit. The lease
system failed through problems among the cultivators to proportionally share the costs and
benefits of the leases. More than an effort to establish a water market, this experiment was
a way to spread the use of irrigation water and reduce the management tasks of the
government.
The two experiments described just now, volumetric and contractual delivery, were
combined in a new effort several decades later. The introduction of the 'block system' of
water distribution in the Nira Left Bank Canal and other irrigation systems in Bombay
Presidency in the first decades of the 20th century was the most comprehensive attempt to
employ the market mechanism for water distribution inlarge canal systems. This system was
to include volumetric water delivery and volumetric pricing (see Bolding, Mollinga and van
Straaten, 1995). The system involved contractual water supply to groups of farmers with
lands in contiguous blocks, and required a modular outlet to fix and measure the water
supply. The discharge of modular outlets is independent of both the upstream and
downstream water levels, and discharge is therefore fixed and total water use easily
measured. By this time the hydraulic aspects of modularity were better understood than in
the 1850s, and a number of technically modular outlet structures were designed (see figures
8.3 and 8.4).
However, themodulescould notbetransformed intoworkingartefacts inthefield, asthey
did not fulfil the design criteria that they should be cheap, and, more importantly, tamperproof.10 Tamper-proofness was necessary to counter the appropriation of irrigation water
by entrepreneurial sugarcane farmers, who desired to intensify this cultivation far beyond
what was allowed in the contractual arrangements of the block system. When the intensive
cultivation of sugarcane turned out to be very profitable to the government in terms of
revenue collection, theBombay Presidency government becameasupporter of the sugarcane
interests, and abandoned the protective objectives that were part of the block system.12' The
efforts to introduce modular outlets, notably Gibb's module, were also abandoned, and pipe
outlets are used in the system till today.
A major institutional stumbling block at the policy level for the employment of the price
mechanism for water allocation was the fact that water fees were part of the land revenue
(the land revenue varied for 'wet' and 'dry' land and for different crops). The separation of
charges for irrigation water from landrevenue proper, and variation of the irrigation charges
in relation to changes in water scarcity, are both necessary to create a situation in which
prices may affect distribution and to introduce a competitive element. This conflicted with
some of the main characteristics of imperial revenue policy. The politics of imperial
administration implied that there was downward pressure on land revenue rates as a result
of considerations of social stability, increase of cash crop production and other reasons. For
poor cultivators, owners and tenants, increased rates would cause serious problems.
Uniformity of rates (for example across irrigation systems) was also considered to be
politically desirable. (For detailed discussion of these issues, see Stone, 1984:159-179.)
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See Pinch and Bijker (1984) for discussion of this issue of the 'stabilisation' of new artefacts in
social and technical networks.
121
The block system was adeparture from the original objective of irrigation of 'irrigated dry' crops
only, but still contained a protective element (see chapter 3, section 3 . 1 , and Attwood, 1987,
1993; Bolding, Mollinga and van Straaten, 1995).
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Figure 8.3: Visvesvaraya's self-acting module
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This rather complex apparatus consists of a chamber which communicates with the
distributary (and consequently has the same water level), a barrel which floats on the water
in the chamber, and a hose which connects the barrel with the watercourse. From the
distributary, the water flows into the chamber, through the valves of the floating barrel into
the barrel, and through the hose into the watercourse. Because the barrel is floating and
follows the fluctuations of the water level in the chamber, the working head of the water
flowing into the barrel remains the same. Consequently the discharge will remain constant.
The discharge can be altered by changing the weight of the barrel (changing the working
head) or by opening or closing the valves (changing the area of flow).
Source: TheIrrigation Conference, Simla, 1904 (1905)

There were thus a number of reasons why economic control of water distribution through
the invisible hand of the market failed in 19th and early 20th century India. Distribution
through the economic mechanism of the market is an idea that has recently attracted new
attention and support, as will be discussed in chapter 10. But in the 19th and early 20th
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Figure 8.4: Gibb's module
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This module has the shape of a snail's shell. The water enters through the bell-mouth
entrance, moves upward into the curved rising pipe, makes a full turn under a series of
baffles, andflows into thewatercourse through anexpanding spout. Theresult isaconstant
discharge within a limited range of fluctuating water levels inthe distributary. The baffles
restrict the area of flow in the snail's shell structure; a rise in water level would result in
rotating movements ofthewater infront of each baffle. This would mean increasing lossof
energy andthus loss of head, which helps to keep thedischarge constant.
Source: Inglis andJoglekar (1940)

century irrigation water was"ofnecessity allocated through a combination of technicaland
institutional mechanisms" (Stone, 1984:195). These mechanisms Iwill now discuss.
Response2:proportional and rotational water distribution
From thesecond half ofthe 19th century theIndian government tried toincrease itscontrol
over water distribution through combined technical andmanagerial means.Thegovernment
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took on the responsibility to construct thetechnical infrastructure at ever lower levels of the
system, and brought the canals closer and closer to the farmers' fields.13' The government
also claimed the ownership of this infrastructure.14' The increasing prominence of the
objective to spread irrigation water for protection against drought and famine (see chapter
3), reinforced the interventionist character of government involvement in irrigation water
distribution. NorthIndia(includingpresentPakistan)experienced importantinstitutionaland
technical changes in irrigation water distribution incanal irrigation in the early decades of
the20thcentury. Institutionally thedevelopmentandconsolidationofthesocalledwarabandi
proportional and rotational system of water distribution was the key change.15' It involved
and became possible by the invention and widespread introduction of a semi-modular outlet
structure.
Theproblems experienced in the technical control of water distribution by means of pipe
outlets, and the advance of hydraulic science, in the first decades of the 20th century led to
an intense search for new types of outlets thatallowed greater control. The outlet that closed
the debate on water distribution in North India and ended the quest for new designs was
Crump's design of a semi-modular outlet (Crump, 1922) (see figure 8.5). This device,
installed atthehead of theoutletcommand area, discharges quantities of water intotheoutlet
command area ina fixed proportion to thedischarge inthedistributary canal. Because of the
standing wave, the outlet structure's discharge is independent of the water level in the
downstream watercourse. Whenthesizesofthesemi-modules aredesigned tofit the irrigable
area behind them, a system of fixed proportional distribution is created. This outlet, and
adaptedversions of it, are thedominant typeof outlet inthecanal systems of North Indiaand
Pakistan till today.
Inthenewsystem experience-based 'tattling'[turn-taking]was replaced bythe 'scientific'
system ofproportional and rotational water distribution thatwenowknowas warabandi.The
introduction of the semi-moduleallowed a moreprecise form of water distribution, inwhich
distribution could reliably be based on time-shares, as the proportion of outlet discharge to
distributary discharge was stable.16' Mahbub and Gulhati compare the old and the new
system as follows.
The tatiling of outlets ondistributaries or among channels on a distributary systems
continued asnormal irrigationpracticeuntil about 1930,when,withtheinstallationof
131
This development was completed after Indian Independence, when the government took on the
responsibility to construct the field channels in the outlet command areas at government cost.
141
In North India definitively through the 1873 Irrigation Canal and Drainage Act. In Madras
Presidency the operation of the 'regulation sluice' that leaves water out of the canal to oneor more
villages, became the official responsibility of the government also in 1873 (Famine Commission,
1881-V:112).
' 5 I Seechapter 3for references that givedescriptions of the warabandi system. Its historical origins
asarotation system are not fully clear. It is probably adevelopment of the 'tatiling' system of turn
talcing in use in the 19th century (which used pipe outlets). On 'tatiling' see Buckley (1905:282285).
161
The success of the warabandi system, and the semi-module outlet structure that belongs to it,
has been much acclaimed. The image of success has been particularly advanced in the context of
debates on the introduction of warabandi in South Indian canal systems (see chapter 9). The fact
of the matter isthat there arevery few reports on the actual working of the warabandi system, at
present or inthe past, onthe basis of which success or anything elsecan beargued. For discussion
of warabandi inPakistan, see Merrey (1983), MerreyandWolf (1986), Beeker (1993), van Halsema
and Wester (1994), and Bandaragoda (1998). For India, see for example VanderVelde (1980),
Malhotra, Raheja and Seckler (1984) and Jacobs et al. (1997).
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Figure 8.5: Crump's semi-module
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The throat plus the sill cause a standing wave, which eliminates the influence of the
downstream water level on the discharge. To regulate the discharge only the water level in
the distributary requires control. In later designs agate or roof block is put in the throat, to
make the structure adjustable. It then becomes an orifice semi module or adjustable
proportional module.
Source: Mahbub and Gulhati (1951:69)

semi-modular outlets and the installation offlumesand control points in distributaries,
it was gradually found possible to give regular supplies to all outlets on a running
channel. The tattlingof channels is now [inthe 1940s] resorted to, not on account of
any defects inthe design of outlets, but during winter whenthe water supply available
in the rivers is not enough to feed all the distributaries on a canal. The unit of
distribution isnow adistributary and all outlets and minors of adistributary arealways
running full supply when full supply is let into the distributary. The tattlingof outlets
on any channel is regarded as a sign of inefficient working of a system and is looked
upon with disfavour. (Mahbub and Gulhati, 1951:28)
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Response 3:localisation
The third response to lack of control over water distribution was the policy of localisation,
as implemented in the protective irrigation systems of interior South India. This legaladministrative instrument of land useplanning and theway it is meant tostructure water use
was discussed in chapter 3. Here I focus on the outlet technology that belongs to it.
Localisation leaves perhaps the largest scope of the three responses for choosing the
appropriate outlet technology. Semi-modules would however be most logical in a situation
like the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal. The system has continuous flow without cross
regulators, and a fixed area entitled to receive irrigation water, with fixed crops. Semimodular outlets could both accommodate the situation of constant water levels in the main
system when a constant discharge is released from the reservoir, and the situation that the
discharge varies over the season with changing demand. In the latter case the proportional
distribution of the variable discharge over the command area would remain the same. The
choice for pipe outlet structures, with their problematic regulation characteristics, that has
been made in the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal is therefore at first sight, and with the
benefit of hindsight, not a technically and managerially logical one. In the next section I
investigate the background of this choice for pipe outlets.

8.2

THE CONTINUED USE OF PIPE OUTLETS IN SOUTH INDIA

In South India, no development towards semi-modules or modular outlets has taken place,
despite the fact that the protective irrigation systems constructed in interior South India are
similar to the Northern ones in their objective to spread water thinly. In this section I first
explore the reasons for lack of outlet innovation in South India generally, and after that
discuss the developments in the Nizam's Dominions and Hyderabad State.
Pipe outlets in South India
A major difference between South Indian and North Indian protective irrigation systems is
that for a long time there was no great demand for water in the systems in the Deccan.
Farmers took a 'lukewarm' attitude to irrigation in these dry tracts because of productivity,
market and soil conditions (Famine Commission, 1881-V:120; for discussion of these and
related points see chapter 4). Inaddition, theprotective systems of interior South Indiawere
not colonisation schemes, unlike many of the systems in the North. In the new Northern
systems farmers were selected who were thought to be interested in and capable to start
irrigated agriculture. The South Indian systems were constructed in settled areas with social
relationscharacterised by apoor, differentiated and indebtedpeasantry that lacked themeans
to invest in irrigation even if they wanted to (Attwood, 1987; chapter 5).17)
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Just like the 'capitalist farmers' that were selected by the British asthe leading group of settlers
for the canal colonies innewly constructed irrigation schemes in North India were important for the
rapid development of irrigated agriculture in the new schemes (Jairath, 1984), so were the
Shaswad Mali farmers who migrated into the Nira Left Bank Canal in Maharashtra, as described in
Attwood's case study, important for the development of an expansive sugarcane sector. The role
of the migrants from Andhra Pradesh in the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal has been discussed in
chapter 5. What these groups had in common was that they brought with them capital to invest
in irrigated agriculture, experience with commercial irrigated farming, and no 'feudal' ties that
locked them into marginal production and productivity.
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As a result, the water management problem in the protective systems of the South for a
long time was much more to induce farmers to use the water, than to ration it (see chapters
3 and 4). The actual situation in the systems created little inducement to increase technical
control at the outlet level.18)

Figure 8.6: 6 inch pipe outlet as used in Madras Presidency

F . 5 . L . = Full Supply Level
G.L. = Ground Level

Source: Ellis (1931:304)

Technical control at outlet level was also not part of the dominant engineering tradition
in the South, which was based on rice irrigation in the delta regions (see chapter 3). In the
few pages devoted to outlets in the classic textbook of South Indian irrigation engineering,
Ellis' irrigation manual, the pipe outlet is the most important structure discussed (see figure
8.6).19) Figure 8.6 shows that the pipe outlets in the deltas were ungated. This implies that
181

The effort to increase technical and other forms of control in the Nira Left Bank Canal referred
to above was also an effort to increase the use of irrigation water in this system, which was one
of the protective systems with low utilisation rates, rather than to spread and ration it.
191
In the 1931 edition of Ellis' manual attention is paid to the North Indian Kennedy gauge outlet,
and in the 1950 edition one paragraph is devoted to the North Indian adjustable proportional
module, a development of the Crump semi-module (Ellis, 1931:307-308; 1950:323-324). The
disadvantages of pipe outlets are also discussed, but the Kennedy gauge outlet is considered
unsuitable for the South Indian continuous flow conditions, as discharge does not vary
proportionally with changing water levels (it is too close to modularity). With regard to the
adjustable proportional module no remarks on suitability are made, though it solves the problem of
proportionality.
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no regular opening and closure was envisaged, or possible, as would for example be required
in the 'tattling' as practised in the North.
In delta irrigation the reasons not to be interested in the increase of control capacity at
outlet level were the lack of water scarcity, and the lack of government involvement in local
water management. The first reason is illustrated by the following quotation.
[T]he irrigation [inthe Godavari and Krishna Canals] is in the monsoon, and hitherto
there has been abundance of water for the irrigable area. The ryot may wish to flood
his rice-field afoot deep, andthe irrigation officer may know that six inches isenough
and dole it out accordingly. But, generally speaking, when the outlet has been granted
to supply water to a certain area, the water flows uninterruptedly throughout the
season, and, if one ryot gets twice as much as another, both get enough and they are
tolerably contented. Distribution like this is rough indeed compared tothat on a North
Indian canal, where atwo-inch flooding may save thecrop, and aninch and ahalf may
lose it, and where the ryot has only a chance of water at all three or four days in the
fortnight. The Madras Canal Engineer then needs to bestow little attention on water
duty. Nor does he care much if the distributary channel is untidy and wasteful of
water. There is plenty more to draw from. (Scott Moncrieff, 1879:135)
With abundance of water, pipe outlets were the cheapest and easiest to construct type of
outlet. In the very flat delta areas pipe outlets had the advantage that they could work with
a very low driving head. Demand for water and scarcity did increase in the deltas in the
course of time, but the perceived scarcity still occured in a context of very intensive cropping
patterns with a high percentage of rice cultivation. This is an altogether different situation
than the dry tracts of North India and of interior South India, where scarcity and rationing
were design principles. This situation can be guaged through another quotation of ScottMoncrieff.
In a dry season in Northern India, the canal officer is mobbed by thirsty ryots
imploring him to supply water. He spends his days, sometimes even his nights, in
patrolling his distributaries and seeing that the volume at his command is being fairly
dealt out. He gets daily reports (at times twice or thrice a day) of the depth of water
at points three or four miles apart down his channels. He is always on the watch lest
the flow of the water be checked by silt deposit, weeds, tufts of grass, or rubbish, and
it is his pride to have clean orderly channels. Nor does his care end with the outlet
from the distributary bank; but as he rides through the village lands he keeps an eye
on thefieldchannels and advises how they should be laid out as to secure that as little
water aspossible should be lost inthem. Aglance atany Revenue Report of Irrigation
in the North-Western Provinces or Punjab will show how much prominence is given
to 'high water duty', that is, to the area irrigable from agiven unit of discharge. The
Engineer is held responsible for the water in his canal as he is for the money in his
cash-box, and every year a more rigorous account is required of it. (Scott Moncrieff
(1879), published in Famine Commission (1881V:135-137))
Lack of government involvement in local water management, the second reason for limited
interest in the increase of technical control at outlet level, derived from the existence of
strong traditions of self-management in the Southern systems. Many of the 'government
works' were expanded and/or improved indigenous systems (see Famine Commission, 1881V for historical examples, and Sengupta, 1991 for contemporary ones), in which farmers
seem not to have welcomed government intervention at the lower system levels. At the
beginning of the twentieth century Buckley noted that it was difficult to convince Madras rice
farmers of the usefulness of field channels (Buckley, 1905:295). The construction of village
and field channels would have enabled stronger government involvement in local water
management, through the introduction of rotational water distribution for example. The
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existing field-to-field irrigation method was fully farmer controlled. South Indian irrigation
engineers may thus have had relatively little exposure to outlet level water distribution
problems.
It must be assumed that the South Indian engineers continued to use the pipe outlet
structure as current in the delta regions when they undertook to construct new large scale
protective systems in the upper parts of the rivers in the 20th century for two reasons:
1)
therewas noimmediatepressure toreconsider thisdesignchoice,because the systems
they knew from close by either had abundant supplies or suffered from lack of
demand for irrigation water;
2) the possibly problematic nature of water distribution at local level was not recognised or
appreciated because there was little experience with local water management.20'
Pipe outlets in the Nizam's Dominionsand Hyderabad State
As noted inchapter 4, theconstruction of larger irrigation systems inthe Nizam Dominions,
where the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal was conceived, started in the first half of the 20th
century. The first large scale system, constructed between 1924 and 1932, was the Nizam
Sagarproject, whichwouldeventually irrigate 110.000acres (Anjaneya Swamy, 1988:48-52;
HYDBUL 111/9:707-710). It was originally planned to irrigate 275.000 acres, but the
government seems to have had little control over the system's actual use by farmers. The
project has effectively become a rice and sugarcane scheme. The outlets that were used in
the Nizamsagar system were 6inchpipes (HYDBUL 111/9:707).Itcanbeassumed thatthese
were direct copies of the pipe outlets used in Madras Presidency.
The reference to Madras is explicit inthe later Dindiproject (Azeemuddin, 1944, 1947).
The Dindi project however had explicit protective objectives. "[T]he system of irrigation
proposed is based on the underlying principle of giving the maximum benefit to the largest
numbers of cultivators." (Azeemuddin, 1947:38) All 'paying crops' had to be excluded.
"Even rice for which this tract of Telingana is eminently suited had to be curtailed to the
minimum possible extent in order that more rabi and kharif crops may be protected."
(Azeemuddin, 1944:96) The protective nature of the system showed in the limitation of rice
cultivation to 7000 acres of a total of 39,000 acres, which is 18%.The rest were 'irrigated
dry' and garden crops (Azeemuddin, 1947:38).
Khaja Azeemuddin, the engineer who oversaw the design and construction of the Dindi
project in the early 1940s21' employed Ellis' manual for his calculations of available water
supply and other things. He also designed a new type of pipe outlet (see figure 8.7), which,
he notes, gave very satisfactory results in trials at an experimental station (Azeemuddin,
1947:41).
Azeemuddin's design of this pipe outlet was based on several considerations. He stated
that "[i]n a canal system usually [that is, in Madras Presidency, PM] very few, if any,
regulators are provided at the mouth of field channels." The reason for this was the "heavy
burden on thechannel estimate" ifthey were provided. However, "[t]hecultivators naturally
waste a good deal of water and there is always quarrel between the cultivators under the
same distributary." And as "water isvery precious inthese parts (...) every effort has to be
201

Engineers themselves, with hindsight, usually also explain the use of pipe outlets in the
protective systems to be the result of an extreme 'rice bias' in the training of the South Indian
irrigation engineer.
2,1
He also played an important role in the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal design some years later
(see chapter 4).
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Figure 8.7: Field channel sluice for Dindi project
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madetocontrol thewastageofwater bytheryots." (Azeemuddin, 1947:41)Azeemuddin thus
designed a cheap and gated outlet for theprotective Dindi system, that cost only 10-12% of
the 'ordinary design', and which had locking arrangements.22'
The objective of protection also became definitive for the next large scheme, the
Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal (see chapter 4). Gated pipe outlets were introduced in this
project from the start.23) The fact that the pipe outlets were equipped with gates may be
interpreted as an indication of the existence of some awareness of the need to regulate the
supply. I have not found any documentation on the type of regulation envisaged, and oral
explanations in interviews mostly emphasised the open/close function of gates rather than
their capacity to regulate water flows in quantitative or qualitative ways (also see discussion
in the next section). Itseems that the concept of water control by means of pipe outlets was
thought through very little inthe design stage. This is illustrated by the following remark in
the project report for the right bank canal. After the statement that pipe outlets will be used
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It is not known to me whether and on what scale the pipe outlet as designed by Azeemuddin
has been actually introduced in the Dindi project.
231
This information comes from interviews with engineers who worked in the construction of the
canal. The 1934 project report of the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal (Gopalan, 1934) makes no
mention of the type of outlet structure to be used. The same is true for the project report
published, most probably in 1954, bythe government of Hyderabad State (GOHYD/PWD, n.d.). For
the right bank canals of the Tungabhadra system, pipe outlets were also envisaged (Thirumalai
Iyengar, 1945:para.34).
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it is observed that "supply will be delivered strictly on an acreage basis" (Thirumalai
Iyengar, 1945:para.34). Seemingly, no contradiction between the use of pipe outlets and
strict acreage-wise supply was felt to exist.
A second design feature of the pipe outlet structures is even more puzzling. The pipes of
the Left Bank Canal outlets were systematically overdimensioned in the first phase of the
project. A standard pipe diameter of 1foot was used, despite elaborate calculations of the
design discharge for the outlet command areas (see Appendix 4.1). A 1foot diameter pipe
can discharge 2 to 4 times the design discharge of an average outlet, and thus makes overappropriation technically very easy.24' The Tungabhadra case thus supports the general
conclusion drawn in the previous section that the engineers did not realise what the
complexities of water distribution might be.25)
When these complexities presented themselves (seechapter 7) engineers did start tomake
adaptations to the standard pipe outlet design. Pipe diameters were reduced in many places
to 9 inches or, less often, 6 inches (for more discussion see the next two sections).26'
However, to my knowledge it was never considered to use any other type of outlet than a
pipe outlet in the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal (and other protective systems in
Karnataka).27'
It is not the case that knowledge on other outlets is or was not available within the
Mysore/Karnataka engineering community. For example, a note of the Mysore Engineering
Research Station contains a detailed description of different types of outlets used in India
(MERS, 1966). Experiments were also done with some of these structures.28'
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See Bolding (1992:100-105) for an example. With all pipes installed at the bed level of the
(sub)distributary canals, distribution along a canal automatically became unequal because of the
reduction of water depth that normally occurs inthe downstream direction.The reduction in water
depth is not proportional to the reduction in discharge because the canal cross section is also
adapted, but still there normally is a reduction. This gives higher discharges through upstream
outlets when gate openings are the same. This can only be avoided by the closure of upstream
gates for longer periods than downstream ones, or by the adaptation of the gate openings to the
water depth.The complexity of this calibration has been mentioned insection 8.1. As noted above
I have found no evidence that these complications were considered in the design phase.
251
In the forms used in distributary and outlet design in distributary 85 (see Appendix 4.1) the 1
foot pipe diameter for the pipes in the pipe outlet structures was preprinted. This shows that the
1 foot diameter design element was astandardised feature of the structures. When directly asked
about the reasons for the standard 1 foot diameter design of the pipes, some retired engineers
whom I interviewed stated that it was feared that smaller-size pipes might get easily blocked,
particularly in black cotton soil. This could easily have been tested in the first distributies put in
operation, butthis seems not to have beendone. It istherefore not avery satisfactory explanation.
261
With a 9 inch diameter pipe the pipe outlet structure is often still over-dimensioned; a 6 inch
diameter pipe comes close to what is usually required. Because the engineers assume an arbitrary
working head of 1foot inthe calculations, for which there isno empirical basis, and because outlet
command area size is not always adapted to the stated standard design discharge of 1cusec (see
chapter 6), it is difficult to make exact statements about the over-dimensioning of pipe outlet
structures on the basis of pipe outlet diameters alone.
271
What was also not considered was the possibility to install (smaller) pipes at one-third design
depth below the full supply level, to get proportional division of water (Mahbub and Gulhati,
1951:155; also Pradhan, 1996:69, 131 for discussion in the Nepalese context).
281
An earlier example is the Silver Jubilee Souvenir Volume published by the Mysore Engineers
Association in 1932, which contains pictures of a '90° ' V Notch with baffles, with hook gauge',
a '0,3 cusec Gibb module, with baffle vanes in view to consume the extra head' and a 'unit for
experiments on notches and the standing wave flume' (Mysore Engineers Association, 1932).
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What needs tobe explained iswhy theexperience of many problems with thepipe outlets
in actual water distribution (see chapter 7) has not resulted in a reconsideration of the type
of outlet to be used, or at least a debate on the pros and cons of pipe outlets, among
engineers. I will not try to provide this explanation at this point, but leave it to the
concluding section of this chapter. In the following two sections I take the continued use of
the pipe outlet structure in the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal as given, and discuss what
happened to the standard design when it started to be used.

8.3

THE SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF PIPE OUTLETS
ALONG TWO CANALS

A close look at actually existing pipe outlet structures in the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal
shows that there isconsiderable diversity intheprecise characteristics of individual devices.
Ashas been shown intheprevious chapter, farmers generally do notsit and wait tosee how
much water the Irrigation Department will supply to them, and when it prefers to do so.
Farmers actively intervene in main system management, formally the domain of the
government, to secure sufficient water supply to their fields. 'Remodelling' of the physical
characteristics of the pipe outlet structure is part of this intervention.
There are at least two ways in which farmers can manipulate the pipe outlet structure in
order to increase the discharge into the outlet command area. One is to increase the driving
head. This can be achieved by a raised upstream water level (through obstructions in the
canal like stones or bathing buffaloes) or by a lowered downstream water level (through a
dug out field channel bed level for example). Another strategy is to increase the pipe's cross
section, by convincing the Irrigation Department to install a larger pipe, by damage to the
pipe that creates favourable leakages, or by installing an extra, illegal, pipe.
The general response of the Irrigation Department to these interventions of the farmers
has been to use the gate of the pipe outlet to regulate the water flow. The gate was made
more finely adjustable, and a lock was put on it. In this way, the Irrigation Department has
tried to control the flow through the outlets and to fulfil at least part of its responsibility to
distribute water equitably among all farmers. The effort to regulate flows by gate settings
stimulated farmers to seek new strategies to increase supply. These include convincing
Irrigation Department officials to raise the gates, and manipulation of gates by farmers
themselves (see chapter 7 for detailed discussion).
We have found that the type of modifications made to the pipe outlet structures depend
on the scarcity of water and the modes of interaction (and their development over time) of
thegroups of people involved. Hence, thecharacteristics of outlet structures will differ from
place to place in the system. In this section I give two examples of the spatial distribution
ofpipeoutletsalongcanals intheTungabhadra Left BankCanal, and suggest the significance
of this spatial distribution for understanding the daily reproduction of the pattern of unequal
water distribution.
First example:from head to tail in asubdistributary
The first example issub-distributary D24/9. Distributary 24 is located inthe head end of the
Tungabhadra system, and was constructed in the early stages of the project, more than 35
years ago in 1991-92. In subdistributary D24/9 a clear head-tail pattern had evolved in this
period (see chapter 7). The cropping pattern along this almost 3 km long subdistributary in
1991-92showed 100% rice cultivation intwoseasons inthehead endoutlet command areas,
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and less than 10%rice cultivation inone season inoneof the tail end outlet command areas
Thischange was also visible inthepipe outletstructures. Thesubdistributary can bedivided
into four sections. In each of the sections a different type of pipe outlet was found, related
to a different water management situation.
Photo 1: Thread-gate mechanism found on the canalside (heldby research assistant
ft. Doraiswamy)

In 35 years of water distribution the outlets of the subdistributary had undergone several
changes asaresult of increasing water scarcity. Atthevery beginning, whenas yettherewas
nowater scarcity, pipes of standard size (1foot diameter) were installed intheoutlets of this
sub-distributary, with 'pen-gates'. These gates could be fixed at different levels by inserting
a wooden or iron 'pen', or rather pin, through the holes made at regular intervals in the
handle of the shutter. This gate type is now distant history, and most farmers only knew the
thread-gates that arepresently used (seephoto 1).Inthe thread-gate thegatehandle isa long
bolt, and a hexagonal nut has to be turned with a special key to raise or lower it. The
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mechanism alsohasaspring lock, toprevent thatthenut isturned. Forthisanadditional key
is needed.
The thread-gates were introduced when water distribution problems started to occur
because of increased water scarcity. The gates began to be used as regulation and control
devices to limit discharges into the outlets. But thread-gates could also be manipulated by
farmers, either by damaging them or by means of copied keys. In the 1980s another change
took place. The Irrigation Department adjusted (in effect, reduced) the standard size pipes
to diameters supposedly calculated on the basis of the command areas of the outlets.2"
Photo 2: The bunker type outlet

Thedesignof theoutlet structures along thesubdistributary was standardised in the 1980s
in the sense that they, in principle, all possessed thread-gates and had recalculated pipe
diameters. But the details of the shape of the outlet structures varied from head to tail.
In the first, head end section of the sub-distributary the problem was excess withdrawal
of water for the cultivation of two crops of rice per year. In an effort to control damage to
thegate/outlet structure and prevent manipulation, theIrrigation Department had constructed
what canbestbecalled 'bunkers' atthe first six outlets (1,2and 31/s+ r/s, see figure 8.8).
These were heavy, rectangular concrete blocks of about 0.80 x 1.60 m, with the gate
mechanism in the middle of the concrete block, hidden and protected in the structure (see
photo 2). The gate itself was concealed, and could not easily be reached by hand, hammer
291

I write 'supposedly' because of the arbitrary assumptions made about the driving head (see
above), which implies that actually existing hydraulic conditions were not considered. In many
cases the pipe was not reduced to a size that no longer required reduction of the discharge by
partial closure of the gate.
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or crowbar. The lock mechanism was - necessarily - visible and could be reached on the
outside top. Itremained the Achilles heel of thestructure. However, because itwas lesseasy
to inflict physical damage on this structure than on other types, it was mostly manipulated
by means of copied keys. The relation between the farmers and the Irrigation Department
operators was one of negotiation of the number of threads that the gate was opened.

Figure 8.8: Pipe outlets along a subdistributary canal
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The second, middle section of the sub-distributary consisted of eight outlet structures of
a different construction ( 4 , 5 , 6 and 7 l/s + r/s). These were builtof stoneblocks from local
granite and mortar, the materials originally used inall structures. The gates were visible and
accessible (photo3).Thestructures were smaller thanthe 'bunkers' inthefirst canal section.
Many of the middle section outlets had been slightly damaged to increase the discharge
through the pipe. A common type of damage was a hole in the structure in such a way that
when the water depth exceeded the top of the gate, water could also enter the pipe over the
gate. Apart from manipulation of the gates themselves, the farmers in this section of the
canal tried to raise water levels in the subdistributary by the creation of canal obstructions
with stones, wood, mud and straw. This was possible in this canal section because water
levels were lower than in the first section. There the canal was still so deep and wide that
obstruction was difficult.
In the third section of the sub-distributary the situation was different again. Here, water
was really scarce. Actual water depths were well below designwater depths. Outlet 8l/s was
a structure of the stones and visible gate type, but the gate was no longer there. When this
pipe was scheduled tobe changed from a 1 foot diameter pipetoa smaller pipe, the farmers
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irrigated through pump-lift irrigation from theriver, and waste water diverted from anatural
drain. Farmers had solved the scarcity problem by tapping other water sources.
Secondexample:migrant entrepreneurs in a tail enddistributary
Between 1978 and 1990 the rice area in distributary 93 increased from several tens of
hectares to 1500 ha. The demand for water in the distributary increased enormously. There
isnowconsiderable conflict overwaterdistribution becauseof increased scarcity (seechapter
7).
As in the previous example, the pipe outlet structures were originally built of granite and
mortar, and furnished with pen-gates.31) The pen-gates have been replaced with threadgates, but can still be found in the area, even when they are used only as a post to tether
buffaloes. The problem of increased water scarcity led to the destruction of most pipe outlet
structures: gates were removed, and half or more of the stonework was demolished in some
cases (see photos 4 and 5). The response of the Irrigation Department had been to start the
construction of more solid, concrete structures in the place of the stone-and-mortar ones.32)
The spread of these new structures in 1991-2 illustrates the water management problems in
this distributary (see figure 8.9).
Photo 4: Half demolished stone-and-mortar pipe outlet with gate frame still visible

Themigrant farmers, whowere mainly responsible for the increase inricecultivation, had
settled on the banks of the canal, inor near the fields they cultivated, inthe middle reach of
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Also in this distributary the pipes of the pipe outlet structures were over-dimensioned.
These were of the visible gate type. The bunker type had not been introduced in 1991-92.
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the canal. Figure 8.9 shows that the Irrigation Department started its work of pipe outlet
reconstruction inthe area close tothemigrant camps inthe middle reach. The other sections
of the canal, closer to the original villages, received their water through the original stoneand-mortar structures. In the head end there was no great need for water control, because
water use was low (see chapter 5, section 5.4 and chapter 7, section 7.2). In the tail end
section of thedistributary theproblem was notthecondition of thepipe outlet structures, but
the arrival of water, as in the first example.
Photo 5: Demolished stone-and mortar pipe outlet with raised gate mechanism

Both the sub-distributary and the distributary case exemplify the significance of the
material characteristics ofpipeoutletstructures for thesocial dynamicsof water distribution.
If nothing else, these structures are signposts of complex social processes. The two cases
showthattheshapeof thestructures isitself thesubject of negotiationand change. Thispoint
iselaborated inthe following section, where theprocess of negotiation and renegotiation the
shape of pipe outlets is the focus.
8.4

THE SOCIAL RECONSTRUCTION OF PIPE OUTLETS IN A TAIL END
DISTRIBUTARY

The example to illustrate the process of pipe outlet adaptation over time, is a story about a
distributary at the tail end of the main canal, distributary 97. Also in this canal, water has
become scarce over the years and this growing scarcity has led to fierce interaction on the
canals and elsewhere. The confrontation of the Irrigation Department officials and farmers
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Figure 8.9: The geographical spread of pipe outlet structures in distributary 93
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over water distribution alsotriggered aprocessofpipeoutletstructureredesign. Thisprocess
went through several phases, in which different types of pipe outlet structures emerged.
Phase 1: the 1960sand 1970s
The construction of the 16 km long distributary was completed in 1964. Initially, local
cultivators were somewhat reluctant to develop their land and to start practising irrigated
agriculture. As a result there was ample water at the time. Inview of the abundance of the
supply compared to demand, the distributary was extended in 1969 to a total length of 31
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km.33) Approximately 100 pipe outlets now tap water from the distributary and its subdistributaries.
With the immigration of settler farmers, demand for irrigation water rose gradually, as
they cultivated rice and developed (leveled and bunded) large pieces of land. In the 1970s
patches of land must have been developed all along the canal. In the tail end village of the
canal, near Km 30-31, groundnuts were grown under irrigation on the fertile red soils that
are found there. In the head reaches of the distributary and subdistributaries, settlers grew
rice.
The type of pipe outlet found in this period was one with a pen-gate without a padlock.
On the subdistributaries the steel gates of the pipe outlet structures were cast in a vertical
round pipe, as suchpipes were readily available during theconstruction of thecanal system.
Thepipeoutletsonthedistributary itself were of amore fortified type, withthepen-gatecast
in a U-shaped concrete block (see photos 6and 7).
Photo 6: The vertical pipe type outlet

Also in this distributary the pipe diameters were systematically designed larger than
required.34' The management of the pipe outlets by the Irrigation Department was of low
intensity. One gangman, the Irrigation Department employee responsible for gate operation,
oversaw the operation of three to four pipe outlets. It was considered unneccessary to have
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This extension was an electoral promise of a local parliamentary candidate.
In this distributary 1 foot diameter pipes were not the maximum, but 1.5 foot diameter pipes
were also found. This has to do with very large-sized pipe outlet command areas. The overdimensioning situation still applies (see Bolding, 1992).
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gauge readers to monitor water levels in the canal. This type of outlet and low surveillance
intensity allowed farmers to appropriate water easily for water-intensive cropping patterns.

Photo 7: Outlet with a concrete U-shaped block, with pen-gate or thread-gate

Phase2: the 1980sto 1987
In this phase the status quo between the cultivators and the Irrigation Department changed
and gradually an unmaintainable situationemerged. Moreand more land wasdeveloped, and
the cropping pattern shifted towards 'wet' crops. The Irrigation Department started to face
a water distribution problem, because thewater supply remained thesame,orevendecreased
due to growing demand in the upstream distributaries. Average daily supply in the rabi
season (December-March) fell over the years, with 1986 as the year with lowest supply.
A new type of pipe outlet was introduced in the subdistributaries to replace the damaged
'vertical pipe with pen-gate' type of outlet. Thevertical pipe was replaced by a more robust
rectangular block built of granite stones. More gangmen were deployed - one for every two
to three outlets -but theoutlets were still easily manipulated. The tail end of the distributary
started to fall dry. At first the water still reached Km 31,but later it only got as far as Km
28 and Km 25.35)
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The cut-off point usedwas when water reachedthe area lessthan threetimes perseason. Three
irrigations are required for the cultivation of crops like irrigated sunflower.
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In the second half of the 1980s the tail enders organized themselves into a 'body'.36'
Thisorganisationofover 350water usersorganised actions againsttheIrrigation Department
in order to increase the water supply to the tail end reaches. From 1984 to 1987 this
organisation was responsible for many violent actions, the operation of pipe outlets and the
intake of the distributary from the main canal, strikes at the offices of the Irrigation
Department andphysical threats to Irrigation Department officials toobtain more water. The
authority of the Irrigation Department crumbled and its power proved to be weak. Police
cases were booked against 'the body' but were suspended, thanks tothe intervention of local
members of parliament (MLAs) and other politicians who backed the cultivators. The
Revenue department, which collects the penalties imposed by the Irrigation Department to
correct farmer behaviour, alsoproved susceptible topolitical influence. Practically speaking,
pipe outlet management was controlled by competing groups of cultivators.
The end of this period was marked by the dissolution of 'the body' in 1987. There were
several reasons for thisbreak-up. Asexplained bytheoriginal treasurer, there was no longer
unity among the farmers. Initially, when one member did not receive sufficient water a
delegation of members would go to the Irrigation Department office, or forcibly raise the
gates out of solidarity with that one member. This feeling of solidarity disappeared and
people became focused on their own water situation. Why bother about others some
kilometres downstream? It seems likely that water scarcity became so acute that collective
organisation was nolonger feasible (seeWade, 1988a). Another reason isthat one Irrigation
Department officer who worked on this canal succeeded to mobilise sufficient political
support to get 'the body' convicted for illegal activities at the district court.37>
Phase 3:1987-1989
In this period the Irrigation Department tried to regain control over water distribution and
concentrated on the control of the operation of thepipe outlets. Itdesigned and constructed
a newpipe outlet: the fortified thread-gate. This is thesame typeof structure as the fortified
pen-gate, but with the pen-gate replaced by a thread-gate. The shutter can be moved up and
downby turning a hexagonal nutwith aspecial key. This turning mechanism was sometimes
covered withasmall ironboxthatcouldbe lockedwithapadlock. The Irrigation Department
thustried tomake itimpossible for thefarmers tomanipulatethegate. Thethread-gates were
installed along the main distributary and along the subdistributary where most members of
the collapsed 'body' had their land.
With the same determination to retake charge of the water distribution, the Irrigation
Department fortified the offtakes of the sub-distributaries. The number of staff on the canal
was increased. Whereas there had previously been one Assistant Engineer/Section Officer
for the whole canal, the distributary was divided into four sections, each with an Assistant
Engineer/Section Officer. Moregangmenwererecruited, nightcontrolbymeansofpatrolling
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The organization never had an official name or legal status. It was formed spontaneously during
one of the many strikes (bandhs) of tail enders at a point halfway along the distributary. A
president, secretary and treasurer were appointed, and every member had to pay Rs.10 per acre
as contribution. Besides actions upstream of their pipe outlets to improve water supply to the tail,
'the body' also organised water rotation within pipe outlet commands. Two paid labourers
functioned as common irrigators to operate the water turn for each member.
371
After this conviction, the officer was demoted to supervise asubdistributary, whereas previously
hehad been responsible for awhole section of the distributary. Apparently, this action against 'the
body' had triggered other political forces who organised his demotion.
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trucks was introduced, and paid labourers were recruited from among the tail end farmers,
to guard pipe outlets during the night.
This offensive met with strong resistance, which was enhanced by the fact that 1988-89
and 1989-90 were crisis years for the tail end section of the main canal generally. During
rabi 1989 farmers for the first time did not merely damage pipe outlets, but actually
destroyed them. The fortified thread-gate is not easy to manipulate, therefore the farmers
removed the gates and sometimes chipped away the concrete casing. In other cases farmers
copied the keys of the gangmen and operated the pipe outlets themselves. The gangmen,
night labourers and night patrols of the Irrigation Department were bribed, outnumbered or
beaten up by cultivators. In the absence of political and juridical support the Irrigation
Department was unableto impose theplanned control. Thetail endof thedistributary moved
further upstream.
In the tail end the fortified thread-gates were damaged much less frequently (see table
8.1). Itmakes nosense tomanipulate thepipeoutlet if there isnowater. Togoupstream and
close all head end pipe outlets was an impossible and dangerous task for tail enders. With
occasional strikes and the organisation of functions for politicians the tail enders were able
toeffect short periods of water supply, but thesedid not bring them long term victories. For
most tail enders this was the signal to concentrate on other strategies to get water.
Groundwater wells were dug in the red soils near the river. Lift irrigation with the help of
motor pumps seemed to be the only solution for the tail enders.
Table 8 . 1 : Frequency of damaged pipe outlets on the main distributary, and relative
distance from distributary intake in distributary 9 3
Rank number
(from head to tail)
1-15
16-30
31-46

Number
damaged

Percentage
damaged

15
12
6

100
80
37.5

Phase4: Rabi 1990to Rabi1992
The Irrigation Department had overestimated its power but developments at the level of the
main canal provided some relief. The water crisis of 1988-90 in the tail end section of the
main canal led to changes in the management of the main system. These changes increased
supply to the tail end section of the main canal. Also, a system of rotation over distributaries
was introduced, which increased theefficiency of water use (seechapter 9). As a result, the
average discharge into the distributary in the dry and hot rabiseason increased and in 1992
was almost twice that in 1986. However, settlement and development of land for irrigation
continued, and concentration of irrigation in the head region of the distributary intensified.
By 1992 the tail end started at Km21.
Faced with damaged pipe outlets that could only be operated on an on/off basis, the
Irrigation Department devised another management approach. On each su-distributary and
on thedistributary, the head reaches were tobe irrigated during theday time.At nightevery
upstream pipe outlet was closed and guarded by two labourers recruited from tail end
villages. A truck and jeep performed night controls to check that all upstream pipe outlets
were closed in order to push water to the tail at night. The Irrigation Department
concentrated its efforts on the pipe outlets that took water directly from the distributary, and
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on the sub-distributary offtakes. The remaining outlets in the subdistributaries were left to
their users for operation.
This approach suffered from the same problems of bribes and intimidation as the earlier
ones. In practice the management was mostly ad hoc. When large groups of discontented
farmers cametotheoffice, extra controls were installed and theengineers tried toshow their
commitment. When Irrigation Department officials were outnumbered by farmers at night
ataparticular point, theyshut their eyesand turnedtheirbacks.WhenMLAsrequested them
tosupply water toaparticular group of farmers, they tried todosofor some time. Gangmen
were bribed on a large scale or forced under physical threat to open gates and keep such
things secret from checking officials. During night controls the Irrigation Department jeep
first drove a 'warning' round before the situation was actually checked. This was done to
givethe sleeping labourers whoguarded theoutlets time towake up andclose thepipe outlet
before the arrival of the checking officials. After the check the gates were re-opened. The
actions of the Irrigation Department became almost symbolic.
The description of these four phases shows that the pipe outlets and their technical
characteristics are both an instrument inthestruggle between Irrigation Department officials
and farmers over water distribution, as well as an outcome of that interaction. The designs
of the pipe outlets have been modified inresponse to thebalance of forces between officials
and farmers. The examplealso shows thatusing theword 'struggle' isnoexaggeration inthe
context of water distribution.
Photo8: The ungatedoutlet

The latest strategy of the Irrigation Department seems to be avoidance of conflicts with
cultivators. The overall goal of pipe outlet operation is shifting from the implementation of
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a reasonably equitablewater distribution pattern to theexecution of asafewater distribution
policy, withaneyetoequitablewater distribution whenequitycanbeachieved withoutrisks.
A new type of pipe outlet was designed that reflected the situation and the new strategy of
the Irrigation Department: the ungated pipe outlet.
The ungated pipe outlet is an open pipe fixed in a head wall of granite stones. This pipe
outlet does not havea gate, as this isconsidered as awaste of goverment money because the
farmers will destroy it (seephoto 8). Therationing/control aspect wasrealised ina different
way. The offtake field channel was lined and constructed at a high level in order to lower
the driving head of the outlet. In this way the Irrigation Department hoped to confront the
farmers with afait accompli. The only way to manipulate, besides rigorous destruction of
the whole structure, is to construct checks in thedistributary or subdistributary, to raise the
water level. At the time the field work was done for this chapter, two ungated pipe outlets
had been constructed. In 1992 the engineers were also considering the reintroduction of the
pen-gate (without padlock). This allows farmers to manipulate the outlets without infliction
of damage.

8.5

CONCLUSION: DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION AND WATER CONTROL

In this concluding section I first present a brief summary and some interpretation of the
detailed and complex material discussed above. I then move on to draw some more general
conclusions ontherelationbetweentechnologicalchangeandstate-farmers relations inIndian
canal irrigation as exemplified by this case study.
An interpretative summary
Almost from day one the - then British colonial - government was faced with a problem of
water control when it undertook to construct large scale irrigation systems indifferent parts
of India. The control of water distribution was aparticularly pertinentproblem inareas with
strong water scarcity. Given the objectives of colonial rule, the government designed the
irrigation systems in dry areas to spread water thinly over large numbers of villages and
farmers. It thus created the problem that the government canal managers needed to ration
irrigation water. After failed efforts toorganise water distribution through the invisible hand
of the market with the aid of modular outlets, the government resorted to proportional and
rotational water distribution with semi-modules in North India iyvarabandi) and to
prescription of cropping patterns (localisation) and the use of pipe outlets in interior South
India. This shows that indifferent times and places different forms of water control evolved
as a response to the problems encountered on the canals.
In each of the three responses discussed there is aclose link between the institutional and
the technical dimension of water control. In the 'invisible hand' mode of water distribution,
modular outlets that allow stable volumetric delivery are required. Though technically
feasible modular outlets were designed in India, volumetric delivery and pricing was never
successfully introduced. This had to do with 1) opposition of farmers, and 2) the nature of
the land revenue system. The effort failed through institutional factors.
In a rotational mode of water distribution that seeks to distribute water proportionally to
land holding, and with fluctuating water levels intherivers andcanals, semi-modules are the
appropriate structure. They distribute surpluses and shortages equitably. Semi-modules also
reduce the management tasks of the government, as they are 'automatic'. Proportionality is
only achieved however, when there are institutions within the government bureaucracy that
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guarantee the execution of rotation schedules over distributaries that maintain water levels
close to full supply conditions, and institutions at outlet command area level that achieve
equitable distribution in the outlet command area.
In the protective irrigation systems of interior South India, where localisation defines the
mode of land use planning and water distribution, semi-modules would also have been a
logical choice. The reasons for the adoption of pipe outlets are related to low demand for
water in existing 'irrigated dry' systems in this region, no scarcity of water in the 'wet'
systems, and perhaps the strong tradition of local management in 'wet' irrigation, which
implied limited government exposure to field and outlet level water distribution practices.
There were no incentives for engineers to abandon the use of pipe outlets. It is however
surprising that the use of pipe outlets continued even when water distribution problems
proliferated through increased demand, and consequently scarcity. The Tungabhadra Left
Bank Canal may be seen as a case where the objective of a wide spread of irrigation water
was not achieved through both institutional and technical factors.
A close look at the design and construction of pipe outlet structures in the Tungabhadra
Left Bank Canal revealed further linkages between the technical and the institutional
dimensions of water control. Technological trajectories not only exist at the level of large
regions of a subcontinent, but also at the level of single systems and single canals.
What I find striking - because it came unexpected - is thevariation in the details of pipe
outlet design and construction in the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal. This variation is easily
overlooked, and has been overlooked so far, by outside observers. Almost all the variation
has to do with the contestation of water control by government managers and farmers.
The two main variables in the design and construction of the pipe outlets are:
1) the presence and type of the gate (including locking arrangements), and
2) the sturdiness of the structure in which the gate and pipe are fixed.
Therearepipeoutletswithoutgates, withpen-gatesandwiththread-gates.Theprecision with
which discharge through the pipe can be regulated increases in this order. There are gates
without locks, with padlocks and with spring-locks, the latter with or without a protectionbox around it. These signify different relations between government managers and water
users. No locks either means abundance of water and no relation between government and
water users, or suchdominance ofwater users that thegovernment nolonger tries to regulate
flow through locking thegates. The successful useof padlocks assumes strong control of the
government management, as they do not allow adjustment without destruction of the lock.
They seem tohavebeen used only ina transition phase from theoriginal unlocked pen-gates
tospring-locked thread-gates. Thespring-locks require twokeys for manipulation (and three
incase abox isadded), butthesetwokeyscaneasily becopied locally. They therefore allow
manipulation without damage, though farmers sometimes damage the structures to facilitate
manipulation. The spring-lock is thus a suitable device in control-through-bargaining
situations between government managers and water users. It allows day-to-day adjustment
of gate settings in response to changes in demand. The design also allows a division of
management responsibilities between day and night, between government officials and
farmers respectively, without damage to the structure, while the possibility of regulation is
maintained.
The second variable, sturdiness of the structure in which the gate is embedded, exhibits
a variation of at least 4 types. Gate structures fixed invertical pipes as found in distributary
97 is the first. Together with the second, stone-and-mortar-with-visible-gate type, it dates
from the early stages of the canals, when sturdiness was not a question. When demand,
scarcity and the manipulation of structures by farmers increased more solid structures were
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tried. The major change was to shift from stone-and-mortar to concrete, but leave the
structure unchanged, that is the gate visible. This third type is now widely used. An
additional change was to locate thegate inthe middleof a concrete structure, to make itless
accessible. This fourth 'bunker' type was found in subdistributary D24/9. These
developments are an answer to a problem with which the 19th century engineers also tried
to deal: how to make a structure tamper-proof?
The variation, and its geographical spread, are the product of the history of water
distribution practices in the particular canals where we find them, and from the balance of
forces betweengovernment managersand farmers, andtheforms oforganisationand routines
that have resulted from that. The resources of the different actors engaged in this social
interaction may depend on external and contingent factors like the political party in power,
non-water related factors that determine access to Irrigation Department offices and to other
parts oftheadministration (liketheRevenueDepartmentand thelegalsystem),and thesocial
relations of the water users in the command area. The outcomes of interaction also depend,
as this chapter and the previous illustrate, on the personal ambitions and capacities of the
actors involved. Irrigation Department engineers canbe 'smart' managers or not, committed
or not, good technicians or not, and not in every distributary a 'body' of water users is
formed.
What kind of generalisations are possible on thebasis of these empirical findings? Many
of the factors mentioned above are interdependent in complex ways, and depend on other,
contingent external factors. Itherefore thinkthere isnot much scope for aneffort to develop
a general theory of factors that shape the technical features of pipe outlets. There is no fixed
pattern of evolution of these technical forms. The emergence in 1992 of the ungated outlet
in distributary 97 illustrates this. Regular spatial patterns do emerge, as shown in the
examples of spatial distribution in sub-distributary D24/9 and distributary 93, but the type
of regularity differs from canal to canal. Each of these regular patterns can be understood
by the identification of factors relevant to that particular case, and the way they articulate.
However, sometentative generalisation ispossible atadifferent level. Thecase study can
also be read as an example of the relation between technological change and state-farmers
relations. More than firm statements the case allows a number of questions to be raised on
this larger theme, which can be considered as an agenda for further research.
The state,farmers and technological change
I start with the observation that local level engineers (mostly Assistant Engineers overseeing
(part of) a distributary canal) are quite innovative in their adaptation of the design of pipe
outlets to changing conditions. At the same time however there is no sign of similar
innovativeness with regard to the type of outlet structure. The use of pipe outlets is
unquestioned. The problems in water management have not generated an internal debate in
the engineering community on this particular design element, which, as this chapter has
shown, is the crucial, and highly problematic, point of contact between farmers and the
government management. How can this be explained?
A first point is that irrigation engineers seem to be more interested in invention than
adaptation.Their professional interest isaroused muchmorebytheinventionand deployment
of newtechnologies than by making work and adaptation of existing technologies to changes
in circumstances.
Historically this is clear from the intensity of Indian irrigation engineering debate and
experimentation in the early decades of the 20th century. The hydraulic and engineering
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disciplines were undergoing strong development in that period, and many inventions were
made. For outlet structures thestarting pointof thisperiod liesaround 1900.Ata conference
in Simla in 1904 several proposals for new devices were discussed (The Irrigation
Conference Simla 1904, 1905; also see Kennedy, 1906).38> After this systematic
experimentation tookplace infield research stationsand laboratories. Thisresulted inaseries
of technical papers (see for example Crump, 1922; Inglis, 1928a&b; Inglis and Joglekar,
1940).Crump's semi-moduleand Gibb's modulereachedastageofdevelopment inthe 1920s
and 1930s that allowed use in real irrigation situations. As noted above, the semi-modular
outlet became the dominant artefact in North India. The debate and experimentation came
toa closure inthe 1930s and 1940s, after which only smaller adaptations took place that did
not change the hydraulic principles of the devices (see for example Bharadwaj, 1949).
Then followed a period in which the design standards for the existing outlet structures
became standard designs. For any canal structure (outlet, drop, flume) that needs to be
constructed, a standard form and procedure is available. These were used in the design of
the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal, as well as, at present, with any repair work. They can
also be found inthe irrigation engineering textbooks. Design and construction of canal level
artefacts have been highly routinised.39)
Whatdoesarousetheprofessional interestof irrigation engineers isthe 'hightech' frontier
of irrigation engineering. Examples of this are modern sprinkler and drip irrigation
technologies, and different kinds of modelling that involve the useof computers. In general,
the large and more spectacular civil works like dams are found more appealing than the
mundane artefacts at the canal level. This predilection is also evident in the strong interest
to receive training at prestigious technical irrigation faculties, particularly in the United
States.40'
Another illustration of the samepoint is theresearch focus of the Karnataka Engineering
Research Station. When Ivisited the hydraulics department of this institution in 1996 Iwas
informed that their research focused on thedesign of spillways for dams. Between the 1930s
and 1960s there was attention for outlet structures and measuring devices, as evident from
thepublications quoted insection 8.2, but inthe 1990s this was no longer there. As inother
places of the world, outlet structures and measuring devices have become known structures,
available, on the shelf as it were, when required (see Bos, 1978).
What has not developed isa recognised professional interest intheday-to-day business of
making designed artefacts work inpractice, and thetechnological innovation associated with
this. The adaptive work of local level engineers described in this chapter is not documented
and detailed andprolonged field work was required tobeable to recognise it. The engineers
themselves hardly saw their work from the perspective described in this chapter. They
usually described it as choices forced on them by the difficult circumstances of water
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For other design elements important developments also took place inthis period. For atechnical
discussion of dam/weir and canal design in North India see Brown (1983/84).
391
I suspect that in the training of irrigation engineers students are mainly taught to master these
design routines, and that little emphasis is given to the choice between different designs. I have
not investigated training curricula in detail, so this is atentative observation.
401
As noted above, British engineers were sent to Spain, Italy and France in the 19th century to
collect ideas for new technologies. Around the turn of the century American and Australian
engineers visited India (Wilson, 1903; Deakin, 1893). The newly independent Indian government
sent some its engineers to the United States (and Italy andYugoslavia) for the same purpose (Sain,

1957).
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management, and initially were often hesitant to discuss it because they had diverged from
the standard designs.
It can be noted in this respect that Indian irrigation engineers have virtually no formal
training in the agricultural and institutional dimensions of irrigation management (see
Chambers, 1988). In addition it is important to note that the designs of outlets and other
lower level structures are mostly made by lower level and therefore often junior irrigation
engineers. Their designs needtheapproval ofhigher levelofficers. Thehierarchical structure
of authority of the Irrigation Department does not create an incentive for innovativeness; it
does create astrong bias to keep to standard designs. To propose something else than a pipe
outlet would spark a lot of debate, and would put an individual engineer on the spot. Also,
the introduction of a new type of outlet requires at least a distributary level approach. In
most cases this exceeds the domain of the field level engineer. The response of local
engineers seems to have been to take the institutional constraints as given and try to work
withinthe margins that canal-level implementation allows. The degreeof innovativeness that
has been discussed in this chapter is therefore perhaps quite remarkable.41'
The second point I want to raise concerns the interaction of irrigation engineers and
farmers with regard to design and construction. The pipe outlets case study at first glance
seems tobeaclassical exampleof thesocial (re)construction ofatechnical artefact. Different
actors, notably farmers and Irrigation Department staff negotiateandrenegotiatethetechnical
characteristics of the device. However, farmers and irrigation staff hardly meet each other
in this process of remodelling, and hardly ever directly discuss the desirable features of the
structures. Farmers inflict damage on/remodel the outlet structures during the night or at
other moments that no Irrigation Department staff is present. The staff registers the
damage/remodelling and decides whether it should be repaired, and when, with or without
changes in the design characteristics. After this is done a new round starts. Sometimes
farmers make direct requests to the Irrigation Department to change outlets, for example
when they think the pipe is installed below bed level, but these occasions are relatively rare.
There are very few encounters at this interface (Long, 1989).
What this means is that there is no formal or informal platform for the negotiation of
technological innovations. Possibilities for a meaningful discussion between farmers and
irrigation staff and among different groups of farmers, are more or less ruled out because
of the lack of such a platform. Mahbub and Gulhati's hope that farmers would use the
knowledge contained in their book to check whether the government managers provide
sufficient water to their outlets therefore must remain an idle hope. Particularly those who
do not get their share of the water have few possibilities to make their voice heard in such
a way that it makes a difference, because there is no structured participation of water users
in the technical decision-making of the Irrigation Department.
To explain the absence of institutions for participation in design activities reference can
be made to someof the same issues that were discussed above: the routinisation of irrigation
design, the scope of the training of engineers, and the hierarchical organisation of the
Irrigation Department, where accountability relations are upwards to superiors rather than
411

The design and estimate of a new pipe outlet structure or one that needs to be repaired has to
be sent upwards in the Irrigation Department hierarchy for approval. But the design and estimate
do not specify the exact type of gate to be used nor the mode of construction and construction
material. The generality of the design and estimate create a space for adaptation to local
conditions. Decisions on the precise construction characteristics can thus be made by Section
Officers (see Bolding, 1992:100-105).
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downwards to water users (also seechapter 7). Inaddition there is, on the farmers' side, the
diversity of interests between headenders and tailenders, or more generally the problem of
socialdifferentiation. Thesamemechanismsthathelptoreproduce unequal water distribution
at the outlet and distributary levels (see chapters 6 and 7) are likely to hamper the
introduction of more democratic forms of technological change.

CHANGING TABLES
Institutional transformation in main canal management

This chapter discusses changes in the organisation of water distribution in the Tungabhadra
Left Bank main canal between 1980and 1992. Idescribe twoattempts tochange main canal
water distribution routines. Firstly Ilookatanattemptgenerated atthepolicy leveltochange
main canal water distribution through and by the Command Area Development Authority
(CADA) (section 9.2). Secondly, and more elaborately, I discuss how the day-to-day and
year-to-year happenings in the command area induced institutional change in main canal
management during a severe water crisis (section 9.3). This ispreceded by a description of
the inequality of water distribution at main canal level (section 9.1).
In the concluding section 9.4 Ifirst discuss the relevance of the water control framework
for the analysis of main canal management. I briefly summarise how water distribution at
main canal level is politically contested, and how the technical, organisational and socioeconomic/political dimensions of water control are related at this level. After that I discuss
at greater length a number of specific conclusions that can be drawn from the main canal
case study. The overall theme is what the case can teach us about irrigation policy for
management reform. Iargue for the adoption of a 'policy as process' perspective instead of
the current 'policy as prescription' model. The former implies locally-specific policies, with
more participatory policy formulation and more adaptive policy implementation.
Finally, the chapter as a whole has two more general, and more mundane, objectives.
Firstly it means to be a contribution to the very limited set of analyses of main canal
distribution practices in South Asian irrigation. Detailed studies of irrigation water
distribution practices at the level of the main canal are even rarer than those at distributary
and outlet level. As a result we know much better what is not happening in main canal
management - management as planned - than what is happening.
Secondly, the chapter tries to sketch a more refined picture of the workings of the
Irrigation Department thanthepopular imagesofrent-seeking andanarchy onthecanals tend
to suggest (also see chapter 7). It identifies a more complex set of difficulties in the
realisation of more equitable water distribution than these common pejorative qualifications
of main canal management allow. Thechapter sketches some of thecontours and limitations
of the knowledgeability and capability of the Irrigation Department staff as central actors in
main canal management.
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ON THEWATERFRONT

INTRODUCTION

In this introductory section I give the background information for the main story of the
chapter. It includes a description of unequal water distribution at main canal level, the
emergence of water scarcity and a distribution problem around 1980,and the importance of
the opening and closure dates of the canal.
Unequaldistribution at main canallevel
In 1991-92water distribution intheTungabhadra Left Bank maincanal was unequal, though
how unequal is a matter of perspective. The main canal isdivided into four Canal Divisions
for its management (see figure 3.1 in chapter 3). Table 9.1 gives the water use in each of
these Divisions, going from head totail. Ihave taken a two-week period in February/March
1992 for the calculation of the average discharges at the dam site and the borders of the
Divisions. In this part of the agricultural year water stress is not extreme, but because it is
in the rabiseason, all water will certainly be used (incontrast to a period like November or
December for example), and there was no rain (as was the case in the kharif season).
Table 9.1 shows a head-tail pattern in the distribution of water along the main canal.
Somewhat surprisingly perhaps, actual distribution is not extremely skewed when compared
withtheplanned distributionasper thelocalised croppingpattern. The Irrigation Department
manages to keep the water distribution reasonably close to the pattern as planned through
localisation.1'
But this is not how farmers look at the matter. For farmers localisation has become an
irrelevant factor in their crop choice (see chapters 3, 6 and 7). Farmers throughout the
command desire topractise intensive irrigation. If we consider the spread of the water over
the four Divisions in relation to the irrigable command area in these Divisions, a much
higher degree of inequality emerges. The water useper acre of command area is 2.2 times
inthe head end Division than in the tail end Division. It is this perception of inequality that
underlies thewater users' attitudetoards theIrrigation Department's maincanal management.
Theemergenceof scarcityand a distribution problem
The pattern of unequal, head-tail water distribution in the main canal was not always a
problem. In the initial decades of the Left Bank Canal's existence there was surplus water
at the level of the system as a whole. Table 9.2 shows the total water drawals from the
reservoir for Left Bank Canal irrigation. Itcan be deduced from the table that in the 1960s
the main canal did not have to run at full capacity. Till the mid-1970s 'bonus crops' were
11

The relatively higher water use in the second Division as compared to the First Division in
proportion to the localisation pattern has to do with the much larger area localised for rice and
sugarcane in the First Division (40998 versus 5861 acres). Several aspects of inequality are not
visible in this table. In an overall analysis allowance would have to be made for the fact that part
of the supply to the tail endcomes inperiods when it isnot needed.This happens when the release
at the dam site is insufficiently reduced in comparison to lowering demand (at harvest time for
example). Another factor that accentuates the head-tail pattern is that the supply to the tail end
covers a shorter period of the year. The tail end has to wait longer before the water arrives when
the canal isopened orthe discharge increased, andthe water supply shrinks andstops earlier when
the canal is closed or discharge reduced (the latter because upstream users try to draw the
maximum when closure nears). This can easily make a difference of two weeks of water supply
per year. The last exacerbating factor isthat the supply to the tail end division is morevariable than
that to the upstream divisions.
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Table 9 . 1 : Water use in the four Canal Divisions of the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal
between 1 8 . 2 . 9 2 and 2 . 3 . 9 2
Water use in a Division
(average discharge
'consumed') (in
cusecs) (a)

Actual water use as a
proportion of planned
water use according to
the localisation pattern

Actual water use in
proportion to the size
of the Division's
command area (b)

First Canal
Division (head
end)

986

104%

141%

Second Canal
Division

1140

115%

103%

Third Canal
Division

939

91%

92%

Fourth Canal
Division (tail
end)

456

80%

64%

a) This is the difference between average discharge in the main canal at the head and at the tail
of the Division; average release at the dam site was 3541 cusecs. Based on gauge register and
gauge table Irrigation Department.
b) The total localised area was taken as the command area. For Division one to four these are
119246, 188688, 173861 and 120903 acres respectively

allowed in the summer season. A last indication of theexistence of a surplus situation inthe
early phases of thecanal's existence, isthat indiscussions on the length of the summer canal
closure period during the 1970s, itwasconsidered whether thisshould be20daysor amonth
(GOKAR/PD, 1976; CADA/TBP, 1979).These periods look extremely short inthe present
circumstances.2'

21

This does not meanthere were no management problems inthe main canal.The major main canal
management problem in this period was the occurrence of breaches (see GOKAR, n.d.) These
breaches could cause serious water shortages for particular areas, depending on at which point in
the canal they occurred, how long they took to repair, and what moment inthe season it was. The
breaches were a serious risk factor in irrigated agriculture, that caused insecurity of the water
supply. Inthe 1970s the breach problem started to be remedied. The problem was identified to lie
in the faulty construction of the main canal, particularly the unsatisfactory way in which the
consolidation of the canal banks had been done. To remedy the problem, a programme of 'outer'
and 'inner strengthening works' was designed, which isstill in progress. Breaches areby no means
fully a thing of the past, but reportedly the situation has improved. However, the Irrigation
Department isalso commonly accused byfarmers of letting breaches occur andenlarge themselves
by not promptly stopping water supply, in order to attract repair and maintenance funds. I am
unable to judge the truth of this accusation. Breaches have distributional effects, but are not
caused by distributional factors. Therefore, the implications of breaches are left aside.
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Table 9 . 2 : Total water drawals by the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal, 1961-62 to 1 9 9 1 - 9 2
Year

(a)
1961-62
1962-63
1963-64
1964-65
1965-66
1966-67
1967-68
1968-69
1969-70
1970-71
1971-72
1972-73
1973-74
1974-75
1975-76
1976-77
1977-78
1978-79

Year

Total drawal fin TMCft)

38.809
41.839
56.683
61.688
67.655
70.828
63.193
77.443

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

71.59
62.66
74.250
75.380
75.380
63.020
67.83
67.67

67
78
73.38 75
85.79 85
88

76.438
87.463
82.028
94.932
74.548
85.885
85.927

Total drawal (in TMCft)
(c)

1979-80
1980-81
1981-82
1982-83
1983-84
1984-85
1985-86
1986-87
1987-88
1988-89
1989-90
1990-91
1991-92
1992-93
1993-94
1994-95
1995-96

(d)

(e)

85
89
77
80
81

88.868
88.086
80.21
80.938
80.828
76.209
74.855
83.604
65.046
69.74
73.958
75.857
77.278
70.924
80.431
73.322
70.516

82.298
64.740

TMcft. = Thousand Million cubic feet
a) GOI/KWDT/MYDK-15 (1970)
b) GOKAR/PD (1976:116)
c) Gauge registers Irrigation Department, data collected in 1991-92
d) Jurriens and Landstra (1990:table 13)
e) Gauge registers Irrigation Department, data collected in 1997

The present problem of insufficient supply to the tail end divisions with maximum main
canal release, has emerged around 1980and has intensified since then. Table 9.2 shows that
for a long time the Left Bank Canal's total yearly drawals from the reservoir increased.3'
This increase seems to have taken care of the increase in demand for water that was caused
by ongoing land development for irrigation in the command area and the intensification of
irrigation. In the course of the 1970s total drawals started to exceed 80 TMCft. and from
then the increase stopped. Infact, there seems tobe a decrease after 1980-81. The limit that
was reached was the maximum discharge capacity of the main canal.4' In addition, the level
of use that was reached in the Left Bank Canal and, presumably, in other canals that draw
water from the Tungabhadra reservoir, led to the exhaustion of the reservoir earlier in the
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Data from different sources and collected at different times from the same source are given in
table 9.2 to indicate the reliability of the total drawals figures.
41
A factor that complicates the interpretation of the total drawals figures is that the discharge
capacity of (parts of) the main canal increased during the 1980s through the outer and inner
strengthening works programme. The main canal is still unable to carry its design discharge of
4100 cusecs. The maximum drawal from the reservoir is about 3500 cusecs. It can be noted that
the Left Bank Canal has never drawn its full share as allocated in the Krishna Water Disputes
Tribunal's Award (see chapter 4).
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year than before. This necessitated earlier canal closures, which automatically led to lower
total drawals.5'
I conclude from these figures and data collected through interviews that from
approximately 1980 water distribution in the main canal has been a zero-sum game. The
phenomenon oftherelocationofwater usetoupstream reaches thatwasdescribed inchapters
5 and 7 for the distributary level, also started tooccur at main canal level from this year.6*
Canal opening and closure
Before I enter into a discussion of the attempts to change main canal management once
ithad become an issue, it isuseful toexplain insomedetail therelevance of theopening and
closure dates of thecanal. The opening and closure of the canal refers tothe following three
elements.
1)
The opening date atthebeginning of theagricultural year (somewhere around June).
2)
The closure date at the end of the year (in the period March-May).7)
3)
The question of a closureperiod, and its length, halfway during the agricultural year
(in November-December).
The agronomic importance of an early opening date of the canal (at the start of the
agricultural year) is that in this way (supplementary) irrigation is possible in the optimal
sowing period of the rainfed/irrigated dry crops. It also allows early sowing and
transplantation of rice. Late sowing leadstoyield reduction. A further advantage of an early
start of irrigation isthat a second irrigated crop does notextend into the hot summer season
that starts from March, but that irrigation canbe stopped in February. This reduces the total
yearly water requirement and, by implication, wouldallow spread oftheavailablewater over
a larger area.
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Whether the siltation of the reservoir has been afactor of significance in this process is difficult
to judge. That it will become so at some point in the future is certain.
61
1 consider 1980to beareasonably accurate, though necessarily approximate date because it was
independently mentioned by different actors (farmers, officials, journalists) indifferent parts of the
command area as the year when problems started. For example, farmers in the last distributary,
distributary 106 (real number) reported that since 1980their distributary has goneout of irrigation.
It is very difficult, and very labour-intensive, to quantify the process described above more
precisely. First, the required data on discharges, cropping patterns, irrigation efficiencies and other
relevant factors are not all very reliable or simply do not exist. Furthermore, the figure of total
drawals per year black-boxes a complex pattern of variation of demand and supply over time and
space. There are 87 distributaries, each with adifferent history of the development of water use,
which have affected main canal water management in different ways. And there are yearly
variations in the quantity and timing of rainfall in the canal command area and in the catchment
area of the reservoir. Also, variations in the cropping pattern occur caused by non-water factors
like crop prices and pests. Demand for water increased, but not along a smooth curve, and the
supply of water that was possible (and its timing) varied from year to year. There is thus not one
single year inwhich demand and supply met. We aredocumenting the relocation process in greater
detail at both distributary and main canal levels in subsequent research.
71
Actually, there is not one single closure date for the full main canal. The sugarcane growers in
the first reach of the main canal upto Mile 36 are entitled to receive water into the month of May.
This section of the canal is closed only in May. The discussion below refers to the closure date of
the part of the main canal downstream from Mile 36. The struggle over the water release period
for the sugarcane growers is in itself an interesting episode in the political contestation of main
canal management, which involves a lot of legal action, but I leave it aside here.
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The closure date at the end of the season is important for the irrigation of a second crop.
As discussed in chapter 4 the original design of the scheme did not envisage any double
cropping, that is two consecutive crops on the same piece of land. Irrigation was primarily
meant to support the rainfed cropping calender, with cultivation of kharifand rabicrops on
different plots. A release period of 8 months is sufficient for this cropping pattern.8'
However, for farmers who had invested in the development of their lands and took the
opportunity tocultivate twoirrigated crops ontheir newplots,anopening period of thecanal
of 8 months is insufficient for full maturation of the rice crop."
It is around the second rice crop that a lot of the struggle regarding the closure date
revolves. Thequicker depletionof thereservoir during theyear, caused bytheexpansionand
intensification of irrigation, started toaffect thesecond (rice)crop. Itpushed backtheclosure
date to a moment earlier in the year. The full depletion of the reservoir in the rabi season
under pressure of rice farmers also affects the start of the irrigation season in the following
year. Asaresult there isnocarry-over storage attheendof theagricultural year. Carry-over
storage canbeused for atimely start of irrigation incasethe monsoonrains inthecatchment
(and inflows into the reservoir) start late. In the present situation the start of the irrigation
fully depends on the timing of the monsoon rains in the catchment.
The closure period halfway the agricultural year has to do with the second rice crop as
well. One of the main aims of a closure in November-December is to curb rice cultivation
in the second season. Closure makes it impossible to raise rice nurseries, when it is well
timed and sufficiently long.10' Another aspect of mid-year closure is that it saves water in
aperiod with lowdemand for water because temperatures are lowand many crops havebeen
harvested.
After having presented thisbackground information Ican now proceed todiscuss the first
attempt to change the pattern of unequal distribution at main canal level. This involves the
introduction of a new actor inwater distribution. Apart from farmers, Irrigation Department
staff and politicians, the Command Area Development Authority plays a role.

9.2

CADA AND WARABANDI: A NEW PLAYER AND A NEW GAME

This section describes the fate of the efforts tochange the organisation of water distribution
in canal irrigation systems through the establishment of Command Area Development
Authorities. I focus on the events in the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal command area, but
situatetheaccount intheoverall Command Area Development effort. Thestoryconveyshow
a policy conceived at the Central Government level was translated and transformed during
its long journey to implementation at the system and canal level.
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This 8 months release period has been introduced in later projects in Karnataka like the
Malaprabha and Upper Krishna Project.
91
Particularly in case farmers choose to cultivate long duration rice varieties like Sona Masuri,
instead of shorter duration varieties like IR-64 or Emergency.
101
Farmers can get around this by ponding water in rice plots before the canal closes, by storage
of water in farm ponds, or by starting nurseries along the natural drains or the river by means of
lift irrigation.
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TheestablishmentofCADAs
In 1973the Central Government issued instructions tothe States toestablish Command Area
Development Authorities for its irrigation schemes (see GOI/MOI/CAD and water
managementdivision, 1984for theorders withregard toCommand Area Development). The
establishment of Command Area Development Authorities in India was the result of the
recommendations of the Irrigation Commission and theNational Commission onAgriculture
(GOI/MOIP, 1972, GOI/National Commission onAgriculture, 1973).ll)These commissions
had noted and investigated -amongother things -theunderutilisation of large scale irrigation
systems. Better management to remedy underutilisation was, and is, considered as a major
contribution to the resolution of the food crisis and an important contribution to agricultural
growth in general (GOI/PC, 1992).12> Command Area Development Authorities were
presented as the suitable institution to undertake such remedial action (see Box 9.1 for the
establishment of CADAs in Karnataka).
Command Area Development Authoritieswere intended tobeinterdisciplinary institutions
that integrated and had authority over the line departments that worked in the irrigation
system concerned.
TheCommandAreaDevelopmentAuthority wouldberesponsiblefor waterutilisation
and integrated areadevelopment inthe irrigation command, including modernisation
ofthedistribution system,theprovisionofdrainageandthemaintenanceandoperation
of both the distribution and drainage systems. (D.O. No.F.ll-9/73-CAD, dated 1st
September 1973, from Secretary, Union Ministry of Agriculture to State Chief
Secretaries, on Setting up of CADAuthorities-Objectives, Jurisdiction, Constitution
and Powersetc., in: GOI/MOI/CAD andWaterManagement Division, 1984:20)
This was a vast mandate, which included main canal management. The institutional status
and position of Command Area Development Authorities differs somewhat from State to
State, but nowhere did they get the position as envisaged in this quotation. In practice the
Command Area Development programme focused on thephysical activities of field channel
construction, 'on farm development' and the introduction of rotational water distribution
below the outlet (see for example Hart, 1978; Pant and Verma, 1983;Wade, 1982b).
I highlight two important, and related, reasons for thisdevelopment. The first is the way
the problem of underutilisation that the CADAs were supposed to solve was defined. The
second istheactiveresistance totheestablishment of acoordination authority by particularly
the Irrigation Department, which stood to lose control over its full domain.
In the first identification of the underutilisation and management problem, policy makers
located the cause of this problem at the farm and outlet level: farmers did notconstruct field
channels and field drains, they did not level their lands, and if they did they tended to waste
water.
Asiswellknownitisthemanagementofwaterinthecommandsofmajor andminor
projects which offers the greatest scope for improved production. These commands
represent about 50% of our total irrigation potential and suffer from a number of
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The Command Area Development (CAD) programme of which the establishment of CADAs was
an element, was strongly supported by organisations like the World Bank and USAID. The
programme was funded by the Central Government.
121
The (under)utilisation rate of irrigation systems is usually expressed as the ratio between the
total area irrigated in a system and the total area made suitable for irrigation by the Irrigation
Department. However, it can also be expressed as the ratio of actual water use and projected
water use, for example. For a technical discussion of the concept of (under)utilisation, see Mitra
(1986).
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Box 9.1 CADAs in Karnataka
Karnataka's response to the Command Area Development Authority initiative wasslow. It
took till 1980 before the Karnataka Command Areas Development Act (ActNo.6 of 1980)
was accepted, which arranged the legal framework for Command Area Development
Authorities. In themid1970s, following theCentral Government instructions, CADAs were
established, butit seems only intheform of CADA Boards, without anexecutive institution
attached to it. Such a Board also existed fortheTungabhadra project. Thecommand area
development work wascarried outthrough theline departments, asit had been before.The
Karnataka CommandArea Development Authorities were 'revitalised'in1979-80 (CADA/TBP,
1986:15) within thelegalframework ofthe new Karnataka Command Area DevelopmentAct.
The Tungabhadra CADA was constituted asastatutory body on 11 December 1979. Forthe
Tungabhadra Project a CADA-like setup was in place already before the Command Area
Development programme started. Inthe1950s and 1960sthedevelopmental activities inthe
Tungabhadra command area were coordinated bythe Divisional Commissioner of Gulbarga
Division, of which Raichur District waspart, whowasthe ex-officio Administrator ofthe
Tungabhadra Project. A Deputy Administrator (whowasAdditional Deputy Commissioner
under the Revenue Department) wasbased in Munirabad, thedamsite. There wasalsothe
Tungabhadra Advisory Board (TAB) with 8non-official members,andaProjectWorking Group
of which allthe departmental heads were members (GOMYS, 1957-58; GOI/PC/PEO, 1965).
The Administrator andDeputy Administrator were both IAS(Indian Administrative Service)
officers, that is,high level government officials. There wasthus aclear effort to come toan
overall development process inthecommand area ofthe Tungabhadra project from anearly
date. ThenewCADA structure combined theauthority oftheearlier Administrator withthe
tasks of the Project Working Group.Thepresent ICC(Irrigation Consultative Committee) is
a very similar body tothe TAB. Also interms of practical work, there wasnotmuch new: in
the 1950s the Hyderabad Government already decided to construct field channels and not
to leave this to farmers. What wasnewwastheeffort to create aninstitution that had far
reaching authority over the technical departments that worked inthe command area, andthe
location of thecoordination authority outside the Revenue Department. Some people have
told me that the organisation of the Tungabhadra project served as the model for the
Command Area Development policy. I have been unable to verify this statement.

deficiencies, the most important of which are the lack of adequate delivery systems
which should reach upto the farmers' fields, the lack of proper land-shaping and
levelling of fields, the absence of drainage, where necessary, as well as such other
factors as the proper timing of water supplies and the avoidance of wastage through
seepage, etc. The lack of infrastructural support in such matters as extension,
demonstrations adequate communications, marketing facilities, scientific cropplanning
and the supply of inputs, such as, credit, fertilisers, pesticides, machinery, seeds etc.
are also important matters. The shortage of power, and recently of diesel in the case
of areas commanded by minor irrigation also needs to be looked into urgently.(D.O.
No.F.ll-9/73-CAD, dated 19th May 1973, from Union Minister of Agriculture to
Chief Ministers of States, on Command Area Development-Concepts and Organisation
Pattern, in: GOI/MOI/CAD and Water Management Division, 1984:1-2)
A similar relegation of water management problems to the outlet level command area level
occurred when in 1980 a policy was adopted to introduce the much acclaimed North Indian
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warabandisystem of water distribution in all Indian canal irrigation system.13' The features
of warabandias a system of rotational (weekly) water distribution at distributary and outlet
level, with water allocation to plots on a time/acre basis were explained in chapters 3 and
8. In an important policy workshop organised by the Administrative Staff College of India
(ASCI), in Hyderabad inApril 1980, thefollowing definition ofwarabandi wasagreed upon
for the purposes of the Command Area Development policy.
Several viewpoints on Warabandi were discussed, taking into account the different
systems existing in the country, such as Osrabandi, Shejpali and the Phad systems.
Finally, acommonview emerged asreflected inthefollowing definition:
"Warabandi is a system of equitable water distribution by turns according to predetermined schedule specifying theday,time andduration ofsupply toeachirrigator
inproportion tolandholdings intheoutlet command." (Singh, 1981:46)
A similar perception existed at the Tungabhadra project level. When the Chief Engineer
Tungabhadra Project was invited in 1980by the CADA Administrator14' tocomment on the
implementabilityofwarabandiintheproject, hedescribed warabandias follows inhis reply.
Here it is to be pointed out that [the] Command Area Development Authority is in
charge of water management below the outlet and since [the] warabandi system
essentially dealswithdistributionofwaterundereachoutiet,theworkofimplementing
warabandi system onanexperimental basis inthe beginning andlater extending itto
the entire [command area] will have to be responsibility of Command Area
Development Authorities.
Neither in the workshop definition, nor in the Chief Engineer's description is there any
reference to the main system management element of warabandi (proportional distribution
over outlets by maintaining full supply levels in distributary canals by systematic on/off
rotation of these canals). The definitions only refer towater distribution over farmers within
the outlet command. On its journey from North to South India and in the step from policy
to practice, some elements of the warabandimodel disappeared.
It is not the case that views that emphasised the importance of main system management
were not voiced. In the same workshop referred to above it was noted that on the basis of
experiments with the introduction of warabandiundertaken in the 1970s,
it was soon realised thatthe maincanal system mustbehave inadisciplined manner
discharging sufficient quantity of water atthe requiredsupply level. Undependability
of canal supplies madeWarabandi ameaningless exercise. (Singh, 1981:1)15)
Within the borders of Karnataka there was documented experience with rotation at
distributary level, particularly inBhadra Project, Tunga anicut and Malaprabha Project. The
Chief Engineer Tungabhadra Project chose to disregard this experience, though it was part
of the available documentation. The introduction of warabandi fully focused on the outlet
level. It involved the design of rotation schedules for these outlets and, later, the
establishment of outlet-level Water Users Associations.
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It was the Fifth Conference of State Irrigation Ministers, held in Bangalore in December 1980,
which decided that warabandi should be introduced in all major systems in India. The first
experiments in Karnataka with the warabandi system took place in the Hemavathy and Harangi
commands in 1981-82 (Govindaiah, 1989).
141
The Administrator is the head of the executive part of the CADA. There is also a CADA Board
which governs the CADA. It is headed by aChairman.The chairmanship is apolitical appointment.
It is often held by former MPs or MLAs or other politically active persons.
151
Also see Wade and Chambers (1980) for an elaborate discussion of main system management
as the gap in irrigation intervention.
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The absence of a main system component in the CADA water management programmes
can be explained by the second reason mentioned above: the resistance of trie Irrigation
Department tothe creation of acoordinating institution. This can be well illustrated with the
Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal case.
CADAand warabandiin the Tungabhadra Left BankCanal
The warabandi concept arrived in the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal in 1979-80. In 1979
warabandi received its first mention and advocacy in the report of the Tungabhadra Ryots
Grievances Committee, chaired by the executive head of the CADA, the Administrator
(CADA/TBP, 1979). In March 1980 the CADA Administrator sent a report on a 1970s
warabandiexperiment inanother Indian State to the Irrigation Department's Superintending
Engineers, Executive Engineers and Assistant Executive Engineers. It was accompanied by
the question what the Irrigation Department's opinion was on the implementability of
warabandiintheTungabhadra project, and what wasalready happening inthisregard. Also,
the recommendations of the Hyderabad workshop of April 1980 were distributed and the
Chief Engineer Tungabhadra Project was asked to send his comments to the Secretary to
Government (Irrigation).16'
The Chief Engineer quoted above had already located both the area and responsibility for
implementingwarabandioutsidetheIrrigation Department'sdomain. Hecontinued toexplain
his position more explicitly as follows.17'
The suggestion of the workshop that wing of Irrigation Department concerning
operation and maintenance should be brought under Command Area Development
Authority, cannotbeaccepted. CommandAreaDevelopment Authority isresponsible,
for management below the outlet point with the coordination of other departments.
Since it is a statutory body, Command Area Development Authority should have its
ownstaff orgetitfrom concerned departments ondeputation. Thecentrfal] worksof
maintenance of main canal and distributaries including the outlet structures and
supplyingcorrectdischargeattheoutletpointshouldbewiththeIrrigationDepartment
andtheIrrigation Departmentshould notbemadesubordinate totheCommandArea
Development Authority. Here it istobe stated that aseparate Engineering winghas
already been provided under CADA and hence no further action is necessary to
transfer any sectionoftheIrrigation DepartmentunderCADA.
Butthepolitical push toimplement thenewwarabandipolicy was strong. InJanuary 1981
theCentral Government issued a noticefollowing ameeting of irrigation ministers the month
before, toimplementwarabandionapilotscale inat leasttwodistributaries ineach scheme.
The Irrigation Department was forced to engage in its implementation.
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This instruction to report to the Secretary to Government (Irrigation) exemplifies the relationship
between the Chief Engineer andthe CADA Administrator. TheCADA Administrator ishigher inrank
than the Chief Engineer, but in many cases the Chief Engineer does not accept that authority. The
CADA Administrator hasto get support from the politico-administrative boss of the Chief Engineer,
that is the Secretary to Government (Irrigation). Another issue here is that CADA Administrators
initially were IAS (Indian Administrative Service) officers, while the Irrigation Department argued
that they should be engineers. There is also ongoing discussion whether the Secretaries to
Government in the Irrigation Department should come from the engineering cadre or be IAS
officers. Oneelement of the difficult relationship between the Irrigation Department andthe CADAs
is the more general animosity between 'technocrats' and 'bureaucrats' (see for example Deccan
Herald, 7.11.88 and TheHindu, 14.1.90).
171
See letter No. CE/TBP/PLN/Warabandi/TA7/80-81/7758/2 of 23.10.80.
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The CADA Administrator's request to select suitable distributaries for warabandipilot
schemes was sent down the Irrigation Department hierarchy inthe system. The answer that
cameback was thatnosuitabledistributaries existed. Thereason that nosuitablepilotcanals
could be found isthat the CADA irrigation engineer whowrote therequest for selection had
putrather stringenttechnicalconditionsfor thepilotdistributaries.Theseconditionswerethat
there should be control/measurement devices (like V-notches) in the pipe outlets, that all
cross drainage works shouldbe inworking condition, and that soilandcadastral maps should
be available. One wonders why the CADA irrigation engineer, deputed from the Irrigation
Department, should put a condition like a measuring device at pipe outlet level, as this was
never even planned tobe a design element of the Tungabhadra system. Whatever may have
beenthereason, thisandtheother conditions madeitveryeasy for theIrrigation Department
to claim non-implementability.
However, other factors than protection of its own territory may also have played a role
in the attitude of the Irrigation Department. The Chief Engineer of the Tungabhadra project
also informed the CADA Administrator, that it would be very difficult to implement
warabandi.
Itislearntfromthem [theExecutive Engineers, PPM]thatwhereasthetail-endersof
distributaries, where water supply is very unsatisfactory arevery enthusiastic about
warabandi system which ensures equitable distribution of water onthe basis ofland
holding, theirrigatorsathigherreacheswheregrossindiscipline, suchasunauthorised
irrigation andviolation ofcropping pattern isprevalent, arenotagreeingfor anynew
method of irrigation, suchaswarabandi, tobeintroduced, since naturally itwillend
the indiscipline by which they are now benefitted. It is, therefore very difficult to
introducewarabandisystemunlesstheirrigatorsundertheentiredistributary agreefor
introducing suchasystem.
As discussed in chapter 7, the Irrigation Department in interaction with farmers had
developed rotation systems atdistributary level inseveral distributaries, which created some
regularity inthedistributionschedules inthesecanals, evenwhenthesewerehighlyunequal.
Itisunderstandable thattheIrrigation Department was notvery keenonothers tocomeand intheir view -upset these routines. Itknew very well that implementation of warabandion
a serious scale would require the confrontation of inequality problems at distributary and
main canal level.
Theadministrative ping-pong gamebetweenthe Irrigation Department and the Command
Area Development Authority was concluded in 1982 after the Secretary to Government
(Irrigation) sent the instruction to introduce warabandi to the Chief Engineer of the
Tungabhadra Project directly in September 1981. Warabandithen acquired the meaning it
would keep to the end of the decade. In the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal the concept had
the following elements.
1)
At the outlet level the introduction of rotational water supply completely became a
Command AreaDevelopment Authorityactivity.Thiseffort wasnecessarily onavery
small scale because the CADA hardly had any presence at field level. The
implementation of warabandi at outlet level therefore met with very little success.
The same is true for the establishment of Water Users Associations which during the
1980s were increasingly seen as important for successfully introducing warabandi.
In the places where the policy was formally implemented (according to the CADA
annual reports) it seems mainly to have been a paper exercise. For example, the
1986-87 annual report of CADA Tungabhadra Project mentions the introduction of
warabandiand the establishment of a Water Users Association in a particular outlet
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inasubdistributary investigated inthis research project. In 1991-92 notatrace could
be found of either, andalso there wasnosediment inthefarmers' memory.18*When
a CADA official inthemiddlereach ofthe system in 1992showed mealistofabout
80 officially established Water Users Associations, andIasked about their status,he
replied that "it only takes the stroke of a pen to abolish them". Thewarabandi
signboard with the rotation schedules painted on them were standing in his office
unused. The Tungabhadra project is no exception to the rule that water users
associations created inatop-down administrative manner generally haveashort life.
At the distributary level, warabandi in the larger distributaries came to mean a
rotation system over subdistributaries andpipe outlets, asdiscussed inthechapter 7.
These rotations hadoften emerged earlier thantheformal introduction ofwarabandi.
Warabandi became a label for something that already existed. During the 1980s
orders to introduce warabandi in the bigger distributaries were routinely issued in
times of increased scarcity andconflict. The Irrigation Department did nothurry to
pass these orders down thehierarchy.
Atthemaincanallevel, theTungabhadra CADAinNovember 1982issuedacircular
to introduce an on/off system for smaller distributaries. Small and very small
distributaries were supposed tobeclosed for oneor twodays a week topush more
water tothetailendofthemaincanal. This wasthusaneffort bytheCommand Area
Development Authority todosomething about unequal water distribution inthemain
canal. This document, though formally inforce andregularly referred to intimesof
crisis, practically leda sleeping existence till theendof the decade. Ihave found no
evidence of actual implementation of therotation of thesmaller distributaries inthe
main canal inthe 1982-88period.19'

2)

3)

It may be concluded from the foregoing that the Tungabhadra Project Irrigation
Departmenteffectively neutralised thepossible influenceoftheCommand Area Development
Authority onmain system management inthefirst tenyears after theCADA was established.
The CADA was allocated a space in the pipe outlet command area, where the Irrigation
Department itself did notwork. Thefact thatthe CADAstaff consisted ofstaff deputed from
other departments, including theIrrigation Department will nothave made theexecutionof
the authority formally given to the CADA easier. Because of the weakness of the CADAs
in number of staff, the CADA remained extremely dependent onthe Irrigation Department
for the implementation of anything todowith water distribution. Theeffort to improve the
Irrigation Department's irrigation management practices through the Command Area
Development policy failed without ever having a serious chance of success.
However, the story of the Command Area Development Authority's role in main canal
management does not fully end here. The main canal on/off system circular became a
resource intheprocess of change in main canal management in 1988-90. This changewas
generated from within thesystem itself, towhich events I nowturn.
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Personal communication Kees van Straaten, 1992.
But Ican't claim to have seen allpossible evidence.
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9.3

GETTING THE GAUGES RIGHT

Despite many conferences and workshops, the establishment of new institutions, and pilot
programmes not much changed in the actual management practices in the canal irrigation
systems during the 1980s. In this period the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal witnessed a
proliferation of maincanal managementproblemsasaresultof increasing water scarcity (see
section 9.1). These problems escalated in the years 1988-1989and 1989-90. The escalation
induced some institutional changes in main canal management which in my evaluation have
improved it, and have perhaps created a small basis for further change. In this section I
discuss how the events in these two years unrolled.
Gauge and discharge tables
Theprocess of change in maincanal management that tookplace intheperiod 1988-1990
can be summarised in two gauge and discharge tables.20' These are tables that list the water
levels and the related flows at different points along the main canal. When the level at one
point is known, the corresponding levels (the proportionate gauges) at other points of the
canal can be read from the table. The main canal is divided into four sections, managed by
different Canal Divisions of the Irrigation Department. Each of these Divisions isheaded by
an Executive Engineer (EE) who is thesenior officer for water management inthe Division
(seefigure 3.1 for anorganigram of the Irrigation Department intheTungabhadra Left Bank
Canal).
The important gauge points, that is points for measurement of water levels, are those at
theborders of the Divisions.Theseare thegauges at Mile0, Mile47, Mile 69and Mile 104.
In every division a gauge book or gauge register is kept, in which the gauges at the border
points are noted hourly. The communication of these figures is done through the canal
telephone network, that links the offices with the gauge locations along the canal.
Withthegaugeanddischarge table inhand an Executive Engineer candeterminethewater
level he is entitled to receive by lookingat thegauges in theupstream divisions. He canalso
read off the gauge he has to maintain at the downstream exit point of his division, to pass
on to the next division. The activity of main canal management is thus basically the process
of getting the gauges right, and the gauge and discharge table is a crucial instrument for
this.2"
The mode of calculation of the gauge and discharge table is extremely important.
Particularly important is the relative position of the columns, that is which level at Mile X
is seen to be proportionate to the level at Mile Y. When we look at the table in use in the
Left Bank Canal in 1988 (see table 9.3), this table was calculated on the basis of the
localisation pattern: the protective cropping pattern sanctioned by the government. Up to
1988 the Irrigation Department formally used this table for main canal management.
However, because of the actual cropping pattern, with large areas of rice in the head end
divisions, this table had little practical value. The real management of the main canal took
place on the basis of indents prepared by the Executive Engineers of the different divisions,
201
The expression 'gauge and discharge table' is derived from the heading above one of the tables
and used because it is more informative than the term 'working table' normally used by the
Irrigation Department engineers.
211
Because the Left Bank Canal has been designed as a supply oriented continuous flow system,
without cross regulators water levels are and can be the main piece of information for canal
management.
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Table 9.3: Old gauge and discharge table for Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal

Closetodam

Mile104

Mile69

Mile47

Depth
(feet)

Discharge
(cusecs)

Depth
(feet)

Discharge
(cusecs)

Depth
(feet)

Discharge
(cusecs)

Depth
(feet)

Discharge
(cusecs)

11.55
11.45
11.35
11.25
11.20
11.15
11.05
10.95
10.85
10.75
10.65
10.55
10.45
10.35
10.30
10.20
10.10
10.00
9.90
9.80
9.70
9.60
9.50
9.40
9.30
9.20
9.10
9.00
8.85
8.75
8.65
8.55
8.45
8.35
8.25
8.10
8.00
7.90
7.85
7.75
7.55
7.45
7.30
7.15
7.05
6.95
6.80
6.75

3826
3800
3750
3700
3650
3600
3550
3500
3450
3400
3350
3300
3250
3200
3150
3100
3050
3000
2950
2900
2850
2800
2750
2700
2650
2600
2550
2500
2450
2400
2350
2300
2250
2200
2150
2100
2050
2000
1950
1900
1850
1800
1750
1700
1650
1600
1550
1500

12.10
12.10
12.00
11.90
11.80
11.70
11.60
11.50
11.40
11.30
11.20
11.10
11.00
10.90
10.80
10.70
I 10.60
10.50
10.40
10.30
10.20
10.10
10.05
9.95
9.85
9.75
9.65
9.60
9.55
9.45
9.35
9.25
9.15
9.10
9.05
8.95
8.85
8.75
8.65
8.55
8.45
8.35
8.25
8.15
8.05
7.90
7.80
7.65

2776
2774
2734
2701
2665
2628
2592
2555
2519
2482
2446
2409
2373
2336
2300
2263
2227
2190
2154
2117
2080
2044
2008
1971
1935
1898
1862
1825
1789
1752
1716
1679
1643
1606
1570
1533
1497
1460
1424
1387
1351
1314
1278
1241
1205
1168
1132
1095

9.95
9.85
9.75
9.70
9.65
9.60
9.45
9.40
9.35
9.30
9.20
9.10
9.05
8.95
8.85
8.80
8.75
8.65
8.55
8.45
8.40
8.35
8.25
8.15
8.05
7.95
7.85
7.80
7.70
7.65
7.55
7.45
7.35
7.25
7.15
7.05
7.00
6.85
6.75
6.65
6.55
6.45
6.35
6.25
6.15
6.05
5.95
5.85

1716
1710
1688
1665
1643
1620
1598
1575
1553
1530
1508
1485
1463
1440
1418
1395
1373
1350
1328
1305
1283
1260
1238
1215
1195
1170
1148
1125
1103
1080
1058
1035
1013
990
968
945
923
900
878
855
833
810
788
765
743
720
698
675

6.90
6.85
6.80
6.75
6.70
6.65
6.60
6.55
6.50
6.45
6.40
6.35
6.30
6.25
6.20
6.15
6.10
6.05
6.00
5.95
5.90
5.85
5.80
5.75
5.70
5.65
5.60
5.55
5.45
5.40
5.35
5.30
5.25
5.15
5.10
5.00
4.95
4.90
4.85
4.75
4.70
4.65
4.55
4.45
4.40
4.35
4.25
4.20

620
608
600
592
584
576
568
560
552
544
536
528
520
512
504
496

488I
480
472
464
456
448
440
432
424
416
408
400
392
384
376
368
360
352
344
336
328
320
312
304
296
288
280
272
264
256
248
240
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dischargetableforTungabhadra LeftB a n k Canal

Mile 47

Mile6 9

Mile1 0 4

Depth
(feet)

Discharge
(cusecs)

Depth
(feet)

Discharge
(cusecs)

11.60
11.55
11.50
11.45
11.40
11.375
11.350
11.325
11.300
11.275
11.250
11.225
11.200
11.175
11.150
11.125
11.100
11.075
11.050
11.025
11.000
10.975
10.975
10.850
10.75
I 10.65

2592.00
2573.00
2555.00
2537.00
2519.00
2516.00
2513.00
2510.00
2507.00
2496.25
2485.50
2474.75
2464.00
2452.50
2441.00
2430.50
2420.00
2409.00
2398.00
2387.00
2376.00
2366.63
2357.25
2319.75
2282.25
2244.75

9.00
8.95
8.90
8.80
[_8.75
8.73
8.70
8.675
8.650
8.625
8.600
8.575
8.550
8.525
8.500
8.475
8.450
8.425
8.400
8.375
8.350
8.325
8.300
8.200
8.100
8.00

1455.31
1440.33
1425.35
1397.73
1383.5FJ
1376.51
1369.44
1362.45
1355.46
1348.48
1341.49
1334.45
1327.41
1320.43
1313.45
1306.53
1299.60
1292.68
1285.75
1279.01
1272.27
1265.54
1258.80
1231.78
1205.09
1178.74

Depth
(feet)
L6.15

6.00
5.95
5.80
5.700
5.675
5.650
5.625
5.600
5.575
5.550
5.525
5.500
5.475
5.450
5.425
5.400
5.375
5.350
5.325
5.300
5.275
5.25
5./5
5.05
4.95

Discharge
(cusecs)
476.50j
469.00
461.50
439.00
425.00
421.50
418.00
414.50
411.00
407.50
404.00
400.50
397.00
393.75
390.50
387.25
384.00
380.75
377.50
374.25
371.00
367.75
364.50
352.00
340.00
327.001

which reflected actual cropping patterns.22' The allocations to the divisions were thus
regularly renegotiated within the Irrigation Department.23' From these allocations were
derived particular relations between the gauge levels at different points in the canal, which
varied from occasion to occasion.
In 1990 a different gauge and discharge table came into use (see table 9.4). In this table
the downstream columns have been shifted upwards. This means that a lower water level is
now seen tobe corresponding toaparticular upstream level thanbefore. The new gaugeand
discharge table can be seen as an institutional consolidation of the already existing unequal
water distribution pattern in the main canal. The change of tables might be interpreted as a
defeat of the tailenders, and a defeat of the irrigation administration, by the head end rice
farmers. Finally, one might analyse, theactual unequal pattern of water distribution and the
rice dominated cropping pattern related to it, have received some sort of institutional
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Within limits imposed by the distributary canal capacities.
The frequency of meetings of the Executive Engineers on the indents varied with the degree of
water scarcity and concomitant level of conflict on the canal.
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sanction.24>This sentiment was indeed expressed by irrigation officials when they described
the new table to me as being 'unscientific'. Unscientific is the code word for politically
mediated or enforced. However, if we take a closer look at the social process that produced
this change of tables, a different interpretation than defeat emerges.
Main canal managementin1988-89
The 1988-89 irrigation season started badly. In the first week of July 1988 the lowest levels
of the Tungabhadra reservoir in 35 years were recorded. Only a very small amount of
drinking water for Raichur town, thedistrict capital located atthetail end of the canal, could
be released into the Left Bank Canal, but no water for irrigation purposes. In the course of
July inflows into the reservoir increased, but inthe beginning of August there was a breach
in the main canal, because of which the full canal had to be closed for a week. By the end
of August reservoir levels were higher than the previous year, but the damage had been
done: the start of the irrigation season had been delayed, a delay that would automatically
affect the sowing dates for the second irrigation season. This implied that the second
irrigation season would extend further intothehotsummer season of March and April, when
water is short and the canal is scheduled to be closed.
InSeptember and October 1988there were the usual scarcity problems, as this is both the
peak period for crops like rice, and the overlap period of the rainfed cropping seasons (see
chapter 7). In the tail end region of the main canal processions were organised to protest
against headenders who took too much water, and Irrigation Department officials started
nightcontrolsonthedistributaries andmaincanal withpoliceprotection. But, experience had
taught that the real problematic season would be the second season, particularly the months
of February, March and April. In anticipation of the problems in the months to come, the
Irrigation Department launched an administrative effort to avoid them. In November 1988
itwas already clear thata limited quantity of water would be available for the second season
because of the poor reservoir situation, which, according to the Chief Engineer, would not
be sufficient even for 'irrigated dry' crops. Lower officials were instructed toannounce this
in all villages through loudspeakers, and press statements were released. In November the
Irrigation Consultative Committee (ICC, see above) decided to close the Left Bank Canal
between 25 November and 15 December (and thus limit rice cultivation in the rabiseason).
However, the decision was reversed in the same month under pressure of appeals from
farmers and legislators.25' In December 1988 the Irrigation Department distributed notices
that only 'irrigated dry' crops should be grown. In the same month canal officials were
instructed to introduce warabandias per the 1982 CADA notification. In January 1989 the
gauge and discharge table based on the localisation pattern was sent to all Executive
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Though the new gauge and discharge table was prepared on the instruction of the Chief
Engineer, it does not seem to beafully public document. When Iasked for agauge and discharge
table in the Irrigation Department office near the dam in spring 1992, I was given the old table
based on the localisation pattern, and the same thing happened to us, unasked, in 1997.
251
Inthe previous year, 1987-1988 acanal closure in November/December had been implemented
for the first time (from 22 November to 13 December there was no discharge into the main canal
that year). In 1987-88 the water situation and the timing of the crops must have been more
favourable than in 1988-89 because no extreme things seems to have happened in that year.
However, Anagol wrote in 1969 that "the canal which used to be closed for one month during
December inthe past is now proposed to be closed during May." (Anagol, 1969:A116) There may
thus have been November/December closures in the earlier history of the canal.
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Engineers.26' But, neither the notices, the gauge and discharge table, nor the efforts to
introduce an on/off system at maincanal level were very successful. Alotof rice was grown
in the second season, and with the increasing temperature in February and March, the Left
Bank Canal area also got heated up socially and politically.
The issue was, as usual, the closure date of the main canal. The Left Bank Canal was
scheduled to be closed for at least two months, April and May, for repairs and because of
lack of water in the reservoir. The decision making on the closure date of the canal takes
place in the Irrigation Consultative Committee. This body is chaired and convened by the
CADA Administrator, and has members from the Irrigation Department and other technical
departments, the district administration (Deputy and Assistant Commissioners), and the
Members of the Legislative Assembly (MLAs) from the command area. Farmers are not
independently represented on the committee.
The committee usually finds it very difficult, as already suggested by the cancellation of
the November/December closure, not to yield to short term pressures exerted on it, but to
look at the long term planning and problems. Another example of this is that in December
1988the ICC decided on a canal closure on 20 April when it saw that reservoir levels were
higher than the previous year, but it ignored the low inflows that would made the date
unrealistic. As a result, the ICC soon had to correct the decision. From February 1989 the
reservoir levels were lower than inany other year in theperiod 1982-83to 1991-92. By the
end of February 1989 the ICC had to prepone the closure date to 23 March, in view of the
reservoir situation.
Asafurther responsetoscarcity, orders tointroducewarabandi inthebigger distributaries
were issued onceagain inthe first week of March. Bythis timetheagitation of farmers over
water shortage in the tail end areas had reached such an intensity that on 8 March a
Prohibitory Order was clamped on the dam site by the government. As a response to the
agitation it was decided on 10 March to postpone the closure of the canal till the end of
March, notwithstanding the fact that by 10March the reservoir had reached the level that is
normally taken as the minimum level for the start of releases atthebeginning of the season.
In the month of March a frantic succession of meetings of farmer leaders, irrigation
officials, district administrators, MLAs, cabinet ministers, and finally the Chief Minister of
the State took place. At one point the MLAs of the opposition party threatened to resign if
the closure date was not postponed. Hunger strikes were undertaken, irrigation officials
locked up in their offices for days surrounded by farmers, roads were blocked, and
shopkeepers in the district headquarters called a bandh (a strike) in support of farmer
demands. Police firing during riots was reported, but denied by the police.
On20March thegovernmentdecided toreleasewater from theupstream Bhadra reservoir
to supplement supply in the Left Bank Canal, but this took some days to arrive and was
equivalent to 6 days full canal supply only. From 23 March an on/off system was
implemented in the main canal. For 1week all distributaries in the first half of the main
canal were to be closed, in the second week all distributaries in the second half of the main
canal would stay dry. To implement this, prohibitory orders were promulgated for the main
canal area. One head end MLA was reported to have posted on a distributary gate with a
261

Because the localised cropping patterns are different in the kharif and rabi seasons, the gauge
and discharge table should be different for the two seasons. However, the table used is an
approximate average of the two seasons. There is some suggestion that the gauge and discharge
table based on the localisation pattern was prepared for the first time in 1988, but this is not
certain.
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groupof womenandchildren toprevent closureof thedistributary intheon/off rotation. The
situation was so chaotic that this rotation is very unlikely to have been implemented.27'
The water from the upstream reservoir arrived on 29 March and the discharge into the
Left Bank Canal was increased. The first half of the maincanal consumed the larger part of
the available water. Early April most of the rice was nearing the harvesting stage. From 8
April the discharge in the Left Bank Canal slowly went down to zero, and stopped
completely on 21 April.
Main canal managementin1989-90
Thedramatic events of rabi 1989created institutionaland political space for new approaches
to the problem of water management in the Left Bank Canal. There was a clear concern on
the government side to avoid similar problems in the future, and a High Power Committee
was appointed to make proposals to achieve this. From the farming community there were
calls for abolishing thelocalisationpolicy: letthegovernment supply afixed amount of water
to farmers, and leave crop choice to cultivators is what they suggested.28' Suggestions were
put forward to construct a balancing reservoir in the tail end section of the main canal, and
to create a separate administrative division for checking the gauges in the main canal. Tail
end farmers argued for a shift of the closure period from May to December, to curb rice
cultivation in the rabi season. Zilla Parishad2^members called for decentralisation of the
management of irrigation and to bring it under the umbrella of that body. And, the State
government adopted a different management style for some time, as we shall see below. At
the same time there was an effort by the Irrigation Department to get magisterial powers in
water management, through a change in the Irrigation Act.
Many of the proposals and ideas put forward in this period were not new in themselves,
but now there was an opening to try to get them accepted. After the events of the 1989-90
agricultural year, some of the changes got consolidated and others got (re-)shelved.
The 1989-90 agricultural year was inaugurated with a number of meetings in which the
proposals of the High Power Commitee were accepted as the guideline for water
management. These meetings were attended by high level government officials like the
Development Commissioner and relevant Secretaries to Government. This political
commitment to implement a different approach was soon overtaken by events.
Like the previous year, the irrigation had a difficult start. There were two breaches
halfway along the main canal early in the year. Soon after this, the recommendation of the
High Power Committee to implement an on/off system in the main canal got strongly
opposed by farmers, and was not implemented.
In September protest started against the decided closure of the main canal from 15
November to 10December. In the same month it was decided to postpone the closure till 1
December, but to reduce the discharge in the period before the closure. The latter was not
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Also the discharge data for the main canal at the division boundaries give no indication of this
rotation. Closure of the distributaries on the upstream half of main canal should have led to
significantly higher discharges inthe downstream half of main canal.These did not occur according
to the Irrigation Department register (data collected in 1997 by R. Doraiswamy).
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In May 1989 President's rule was instituted in the State and the parliament dissolved. There
were therefore no MLAs to fill the seats in the ICC. Farmers movements argued that they could
become ICC members. They did not succeed to get such participation, but were relatively directly
involved for a period of about 6 months.
291
The elected District Council.
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implemented. A new decision was taken to close the main canal from 1to 25 December.
Attached to that was the decision that the summer closure would be on 15 March. Farmer
opposition to the November/December closure increased, but the Irrigation Department still
(almost fully) closed the main canal from 1December.
Right after the canal was closed farmers appealed to the newly appointed Chief Minister
of the State.30) The government agreed to re-open the canal on 10 December, with the
summer closure set at 10 March (3 months release), under the condition that farmers
promised not to grow rice in the rabiseason. Thispromise was made by farmer leaders and
MLAs. The December closure as recommended by the High Power Committee, thus half
survived.
After having observed that rice nurseries still came up in the Left Bank Canal, the
government put an ultimatum to remove them within 48 hours, and threatened to close the
Left Bank Canal if thisdid nothappen. This movebrought thedifference of interest between
head end farmers and tail end farmers out in the open and on the political agenda. Tail end
farmers started to write memoranda against head end rice farmers.
On midnight 24 December the main canal was closed because the rice nurseries had not
been removed by the cultivators. However, this closure not only caused problems for rice
farmers, but also for non-rice farmers.31'Widespread agitation started, and the head end/tail
end conflict of interest disappeared again.
On30December aSuperintending EngineerandanExecutive Engineer wereassaulted and
wounded by farmers inthe tail end area of the maincanal. In anemergency meeting chaired
by the Deputy Commissioner on 31 December, it was decided to re-open the canal on 1
January. However, on that day 300 engineers took mass casual leave in protest against the
molesting of their colleagues, and the canal remained closed. The engineers put forward a
series of demands, which included magisterial powers to Irrigation Department officials to
addressviolations of thecropping patternandwater management rules.After somehigh level
meetings, water was released into the canal on 5 January.
But, thegovernment did notyetgiveup itsbattleagainst therice nurseries. On 11January
an ordinance was issued by thegovernment that announced the destruction of rice nurseries.
For this purpose a number of platoons of armed police were deployed. Not more than 10ha
of nurseries actually got destroyed. The Chief Minister had to call off the destruction drive
after two days because of fierce opposition.32' Herewith another recommendation of the
High Power Committee, to abolish rice cultivation in rabi through legislation, had
floundered.
InJanuary the Irrigation Ministry alsoannounced thatthecarry-over storage of 8 TMCft.,
scheduled to be used for early sowing in the 1990-91 season, and another High Power
Committee recommendation, would be used to alleviate tail end problems in the current
season. In the course of the rabiseason the closure date of the main canal got postponed till
10 April amidst the usual turmoil.
One way to read these events is to see them as the ultimate administrative effort to
implement protective irrigation, in at least the rabi season. It is an ultimate effort because
30l

Elections were held in November, so the MLAs were 'back in business' as well.
Farmers with arabi crop sown in October required water in December/January asthe crop then
is in acrucial phase. Farmers planning/cultivating asecond irrigated dry crop wanted to sow in this
period or give the first irrigation.
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Including MLAs who blocked roads, and women and children who slept on roads to the rice
fields when the squads tried to work at night.
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itispersonally overseen bytheIrrigation Minister andtheChief Minister. It isadministrative
because of itsemphasis, finally, on legislation and its strict implementation. Drama isadded
through the effort to implement the law by force. However, the administrative effort must
yield to the rice interest.
[The]paddygrowing ayacutdars' lobby isverypowerful economically andpolitically
and allthe Governments inthepast, whether Congress(I) orJanata Dal haveyielded
to[its]pressures.(RaichurDistrictZillaParishadpresident, quotedinDeccanHerald,
31.1.90)
The adoption of a new discharge table for the main canal in the beginning on the 1990-91
season, can inthis interpretation be seenas theclosing pieceof thevictory of therice lobby,
and the last nail in the coffin of protective irrigation. This reading is certainly partly true,
but somepositive effects of theevents becamevisible intheyears thatfollowed this dramatic
episode.
Theconsolidationofchange
Some of the ideas put forward in the 1988-90 period did get consolidated in the following
years. I list and discuss the changes that took place.
Theclosure ofthemaincanal inNovember/December hasnotbecomeapermanent feature
of main canal management, but itthe ideahad some effect for some years. In 1992-93 there
was a reduced discharge into the main canal between (approximately) 21 November and 9
December 1992.In 1993-94thiswasalongerperiod, between (approximately) 22 November
and 24 December 1993. In 1994-95there actually was a closure, for one week in December
1994, but no reduced discharges before or after it. In 1995-96 there was no reduced
discharge or closure in the November/December period. And lastly, in 1996-97 there was
a breach in the main canal near the dam, which caused several weeks of canal closure in
September/October 1996.Therewasnoclosureorreduceddischarge in November/December
1996 as a consequence.33' The practice thus seems to have been watered down.
The idea of thebalancing reservoir becamea sanctioned project in 1992during avisit of another- Chief Minister to the district. A politician from the tail end area of the Left Bank
Canal had become CADA chairman by 1992,and inthatcapacity convinced the government
ofthe needfor thebalancing reservoir project. Theconstruction isscheduled tobecompleted
by the end of 1997.
The sources of support for the balancing reservoir idea were complex. For the Irrigation
Department itwill relieve, atleast intheory, thetensions inwater management inthetailend
section of the main canal, because it creates a two week buffer capacity. This can make
supply more regular and rotation systems more feasible, and bridge periods of acute water
shortage. Another Irrigation Department interest was undoubtedly that any new construction
activity was welcome because it is what engineers like to do most. Itmay also appeal to the
engineers' desire for technical solutions to social problems. For the politician/CADA
chairman there was, apart from concern about the problems as such, the reproduction of
support inhisbasearea, necessary for hisfurther politicalcareer. For theChief Minister and
the Irrigation Minister similar considerations applied. All these factors are always there, but
it requires particular circumstances (a crisis) and particular actors (an ambitious tail end
politician/CADA chairman andaChief Minister whoneedstodistribute favours) toknitthem
together and produce a concrete project, as happened in this case.

Discharge data for these years were collected in 1997 by R. Doraiswamy.
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The on/off water distribution proposed by the High Power Committee survived to some
extent. It got its major application in the fourth division of the Left Bank Canal. From
October 1989 a rotation system was introduced in the fourth division in which half of the
distributaries are closed for a week while the other half receives the full discharge. From
rabi 1990the system worked reasonably well, and in 1997wecould observe that ithad been
continuously practised since then. According to both farmers and irrigation department
officials this has measurably improved the situation in this section of the main canal.
In 1991-92considerable land development activity couldbeobserved inthetailend region
of the main canal. This was probably a reflection of improved water availability and
improvedpredictability ofwatersupply,throughtherotation,becauseoffavourable rainsand
as a result of the change in maincanal management generally. Obviously, land development
will create a higher demand for water, and therefore the relaxation in water management
problems maybeshortlived. Ontheother hand, newvested interests inmore equitable water
distribution in the main canal are created in this way.
The rotation system as described inthe CADAcircular from 1982was also implemented
in the first three Canal Divisions. This increased and stabilised the supply to the Fourth
Canal Division, and made the implementation of the on/off system in that division
possible.34' The effort to get the gauges right as described in the new gauge and discharge
table was reasonably successful. This fact isgenerally attributed totheefforts of acommitted
Executive and later Superintending Engineer based in the tail end Division.35' In October
1988 an inspection report was produced by this officer that clearly documented the excess
water use in the Second and Third Divisions.36' The inspection was followed by a series
of meetings that finally resulted in the new gauge table, the implementation of the on/off
system in the Fourth Division and the main canal rotation as outlined in the 1982 CADA
circular.
Maintenance of the gauges at the Division borders requires active intervention of higher
level officials in the work of their subordinates. The gauges and rotation systems are more
or less maintained through a monitoring and intervention process involving an intense flow
of express telegrams, urgent telephone messages and letters between the Division offices and
with the Superintending Engineer's and Chief Engineer's offices. A sample of the resulting
interactions is given in Box 9.2.
To conclude, my interpretation of the changes in main canal management that I just
described, is that the new gauge table for the main canal that was produced in 1990 created
341

That the upstream distributaries were actually closedcan beobserved inthe gauge registers kept
inthe Division offices, by looking at the daily distributary discharges recorded for each distributary.
The evidence istoo voluminous to present here.The increase in discharge can bederived from the
same data.
351
When, in 1992, Iasked athird division engineer about the engineer that introduced the rotation
in the fourth division he replied that "the tail enders consider him as their god".
361
What is unusual is that the Executive Engineer of the Fourth Division undertook the inspection
(with assistance from staff of the Superintending Engineer's office). This means that the inspector
directly checked the performance of colleagues who occupied the same level inthe hierarchy. The
inpection did not includethe First Division,which comes under adifferent Superintending Engineer.
The creation of a separate Subdivision (under control of the Executive Engineer of the Second
Division, and thereby the Superintending Engineer of the three downstream Divisions) to operate
the distributary offtakes in the First Division failed. First Division officers referred all problems in
their distributaries to this Subdivision. It received insufficient backing and was abolished in 1992.
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Box 9.2: Extracts from internal communication inthe Irrigation Department on main canal
management
The Chief Engineer in presence of all the officers of [the Left Bank Canal] fixed the gauges
to be maintained during last Kharif 1990 as under. (...) Therefore all Executive Engineers are
requested to see that water management is done smoothly by adopting rotation system of
water supply in the distributaries. The Executive Engineer [Fourth Division] is also requested
to arrange to adopt weekly 'on & off' system of irrigation in the main canal as per last year
to have smooth water management upto tail-end. (Letter SEto EEsSecond,Third and Fourth
Divisions, July 1991)
I therefore request you to please insist all the concerned staff to move on the canal,
distributaries upto tail endareas daily andwatch the daily movement anddiaries of your staff.
You can also move along with them, frequently, so that, problems can be easened at your
endonly. Thefortnight diaries of Assistant Executive Engineersfrom July 1991 onwards may
also be submitted to this office along with your spot checks for verification. (Letter SEto EE
Fourth Division, August 1991)
The gauge at Mile 104 at 5 p.m. is 4.85 ft. The gauges at Mile 104 are fluctuating and
causing difficulties to this Division in maintenance of irrigation management. Therefore you
are requested to maintain 6.30 ft. gauge at Mile 104 constantly. Failure to maintain the
required gauge on your part will lead to law and order situation for which you alone will be
responsible. The situation is most critical and explosive in this Division command area. I
request you will realise the gravity of the situation and extend your cooperation in proper
maintenance of the gauge. Please acknowledge the receipt of this message. (Urgent
telephone message of EEFourth Division to EEThird Division, August 1991)
[Following excess drawal by one distributary.] This sort of management is far from
satisfactory. You have to curb such tendency on the part of concerned. Let me know what
your Sectional Officers were doing.The explanation of concerned should besubmitted to this
office to takefurther action. Ifthis tendency isnot stopped, it will bedifficult for undersigned
to remain as a mere spectator. Action should be taken to close all distributaries as agreed
upon during lower rotation is in progress. (Letter EEFourth Division to anAEE,August 1991)
Today at 1.00 p.m. gauge at Mile 104 is 5.15. Next irrigation management rotation
system collapsed around chaotic conditions. Myself, Assistant Executive Engineer staff not
in position to attend irrigation management duties. Jeeps are being stopped on roads. Unruly
mobs not permitting to move. Life miserable. Living under continuous threat. Noneto rescue.
(Express telegram EEFourth Division to CE, September 1991)
It is impressed on all concerned that based on net available discharge with reference to
gauges at Mile 104, it is to be equitably distributed without affecting interest of any ryots at
any distributary. Necessary regulation chart at various depth of flow at Mile 104 is herewith
enclosed for ready reference. Any violation will be viewed with displeasure and will be
reported to higher authorities. (Letter EEFourth Division to AEEs Fourth Division, September
1991)
Evenafter my hourstogether convincing to them, and persuasion stating that to allow the
water to the tailend areas the rotation system is a must for this Division. But they were not
ready to hear or accept the same. The situation was very critical and they talked in all types
of nonsense and abusing words and their intention is to manhandle the undersigned in his
own chamber. (...) In view of the above, to provide adequate water to tailend atchkat under
lower rotation, protection of District Armed Police to avoid tampering of head sluices and
illegal opening etc. (Letter EEFourth Division to SE, September 1991)
You are hereby directed to arrange for staff for patrolling round the clock (..). The

necessarytrucks,van,andPoliceprotectionmay be takenduringthepatrollingperiod.(Letter
EEFourth Divisionto anAEE,September 1991)

Irrigation management has become uncontrollable even with Police assistance (...) Ryots

are agitating, staff isreluctant to [work] under above situation, (Express telegram EE Fourth

Divisionto CE, September 1991)

Itappearsthat presentExecutive Engineer [Third Division] is not in a mood to maintain 6,2
A
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The on/off water distribution proposed by the High Power Committee survived to some
extent. It got its major application in the fourth division of the Left Bank Canal. From
October 1989 a rotation system was introduced in the fourth division in which half of the
distributaries are closed for a week while the other half receives the full discharge. From
rabi 1990the system worked reasonably well, and in 1997wecould observe that ithad been
continuously practised since then. According to both farmers and irrigation department
officials this has measurably improved the situation in this section of the main canal.
In 1991-92considerable land developmentactivity couldbeobserved inthetailend region
of the main canal. This was probably a reflection of improved water availability and
improved predictabilityofwater supply, throughtherotation,becauseof favourable rainsand
as a result of the change inmaincanal management generally. Obviously, land development
will create a higher demand for water, and therefore the relaxation in water management
problems may be shortlived. Ontheother hand, newvested interests inmore equitable water
distribution in the main canal are created in this way.
The rotation system as described inthe CADAcircular from 1982 was also implemented
in the first three Canal Divisions. This increased and stabilised the supply to the Fourth
Canal Division, and made the implementation of the on/off system in that division
possible.34> The effort to get the gauges right as described in the new gauge and discharge
tablewas reasonably successful. Thisfact isgenerally attributed totheefforts of acommitted
Executive and later Superintending Engineer based in the tail end Division.35' In October
1988 an inspection report was produced by this officer that clearly documented the excess
water use in the Second and Third Divisions.36' The inspection was followed by a series
of meetings that finally resulted in the new gauge table, the implementation of the on/off
system in the Fourth Division and the main canal rotation as outlined in the 1982 CADA
circular.
Maintenance of the gauges at the Division borders requires active intervention of higher
level officials in the work of their subordinates. The gauges and rotation systems are more
or less maintained through a monitoring and intervention process involving an intense flow
of express telegrams, urgenttelephone messages and letters between the Divisionoffices and
with the Superintending Engineer's and Chief Engineer's offices. A sample of the resulting
interactions is given in Box 9.2.
To conclude, my interpretation of the changes in main canal management that I just
described, is that the new gauge table for the main canal that was produced in 1990 created
341

That the upstream distributaries were actually closedcan beobserved inthe gauge registers kept
inthe Division offices, by looking at the daily distributary discharges recorded for each distributary.
The evidence istoo voluminous to present here.The increase in discharge can bederived from the
same data.
351
When, in 1992, Iasked athird division engineer about the engineer that introduced the rotation
in the fourth division he replied that "the tail enders consider him as their god".
361
What is unusual is that the Executive Engineer of the Fourth Division undertook the inspection
(with assistance from staff of the Superintending Engineer's office). This means that the inspector
directly checked the performance of colleagues who occupied the same level inthe hierarchy. The
inpection did not includethe Firs':Division,which comes under adifferent Superintending Engineer.
The creation of a separate Subdivision (under control of the Executive Engineer of the Second
Division, and thereby the Superintending Engineer of the three downstream Divisions) to operate
the distributary offtakes in the First Division failed. First Division officers referred all problems in
their distributaries to this Subdivision. It received insufficient backing and was abolished in 1992.
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Box 9.2: Extracts from internal communication inthe Irrigation Department on main canal
management
The Chief Engineer in presence of all the officers of [the Left Bank Canal] fixed the gauges
to be maintained during last Kharif 1990 as under. (...) Therefore all Executive Engineers are
requested to see that water management is done smoothly by adopting rotation system of
water supply in the distributaries. The Executive Engineer [Fourth Division] is also requested
to arrange to adopt weekly 'on & o f f system of irrigation in the main canal as per last year
to have smooth water management upto tail-end. (Letter SEto EEs Second,Third and Fourth
Divisions, July 1991)
I therefore request you to please insist all the concerned staff to move on the canal,
distributaries uptotail endareas daily andwatch the daily movement anddiaries of your staff.
You can also move along with them, frequently, so that, problems can be easened at your
endonly. Thefortnight diaries of Assistant Executive Engineersfrom July 1991 onwards may
also be submitted to this office along with your spot checks for verification. (Letter SEto EE
Fourth Division, August 1991)
The gauge at Mile 104 at 5 p.m. is 4.85 ft. The gauges at Mile 104 are fluctuating and
causing difficulties to this Division in maintenance of irrigation management. Therefore you
are requested to maintain 6.30 ft. gauge at Mile 104 constantly. Failure to maintain the
required gauge on your part will lead to law and order situation for which you alone will be
responsible. The situation is most critical and explosive in this Division command area. I
request you will realise the gravity of the situation and extend your cooperation in proper
maintenance of the gauge. Please acknowledge the receipt of this message. (Urgent
telephone message of EE Fourth Division to EEThird Division, August 1991)
[Following excess drawal by one distributary.] This sort of management is far from
satisfactory. You have to curb such tendency on the part of concerned. Let me know what
your Sectional Officers were doing.The explanation of concerned should besubmitted to this
office to takefurther action. Ifthistendency isnot stopped,it will bedifficult for undersigned
to remain as a mere spectator. Action should be taken to close all distributaries as agreed
upon during lower rotation is in progress. (Letter EEFourth Division to an AEE,August 1991)
Today at 1.00 p.m. gauge at Mile 104 is 5.15. Next irrigation management rotation
system collapsed around chaotic conditions. Myself, Assistant Executive Engineer staff not
in position to attend irrigation management duties. Jeeps arebeing stopped on roads. Unruly
mobs not permitting to move. Life miserable. Living under continuous threat. Noneto rescue.
(Express telegram EEFourth Division to CE, September 1991)
It is impressed on all concerned that based on net available discharge with reference to
gauges at Mile 104, it isto beequitably distributed without affecting interest of any ryots at
any distributary. Necessary regulation chart at various depth of flow at Mile 104 is herewith
enclosed for ready reference. Any violation will be viewed with displeasure and will be
reported to higher authorities. (Letter EEFourth Division to AEEs Fourth Division, September
1991)
Evenafter my hourstogether convincing to them, and persuasion stating that to allow the
water to the tailend areas the rotation system is a must for this Division. But they were not
ready to hear or accept the same. The situation was very critical and they talked in all types
of nonsense and abusing words and their intention is to manhandle the undersigned in his
own chamber. (...) In view of the above, to provide adequate water to tailend atchkat under
lower rotation, protection of District Armed Police to avoid tampering of head sluices and
illegal opening etc. (Letter EEFourth Division to SE, September 1991)
You are hereby directed to arrange for staff for patrolling round the clock (..). The
necessary trucks, van,and Police protection may betaken duringthe patrolling period. (Letter
EEFourth Division to an AEE, September 1991)
Irrigation management has become uncontrollable even with Police assistance (...) Ryots
are agitating, staff is reluctant to [work] under above situation. (Express telegram EE Fourth
Division to CE, September 1991)
It appears that present Executive Engineer [Third Division] is not inamoodto maintain 6.2
feet gauge. Due to lack of action situation is becoming grim. Kindly intervene. (Express
telegram EEFourth Division to CE).
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a more realistic base for the internal negotiation of water distribution among divisions in the
Irrigation Department. The earlier table, based on the localisation pattern, was so far
removed from the actual releases to the tail end section of the canal, that it served no
practical purpose. As a result, there was no firm ground for compromising on proportionate
gauges, and these had tobe renegotiated time and again. The new table hasprovided a new
institutional form (a new setof operational rules) withinwhich main canal management can
takeplace. Itseems toproduce better and morestableresults. Problems inwater distribution
have not gone away, but the social interaction around it within the Irrigation Department
seems to be more productive than before.
This positivejudgement must however beatentativejudgement. The first years following
the introduction have not been characterised by great overall water scarcity. An important
weakness of the system is that the feedback or sanction mechanism for non-adherence is the
authority of the Superintending Engineers and Chief Engineer towards Executive Engineers
only. A lot thus depends on the personal qualities of and the pressures put on the two
Superintending Engineers and the single Chief Engineer. Accountability relations in the
Irrigation Department haveremainedone-sided.TheCommand Area Development Authority
and Irrigation Consultative Committee are, as discussed, only partially able to establish an
accountability mechanism vis a vis the Irrigation Department as a whole. The new
management routine thus remains to be tested.

9.4

CONCLUSION

The events and developments discussed above allow a number of general observations and
conclusions regarding thedynamicsof maincanal management intheTungabhadra Left Bank
Canal and other protective irrigation systems. Ifirst summarise, briefly, therelevance of the
water control concept (seechapter 2)for theunderstanding of maincanal management. After
that Idiscuss, at greater length, the substantive conclusions that canbe drawn from the case
study.
Watercontrol:political contestation
At main canal level water distribution became an issue from around 1980. The gradually
increasing demand for water at main canal level could no longer be met by an increase of
the supply from the reservoir, and water scarcity came to be felt. The occurrence of water
scarcity induced thearticulation of newforms of social interaction atmaincanal level. Other
people than the formally responsible Irrigation Department officials started to get involved
in it too. Officials of the Command Area Development Authority were added to the
distributary level set of actors - farmers, Irrigation Department officials and MLAs.
Occasionally, senior governmentofficials andpoliticiansuptoand includingtheState's Chief
Minister were forced to actively engage in conflict resolution and crisis management.
Sections of the government like thejudiciary and the police were more actively, or better
put, more dramatically involved at the main canal level than at the distributary level. Part
ofthebargaining onwater distributionhasbeeninstitutionalised intheIrrigation Consultative
Committee at project level, in which officials and non-officials (MLAs) have seats.
In the years 1988-89 and 1989-90 new negotiation practices between the Canal Divisions
responsible for water distribution in the main canal were established. These changes within
the Irrigation Department apparatus were interpreted as a relatively successful effort to
constitute a more reliable and less conflictuous (but still unequal) mode of maincanal water
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distribution. This institutional change did not come easy however. Formal policy efforts by
the Command Area Development Authority to reform main canal management in earlier
years had failed. Itrequired theescalation of water distributionproblems at maincanal level
to a situation where extreme measures like the issue of prohibitory orders for the dam and
main canal area had to be taken, tocreate the space and impetus for the institutional change
within the Irrigation Department.
That water distribution at main canal level is apolitical process, in the narrow as well as
the broad sense of that term, and heavily contested, should be evident from this.
Watercontrol: multi-dimensionality
The gauge and discharge tables for the main canal, which gave the chapter its title, vividly
illustrate the intimate relations of the three dimensions of water control. The tables are
technical instruments, which structure main canal management routines and express the
balance of political, economic and administrative power in the command area. The new
gaugeand discharge tablefor the maincanal that wasput intouse in 1990and which departs
from the old table based on the localisation pattern, both enables and constrains the
reproductionofunequalwaterdistribution. Itinstitutionalises inequalitybyattaching numbers
totheskewed distributionof theavailable water supply over thefour Canal Divisions.Atthe
same time it has provided a basis for implementation of a more reliable and stable, and
higher water supply to the tail end Canal Division, at least in the first years after its
introduction. Another example of the relationship between the technical and the social
dimensions of main canal management is the phenomenon already observed in previous
chapters, that it is the natureof conflicts in water distribution topass over even if you don't
doanything about them. They have by their nature time limits: farmers maypress for more
water to sow their crops, but a certain moment it is too late to sow, and the problem
disappears; farmers may press for water to mature their crops, but if they don't get it, the
crop eventually dies, and the problem, in a cynical way, solves itself. For this reason, an
important strategy of Irrigation Department officials istofind means togetover the shortage
period, the duration of which they know isby nature limited. The ultimate way to do this is
to find extra water for thisperiod, as happened in 1988-89by the release of water from the
Bhadra system, and in 1989-90by not using the carry-over storage for its intended purpose.
Another way is the introduction of tightly controlled rotation systems for a short period, as
was also done inthe period described above. This phenomenon may explain why main canal
management looks like an 'adhocracy'37* or totally chaotic, with strong pejorative
connotations, in the eyes of some observers. The fact of the matter is that many problems
can be solved by ad hoc measures because they are ad hoc problems. That not everyone is
happy with the situation that causes the occurrence of these ad hoc problems, is another
matter.38'The case discussed suggests that considerable escalation and mounting of pressure
on the Irrigation Department and other actors is necessary before the routine of ad hoc
problem solving develops into more systematic routines that can to some extent prevent the
occurrence of these problems.3"
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The term is taken from Nijman (1993).
In this sense the problems are structural, because they appear time and again. But, from the
perspective of an individual engineer, it may rain more next year and he may be transfered.
391
What Iimplicitly suggest here isakind of balancing of the various costs and benefits of different
management alternatives by Irrigation Department officials. Idon't think it is possible or useful to
(continued...)
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Other examples of sociotechnical relationships canbe found inthechapter, but this should
suffice to make the general point of the multi-dimensionality of water control at the main
canal level. Inow proceed todraw more specific conclusions from the material presented in
this chapter.
Policy asprescription, policy asprocess
The chapter contrasted two attempts to change main canal water management routines. One
was a national policy initiativethatreached thecommand area through theCADA. Theother
was grounded in events as these developed in the command area.40'
The CADA-based initiative for water management reform is a clear example of what
Mackintosh calls the 'policy as prescription' model of planned intervention by government
agencies (Mackintosh, 1992).41) Two of the main features of the prescriptive model are a
standardised approach and a top-down legalistic bias. The Command Area Development
programme provides a good example of this.
A striking characteristic of the Command Area Development approach is its degree of
standardisation. The Command Area Development policy was conceived at the central
government level, influenced by national and international policy makers and advisors. The
State governments made only limited adaptations to thecentral government model, certainly
as far as system-level activities likeon farm development, warabandi,and the establishment
of Water Users Associations were concerned. The Command Area Development policy was
a standard policy recipe or formula derived from theexisting body of knowledge, experience
and opinion on canal irrigation, and experimentation with some of the policy's elements in
a number of irrigation systems. It was intended to be implemented in all canal irrigation
systems in a similar fashion.
The second outstanding characteristic of the Command Area Development policy is that
itsrecommendations haveahighlydirectivecharacter. Putdifferently, thepolicy hasastrong
bias towards bringing aboutchange through legislation and its (correct) implementation. The
government tells farmers and irrigation officials whattodoand how todo it inanAct, rules,
procedures, bye-laws and other instructions. It also defines the legal machinery of fines and
other punishments tocontrol non-adherence tothepolicy prescriptions, particularly as far as
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(...continued)
try to measure these costs and benefits very precisely (as for example rational choice theorists
might want to do). More interesting, because it provides more insights into the dynamics of main
canal management and more concrete entries for intervention andchange, isthe question how and
why the costs and benefits are differently perceived/felt by different officials within the
department. This suggests an area of research usually described asthe issue of the 'motivation of
managers' (Chambers, 1988: chapter 9), or 'management styles' as mentioned in chapter 7. My
analysis of main canal management suggests that this issue is not only linked to institutional
constraints, conditions and incentives, but also to the nature of the water distribution problem
itself.
401
A recent government attempt to improve main system management hasbeen the National Water
Management Programme (NWMP) (Berkoff, 1988). Inthe distributaries where it was implemented
in the Tungabhadra system it has left no noticeable impact on the management of these canals.
Activities were limited to physical interventions, mainly repair od structures and lining.
411
Mackintosh describes 'policy as prescription' as follows. It "proposes appropriate government
policy for development, based on a set of assumptions about the benevolence of government. It
is largely ahistorical. Typical question: What public services should the government provide?"
(Mackintosh, 1992:4, box 2).
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farmers are concerned. There typically is a strong law and order element in this type of
approach to reform (also see CADA/TBP, 1979 for example).
Though theCommand Area Developmentpolicy wasbased onan interpretation of existing
experience, documentation and opinion on water management problems in different canal
irrigation systems, the policy remained external to the irrigation systems in which it was to
be implemented. With this Imean to say that the implementation process was not structured
insuch a way that learning from local factors would bepossible, inorder toshape thepolicy
to system-specific problems and circumstances.42'
In the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal the pressure of circumstances has forced the
occurrence of some locally specific discussion on water management reform. The Ryots
Grievances Committee report (CADA/TBP, 1979) which immediately preceded the
implementation of the Command Area Development programme in the Tungabhadra Left
Bank Canal, might, in a positive interpretation, be considered as a system-specific problem
identification that involved farmer participation. The committee collected almost 3000
representations of farmers, and held a series of public hearings on the basis of them. The
committee does make (or rather repeats) one important locally-specific recommendation and
that is to replace the Left Bank system of localisation with the Right Bank localisation in
blocks with similar crops, tobe irrigated for one season and closed (cemented) for the other
season (see chapter 3).
However, participation remained at the level of consultation and the committee's work
cannotberegarded asaconscious attempt todesignalocally specific approach inthecontext
of the overall Command Area Development policy.43' It recommends the implementation
of theCADpolicy inanequally prescriptive wayas the Command Area Development policy
makers themselves. It contains no suggestions to try a more adaptive mode of policy
implementation.
The events in the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal command area in the years 1988-1990
were presented as a contrast to the Command Area Development policy implementation
effort. These events were interpreted as the occurrence of institutional change in response
to the main canal management problems as these actually occurred in the command area. A
new policy for main canal management emerged in the social process of the negotiation of
water distribution by the different actors concerned. This course of events exhibits some of
the characteristics of what Mackintosh calls the 'policy as process' model of change
(Mackintosh, 1992).44>
In this case the design of the policy was not a planned and methodologically thoughtthrough effort at reform, but an unplanned and methodologically unreflected process of
making the best of the circumstances by trying to seize the opportunities that the situation
created. Nevertheless, it contains an important lesson for the design of better planned
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The quality of the analysis on which the policy was based may also bequestioned,as suggested
in the chapter, but my point here is about the mode of implementation. Incomplete analysis can be
remedied when a learning process is part of the approach to implementation.
431
This can bederivedfrom the terms of reference of the Committee that areincluded inthe report,
and from how the report is written in general.
441
Mackintosh describes 'policy as process' as follows. It "seeks to explain the actions of public
institutions, governmental and non-governmental, and their effects, as outcomes of social
processes. It takes a historical and evolutionary approach. Typical question: How can nongovernmental action improve public service provision?" (Mackintosh, 1992:4, box 2)
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interventions. This lesson is that efforts at management reform need to be grounded, both
inanalysis and strategy, inexisting, locally specific management practices and social reality.
I conclude that policies for irrigation reform, including main canal management reform,
shouldbe conceived and implemented inadifferent manner than the 'policy as prescription'
model that has been used so far. A stronger process orientation, that is more participatory
policy conception and more adaptive policy implementation, is certainly not a sufficient
condition for success, but it is, so I want to argue, a necessary one. Starting from detailed
insight inlocalcircumstances, historiesandprocesses toidentify existing spaces and strategic
actors for reform seems tobeanadvisableapproach. Inthefinal analysis itare those directly
involved inirrigation management, particularly farmers and Irrigation Department staff, who
have to carry a changed modus operandi, and not the relatively distant policy reform
initiators. To start change from the lived experience of those directly involved therefore
seems the logical thing to do.
Two additional conclusions that can be drawn from the main canal case study that are
relevant tothe discussion above are 1)that there isnodearth of ideas for change, and 2) that
these ideas can potentially be mobilised in crisis situations.
During the escalation of water management problems in 1988-89and 1989-90 many ideas
surfaced for changing the existing organisational structure of (main) canal management. As
mentioned above, many of these ideas were not new. The proposal to construct balancing
reservoirs was already included in the 1934 project report. The introduction of the block
system of localisation as practised inthe Right BankCanaland the ideaof wholesaling water
to farmers by volume had also existed for decades.
What isimportant iswhen andhowsomeof these ideascanbemobilised more effectively.
The case study above clearly shows that crisis situations are occasions when such ideas are
brought forward by the different actors concerned. In crises existing certainties and
relationships are questioned and influx, and this creates space for more drastic change than
when things are relatively quiet on the waterfront.45' Most of the ideas that surface quickly
go under again after the crisis is over. Some reach the stage of implementation on a trial
basis but may be stopped
by farmers action. This was the fate of the block system of localisation for example, for
which farmers got a stay order in the Karnataka High Court. Some ideas do stick, like the
change in the gauge tables. It is this process of getting ideas on the reform-agenda and
consolidating them in new institutional and technical structures which is, in my view, the
essence of policy making and implementation.
This view implies a recognition that behind ideas lie interests of different groups of
people, and that the mobilisation of ideas means the mobilisation of people. Depending on
the force different groups are able to generate, policy and practice change in different
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The Tungabhadra case study perhaps also suggests that particular conditions of state
governance create space for change. A factor in the 1988-1990 events seems to have been the
dissolution of the State parliament and Governor's rule after that in the period May-November
1989, and the fact that a newly elected government had to deal with the crisis emerging from
December 1989. The situation of Governor's rule seems to have allowed quick and firm decisions
on the policy changes to be implemented, and the new government seems to have tried to use its
fresh electoral mandate to confront the rice interest more radically than had been tried before (for
a similar analysis of opportunities for change with newly elected governments in the IndiaBangladesh negotiations on the Ganges river water, see Crow, Lindquist andWilson, 1995). More
detailed research would be required to make stronger statements on this issue.
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directions. Policy formulation and implementation are contested, likewater distribution, and
involve strategic political behaviour to create and utilise spaces for change.
At the level of day-to-day practices those involved in irrigation policy formulation and
implementation usually recognise, and adopt, such a perspective. However, at the level of
ideologypolicypractitioners usually express theview thatpolicies should perhaps be defined
politically, but implemented rigorously and rationally, or as engineers like to say,
scientifically and without political interference. This gap between what should be and what
is has so far not generated a fundamental rethinking of the 'policy as prescription' model in
the field of canal irrigation. Which movements for change are taking place in Karnataka is
elaborated in the next chapter.

10
BACK TO THE FUTURE
An agenda for management reform in protective irrigation

In part II of the Spielberg and Zemeckis' cinematic trilogy Back to thefuture the scientist
Doc Emmett Brown, inventor of a time machine, proclaims that "the intent here is to gain
a clearer perception of humanity, where we'vebeen, where we're going, thepitfalls and the
possibilities, the perils and the promiss, perhaps even an answer to that universal question:
why?" Hisefforts togain wisdom inpast, present and future involve great havocand drama.
Whether his ambition is fulfilled remains uncertain, but in true Hollywood style the heros
live happily ever after.
In the real world it is - of course - impossible to change the past, and our capacity to
shape the future isheavily constrained. Whether all water users and other actors involved in
thehavoc and drama intheTungabhadra Left Bank Canal will livehappily ever after can be
the subject of serious concern. But even if we can't travel in time, we can travel in our
minds. How weunderstand thepresent andthepast influences thefuture that wetry tobuild.
It is tothat theme that this concluding chapter returns: how toshape the future of protective
irrigation.
Canal irrigation is not the heartland of progressive politics. Despitepassionate arguments
about its potential to secure the livelihoods of not only the relatively well-to-do green
revolution farmers, but also of small peasants and agricultural labourers (Chambers, 1994),
canal irrigation has not caught the imagination of environmental, anti-poverty and other
progressive social movements. Canal irrigation has mainly been criticised for its negative
social and ecological effects andthetechnocratic megalomaniaof itsadvocates.Whatever the
merits and importance of this critique, it leaves the problems in existing large-scale canal
irrigation unaddressed (for exceptions, see below).
Canal irrigation has been the birthplace of other social movements however. The
KarnatakaRajyaRaitaSangha(KRRS, Karnataka State Farmers Movement) was formed in
the resistance of farmers against the introduction of betterment levy in the Ghataprabha and
Malaprabha irrigation systems (see Nadkarni, 1987:84-100). The KRRS is one of the new
farmers movements in India (Brass, 1995), which to a large extent focus on tax, price and
subsidy issues. It also has a strong anti-corruption profile. The KRRS uses populist images
of the rural/urban divide, and positions 'the farmers' against 'the state' and other actors. As
a result it has hardly addressed distributional issues within thecategory of 'the farmers' (for
discussion see Nadkarni, 1987; Krishnarajulu, 1989; Assadi, 1995;also see chapter 3).
In government policy the approach to canal irrigation has consistently been of the
prescriptive kind. In the past decades, a lot of time and energy has been spent on the design
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of newlaws,policiesandprogrammes attheinternational, national and Statelevel. However,
these reform initiatives were largely neutralised on their way from top to bottom. A major
example is the Command Area Development programme, as was discussed in chapter 9. It
seems to have achieved a considerable part of its physical targets, but it has been virtually
powerless in terms of irrigation management reform.
Canal irrigation policy also has a large dejavucontent. Those whoread theReportofthe
IndianIrrigationCommission (1901-03) willrecognise thatmanyreform proposals havebeen
in discussion for the last hundred years. But, as it seems, without much of an effect. For
those who want to act and don't want to wait (Chambers, 1988) the situation in canal
irrigation is not the most stimulating of environments. Cynicism is a not uncommon
sentiment among irrigation professionals and observers of the canal irrigation scene.
In my first effort to come to grips with actually existing protective irrigation, I
characterised thesituation inthesesystems asadeadlock, where noneof theparties involved
could fully get what they wanted, and none of them was in a position to force substantive
change, whiledisaster wasonthehorizon (Mollinga, 1992).Throughout thisresearch project
I have tried to investigate whether the gloomy picture of the policy and public action
environment of canal irrigation sketched above is too simplified, and I have attempted to
identify entry points for breaking the deadlock.
Thefocus intheconcludingchapter is-therefore -onpossibilities for management reform
in protective irrigation. I discuss this topic in four different ways.
Insection 10.11identify constraints andopportunities for management reform onthebasis
of the analysis of water distribution practices in the preceding chapters. Iargue that a more
diversified and hopeful picture of the dynamics of canal irrigation is warranted than
suggested by notions like cynicism, deja vu, and deadlock (and more substantive ones like
rent-seeking). This section is also a summary answer to the central research question of the
book.
In section 10.2 I look at different perspectives on management reform in protective
irrigation. I discuss the different grounds that have been and are given for the - generally
acknowledged - need of that reform, and outline the policy instruments related to these
different grounds. I argue that management reform approaches need to move away from a
sectoral 'canals and irrigation water' focus, and need tobe part of a broader perspective on
integrated water resources management, rural development and ecological sustainability. I
briefly discuss an example of such a more comprehensive approach.
In section 10.3 I focus on the process dimension of the formulation and implementation
of reform policies, by looking at recent developments in Karnataka. The main argument is
that the policy process that is now designing 'participatory irrigation management'
programmes, should be much more 'participatory' itself.There isa lackof awell articulated
public demand for policy change, and no efforts to involve the different interest groups in
the policy process.
In the last section, 10.4, Ireturn to the world of research. Iconclude the chapter and the
book with an outline of a research agenda that could support management reform initiatives.
I focus on three issues that I consider of particular importance. These are canal irrigation
technology and its design process, the politics of irrigation, and the rights and entitlements
structure with regard to water use and distribution.
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10.1 CONTESTED WATER CONTROL IN THE TUNGABHADRA LEFT
BANK CANAL: CONSTRAINTS AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR
MANAGEMENT REFORM
In this section I identify constraints and opportunities for management reform in protective
irrigation. This discussion is based on the analysis of water distribution practices in the
Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal in the preceding chapters.
I first identify a set of constraints for management reform by looking at the overall
structure of water control in the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal. I discuss the social
relationships that shape management practices. These are the relationship between farmers
and Irrigation Department officials, the position of politicians in resource distribution, and
the characteristics of the agrarian structure. I also discuss how the technical infrastructure
shapes water control.
After that Ishift attention to theopportunities for management reform that canbe derived
from theTungabhadra Left Bank Canal case study. These canbe identified by looking at the
day-to-day water distribution practices. The actual situation is more dynamic than a
'structural' picture might suggest. Idiscuss thepotential for self-governance, the negotiation
of rulesystemsbetweenfarmers andtheIrrigation Department, andthescopefor institutional
and technological learning within the Irrigation Department.
The discussion of constraints and opportunities for management reform is simultaneously
the formulation of the answer to the central research question of the book. That went as
follows (see chapter 2).
How do thepattern of commoditisation,theform of state regulationandthe
characteristicsofthetechnicalinfrastructure shape, andhowaretheyinturn
shapedby, theforms oforganisation ofwaterdistribution inthe Tungabhadra
Left Bank Canalirrigation system?
The management reform focus implies that not all empirical findings and conceptual points
are summarised. For these I refer to the earlier chapters.
Constraints: the structure of water control
The theory of protective irrigation contains a very simple water management model. In this
model there are only two actors involved in water distribution, farmers and Irrigation
Department officials, and their relationship is one sided: water is to be supplied to the
farmers by the officials. This book has shown that the actual situation is far more complex.
A more realistic, though still simplified, model of the social relationships that shape day-today water management in the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal is given in box 10.1.
Regulation 1:farmer-Irrigation Department relations
The model in box 10.1 shows that the relation between farmers and Irrigation Department
officials is not one-sided. Water is scarce and some farmers appropriate shares larger than
their protective entitlement. This implies extensive involvement of farmers in main system
management, which involves intensive interactionbetweenfarmers and Irrigation Department
officials around unequal distribution of the resource.
The involvement of farmers in water distribution takes direct and indirect forms (see
particularly chapters 7 and 8). Direct involvement means self-management of the
infrastructure, particularly the distributary canal infrastructure, by water users. It includes
the adjustment of gates, the 'remodelling' of outlet structures, the creation of obstructions
in some canals and outlets, and the removal of these in others, and the guarding of canal
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Box 10.1:The structure of water control inthe Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal
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sections, either by individual farmers, groups of farmers or labourers hired by farmers for
this purpose. These activities are concentrated during the night time, but some parts of the
command area are completely self-managed by farmers.
Indirect involvement consists of the exertion of pressure on the Irrigation Department to
supply sufficient water attherighttime.Different techniquesare used. These include written
or personal representations of farmers to Irrigation Department officials, demonstrations
(road and railway blocks, surrounding officials' houses, and other stratagems), the payment
of larger or smaller sums of money to irrigation officials, and physical threats.
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The Irrigation Department bureaucracy is characterised by a top-down hierarchical
structure of operation." A structural property that is important for water distribution
practices isthat there are nopractical formal accountability mechanisms between water users
and irrigation officials. Farmers in principle have the possibility to go to court to contest
management decisions of the Irrigation Department, butthis isan ineffective mechanism for
structuring water distribution. The most farmers are able to achieve in this way is the
paralysis of the legal efforts at regulation of water distribution by the Irrigation Department
(see chapters 3and 7). There are nofora for joint decision making, or even consultation, of
farmers and irrigation officials on either management or design issues.2' The Irrigation
Consultative Committee at project level is only a partial exception. It is mostly relevant in
situations of extreme water crises. Farmers are notdirectly represented in it (seechapter 9).
The lack of institutions for joint management, and for the design of joint management,
constitutes the first constraint for management reform.
Regulation2:politicians and resource distribution
The second addition to the management model of protective water is that more actors are
involved in water distribution than farmers and Irrigation Department officials alone. The
third important party are politicians, particularly MLAs. The role of MLAs in their
constituencies was decribed as that of resource brokers. Water may, under particular
conditions, be an important resource for a politician to engage with (see chapters 3 and 7).
Politicians can influence themanagementdecisions of Irrigation Department officials through
their influence on the transfers of these government officials.
The relation between politicians and officials is two sided as well. The literature suggests
that officials have to pay politicians for keeping good relations with them. This money is
supposedly generated throughbribespaidbycontractors and farmers (seeWade, 1982a).The
contractor side of this argument is confirmed by the limited evidence that I have collected
on this. However, I do not think that the collection of bribes by Irrigation Department
officials isvery important inwater distribution. Ihave found examples of it,but inthe water
distribution domain it is not the structuring relationship between the farmers and Irrigation
Department officials.
The relationship between politicians and farmers isanelectoral one. AnMLA needs votes
to secure his or her re-election, and votes are secured by channelling resources to voters.
Farmers exchange their electoral support for the politician's influence on the resource
managers, the Irrigation Department.
The lack of accountability relationships between farmers and the Irrigation Department is
filled in by the political process. Via politicians farmers create an indirect mechanism to
negotiate water distribution with the Irrigation Department.3) The constitution of this
11
I have left the Command Area Development Authority out of the figure in box 10.1 because of
its limited influence on water distribution. However, this is asimplification, particularly with regard
to main canal management (see chapter 9).
21
In the conceptual terms of rule-making: there are no institutionalised fora for operational,
collective choice, and constitutional rule making (see chapter 6).
31
1callthis relationship amechanism rather than an institution. It isaninstitution inthe broad sense
of that term: aregular and repeated pattern of behaviour, but it has alow degree of consolidation.
It occurs only under some conditions, which are locally specific, and it doesn't have any 'formal'
dimension like, for example, rules of conduct agreed upon by those involved. I have discussed it
under the heading of 'forms of organisation' in chapter 7, but perhaps it would be more accurate
to describe it as a 'form of organising'.
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mechanism is possible because of the influence that politicians have on the administration,
as discussed above. There clearly is no separation of legislative and executive powers (and
judicial powers for that matter). However, the access topolitical influence is as unequal as
that to irrigation water. The constituency-based political system implies that a politician has
to please as many categories of voters as possible, but the dependencies inherent to the
agrarian structure make that a politician should certainly not displease the powerful among
them.
This undemocraticpolitical configuration isthesecond constraint for management reform.
Commoditisation and the agrarian structure
The third amendment to the protective management model is that the category of 'farmers'
needs to be unpacked to be able to understand water distribution practices and unequal
distribution properly (see chapters 5 and 6particularly).
The agrarian structure is characterised by strong social differentiation of agrarian
producers as a result of the commoditisation process that accompanied the development of
irrigated agriculture. The introduction of irrigation has led to the emergence of a group of
headend farmers inthecommand area whocould establish andexpanda water-intensive and
highlycommoditised farming systemthroughexcessappropriation ofwater.Thisprocess was
induced by well-endowed migrant farmers from the coastal areas of Andhra Pradesh who
acquired land in favourable locations in the command area to start a rice-based farming
system. Others followed suit. What has emerged is a class-related geographical pattern of
water and land distribution, which roughly follows the head-tail locational pattern.
Mechanisms for further land concentration in favourable locations include the purchase of
landontheland market, landtransfers throughdowries, andstrategic provisionof loanswith
land as the collateral (see chapter 5). Apart from location other factors that influence the
geography of social differentiation are thehistory of settlement and thedesign characteristics
of the canal infrastructure (see chapters 5 and 7).
The 'economically and politically sound' farmers, therich peasants, and toa lesser extent
the middle peasants, dominate the interactions with Irrigation Department officials and
politicians. Small and poor peasants depend on them to secure water supply when the
quantity and/or timing of the supply by the Irrigation Department is unsatisfactory.
Thisrelation ofdependency is insomerespects similar tothatbetweenpoliticians and rich
and middle peasants. Particularly rich peasants act as local leaders in a much broader sense
than only with regard to water distribution. Also they have to reproduce their support base
even when they are not elected leaders. The acquisition of extra resources like water is one
way to reproduce their social and political capital.
Another part of the relationship between the two groups of farmers is more
straightforwardly economic.Richand middlepeasants supplycreditandemploymenttomany
small and poor peasants. The configuration of relations between different categories of
farmers explainstheunequal butrelatively conflict-poor water distribution atoutletcommand
area level. Becausewater rightsareunclearly defined, smallandpoorpeasantscannotopenly
contest unequal distribution (see chapter 5 and the discussion below on self-governance).
Thesocio-geographicaldimensionsofthedifferentiation ofagrarianproducers arethethird
constraint for management reform.
Technology
The last structural factor that Iwant to discuss, and which is not visible in the model inbox
10.1, is the role of the technical infrastructure in shaping water management practices. One
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aspect of that role was already referred toabove in the discussion of thegeography of social
differentiation. The layout of the canal infrastructure is the grid on which the spatial pattern
of class-related land and water distribution is made and remade.
Technical features of the system that were found tobe of particular importance were the
following two (see particularly chapters 4 and 8).
1) Thecombination of supply-orientation of thecanal design, its continuous flow character,
the size of the system, and the absence of cross regulators and/or intermediate storage make
the system technically very difficult to manage. More precisely, it makes management that
has todeal with demand for water thatexceeds supply, and management that wants or needs
to respond to changes in demand for water, very difficult, and practically speaking,
impossible.
At main canal level the Irrigation Department tries to deal with this situation by keeping
theproportional distribution over thecanal divisions constant, but the limitations of this are
clearly felt in the tail end division (see chapter 9). The Irrigation Department also tries to
stabilise the releases into the distributaries. This is not too difficult in the head end
distributaries, where design capacity limits the maximum supply. Further downstream the
distributary releases are the subject of negotiation with and intervention by farmers.
The mainterrain of management interactions isthedistributary canal system however (see
chapter 7). Apart from the rotation schedules discussed above, different pseudo-calculated
rules have been negotiated between irrigation officials and farmers on gate openings and
water levels. Where subdistributary canals exist their design capacities are an important
factor in the spread of irrigation water over the command area.
2) Thechoiceof non-modular pipeoutlet structures tosupply water tooutletcommand areas
enhances these problems (see chapters 4 and 8). These devices are extremely difficult to
regulate with any precision. Moreover, they have been over-dimensioned, for reasons that
are not fully clear. This makes excess appropriation of water technically very simple. The
pipe outlet structure is therefore a strategic point of control in the system. Many of the
farmer-farmer and farmer-irrigation official interactions take placearound this structure. As
a result thestructures are subject toacontinuous cycleof manipulation, damage, destruction,
repair, rebuilding andredesign. Thevariation inthecharacteristics of thepipeoutlet artefacts
expresses the balance of power between farmers and between farmers and the Irrigation
Department inwater distribution,just liketheprecisecharacteristics oftherotation schedules
express this balance.
These technical features of theTungabhadra Left Bank Canal system constitute the fourth
constraint for management reform.
Opportunities: startingpoints for change in everyday practice
The picture of water control in the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal sketched above is
inevitably a simplified picture. The flavour of therelationships lies in their detail, and in the
variations on the general theme described. For these I refer to the earlier chapters. More
importantly, the picture is also incomplete. The interaction of the different actors within an
evolving social structure has produced particular forms of organisation that institutionally
consolidate the relationships of these actors. These forms of organisation are not static but
dynamic, andapart from constraints alsoprovideopportunities for management reform. Also
the technical infrastructure has not been a static, given factor, but has exhibited some
dynamism. This points to another entry point for change.
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Self-governance capacity
The examples of rule making and implementation at outlet command area level given in
chapter 6 and at subdistributary level in chapter 7 show that indeed water users are
knowledgeable and capable actors (see chapter 2 for this concept). They show that supplyside rules for water distribution are made, sometimes in great detail, and always with the
equity concept of irrigation time per acre incorporated in them. However, from an equity
perspective theweak pointare theprocesses that constitute the demand for water. In chapter
5 it was shown that small and poor peasants in the tail end anticipate unequal distribution in
their crop choice. They plant less water-intensive and less remunerative crops because they
know they are unable to gain the upper hand, or at least an equal hand, in confrontations
with rich and middlepeasants inthehead end. Nevertheless, and this isthe first opportunity
for management reform, it seems to me that there is substantial potential for an increased
level of self-governance by farmers.
Joint rule-makingandimplementation
At distributary level rotation schedules were the main form of organisation discussed. They
were analysed asjointly constituted by farmers and irrigation officials, and as an expression
of thebalance ofpower between head enders and tail enders as well as that between farmers
and Irrigation Department staff. Ihave argued that the distributary level rotation schedules
signify a different relationship between water users and the state than that portrayed in the
increasingly dominant rent-seeking perspective. There the image is one of a relation
dominated by bribe payments, reinforced with political lobby activities, leading to anarchy
on the canals. I interpret the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal situation more positively. I
consider the rotation schedules as the emergent properties of conflicting interests, and as
institutions that, despite the inequalities inherent in them, provide a better starting point for
the renegotiation of water distribution than the 'syndrome of anarchy' perceived elsewhere.
This is the second opportunity for management reform.
Institutional and technical learningin theIrrigation Department
Forms of organisation internal tothe Irrigation Department were discussed inchapter 9with
regard to main canal management. I showed how in the severe water crisis in the period
1988-1990 the Irrigation Department adapted the procedures for main canal management. It
designed a new gauge table for main canal management, which gave the water levels to be
maintained at the divisional borders with particular releases from the reservoir. This new
gauge table diverged from the old, localisation based table. It institutionalised inequality in
water distribution at main canal level, but at the same time provided a more realistic basis
for the negotiation of water distribution at this level.4' The example shows that even under
the very difficult circumstances prevalent inthe Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal some degree
of institutional learning and development was possible. I interpret this as another, third,
opportunity for management reform.
It was observed (see chapter 8) that there was considerable technical creativity of the
engineers at thedistributary canal level with regard topipe outlet structure design. However
this creativity is muzzled by a hierarchical structure of authority and by the absence of fora
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Part of the change was the introduction of rotation over distributaries in the tail end division of
the main canal, and regular weekly closure of smaller distributaries in the other divisions to push
water to the tail end.
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for the discussion of the technical features of the system between farmers and irrigation
engineers. In addition, the professional orientation in the irrigation engineering community
is not toward the small-scale day-to-day problems of existing technologies, but towards the
creation of new, large-scale and more spectacular structures. Nevertheless, I conclude that
the technical professionalism of engineers provides a fourth entry point for management
reform, because that reform creates technical challenges.
Conclusion
The cynicism with regard to irrigation reform that I referred to in the introduction of this
chapter finds part of its rationale in the overwhelming nature of the constraints outlined
above. Restructuring the state-farmers relationship, redefinition of the role of politicians,
changing the agrarian structure and an overhaul of the technical infrastructure seem to be
impossible tasks to accomplish. And indeed, it would be naive to underestimate the
importance of these conditions of impossibility.
However, such general and structuralist views canoverlook opportunities for change and
reform. The detailed analysis of water distribution practices in this book which was
summarised above, shows that there is considerable diversity and dynamism within the
overall structure. There iscapacity for self-governance by farmers, there isjointrule making
and implementation by farmers and Irrigation Department staff mediated bypoliticians, there
is institutional change within the Irrigation Department, and there is technical creativity of
engineers.
In the introductory chapter of thebook Istated that a larger number of 'grounded' studies
on management practices incanal irrigation mightprovide a more realistic basis for debates
on reform. I hope to have shown that the basis for that realism is provided by an
understanding of the contested nature of water control and the interrelation of its different
dimensions (see chapter 2 for these theoretical starting points). Apart from allowing an
analysis of why things are as they are, contestation implies room to manoeuvre and
multidimensionality implies that changes in one aspect may induce or facilitate changes in
other aspects. This is not intended to sound overly optimistic. But unless it is assumed that
dramatic structural changes are in the offing, strategic analysis of present conditions to
identify entry points for change will have to be the basis of reform initiatives in canal
irrigation.

10.2 REFORM PERSPECTIVES FOR PROTECTIVE IRRIGATION
The discussion above identified constraints and opportunities for management reform in
protective irrigation. It implicitly assumed the need for such reform. This need isrecognised
byalmost all actors involved inprotective irrigation management. Even mosthead-end water
users would, I suspect, acknowledge it.5)
However, the need for management reform canbe argued on a variety of grounds. These
different grounds represent different perspectives onwhattheproblem inprotective irrigation
is. Different problem formulations intheir turn implydifferent policy instruments toachieve
reform. Below I briefly summarise the different problem definitions and the policy
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Reasons forthis expectation arethe conflictuous nature of present management andthe potential
to reduce - in neo-institutional economics terms - transaction costs also for this group.
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instruments associated with them and indicate which role they play in policy debates in
Karnataka. Towards the end of the summary review I question, paradoxically, the focus on
water and its management in discussions on water management reform. To conclude I give
my own perspective on the matter.
Manage as planned
The first perspective on management reform in protective irrigation starts from the
observation that protective irrigation systems are not used as planned. This itself can be
considered sufficient reason to advocate reform. Reform in this perspective means taking
measures that guarantee that the systems are used as planned. This position implies no
reflection on the model of protective irrigation as such, but addresses either design and
technical or planning and implementation deficiencies.
In the 1990s this technocratic view of management reform seems, at the policy level, no
longer to be held by many people. It was however the dominant policy view in the early
decades of the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal's existence (see the discussions on the best
cropping pattern referred to in chapter 3 for example). The perspective does define part of
the attitude of many irrigation engineers working in the systems. Many of them feel that
when politicians would not 'interfere' in management, and farmers would be 'educated' and
follow the rules of 'scientific management', the system could be operated as planned.
However, the sameengineers realise that this 'if only' position is notvery helpful inday-today management and in thinking about possibilities for change.
The policy instruments associated with this perspective typically are a combination of
upgrading of the technical infrastructure, theenforcement of farmer discipline (adherence to
the rules) by legal action and if necessary policeaction, and extension activities towards and
training of farmers (see for example Madarkal, 1968; TungabhadraProject, 1970; UAS,
1973; CADA/TBP, 1979). When engineers formulate proposals for change they usually
include magisterial powers for irrigation officials, and good transport and communication
facilities as elements of the strategy to be adopted. Box 10.2 gives a letter signed by 21
Section Officers which was written inthecontextof apublic discussion organised by CADA
in 1992, in which they formulated their reform management perspective (also see Ahmed,
n.d.).
The economic benefits of protectiveirrigation
The second perspective on the need for management reform is an economic argument about
the maximisation of theoverall economic benefits of irrigation (also see Chambers, 1994on
'production thinking'). It has been argued, given that water is scarce relative to land, thata
strategy to maximise the production per unit of water gives higher total economic returns
than a strategy tomaximise production per unit of land (see Dhawan, 1989; Rath and Mitra,
1989).6) It has also been argued that the labour requirement of the crops grown with a unit
of water, under protective irrigation is higher for most 'irrigated dry' crops than for
sugarcane and similar to that of rice (Rath and Mitra, 1989; Bolding, Mollinga and van
Straaten, 1995:footnote 32).
There isalsoacounter argument. Thedirectproduction achieved with irrigation isarather
limitedbasis for economic evaluation. Amorecomprehensive analysis would also lookatthe
second order economic effects of irrigation. Oneexample istheeffect of agricultural growth
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The total production may be expressed in total calory content or total value of the crops.
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Box 1 0 . 2 : A Section Officers' perspective on management reform
To: the Chief Engineer/Date: May 1992/Subject: Problems of Section Officers engaged in water
management- Regarding
Sir,
We, the following section officers engaged in water management of Distributaries, request your
kindself to consider the problems briefed below.
1) The cropping pattern localised in the distributaries has become 'the talk of the t o w n ' in the state.
Hence, separate kharif and rabi blocks pipe-outlet wise to be re-organised and got approved by the
Government for efficient water management (as in the case of high level canal).
2) The Irrigation Department isunable tocontrol the un-authorised andoutside localisation development.
The prevention of the same is to be implemented with aseparate staff of Revenue, Police and Irrigation
Departments. Collection of water rate and penalty collection to be entrusted to Irrigation Department.
3) With the existing rotation system, it is difficult to push water to tail end. Avoiding all the hurdles in
closing and controlling PO's and subdistributaries with great struggle, the tail end ayacutdars are feeded
three days in a week. When any ayacutdars in the Upper reach manhandled the staff, there is nobody
to help.
Now it is intended to adopt on & off system. Basic impression of ayacutdars is not for this
procedure. With 50 ricemills in Gangavathi Taluka and with a strong Paddy Growers lobby, is our
Irrigation Department capable of adopting 'on & o f f which directly influences the plantation of paddy
and sugarcane. The adoption of this procedure, to be taken after caraful change in cropping pattern,
mass meeting among the ayacutdars and strong protection to the field staff.
4) The political interference of MLAs, MPs, ZP(Zilla Parishad) members and Ryot Sangha pressurise the
unauthorised operation of POsand subdistributaries, which directly affects the water management. The
operation of sluices should be free from such pressure. This point isto be clarified with political leaders.
5) The contractors. Now, the Section Officers arefacing difficulty to extract work from the contractors.
Either they bring political pressure or official pressure or even blackmail us with our personal matters.
Hence, we request our Higher Officers to use the Clause of Black-listing of contractors who misbehave
and violate the Agreement executed. To safe-guard the interest of government work, the Executive
Engineer should check measure the works exceeding Rs.15,000 invariably.
6. Police squad for ID. A separate police force is required for maintaining law & order in implementing
the Rotation and New Systems introduced. Even, we find difficult to stop the ayacutdars damaging the
structures in front of us. Police requires witness, for which the local people are not ready. Hence, a
permanent separate police squad is required.
7. Fresh appointments of gangmen, sowdies, work inspectors and Irrigation Inspectors to be done
urgently. The sanctioned strength pattern to be revised practically and necessary job opportunities to
be increased to meet the demand of ayacutdars.
8. Proper communication system is required and quick operation of sluices both on main canal and
distributaries. Preferably wireless system as in UKP (Upper Krishna Project) is required.
9. Sufficient trainings regarding management in the Institutions like KERS KRSagara and WALMI
Dharwad to be conducted and each Section Officer to be deputed compulsorily.
10.
Regular grants allotted to each Division is equal to the payment wages of staff. For works
separate additional grant isrequested every year to government. This may be avoided by impressing the
government the actual requirement of grants for canal maintenance works.
11.
The I.D. has ayacut roads maintained at Rs.1000/- per kilometer for annual maintenance. It is
requested to increase AME cost to Rs.6000/- per km to meet present hike in prices. It is pity that our
I.D. isunable to get either HKDB (Hyderabad-Karnataka Development Board) funds or other development
funds for the roads. We are facing difficulty to answer the questions of ayacutdars and MLAs to
maintain the roads fit for vehicle movement. This may be viewed seriously.
12.
T.A. admissable per month for each Section Officer and below is not sufficient to meet the
vehicle expenditure like petrol, oil, repairs, etc. This may be increased to keeping in view the petrol rate
and the jurisdiction of the Section Officer and below.
13.
Sufficient survey instruments, machineries like Zerox copiers, computers, well conditioned
Tipper, lorries and all Diesel Jeeps to be made available in each Division. To attend emergency works
like breaches, bongas and night water management, the present vehicles are not in good condition.
O&M subdivisions are not capable of repairing the vehicles quickly and many vehicles are kept idle for
want of repairs.
The above points are for your kind consideration. Sir, with good faith, we have envisaged the above to
implement as soon as possible. Thanking you, Sir,
Yours faithfully

< 2 1 Section Officers >
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on the input, output and processing business sectors, in terms of economic growth and
employment generation. These may be expected to be larger in the case of 'productive
irrigation' than for protective irrigation.7' The overall benefits (and poverty alleviation
effects) of 'productive irrigation' may thus be larger than those of protective irrigation.8'
A problem with the evaluation of these different views is that the data base for it is
extremely small. To my knowledge the references given exhaust the material available that
directly addresses this issue. Moreover, apart from the quantitative question, which is
complicated enough, there is a qualitative question on the type of agrarian change that a
government or any other agent desires to promote. In this different factors than growth and
employment effects may play a role (also see the discussion of equity and sustainability
below).
In the maximisation of benefits perspective, theproblem to be solved is the contradiction
between the government objective to spread water and maximise production per unit of
water, and the farmer's objective to maximise production per unit of land (see chapter 3).
Thepolicy instruments logically associated with this perspective, withprivate ownership of
land takenas given, would beprice and market regulation infavour of 'irrigated dry' crops.
On the whole however, the policy emphasis is exactly the reverse. Rice, together with
wheat, is an essential commodity in the government's Public Distribution System (PDS),
which intends to guarantee a base supply of foodgrains (and other commodities) to poor
households. This involves support prices and procurement by the government of these
foodgrains (see Mooij, 1996). The existence of the PDS system is one factor that explains
the attractiveness of rice cultivation as against other foodgrains. To my knowledge
considerations of water management reform have not played an important role in decision
making on agricultural prices and marketing policies.
Perverseincentivestructures
The third perspective on the need for management reform inprotective irrigation focuses on
the incentive structure for water use and its management. The common denominators of the
problem definition in this perspective are inefficiency and low performance. There are
several strands in the argument about incentive structures, efficiency and performance.
One strand is that the State governments can no longer continue to finance the operation
and maintenance of the canal irrigation systems in the way that they do now. The systems
are under-financed, and management quality suffers from this. Cost recovery from the
farmers is a must to manage the systems better in the future, so goes the argument (Report
of the Committeeon Pricing of Irrigation Water, 1992/1994:2.2 and 3.3; Svendsen, 1991;
Svendsen and Gulati, 1994; World Bank, 1991).
This argument may be combined with the hope or assumption that higher payments for
water will induce farmers to use it more efficiently. Advocacy of volumetric pricing is
therefore often part of theargument." It ishowever very doubtful whether water prices can
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For example in the case of the emergence of cooperative sugar factories (see Attwood, 1993).
A limitation of Rath and Mitra's argument that is relevant in this respect is that they do not
distinguish between family labour and wage labour in their estimation of labour required for crop
cultivation. Forthe overall economic effect it is important whether irrigation mainly generates selfemployment for farming households or wage employment for agricultural labourers.
91
Callsfor volumetric pricing go back at least 100 years (seechapters 3 and 8). Scattered calls for
it can be traced in later periods. One example is Azeemuddin (1947) who preferred volumetric
(continued...)
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be increased to such a level that they will influence farmers' decisions on the quantity of
water use (see R. Bhatia, 1992 for a critical review of the arguments; also see Oorthuizen
and Kloezen, 1995 for general discussion).
Financially autonomous irrigation agencies are another element of this line of thought
{Reportof the Committeeon Pricing of Irrigation Water, 4.5; also see Merrey, 1995 for
general discussion). Then the focus is on accountability relations: the management
institution's survival depends on thepayments madeby farmers, and farmers need topay to
get a service. It is argued, in my view very plausibly, that financial relations can be avery
strong mechanism inthe creation of stronger and more balanced accountability mechanisms
between managers and users.10'
However, the ability topay and withhold payment isnotdistributed equally over different
categories of farmers, and therefore a financial perspective on accountability may be
insufficient to address accountability and distribution issues within the community of water
users.
Yet another strand of the financial reform argument focuses on rent seeking activities by
the bureaucracy, that is corruption. Because water is a scarce resource that in India's canal
irrigation systems ispriced far below its economicvalue, system managers can capitalise on
their control over the distribution system and extract illegal payments from farmers. In this
way a vested interest on the management side is created in uncertainty of water supply and
generally inpoor management as compared tothe formal distribution policy (Repetto, 1986;
Wade, 1982a).
Some people believe that rent-seeking can only be eradicated by pricing water at its
economic value (and thus remove the rent's economic base) or by the removal of water
scarcity. The most radical reform proposal in this respect has been forwarded in Burns
(1993). This author proposes to eradicate rent seeking activities by the removal of water
scarcity. He suggests to define and physically concentrate a group of core water users who
receive sufficient water also under conditions of drought, and who pay water charges that
cover operation and maintenance costs.Thenon-core partof the system will onlyreceive the
surplus water after the core area has taken its share. This implies zero supply in situations
of drought.
Lessradicalreform strategieswouldfavour financially autonomousirrigationagencieswith
increased water charges to cover at least operation and maintenance cost, and would argue
that through increased accountability the management performance of the managing
institutions would be improved and rent-seeking reduced.
TheTungabhadra Left BankCanal casesuggests thatrent-seeking may, insomecases, not
be the major issue in water distribution, at least not in the direct sense that bribe payments
are the dominant mechanism in resource distribution (see chapter 7). It thus fundamentally
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(...continued)
delivery and pricing in new projects in Hyderabad State, but he feared that the Indian farmer was
not 'advanced' enough for this. Instead heargued for a betterment levy, and to avoid wastage he
wanted payment per watering or per crop.
101
Thefirst effort with afinancially autonomous irrigation agency in Karnataka, the Krishna Bhagya
Jala Nigam Limited (Nigam for short) does not seem to bevery promising. It should be noted that
this company was primarily established to attract investment funds for the construction of the
Upper Krishna Project (Times of India, 20 March 1995), that the staff of the Nigam isdeputed from
government agencies, and that the government has guaranteed the returns to the shareholders'
investments.
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questions whether the rent-seeking argument can be the basis for water management reform
proposals. However, acceptance of the rent-seeking argumentis not a condition for the
recognition of the importance of financial incentive structures.
Equity
The fourth perspective on the need for management reform in protective irrigation focuses
on the equity issue. It argues that unequal water distribution and unequal spread of the
benefits of irrigation (either regionally or over categories of people) is unacceptable. In
chapter 3 I analysed how concerns of famine prevention and social stability lay at the basis
of the concept of protective irrigation, and how these have been taken up in the post
Independencedevelopmentdiscourse. Povertyalleviation, theregionalspreadofdevelopment
efforts and resources, and the reproduction of the state's legitimacy are arguments that can
be used in favour of protective irrigation. For tailenders equity is also a highly relevant
argument. To them it is not clear why others should get a larger share of the water.n)
Equity has become a prominent element in the irrigation policy discourse since the first
wave of national and international management reform debate in the 1970s and 1980s. The
policy initiative in which equity objectives have been most prominent is the organisation of
water users inwater users associations atoutletcommand area levelaspart of theCommand
Area Development (CAD)programme inthe 1970s and 1980s (seechapter 9and below). Its
resonance with the populist nature of the Indian polity should be evident (see chapter 3).
However, or maybe because of this, the equity objective has not been operationalised very
clearly. Noticeable about the Indian irrigation management reform debate is that the issues
of water rights reform and/or land rights reform have hardly been taken up (see Chambers,
1994). Suchreforms would directly affect theentitlement structure with regard towater, and
thus very directly confront equity issues. It is undoubtedly true that in the Indian context
these are very difficult avenues for change, particularly in canal irrigation. However, when
equity is a central concern or stated objective, more discussion on strategies to achieve it
would be warranted.12)
Democratisation
A fifth argument for management reform in protective irrigation focuses on the
democratisation dimension of decentralisation. Advocacy of decentralisation is often
associated with equity, efficiency and cost recovery objectives. In those approaches
decentralisation serves asan instrument toachieveotherobjectives. Decentralisation canalso
be an argument in its own right. In such a perspective the political dimensions of
decentralisation are emphasised. It is seen as a way to institutionalise more democratic and
more localised forms of development policy making, planning and implementation.13'
111

A continuation of the present management practices intheTungabhadra Left Bank Canal is likely
to lead to slow but steady further concentration of water use in head end regions at outlet,
distributary and main canal level. That this process is ongoing at main canal and distributary level
is suggested by our fieldwork in 1996-97 in a larger number of distributaries spread over the
Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal command area.
121
There are examples of delinking water rights and land rights for example, but these have not
been able to put the property rights issue on the canal irrigation policy agenda. Also see footnote
46.
131
This can be further illustrated with Meinzen-Dick's discussion of the terminology and policy
trends inthe debates on the devolution of irrigation management (Meinzen-Dick, 1996). She gives
(continued...)
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Democratisation might be considered a particularly relevant issue in Karnataka, because
Karnataka has a relatively strong tradition of decentralised governance (for discussion see
Aziz, Nelson and Babu, 1996). However, to my knowledge this perspective on
decentralisation does not play an important role in discussion on irrigation policy in the
State.14)
The main policy instruments associated with this perspective would be the creation of a
multi-tier system of federated water users association, or other organisations, to which real
powers would be devolved (rather than being an extension of the government bureaucracy).
Even when this structure could be created an important question would be whether and how
thepossibilities for moreconstructive andbalanced negotiationof water resource distribution
would be captured.15'
An important, but in my view underemphasised, dimension of decentralisation (whether
it is advocated from political or more instrumental perspectives) is the technology required
to make instititutional decentralisation possible. Put differently, how can supply-oriented
large canal systems be decentralised hydraulically? I have argued that the present technical
infrastructure of the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal is not particularly suitable for the
regulation of scarcity distribution and flexible types of management (see section 10.1).16)
Ecologicalsustainability
Asixth argument for management reform has todowith theecological effects of large scale
irrigation systems. Over the last two decades these have been heavily criticised for their
negativeenvironmental impact (Dhawan, 1990;Singh, 1997).Whenwelookatexisting canal
irrigation systems, the ecological critique concerns two main issues: (i) waterlogging and

"'(...continued)
the following definitions. "Decentralization attempts to improve the management of natural and
fiscal resources by moving both decision-making authority and payment responsibility to lower
levels of government (...) Privatization refers to the transfer of ownership of resources from the
public sector to groups or individuals (including for-profit firms). Participation and democratization
seek the involvement of citizens affected by programs, for social goals of empowering local people
as well as goals of improving program performance. Within the irrigation sector, irrigation
management transfer (IMT) or turnover generally refer to programs that shift responsibility and
authority from the state to non-governmental bodies (...) - a 'rolling back the boundaries of the
state'. (...) Participatory irigation management (PIM) refers to programs that seek to increase
farmer's direct involvement in system management-either as a complement or substitute for the
state role. (...) Either approach leadsto some form of joint management of irrigation systems, with
the state responsible for more tasks at higher levels of the system, and farmers' organizations
responsible for more at lower levels (...)." (ibid.:2-3)
141
The only instance I know in the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal was referred to in chapter 9. In
1989-90 the elected District Council (Zilla Parishad) president called for putting irrigation
management under the control of"that and lower bodies.
151
For an example of a multi-tier organisational structure of Water Users Associations see
Shanmugham (1991) on the Lower Bhavani project in Tamil Nadu.
161
The most comprehensive attempt at the re-design of a large scale canal irrigation system that
I know is Paranjape and Joy (1995). It refers to the Sardar Sarovar Project in Gujarat, and one of
its most original features is the combination of large scale canal irrigation with local watershed
management. Also see the discussion below.
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salinisation, and (ii)thenegative environmental effects ofhigh external inputagriculture (for
discussion of these issues, see for example Shiva, 1988 and Nanda, 1991).I7)
The solution of both issues involves management reform. Waterlogging and salinisation
arerelated topoor maintenance ofcanal infrastructure, theabsenceorpoor stateof drainage,
overirrigation and other factors. In many cases waterlogging and salinisation can be
controlled by proper management practices in operation and maintenance.18'
The control or prevention of the negative environmental impact of high external input
agriculture (with regard to soil fertility, health, pollution and ecological diversity) requires
changes in farming system management. These are partly related to irrigation management.
For example, water availability influences crop choice and the occurrence of pests and
diseases, and the double cropping that reservoir-fed canal irrigation allows reduces fallow
periods, which negatively affects nutrient balances.19'
The policy instruments associated with this argument for reform are the same as in the
previous reform perspectives and depend on how one thinks that 'good water management'
can be accomplished. For the stimulation of ecological agricultural practices separate policy
instruments are required.
Towardsa comprehensive view
The different reform perspectives outlined above are associated with different concepts of
development and different 'political projects'. The 'manage as planned' and 'economic
benefits' perspective are both associated with strong concepts ofplanned development by the
state, with technocratic and meritocratic overtones. Itwasdominant inthe first decades after
Independence, but is now under question.
The 'perverse incentive structures' perspective is associated with the neo-liberal
development programme, which emphasises a reduced role of state institutions, and the
introductionof the market mechanism. It isonthe rise, though moresoatthe level of policy
discourse thanpolicy practice. The importance of water pricing and thepotential benefits of
contractual arrangements for water delivery are also increasingly acknowledged by people
who do not subscribe to the neo-liberal development programme.
The 'equity', 'democratisation' and 'ecological sustainability' perspectives could be seen
as the progressive agenda for canal irrigation reform. They have appeared in the order that
they were discussed. Though the situation varies from State to State, I would like to argue
that this progressive agenda has not or insufficiently translated into a coherent concept or
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Much of the environmental critique is directed against the construction of new projects, like the
Sardar Sarovar project referred to above. Additional issues like the submergence of agricultural
land, forest and settlements with the related displacement of people, then occur.
181
Also in this case the problems and their solutions are locally specific. For example the situation
inan alluvial plain like Haryana (North India) with some parts located inabasin from which drainage
is impossible, and agradual import of salts by irrigation water (seeJacobs, deJong, Mollinga and
Bastiaanssen, 1997), istotally different from asituation likethe Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal, with
considerable relief and in principle sufficient drainage capacity, andthe salts being mainly resident
salts which are mobilised by irrigation (see Report of the external review, 1997). Improved
drainage, which is part of the solution in both cases, has received comparatively little attention in
India.
191
The NGO AME (Agriculture Man Ecology) has documented the effects of intensive irrigation on
soil fertility in the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal. A presentation of their results in December 1997
(in Bangalore and Munirabad) showed that the situation is worrying. I did not have access to the
final report of their work at the time of writing this chapter.
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approach at the level of management reform discourse and practice. Only theequity concept
hasbeen incorporated inthe official Indiancanal irrigation policy discourse inavisible way.
The ecological issue is mainly seen as aproblem. The initiatives that havebeen taken inthis
regard by governmental and non-governmental organisations have remained rather localised
and isolated.20'
However, there is change in this respect. On the basis of experiments with (canal)
irrigation development and reform that have been done in the States of Maharashtra and
Gujarat, and theopposition totheSardar Sarovar project, amorecomprehensive formulation
of a progressive agenda for canal irrigation reform has been undertaken. I refer to the
approach that has been published under the title 'banking on biomass' (see Paranjape and
Joy, 1995; Datye, 1997). I briefly discuss the main elements of the approach, to suggest
along which lines progressive theory and practice regarding canal irrigation might be
developed.2"
The first element of the approach can be derived from the following quotation.
It isgenerally found that inwatershed development schemes local groups aswellas
developmentadministrationtendtoconcentrateontheinsitu measurestotheexclusion
of water source development for water application. On the other hand irrigation
projectsgivescantattentiontolocalresourcemanagementandexogenouswateris seen
not as supplement to primary ecosystem productivity that it should be but as a
substitute for it. The need is to integrate them both within a coherent perspective.
(Datye, 1997:57)
The dichotomy between rainfed agriculture and (canal) irrigated agriculture needs to be
transcended. In thisapproach thesustainable (inDatye's terms regenerative) managementof
local resources should beaprecondition for theavailabilityand useof 'exogenous water' like
that provided by a canal irrigation system. Such an integrated approach to water resources
development can lead to substantial increases in resource use efficiency.22'
Thesecond element of theapproach refers tothesocial dimensions of sustainable resource
use. It can be derived from the following quotation.
Equitable accesstowaternecessary for ensuring livelihood needstobetreated onpar
with employment guarantee and the right to work as part of the larger right to an
adequate livelihood. (...) water necessary for drinking and domestic use, for
regeneration and tor the livelihood component including special measures for the
disadvantaged sections represents apriority claim onwater resources inthe area,and
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It issignificant that most publications that could beclassified under the 'progressive agenda' are
case studies of local initiatives and experiments (see for example Singh, 1991; Sivamohan and
Scott, 1994). There is hardly a more generalised debate. Maloney and Raju (1994) and Ambler
(1994) could be considered as exceptions. More significant isthat in canal irrigation there isto my
knowledge no example of local initiatives and experiments that have developed into a broader
movement, like, for example and as comparison, the well recharge movements in Gujarat (see
Shah, 1997).
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For the summary below Imade use of Linden Vincent's discussion notes on the paper based on
the Banking on biomass book (Datye et al., 1997). The paper and notes were presented during the
IDPAD (Indo-Dutch Programme on Alternatives in Development) 'Managing water scarcity:
experiences and prospects' conference in Amersfoort, the Netherlands in October 1997.
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The author claims that "by the integration of external sources of irrigation water with 'local'
water harnessed from the watersheds and conserved in situ, it is possible to raise the productivity
level of total available water for productive use to levels three times that of 'external' irrigation
water." (Datye, 1997:142) These and other statements are backed up by empirical evidence and
calculations on the basis of existing technologies.
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only after theseclaimshavebeenmetcanthewaterbeavailable for commercialuse.
The policy is to ensure a minimum livelihood for all and to regulate all resources
necessary for this, and leave the rest of the resources to be freely utilised by the
enterprising. (ibid.:5K)
The approach defines a basic water right for all, and delinks water rights from land rights.
In strategic terms the approach wants toallocate 'new water', that is water that has become
available through efficiency gains and ecosystem development, to the resource poor. The
approach isapositive-sumvariant ofhydraulicproperty creation (Coward, 1986a&b).Those
who have (collectively) invested in the generation of new resources by optimising existing
resource use, gain rights in these new resources.23'
The third element is the ecological sustainability-with-growth element. Characteristic of
the approach is that it not only advocates ecologically sound techniques for agricultural
production, but conceptualises agriculture as a system of 'regenerative biomass production'
that provides the bio-energy not only for sustainable agriculture but also for dispersed
industrialisation.24' The production strategy emphasises production of crops that can serve
as the inputs for small industries, like tree crops. The approach wants to 'move beyond
subsistence' and wants to provide an agricultural cum industrial perspective of sustainable
growth.25' Part of the approach is an argument for non-subsidised prices for external inputs
in agriculture, subsidies that help the detrimental effects of high external input agriculture
topertain. The approach proposes the (gradual) removal of subsidies on electric power and
the introduction of a progressive tariff system, volumetric water supply and cost recovery,
while price support for coarse grains is advocated.
Thefourth element isthemethodological one. There isastrong emphasis on decentralised
and interactive planning and decision-making, including an emphasis on elements like
people's science, participatory technology development, and resource literacy.26' However,
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The authors recognise that the acceptability of equitable access to water isa"most troublesome
point" (Datye, 1997:130), but several examples arecited where this has beenachieved in practice.
The general finding inthe cases reported is "that where access to water resource is seen to come
about clearly through collective action, and where there are no previous entrenched water rights,
farmers arenot averse to equitable sharing arrangements." {ibid.:132) Interms of social reform the
approach chooses to move away from aprimary focus on land reform asaprecondition for agrarian
change. "Thealternative paradigm presented heresuggestsanother route --that of augmenting the
subsistence baseby harnessing andgenerating new productive assets andensuring accessto them
in the course of development in building up common resource pools through the development of
wastelands and water, and by apolicy of tying availability of public funds with the conditionalities
of creating rights and access for the rural poor to the common pool resources of water and
biomass. Combined with an overall improvement inthe availability of water andefficiency of water
use along with increased productivity of land and water, conflicts can be minimised though, of
course, not entirely eliminated." (ibid.:261) This aspect of the approach is likely to spark a lot of
discussion, particularly from a gender perspective. For the importance of control over land for
gender equality see Agarwal (1998). Also see NEDA (1997).
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The publications referred to contain descriptions and calculations of biomass based power
generation, in relation to the power required for lift irrigation that is part of the agricultural system
for example. In general, the approach also emphasises the use of local materials, for example in
canal lining and weir and small dam construction (see Gore, 1998).
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In this respect it goes one step further than approaches like those described in Chambers,
Saxena and Shah (1989) for example, though many of the individual elements are similar. There
is also a greater emphasis on the technological prerequisites in Datye et al.'s approach.
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The publications referred to do not discuss these methodologies in detail. For more elaborate
treatment see for example Chambers, Saxena and Shah (1989), Shah (n.d).
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despite the statement that "the policy framework and implementation of the postIndependence programme in the water, energy and infrastructure sectors lack all the
components of the policy frame proposed here." (ibid.:266), the publications contain no
description of a strategy toachieve thepolicy reform and/or broad-based social activism that
is necessary to create more favourable conditions for large(r)-scale implementation of the
approach.
Elements of Datye et al.'s approach can certainly be questioned, and some of these
questions have been hinted at above. However, it makes an in my view highly original
attempt to combine the concepts of integrated water resources management, ecologically
sustainable agriculture, agro-industrial growth, equity/poverty alleviation/social security and
decentralisation/democratisation. Itbroadens the Indian debate on canal irrigation reform in
the following way.
1)
Itsituates canal irrigation reform inabroader rural development strategy, and doesn't
look at canal irrigation as a self-contained phenomenon.27>
2)
It links canal irrigation development and watershed development (it takes an
integrated water resources management perspective), and links this to decentralised
and democratic forms of planning and decision making.
3)
It emphasises the importance of water rights (and property rights in resources in
general) as central for a development strategy that targets the resource poor.
4)
Itgivesdetailed attentiontothetechnological dimensionsofthedevelopment strategy.
Conclusion
The main conclusion that I draw from this review of irrigation management reform
perspectives is not only that there are good reasons to advocate reform in protective
irrigation, but also that, in contrast to what some observers think (see Burns, 1993), these
reforms are not impossible to achieve.
The difficult question tobe answered remains "what theconditions [are] inwhich a group
ofpeoplewillvoluntarily subscribetoaruleofrestrained access toirrigation water?" (Wade,
1988b:489) The discussion of Datye et al.'s approach suggests that this problem can be
addressed, but that it should not be addressed in the context of canal irrigation management
alone. The problem should be situated in a broader approach that looks at the role of water
in rural development, and employs strategies that address water rights issues and moves
beyond subsistence and agriculture.
Interesting about Datye et al.'s approach is also that it incorporates elements of several
of the other reform perspectives: an emphasis onproductivity growth, employment cration,
resource use efficiency, and non-subsidised pricing. This implies that it can possibly speak
totheconcerns of anumber of different politicalconstituencies. The major strategic question
it seems to me, is how an approach along lines like Datye et al.'s can be linked to the
concerns of these different constituencies, and linked with, be taken up by, or develop into
wider movements for socialtransformation. This isdiscussed insomemoredetailbelow after
looking at the process dimensions of the irrigation policy (reform) process in Karnataka.
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It can also be noticed that Datye et al.'s approach incorporates some of the opportunities for
reform identified insection 10.1, most prominently theself-governanceandtechnological creativity
elements.
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10.3 THE IMPORTANCE OF PROCESS: THE PIM REFORM INITIATIVE IN
KARNATAKA
In this section I shift focus from what should happen to what is happening at the level of
policy reform. Idiscuss the recent policy reform process in the State of Karnataka that aims
to introduce the concept of Participatory Irrigation Management (PIM) incanal irrigation.28'
In Karnataka a reformulation of irrigation policy is in the making that may signify a
qualitative departure from earlier approaches to management reform. In October 1995 the
Government of Karnataka appointed an Expert Committee to "study the requirement of
amendments to relevant Acts and Rules for constitution of CAD [Command Area
Development] Boards, State CAD Council and Farmers Associations." (Government Order
ID35CAM 95of27.10.1995)The mainassignment of theExpert Committee was toprepare
proposals for the implementation of Participatory Irrigation Management (PIM).29) The core
elements of the Committee's proposals, published in an interim report in May 1996, were
the following {Interim Report, 1996).30)
1)
The establishment of contractual relations between the Irrigation Department as a
supplier of water and WUAs (Water Users Associations) as buyers of water through
volumetric supply and charging, and explicit water rights to be given to WUAs.
2)
Amuch higher degreeofself-governance for WUAs thanpreviously considered. This
involves, among other things, that powers regarding canal construction and
maintenance and the regulation of water supply previously with the Irrigation
Department are to be delegated to the WUAs for the area covered by them, that
larger units of organisation than the pipe outlet command area are envisaged, that
assessment and collection of water fees is to be done by WUAs, and that there will
be freedom of crop choice within the WUA area. Federation of WUAs is foreseen.
3)
A reorganisation of the CADA (Command Area Development Authority) governing
bodies and the Irrigation Consultative Committee, to increase participation of water
users representatives.
In June 1996 a High Level Working Group was appointed to initiate action on the
recommendations of the Expert Committee. Mid-1997, when this section was drafted, the
proposals for amendments to the relevant Acts and Rules and implementation of a PIM
programme through pilot projects were very close to formal acceptance, but were not yet
confirmed fully at Cabinet and Parliament level. The discussion below may therefore run
ahead of events.
I interpret these proposals as a qualitative break with the past because some of the basic
characteristics of irrigation management are rethought.3" Payment for water is related to
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The concept is popularised at the international and national level by the PIM programme of the
Economic Development Institute (EDI) of the Worldbank, andthe INPIM (International Network for
Participatory Irrigation Management), an NGO established under the patronage of the EDI. In India
there is also a national INPIM chapter, registered as an NGO.The present policy reform process in
Karnataka has partly been induced by the national level PIM concept, but also has its own
dynamics (see below). On PIM, see the INPIM Newsletter.
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Also see Government Order ID 137 CAM 95 (P) of 13 March 1996 that reconstitutes the
Committee and adds terms of reference to this effect.
301
The final report was published in 1997 andcontained few changes. Irefer to the interim report
because my copy of the final report was stolen.
311
In this respect developments in Karnataka are in line with those in other States. For areview of
such efforts, see Raju (1997).
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the quantum used, the powers of the Irrigation Department are reduced and those of water
users increased, and localisation isofficially abandoned, butreplaced witha different system
of water rights. There are many ifs and buts in the concrete operationalisation of these
proposals, but these are not the focus of my attention in this discussion.32' I want to zoom
in on theprocess of policy formulation and implementation.33)
Thepolicyformulation process
With regard to the process of the formulation of this new policy it is remarkable how few
people are involved in it, and how strong the element of contingency seems to be. This can
be clarified by looking at where the PIM policy initiative came from. A number of factors
have contributed to its existence.
One factor is thepressure for management reform from actors outside the State, notably
the Government of India and the World Bank. Mechanisms to influence State policies by
these outside agents includepolicy agreements by conferences of State Ministers at all-India
level, the allocation of funds for the CAD programme (which is a central government
supported programme), and conditions attached to financial support for the implementation
of construction projects and other financial assistance.
The National Water Policy formulated in 1987 which advocates participatory forms of
management was accepted by a conference of State Irrigation Ministers. The possibility to
levy water charges on a volumetric basis was included in Karnataka law as part of the
agreement for World Bank funding for the Upper Krishna Project, a large scale canal
irrigation system under construction in north Karnataka.34> The appointment of the Expert
Committee in Karnataka seems to have been triggered by the Government of India's linkage
of the continuation of funding for the CAD programme to the implementation of a PIM
programme.
In a more general sense, and this is the second factor, there is a constant inflow of ideas
on management reform intotheState through theactors mentioned above, and through other
mechanisms like visits to other parts of India, or countries like Mexico, by senior
government officials to study experiments with irrigation management turnover.35' Also
NGOsplay arole inthedissemination of knowledgeaboutreform processes and experiments
inother States. Finally, numerousconferences andseminars areheldonmanagement reform.
Thirdly, to explain how and when such external and general ideas and initiatives are
internalised in the State policy process, the most important factor seems to be that a few
people who are motivated tocarry these ideas forward occupy the rightpositions at the right
moment. The process of the PIM policy formulation seems to take place in a very small
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It istoo early to discuss them in detail because the arrangements finally agreed upon are not yet
clear. The details have been negotiated at length and thus contain many compromises. The
proposals are more the possible beginning of a new direction to irrigation policy than a full-scale
overhaul of the present situation.
331
The discussion below is based on interviews and discussions in 1996 and 1997 with people
involved inthe policy process, study of the documentation of the process asfar asavailableto me,
and some field observations.
341
See Karnataka Act No.16 and No.21 of 1995, which amend The Karnataka Irrigation (Levy of
betterment contribution and water rate) Act, 1957.
351
Such study visits in India were undertaken by members of the Expert Committee. A CADA
Administrator visited Mexico and wrote a paper on the Mexican model (Ujjankop, 1995).
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circle at a high level in the government administration.36' There is no public debate
accompanying it, and there seems to be no organised lobby for it from within the
administration, nor from civil society by groups of water users, farmers movements, NGOs
or other actors. Thepolicy formulation process for the Participatory Irrigation Management
programme thusishighly non-participatory, inthesense thatsomeofthe major stakeholders,
particularly farmers, are not involved in it.
As a result, thepolicy initiative inmyview isa very fragile initiative. A few unfortunate
transfers orreplacements may infact paralyse it. There isakind ofcatch-22 situation. Policy
changes are required to create space for greater involvement of stakeholders in water
managementpolicy makingandimplementation (atalllevels),whilesuchgreater involvement
is itself a precondition for the creation and particularly the consolidation of that space. The
ways out of this situation are 1) to hope that a fortunate constellation of people and ideas
lasts long enough to translate the initiative into Acts, Rules, government orders and a
sufficient number of experiments to trigger an ongoing process of change, and/or 2) to try
to contribute to the emergence of an articulated demand (from the field and the executing
institutions) for policy change, that is a bottom-up policy or policy support initiative.
The neighbouring State of Andhra Pradesh may be providing an example of the first way
out. Since 1996aprescriptive process of irrigation reform is implemented in that State with
great vigour. The reform process involved the adoption of a new law on participatory
irrigation management (theAndhraPradeshFarmers'ManagementofIrrigationSystemsAct,
1997). According to one of its authors, the central elements of the act are the following.
(a)
Gives water rights and control of the irrigation systems [to farmers
organisations];
(b)
Provides for functional and administrative autonomy totheassociations;
(c)
Makes irrigation department (ID) accountable to the WUAs. The competent
authority, who isaperson from ID and attached to agroup of WUAhasto
implement thedecisions oftheWUA;
(d)
EnablesWUAstoresolve conflicts withinthemselves;
(e)
Attempts to improve the irrigation systems tobecome moreeffective as itis
tobedonebytheWUAsonly;
(f)
Allows accesstoinformation totheWUAonschemeoperations;
(g)
[Allows farmer influence on] preparation of the operational plan and the
maintenance;
(h)
Provides freedom ofcropping pattern tofarmers. (Peter, 1998:10)
Elections have been held for more than 12,000 Water Users Associations, and a
rehabilitation programme controlled by farmers isbeing implemented. There will be athreetiered system of WUA federation in each canal irrigation system (WUA, Distributary
Committee, and Apex Committee). A massive media and training programme is part of the
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The Expert Committee consisted of the Additional Chief Secretary and Development
Commissioner (chairman), an Assistant Professor of the Water and Land Management Institute
(WALMI) was the member-convenor, and members included (deputy) Secretaries to Government
from different departments (Law, Finance, Cooperation, Planning,Agriculture and Irrigation), some
of the CADA Administrators and some CADA Land Development Officers (Engineering). When the
Committee was reconstituted in March 1996 some Chief Engineers also became members. An
Advisor to the Government on water and irrigation issues also attended the meetings. See
Chambers, Saxena and Shah (1989:239-241) onthe alienation of policy making from practice, and
for proposals to remedy this.
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process. The formulation and introduction of the programme was accompanied by intense
campaigning within both the ruling and the opposition parties.
The political support for this programme comes from theChief Minister of the State, and
it is one of the elements of the present Andhra Pradesh government's 'new people's
movement' Janmabhoomi. It isdescribed as a new freedom struggle "to liberate our people
from morass and despair, restore thelostvalues and buildanegalitarian society based onthe
principles of equity and sustainability." {Janmabhoomi brochure of Government of Andhra
Pradesh, p.4)
The interesting point for the discussion in this chapter is that the Andhra Pradesh case
seems to show that it is possible to make canal irrigation reform part of a populist, and
Gandhian, political agenda for social transformation. Theprocess of implementation was not
longer than one year at the moment this was written, and therefore evaluations of the
effectiveness of theprogramme can notyet begiven, but considerable expansion of irrigated
area seems to be the result of the devolution of power and resources to WUAs (Peter,
1998:6). The architects of thepolicy hope to maketheprocess irreversible inaperiod of 2-3
years. How the programme will attempt to address distributional issues is unclear. Apart
from prescription of theconstitution of theWUAonaterritorial basis, the internal processes
in WUAs do not seem to be the major focus of attention. Whether equity and sustainability
issues are addressed is therefore a question.
It would be interesting to know the pre-history of to this drastic policy change and
vigorous implementation (see Peter, 1998 for the sequence of events once the initiative was
taken). There seems to have been a strong element of contingency, that is, some individuals
who captured the possibility for such a programme when the opportunity was there.
There are few indications that a similar process might happen in Karnataka, though it is
the nature of this type of policy initiative that it is somewhat unpredictable. Therefore a
process of coalition-building to create a support basis for a canal irrigation reform agenda
seems theonly way forward in Karnataka, and perhaps inother places as well (seebelow for
more discussion).
Thepolicy implementation process
The effect of the isolated policy making at the top in Karnataka is that a prescriptive style
of implementation can easily persist. This can be illustrated by the way the new PIM
initiative was implemented in the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal.
Mid-1997 the first practical steps were taken to start the implementation of pilot
experiments with PIM in Karnataka. Asummary of our observation of a field-level meeting
on PIM in the Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal command area is given in box 10.3.37)
Box 10.3 shows that the prescriptive style of policy implementation was very apparent.
Lower level field staff was instructed tobring the PIM message to the farmers in the usual
mode of top-down explanation and instruction. While at the level of policy making there is
anawareness of thecomplexities thatare partof theprocess of water users organisation, this
awareness does notseem toexistatfield level. There was nocareful consideration of theunit
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The conclusions drawn from this single observation were confirmed by later visits to other
locations where such meetings were held. The fieldwork was done by R. Doraiswamy. Foracritical
evaluation of attempts to establish water usersassociations inthe Upper Krishna Project, see Patil,
Lele and Patil (1992).
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Box 10.3: A PIM meeting ina tail end distributary
The Under Secretary to Government Irrigation Department (Command Area Development) in
May 1997 issued guidelines for the implementation of PIM on a pilot basis to the Chief
Engineers and CADA Administrators of the different projects in the State. As the first step
inthe implementation of the PIM programme inthe Tungabhadra Project (Left Bank and Right
Bank) ten pilot villages cum command areas were selected. Six of these ten sites had been
part of earlier programmes to establish WUAs, and had formally registered WUAs already.
Four were new villages/command areas. The selection criteria were, as far as we could
ascertain, the size of the command area, and particularly the existence of a 'cooperative
attitude' of the farmers. For one case it was reported to us that the village/command area
was included on the specific request of the local MLA.
The CADA took swift action andorganised meetings inthe villages concerned inJune and
July 1997. We were able to be present at one such a meeting. The village/distributary
command area was located in the tail end of the main canal. This was in contradiction with
the intention at policy levelthat sites with nottoo problematic water supply conditions should
be chosen. Furthermore, the meeting took place in the head end village, while the existing
association was based in and had a chairman from the tail end village. The meeting place
seemed to have been determined bythe practical reason of accessibility byjeep. The meeting
place was appropriate inso far that most farmers who irrigated in this distributary were from
the head end village. The tail end village area hardly received any water. Apart from the
chairman only head end farmers, about 20, were present at the meeting.
The farmers had been informed about the meeting a few days earlier. The Irrigation
Department officer present at the meeting had heard about it the night before. This was due
to the speedy implementation of the higher level instructions by CADA combined with leave
of absence of his superior. The meeting was chaired by aCADA officer. Initially the meeting
was rather one-directional. The chairman explained the contents of the new policy. It was
clear that hewas not very well informed about its content. This was hardly his fault because
not all the details of the policy were decided at that point of time (one example was the
composition of the management board of the new WUA).
The farmers were very quick to notice the problem of the quantity and the stability of
water supply from the main canal. The Irrigation Department officer correctly argued that a
stable supply could not bedelivered because of interventions upstream inthe system that his
division was unable to influence. The chairman told him to determine asupply that he could
guarantee, andthus more or less ignored the issue.The head endfarmers hadsome fear that
they would lose water in the new situation, but the head-tail issue was not appreciated and
left undiscussed.
A large part of the discussion focussed on the most concrete aspect of the policy: the
need to make an estimate of the costs of the necessary technical repairs and improvements
of the canal system before the management would be turned over to the farmers. The only
concrete result of the meeting was that the chairman told the Irrigation Department officer
to prepare such an estimate together with the farmers within afew weeks.
At the end of the meeting we asked whether acopy of the guidelines could be provided
to the farmers in Kannada, the State's language. The chairman first reacted by stating that
these guidelines were meant for the government officials and that farmers had no need for
them. Inthe second instance heargued that there was astationery problem in his office. He
was clearly totally unprepared for this question. After the meeting we had some discussions
with farmers that had attended the meeting, and it was clear that they hadonly very partially
picked upthe content of the PIM policy. Self-governance is anovel idea, and it takes time to
explain it. However, when after the meeting we askedthe CADA officers whether they would
return to the village for further explanation and discussion, the answer was negative. They
only intended to return at the occasion of aformally called meeting.
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Box 10.4: Learning from farmers
Jaska: The irrigation engineer andmyself visited this village, inthe command area of a large
irrigation project Dharoi inGujarat, India,to find out if the farmers would be interested in PIM.
As soon as the farmers collected I asked the first question, as Ialways do: "First let me
understand what isirrigation system that servesthe farm lands of your village." Promptly the
irrigation engineer unrolled his maps, three of them, one for each sub-minor. Isaid it would
be difficult to understand the problems of this village if we have to look into 3 maps. In any
case I wanted PRA approach to understand the local situation as farmers perceived it. I
therefore suggested to prepare an irrigation map of the village. I always carry chart papers
and sketch pens with me.
Farmers' first reaction usually isthat they do not know how to draw maps. Ithen take up
the pen and make a small round somewhere in the lower middle of the chart paper and tell
them if this is the village site (housing area) let me know by which road we reached the
village. Somebody would indicate by finger and someone else will take up the pen and draw
it. At our prompting, more roads will be drawn and then the canals.
At this stage I found that one leader who was apparently more educated and articulate
was speaking on behalf of all and therefore was a barrier to participation by more farmers.
I therefore put my finger on aparticular minor and asked who arethe farmers at the tail end?
A farmer raised his hand, I asked him to come forward and explain what was his situation
about adequacy of water. Hesaid he never got water! Obviously the leader could not speak
on his behalf. Then Iasked who else had land served by that canal. More farmers raised their
hand and Iasked them to come forward. The leader had to make room for them.
Farmer after farmer pointing out the location of hisfarm, narrated the problems they faced
- problem of uneven canal bed,farmers in earlier reaches taking more water than their share,
wrong location of outlet, gate in oulet missing etc. The leader only nodding his agreement
with views being expressed by the farmers.
The second round of discussion was about PIM and to what extent the benefit that may
be obtained from the scheme and whether the responsibility that would devolve on farmers
was worth its while. That led to the issue - what needs to be done for rehabilitation of the
scheme before turn over was considered between the farmers and the irrigation engineers.
When the agreement was reached the issue came up about contribution towards the cost of
rehabilitation. According to rough estimate by the irrigation engineer for the rehabilitation as
indicated by the farmers may cost around Rs400,000 and expected 10% contribution would
mean Rs.40,000.
The first reaction of the farmers is always that they were poor and they cannot raise such
large amount. Ithen entered into discussion about the additional production that would result
on account of rehabilitation and due to improvement in the water delivery system when
managed by the farmers organisation that will be more sensitive to the changing needs of
specific farmers.The roughcalculation indicatedthat the value ofadditional production would
be Rs.1 20,000 per year. This showed that the farmers would get back more than the amount
of their contribution in the first year itself and thereafter they will have the benefit of
additional income year after year. One of the farmers has business experience. I asked him
"is there any honest business where you get back your investment in less than two years?"
The farmers could see the implications of this discussion on cost benefit.
No major decisions can be taken about PIM in athree hours session of initial dialogue. It
only prepares the ground for the 2nd, 3rd and the 4th round leading to acceptance of PIM
with full understanding of benefits and costs not only of money but of responsibilities.
Source: Shah (n.d.: 4-5)

of organisation or thecomposition of the water users group inrelation to the head-tail water
distribution pattern in the distributary concerned. There was no attention to the
communication process with farmers, and not a trace of an effort to start a process of joint
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problem definition and learning from past experience. Theproblem of reliable supply from
the main system was more or less ignored.38*
If these events are any indication for how the new PIM policy will be implemented, the
worst must be feared for its viability. We should be very careful however not to simply put
the blame on the field level staff. The problem is one of general approach. The whole
conceptofprescriptivepolicy implementation needstobequestioned. This means that reform
of the modeof operation of thegovernment institutions should haveaprominentplaceonthe
policy agenda.39'
Thatthingscanbedonedifferently isillustrated inbox 10.4,which describes the approach
ofanNGOworking onPIMinGujarat (alsoseeGosselinkandThompson, 1997for areview
of the use of participatory approaches in irrigation). However, not all NGOs active in canal
irrigation follow such interactive approaches (seevan Ommen, 1997and Buggi, Hulagurand
Shivamurthy, 1997 for critiques of NGO activities in Karnataka).
Though NGOsprobably haveabetter record withregard tofield level methodologies than
government agencies, there are some limitations to their approaches in canal irrigation as
well. The major one it seems to me, isthe exclusive focus on localorganisation, of farmers
and other water users, atoutletorsubdistributary level.This leaves theissues of mainsystem
management and institutional reform within the irrigation bureaucracy unaddressed.40) One
dimension of this is the isolated nature of pilotexperiments when undertaken on a relatively
small scale (a small number inscattered locations, limited tooutlet of subdistributary level),
so that cumulative effects cannot occur.41' With regard to the role of NGOs in irrigation
management reform there seems to be considerable potential to be tapped. However, NGO
work should focus more than it seems to be now on building local countervailing power to
address the problems located at higher levels of the system and in the policy making and
implementing bureaucracy.
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On the positive side it must be observed that the CADA took up the implementation of the PIM
initiative with great speed and enthousiasm. A cynical mind would perhaps suggest that this was
due more to the possibility of new resource flows than the content of the policy. There was some
indirect evidence for this inthis particular case.The WUA chairman's role seems to have been that
of a middleman with regard to the securing of subsidies for lift irrigation for individual farmers
through a CADA programme.
391
This issue is under discussion in the policy formulation process, but it is in my view not as
prominent as it should be.
401
It may happen that NGOs successfully function asathird party (a resource broker, see chapter
3 and 7) that mediates between water users and the Irrigation Department and is able to exert
sufficient pressure to improve and stabilise main system water supply during the period that it is
active in a particular locality. However, it is sometimes difficult to consolidate this after the NGO
leaves the locality. Access to administrative and political circles that NGOs may have to secure
water supply, may not easily betaken over by local persons and institutions (but for an exception,
see van Ommen, 1997).
411
The isolated pilot experiments are partly an artefact of irrigation policy. The Command Area
Development programme that has providedfunds forWUA formation by NGOshasdefined the type
and level of experiments to be undertaken in this way (see also chapter 9). The PIM initiative in
Karnataka is designed along the same lines, although the unit of organisation is meant to be larger
(several hundreds of hectares) than in the Command Area Development approach, where the unit
was often the outlet command area (several tens of hectares).
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Conclusion
The main conclusion that I draw from this section is that the policy process that is now
designing 'participatory irrigation management' initiatives, should itself be more
participatory. Interest groups should not only be involved in the local, implementation part
of policies and programmes, but also in the process of policy formulation and programme
design. Actors who work 'bottom up', like many NGOs, should make this a more prominent
part of their approach and partly 'delocalise' their efforts. This could also contribute to the
constitution of an articulated field level demand for policy reform.
Bottrall (1992) has formulated this course of action as follows. He argues that
there could be a possibility of [an irrigation reform] agenda being incorporated into and thereby reinforcing - broader-based movements for democratic reform. (Bottrall,
1992:245)
He argues that support for a reform agenda for the irrigation sector and bureaucracy might
be found in different corners.
Those currently opposed to the status quo, or with good reasons to oppose it, include
finance ministries (concerned about IDs' never-ending demands on public funds);
politicians and their constituents inregions disadvantaged by present patterns of water
development (either through direct damage, as in waterlogged areas, or through long
neglect, as intank areas); environmental action groups; local issue-based groups (such
asopponents of state water policies inMaharashtra); and non-agricultural waterusers,
including urban domestic and industrial users, whosuffer from the absence of efficient
methods of inter-sectoral water allocation, {ibid.:244)
To conclude this section I reflect on the type of public action and leadership required to
achieve a reform process that also addresses explicitly the issues of equity, democracy and
ecological sustainability in local and supro-local resource use practices. The reflection consist
of a quotation.
The primary bottleneck [in superseding the private property interests of landlords and
'waterlords'], aswith manyother development problems inIndia, isorganizational and
political. Even the leftist parties in India, which in a few areas have some history of
organizing peasants, are more oriented to price-tax-rent campaigns, limited land
redistribution movements, and more recently to recording of rights of tenants and
agitation for agricultural wage increases. Seldom is their attention directed toward
developingproductivity-oriented localcooperativeorganizations (forwater management
or for credit and social insurance). Even atthe level of slogans the focus is on issues
like 'land to the tiller' (and hence a perpetuation of the private property system) and
not on the need for building cooperative institutions. It is, of course, far easier to
agitate against existing inequality and oppression than to build from the ground up
viable community organizations and to sustain them. The latter require a completely
different kind of organizational resources and political-entrepreneurial skills which the
present leadership of these parties is often ill-equipped to provide. Yet the need
remains desperate. (Bardhan, 1984b:219)
What is stated here about the leftist parties can, mutatis mutandis, also be applied to other
political actors. What I hope to have shown is that a progressive agenda for canal irrigation
reform is possible and required. Who will come forward to occupy the political space created
by macro-shifts in the Indian economy and polity, and integrate and expand localised efforts
into a broader process of public action and institutional reform, is an open question.
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10.4 A RESEARCH AGENDA FOR REFORM
Theprevious sections have tried tobring the 'water control as politically contested resource
use' perspective to its logical conclusion with regard to its implications for action. I have
questioned conventional concepts of planned intervention (on these see Long and van der
Ploeg, 1989), and advocated aprocess-focused approach and outlined aparticular standpoint
onthe natureof thereform required. Inthisconcluding section Idiscuss which contributions
academic research might make to the further development of this perspective and change
processes by the presentation of a research agenda for reform.
I do not want to conclude with a long list of topics and questions that need further
investigation. Instead, Ibriefly describe three thematic areas that in my view deserve more
attention, and which need conceptual innovation as well.42)
Canalirrigationtechnologyand its designprocess
The first thematic area is that of the canal irrigation technology and its design process. The
research started with a concept of technology that wanted to identify the social dimensions
of physical artefacts. Particularly chapter 8 shows that this perspective can improve our
understanding of water management practices. However, this is little more than a beginning
that establishes the possibility of a social perspective on canal irrigation technology. More
research on topics like intermediate storage and thechoice of outlet structures (inrelation to
water management and water rights issues and on a comparative basis across the
subcontinent) can help to address the technical challenges that irrigation reform is going to
present.
With regard to the design process the starting assumption was based on social
constructivist analyses of design processes in farmer managed irrigation systems in which
NGOs or other irrigation agencies intervened.43' The finding of that research has been that
design processes generally are social processes in which different interests groups interact
to negotiate the technical design. Though this was partly confirmed by the analysis of the
designprocess of theTungabhadra Left BankCanal (seechapters 4and 8).Theanalysis also
showed that there is a lot on non-contested, top-down, engineer-dominated design work in
canal irrigation, that there are no institutions for discussion and negotiation of design issues
by the different interest groups, and that the professional orientation of engineers is not
towards field level problems but the 'high tech' frontier of engineering.
I believe that any initiative for reform in canal irrigation, to have a chance of success,
requires enrolment of the Irrigation Department engineers that manage the systems. One
possible starting point for that enrolment is their technical professional expertise. The
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There is a fourth important thematic area, and that is the development of a social or political
ecology approach to canal irrigation, at field and farm level as well as higher levels (the latter in
relation to integrated water resources management). One of the important topics for research
would befarmer responses to waterlogging and salinisation. However, this book does not provide
material to elaborate this thematic area, and therefore I only mention it.
431
Social constructivist analyses have so far hardly been applied to agency managed large scale
systems. See chapter 2 for references.
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features, history and meaning of that expertise need tobe understood much better tobe able
to rethink it.44)
Thepolitics of irrigation
The second thematic area of research that I want to highlight is what might be called the
politics of irrigation, or irrigation as a political process. It was mentioned in chapter 7 that
one of the weaknesses of this research is that the political networks relevant for water
management were notinvestigated infull detail. Alsohere theanalysis presented ismore the
identification of aresearch terrain thanacomprehensive statement onthe issue. Comparative
research on the role of MLAs and other political actors in irrigation management, the
intersection ofpolitical, administrative andhydraulicboundaries, and thefunctioning of local
political networks would be obvious topics for further research.
Also the internal institutional workings of the irrigation bureaucracy were only partly
analysed (see chapter 9). Particularly the coping strategies and styles of management of
departmental staff who operate at the interface of the water users and bureaucracy are an
important topic.
From a reform perspective these are questions about the forms of and possibilities for
institutions in which different interest groups can discuss and negotiate the planning, design
and management of the irrigation system.45' It is particularly relevant also for the emerging
emphasis on integrated water resources management, where ways have to be found to
negotiate the allocation and management of water with different functions and values.
Rights and entitlements
The third thematic area is that of the conditions for resource access and use. It includes the
'interlinked entitlements' situation with regard to canal irrigation water that was identified
inchapter 6, questions aboutproperty rights inland, water and infrastructure, and the effects
of these phenomena on poverty, social security, and class and gender relations. Research on
these issues hasdeveloped strongly for farmer managed irrigation, but much less sofor canal
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For critiques of the water supply augmentation and infrastructure creation orientation of the
Irrigation Department, see for example Santhakumar and Rajagopalan (1993) and Santhakumar,
Rajagopalan and Ambirajan (1995).
451
1implicitly advocate what could becalled a'social contract' approach to reform here. During the
IDPAD conference referred to above a trinity of models for reform was distinguished in the
discussions. The two other models identified were li) integrated water resources planning
dominated by water resources specialists, involving, at the most, consultation of resource users,
and (Hi the market and litigation oriented model which relies on the allocative efficiency of market
or market-like mechanisms, and the force of law and jurisprudence. When it is accepted that the
institutional structure and the behaviour of the water bureaucracy is part of the problem, the first
model can hardly be relied on. It creates no mechanisms to question that structure and behaviour.
The second model isalso not avery attractive avenue. The introduction of water markets in South
Asian canal irrigation does not seem a feasible proposition (see Moore, 1989 for detailed
discussion; also see Wade, 1982a:320), and the paralysis of the legal system with regard to
irrigation management has been referredto in chapters 3 and 7. The 'social contract' model seems
to have moreto speak for it. Inother domains, like forestry, watershed management under rainfed
conditions and minor irrigation, it has been experimented with with some success (see Chambers,
Saxena and Shah, 1989). It is not a defence of a populist view of participation (see Scoones and
Thompson, 1994).
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irrigation.46' Also here a comparative approach, across the subcontinent, would be needed,
in consideration of socio-economic, political, agro-ecological and technical diversity (see
chapter 3 for a first step towards a regional typology). A specific topic that emerges from
thisbook istheroleof migrant farmers inagricultural innovation and resource management.
From a reform perspective research on these topics would enable elaboration of the
generally rather vagueequity objective, and more insight inthesephenomena mayalso affect
the local level methodologies for irrigation reform by 'grounding' them more profoundly in
local level social realities.
Conclusion
In 1997a senior and highly placed irrigation engineer made the remark to methat what was
required in Karnataka was not more research, but studies. Research to him was an activity
of academics which generally had little relevance to the practical problems he and his
colleagues faced in the irrigation systems. Studies in his mind were activities oriented
towardspractical problems withtheaimtosuggestpractical solutions for theseproblems. My
guess isthat, had wecontinued thediscussion, wewould havebeen unable toagree onwhich
exactly were the most pressing practical problems, how these should be perceived, and how
the studies should be undertaken. There are still many gaps to bridge, both in theory and in
practice. But on one point we fully agreed. Research and studies must be located on the
waterfront.
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See Saleth (1996) on a property rights perspective on irrigation. I thank Vishal Narain for
bringing this work to my notice (also see Narain, forthcoming). I became aware of the existence
of this literature too late to be able to integrate it into the discussion in this chapter.
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NEDERLANDSE SAMENVATTING
Dutch Summary
DE WATERLINIE
Waterverdeling, technologie en agrarische verandering in een
kanaal-irrigatiesysteem in Zuid India
Dit boek bespreekt waterverdeling in het Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal irrigatiesysteem in Raichur
district, Karnataka, India. Het isgelegen in het binnenland van Zuid India, waar de regenval laag is
(ongeveer 600mmperjaar)enzeer variabel. Inhetverledenwerdhetgebied geteisterd door mislukte
oogsten en hongersnoden. Een grootschalig irrigatiesysteem werd geconstrueerd ter oplossing van
deze problemen. Het systeem is operationeel sinds 1953 en was volledig gereed in 1968. Het te
irrigeren areaal is 240.000 ha.
Het Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal iseenzogenaamd 'protective' ('beschermend') irrigatiestelsel.
Het isontworpen om het beschikbare water dunte spreiden over een grote oppervlakte. Er is sprake
van supplementaire en partiele irrigatie. De gewas-waterbehoefte wordt niet geheel gedekt en in een
bepaald seizoen wordt slechts een gedeelte van het areaal ge'irrigeerd. Niet de produktie per eenheid
land wordt gemaximaliseerd, maar die per eenheid water.
Inhetlaatstepunt ligteenfundamentele tegenstrijdigheid besloten. Voor eenboer meteengegeven
hoeveelheid land ligt het meer voor de hand omper eenheid landte maximaliseren, inplaatsvan bij
te dragen aan het maximale totale produkt gegeven de hoeveelheid water. De meest rendabele
gewassen, rijst en suikerriet, vragen veel water. Daarom eigenen boeren die daartoe de mogelijkheid
hebben zich meer water toe dan hun 'beschermende' deel, waardoor anderen te weinig krijgen. Het
irrigatiewater in het Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal wordt in de praktijk net als in veel andere
irrigatiesystemen zeer ongelijk verdeeld.
Hoe deze ongelijke verdeling van dag tot dag tot stand komt is het centrale thema van het
proefschrift. Het beoogt een interdisciplinaire analyse van 'water control' (waterbeheersing) op
verschillende nivo's: het tertiaire vak, het secundaire kanaal, en het hoofdkanaal. De
technisch/fysische, organisatorische en sociaal-economisch/politieke dimensies van de problematiek
worden met elkaar in verband gebracht. De centrale onderzoeksvraag is de volgende.
Hoewordendeorganisatievormenvoorwaterverdelinginhet TungabhadraLeftBank
Canalbeinvloeddoor 1)hetpatroon vande commercialiseringvande landbouw, 2)
devormvanoverheidsregulatieen3)detechnischeinfrastructuur,enhoebeinvloeden
die organisatievormen op hun beurt dezefaktoren ?
Degevolgdemethode isdievaneenintensievegevalstudie.Hetonderzoek isgestartoplokaalnivo
met de bestudering van de waterverdeling in een aantal tertiaire vakken (lokale irrigatie-eenheden
waarboeren onderlinghetwaterverdelen),gelegen inhetbovenstroomseenhetbenedenstroomse deel
van het irrigatiestelsel, waar een zekere mate van waterschaarste heerstte. De veronderstelling was
dat waterschaarste organisatie zou induceren.
Na het onderzoek op dit nivobewogen de onderzoekingen zichgeleidelijk tegen de stroom in het
kanaalstelsel op naar de daar gelegen verdeelpunten, naar de kantoren van de ambtenaren van het
Irrigatie Departement die dit gedeelte van het stelsel beheren, naar de huizen van politici, naar de
winkels van de handelaren inzaaigoed enkunstmest, enzelfs naar het Hooggerechtshof enParlement
van Karnataka. Er zijn vooral sociaal-antropologische onderzoekstechnieken gebruikt.
Het boek bestaat uit tien hootdstukken. Na een inleiding bespreekt hoofdstuk 2 het theoretische
raamwerk van de analyse. Hoofdstuk 3 t/m 5 geven achtergrondsinformatie over het verschijnsel
'beschermende' irrigatie, het ontwerp van het systeem, endesociaal-economische ontwikkeling inde
regio als gevolg van de irrigatie. De kern van het proefschrift wordt gevormd door hoofdstuk 6 t/m
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9 waarin de waterverdelingspraktijken op de verschillende nivo's besproken worden. Hoofdstuk 10
geeft de konklusies en bespreekt de mogelijkheid van hervorming van de huidige situatie m.b.t. het
waterbeheer.
Hoofdstuk 2 introduceert de twee analytische kernbegrippen. Het eerste is de notie dat
irrigatiesystemen sociaaltechnische systemen zijn. Ze zijn heterogeen en complex omdat ze bestaan
uit eengroot aantal verschillende typenelementen, die opcomplexe wijze metelkaar verbonden zijn.
Het tweede begrip is 'water control' of waterbeheersing. Er worden drie dimensies van 'water
control' onderscheiden: de technisch/fysische dimensie, de organisatorische dimensie en de sociaaleconomisch/politieke dimensie. De centrale aanname is dat deze drie dimensies onlosmakelijk met
elkaar verbonden zijn. 'Water control' in irrigatie wordt beschreven als een voorbeeld van politiek
betwistgebruikvaneennatuurlijke hulpbron('politically contestedresourceuse'). Hiermeewordt het
belang van sociale machtsverhoudingen in het gebruik van irrigatiewater benadrukt.
In hoofdstuk 3 worden de begrippen 'bescherming en lokalisatie' ('protection and localisation')
besproken. 'Bescherming' is een begrip dat stamt uit het Britse koloniale irrigatiebeleid. Drie
betekenissen worden geidentificeerd: 1) de algemene betekenis van de funktie van irrigatie als
bescherming tegen droogte/oogstmislukking en hongersnood, 2) beschermende irrigatie als een
financieel-administratieve categorie van irrigatiewerken in de koloniale tijd, en 3) beschermende
irrigatie als een speciflek type irrigatie in de technische, organisatorische en sociaaleconomisch/politieke zin. Onderdeel van 'bescherming' is in Zuid India de zogenaamde lokalisatie.
Dit iseenvormvan landgebruiksplanning waarin deoverheid wettelijk aanboeren voorschrijft welke
gewassen zij wel en niet met het irrigatiewater mogen verbouwen.
Het isopvallenddat debeschermingsdoelstelling eencentraalelement inhetIndiase irrigatiebeleid
is gebleven, ook na de onafhankelijkheid van India, ondanks de (erkende) praktijk van ongelijke
waterverdeling. De verklaring hiervoor wordt gevonden in hetpopulistischekarakter van het Indiase
politieke systeem. Politici handelen als 'resource brokers' ('hulpbron-makelaars') die hun politieke
steunzeker kunnen stellen o.a. door tezorgen dat er irrigatiekanalen naar hun kiesdistrict aangelegd
worden. Tegelijkertijd zijn ze binnen hun kiesdistrict vooral afhankelijk van de categorie van grote
boeren, die nujuistzichzelf teveelwater toeeigenen. Daarom ondernemen dezelfde politicigeen aktie
tegen ongelijke verdeling. Vanwege de invloed van politici op de uitvoering van hun werk zitten de
ambtenaren van het Irrigatie Departement ook in een moeilijk parket.
Het tot stand komen van het Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal wordt besproken in hoofdstuk 4. De
geschiedenis van het stelsel begint in de periode 1850-1860. De uitvoering van de plannen die toen
en daarna zijn gemaakt voor een kanaal in Raichur district, werd bemoeilijkt door de verhouding
tussen Madras Presidency, direkt bestuurd door een Britse koloniale regering, en de Nizam's
Dominions, een formeel onafhankelijke 'Princely State'. De Tungabhadra rivier was de grensrivier
tussendezegebiedenendekonstruktievaneendamvoorhetreservoirvereistetoestemmingvanbeide
overheden. Langdurigepolitiekeonderhandelingenwarennodigomeenverdelingvanhet beschikbare
water overeente komen. Uiteindelijk werd besloten, ondanks dedominantievanMadras Presidency,
tot een 50/50 verdeling van het water. In 1944 was er een principe-overeenkomst, maar de
onderhandelingen duurden nog voort tot 1976, onder andere als gevolg van de herindeling van de
Indiase Staten na de onafhankelijkheid.
In 1945werdbegonnen metdeconstructievanhetproject. Toendebeschikbare hoeveelheid water
eenmaal was vastgesteld was het verdere ontwerp vooral een aangelegenheid van ingenieurs, met
weinigexterne invloed. Hetgewaspatroon wasvanaf hetbegin 'protective', envooral kosten faktoren
hebben een rol gespeeld bij hetbepalen van de tracers van de kanalen. Er isgeen rekening gehouden
metsocialegrenzenzoalsdievandorpen enboerenbedrijven; topografie enbodemsoort zijnbepalend
geweest voor het ontwerp. De verklaring hiervoor ligt in de zeer hoge sociale status van ingenieurs
indieperiode diehetbetwijfelen vanhuntechnische keuzes onmogelijk maakte, en hetontbreken van
instituties voor overleg en onderhandeling over ontwerp elementen.
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De komst van irrigatie in Raichur district heeft gezorgd voor een zeer sterke economische
ontwikkeling, die beschreven wordt in hoofdstuk 5. Irrigatie heeft geleid tot het ontstaan van een
intensieve gecommercialiseerde landbouw met een hoge produktiviteit. De migratie van boeren uit
de naburige deelstaat Andhra Pradesh naar het nieuwe irrigatiestelsel heeft een sleutelrol gespeeld in
deze ontwikkeling. Zij brachten voldoende investeringskapitaal en kennis van de gei'rrigeerde
landbouw mee, en begonnen een landbouwbedrijfssysteem gebaseerd op de verbouw van rijst, en in
mindere mate suikerriet. De lokale bevolking ontbrak het in eerste instantie in het algemeen aan
investeringsmiddelen. De migranten kochten land vandelokaleboeren; degroteren onder de laatsten
gebruikten de opbrengst van de verkoop om ookte investeren in de ontwikkeling van hun land voor
irrigatie (egalisatie, aanleggen van dijkjes rond develden). Er heeft eenmassale overdracht van land
aan migranten plaatsgevonden. Na verloop van tijd is ook geinvesteerd, zowel door migranten als
lokale boeren, in irrigatie met pompen, vanuit de rivier en de natuurlijke afvoerkanalen.
Er is een geografisch patroon ontstaan waarin grote en middelgroteboeren vooral land hebben in
debovenstroomsedelenvandekanalen, enkleineenmarginaleboerenvooralindebenedenstroomse
delen (in het hoofdstuk wordt eerst een typologie van deze vier categorieen ontwikkeld).
Niettegenstaande deze algemene correlatie tussen lokatie en sociaal-economische klasse, verschilt de
preciese relatie van geval tot geval. Migranten konden niet altijd land verwerven in de geografisch
meest gunstige lokaties, en ook ontstond soms waterschaarste in gebieden waar eerder voldoende
waterbeschikbaar was. Hetproces vanrelokatievan landbezitmet hetoog optoegang totwater gaat
nog steeds door via de mechanismen van aan- en verkoop van land, via de overdracht van land in
bruidschatten, en via het verkrijgen van land doorhet uitzettenvan leningen met land als onderpand.
Het proces van agrarische verandering kan niet goed begrepen worden zonder deze inherente
ruimtelijke dimensie.
Hoofdstuk 6 is het eerste hoofdstuk over dedagelijkse waterverdelingspraktijk. Het analyseert de
gebeurtenissen op het nivo van het tertiaire vak, waar boeren onderling de waterverdeling bepalen.
Er blijken in veel gevallen gedetailleerde stelsels van regels te bestaan voor roterende
waterverstrekking. Deze zijn gebaseerd op de principes van het verdelen van de irrigatie-eenheid in
zones, het vaststellen van een volgorde in de irrigatie, en een vaste irrigatietijd per eenheid
oppervlakte. De regels worden gebruikt in tijden van schaarste; daarbuiten vindt irrigatie plaats op
basis van onderlinge afspraken.
Ondanks het bestaan van regels gebaseerd op een gelijkheidsprincipe kan sterk ongelijke
waterverdeling geobserveerd worden. Dit komt doordat de regels slechts het aanbod van water
betreffen, en niet continu worden toegepast. De vraag naar water is gedifferentieerd. Kleine,
benedenstroomse boeren anticiperen op het verliezen van konflikten over water met grotere,
bovenstroomse boeren door gewassen te verbouwen die minder water vergen, maar die ook minder
rendabel zijn. De anticipatie komt voort uit hun afhankelijkheid van de grotere boeren voor het
verkrijgen van krediet en werkgelegenheid voor henzelf en hun familieleden. Ook treden de grotere
boeren op als vertegenwoordigers van de lokale irrigatie-eenheid in diskussies met het Irrigatie
Departement en andere aktiviteiten om de watervoorziening veilig te stellen.
De waterverdeling op het nivovan het secundaire kanaal, in India 'distributary' genoemd, wordt
behandeld in hoofdstuk 7 (de organisatorische aspekten) en hoofdstuk 8 (de technische aspekten).
Hoofdstuk 7 bespreekt welke regels voor roterende waterverstrekking er ontstaanzijn in de interactie
tussen de ambtenaren van het IrrigatieDepartement diedeze kanalen beheren, endewatergebruikers.
In veel secundaire kanalen bestaan regels voor rotatie, die ook weer gemobiliseerd worden in tijden
van schaarste. Ook hier bewerkstelligen de regels geen gelijkheid in waterverdeling. Ze drukken de
machtsverhouding uit tussen groepen gebruikers in verschillende delen van het gei'rrigeerde gebied,
en die tussen watergebruikers en overheid.
In tegenstelling tot wat vaak gedacht wordt is corruptie niet het dominante mechanisme in de
waterverdeling op secundair nivo in het Tungabhadra Left Bank Canal. De moeizame relatie tussen
overheidsbeheerders en watergebruikers wordt niet ingevuld door middel van financiele transacties,
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maar door politieke bemiddeling. Lokale politici (parlementsleden) kunnen onder bepaalde
omstandigheden een belangrijke rol spelen in de waterverdeling. De politici zijn afhankelijk van de
politieke steun van boeren, die hen in rail voor stemmen kunnen vragen het gedrag van de Irrigatie
Departement staf te beinvloeden. De lokale parlementsleden hebben macht over de Irrigatie
Departement staf omdat zij veel invloed hebben op de driejaarlijkse (of eerdere) overplaatsing van
ambtenaren. Zo ontstaat een 'driehoek van aanpassing' ('triangle of accommodation'), waarin geen
van de partijen (boeren, ambtenaren en politici) de absolute overhand heeft, en waar voortdurend
onderhandeld moet worden over de verdeling van het water.
Hoofdstuk 8 concentreert zich op het kunstwerk dat het secundaire kanaal verbindt met de lokale
irrigatie-eenheid: de 'pipe outlet structure'. Omdat het debiet dat door de pijp van het secundaire
kanaal naar de veldleiding stroomt afhangt van zowel de bovenstroomse als de benedenstroomse
waterstand, en van de doorsnede van de opening van de pijp (die aangepast kan worden met een
schuif), is het praktisch onmogelijk het debiet met enige nauwkeurigheid te regelen. Ook is het
daardoor onbekend hoeveel water er precies afgetapt wordt. Waarom tot de dag van vandaag dit
kunstwerk gebruikt wordt, ennietandereelders inIndiagebruikte kunstwerken diemeer toegesneden
zijn op de taak van gelijke waterverdeling, is niet geheel duidelijk.
Er bestaat in de praktijk een grote variatie in de preciese karakteristieken van de 'pipe outlet
structure': stevigheid van konstruktie (beton/metselwerk), de plaats van de schuif (wel of niet
zichtbaar entoegankelijk), hettype slot of slotendatbevestigd isen anderekenmerken. Deze variatie
is een afspiegeling van de waterverdelingspraktijken en -problemen langs het betreffende kanaal. De
kenmerken en de staat van de kunstwerken zijn een uitdrukking van de verhoudingen tussen
verschillende groepen boeren en tussen boeren en de Irrigatie Departement.
Hetlaatstehoofdstukoverwaterverdelingspraktijken, hoofdstuk9,gaatover veranderingsprocessen
binnenhetIrrigatieDepartement m.b.t. hetbeheervan hethoofdkanaal. Ineentweejarige periode van
extreem watertekort (1988-1990) hebben een aantal institutionele veranderingen plaatsgevonden die
de watervoorziening naar het benedenstroomse deel van het kanaal verbeterd hebben. De
oorspronkelijke regels voor verdeling van het water op basis van het voorgeschreven gewaspatroon
zijn losgelaten. Daarvoor in de plaats zijn regels gekomen die aan de ene kant ongelijkheid
bestendigen, maar aan de andere kant een realistischer basis vormenvoor het onderhandelen over de
waterverstrekking aanhet benedenstroomse gedeeltevan hetkanaal. Als gevolgvan het invoeren van
deze nieuwe regels is de watervoorziening aan het benedenstroomse gedeelte van het hoofdkanaal
verbeterd, en vooral stabieler geworden.
Het slothoofdstuk, hoofdstuk 10, geeft een samenvattend antwoord op de onderzoeksvraag, en
bespreekt de implicaties van de analyse voor hervorming van het waterbeheer. Er wordt betoogd dat
de analyse zowel een aantal structurele beperkingen of struikelblokken heeft gei'dentificeerd voor
hervorming, maar dat de dagelijkse praktijk van de waterverdeling ook openingen biedt voor
verandering. De laatste liggen indekapaciteitvoorzelfbeheer door watergebruikers, de gezamenlijke
formulering van regels voor waterverdeling door watergebruikers en Irrigatie Departement staf, en
de technische creativiteit en de mogelijkheid van institutionele verandering binnen het Irrigatie
Departement.
Vervolgens wordt besproken welke perspectieven er bestaan op de door bijna iedereen gevoelde
noodzaak van hervorming. Deze varieren van technische en management argumenten voor 'goed
beheer', economische argumenten voor 'efficient beheer', ecologische argumenten voor 'duurzaam
beheer', tot politieke argumenten voor 'egalitair en democratisch beheer'. Gepoogd wordt een
beschrijving te geven van een omvattende benadering waarin technische, organisatorische,
economische en politieke elementen verweven zijn.
Wat betreft de situatie in Karnataka m.b.t. de hervorming van irrigatiebeleid wordt gesteld dat
meer aandacht voor departicipatie van gebraikers en andere belangengroepen in de formulering van
beleid nodig is. Nuvindenpogingentotverandering tamelijk gei'soleerdplaats op hoge nivo's binnen
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de overheid, of in individuele, lokale situaties in de irrigatiestelsels. Het werken aan een breed
maatschappelijk draagvlak wordt als prioriteit genoemd.
Tenslotte worden een aantal onderzoeksonderwerpen genoemd en kort besproken die zouden
kunnen bijdragen aan de hervormingsagenda. Dit zijn het ontwerpproces van de kanaalirrigatie
technologic de politieke dimensie van irrigatie, en de kwestie van gebruiksrechten. Dit onderzoek
moet gesitueerd zijn in de dagelijkse problematiek van waterbeheer, d.w.z. aan de waterlinie.
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